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Abstract 

The period 1775 - 1840 witnessed a dramatic transformation in 
the size and complexity of the Edinburgh art world, with the 
rituals associated with fine art consumption emerging from the 
closed circles of the elite connoisseur and taking on new 
meanings in the more open and contested spaces of the urban 
public sphere. Expanding regimes of artistic exchange and 
consumption accelerated rapidly during the course of the 1820s, 
as the city's fine arts became more deeply embedded in British 
and Continental markets. For a growing audience of wealthy 
professional bourgeoisie and lesser gentry, the ownership of 
painting became the requisite component of refined urban 
living. 

However, this expansion -- dominated by the resale 
exchange of 'old' masters -- was not automatically a boon to 
contemporary artists. In a highly stratified artistic sphere 
many found the struggle for subsistence unequal. An early 
protective association, the Society of Artists, foundered on 
the rocks of its members' competing interests, and the 
formation of the Scottish Academy in 1826 was also riven by 
debilitating disputes between different groups of artists and 
their patrons. During a period of acute political turmoil, the 
press exploited these divisions for political gain, and dis-
agreements over modes of patronage were easily represented in 
terms of the passions of party feeling. 

It was only in the wake of the Reform Act, and the 
remodelling of Edinburgh's body politic, that the 'problem' of 
the public emerged as a central concern of elite patronage. 
Members of the stumbling Scottish Academy joined with leading 
civic figures to found the first Edinburgh art union. Its 
successful harnessing of a largely middle-class public not only 
secured the financial prospects of the city's leading artists, 
but also offered civic elites a clearly defined pathway to 
social power and recognition. The cultural authority accruing 
to the fine arts allowed its managers to develop a self-
interested 'governmental' agenda. However, the art union's 
dominance of the urban arts did not pass uncontested, and a 
counter organisation was formed to challenge its patrician 
management style. These disputes, combined with earlier 
confrontations, expose the complex array of competing interests 
that structured Edinburgh's emergent artistic field during the 
early decades of the nineteenth century. 
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Introduction 

In his doughty defence of the Royal Scottish Academy (RSA) 

published in 1846, the Edinburgh advocate, George Monro, prefaced 

his argument by asserting the prominence of the Academy's 

activities within the social calendar of the city's fashionable 

bourgeois elites. Its annual exhibition is, he noted, 'our pride 

and our delight; it is the star that throws a brightness over the 

gloomy months of February, March, and April') Housed within 

Playfair's Royal Institution building on the Mound, a lugubrious 

neo-classical structure right at the symbolic heart of the city, 

the RSA staged the most socially significant of Edinburgh's 

contemporary public amusements (Plate 1). 	Attendance at its 

annual exhibition provided evidence not only of personal taste 

and refinement, but also confirmed the visitor's membership of 

a distinguished social class. The exhibition goer, according to 

Monro at least, was invariably in the best of company: 

With our season-ticket in our pocket, with what pleasure do we mount 
the palatial stair, pass through the Doric colonnade, and, entering 
its beautiful saloons, feast our eyes with the artistic efforts of the 
year, every one freighted with an artist's hopes and fears, and mark 
with satisfaction the productions of high names, nobly sustained, the 
progress made by rising artists, the development of new beauties, the 
correction of old blemishes! And when we can withdraw our eyes for a 
little from the attractions on the walls, and direct them to the body 
of the saloon, we perceive ourselves mingling with the fairest, the 
most talented and learned, the most fashionable and respectable, of 
the dwellers in our ancient capital, together with not a few of those 
strangers who are drawn to it by its fame as a beautiful and classical 
city. This is the state of the attendance day after day while the 
Exhibition lasts; and on fine days, particularly on Saturdays, the 
whole four saloons are insufficient to contain, without crowding and 
inconvenience, the numbers that assemble. 

In a significant act of mutual reinforcement, Monro's preening 
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gaze passes easily from the exhibited works to the elegant 

assemblage, accentuating the fact that it is not only the 

paintings that are on display.]  

By 1846 the Royal Scottish Academy had held twenty such 

exhibitions, displaying in total nearly 9,000 works of art. Its 

income had more than quadrupled since the first uncertain show 

of 1827, and the spectacle of paintings stacked high on the walls 

of the Institution's galleries -- a total of 585 in 1846 --

regularly attracted a phalanx of institutional and private 

purchasers. Despite formidable opposition in the form of the 

combined energies of the 'aristocratic' Royal Institution and the 

Board of Manufactures, this professional organisation of artists 

was now the leading site for the production and exchange of 

modern painting in Edinburgh and Scotland as a whole. 	Its 

activities were firmly entrenched within the operations of 

Edinburgh's bourgeois public sphere, a network of predominantly 

middle-class associational and communicative activity that had 

first found its footing in the coffee houses, political societies 

and discussion circles of the eighteenth century.4  By the 1840s 

the high art component of this sphere comprised two professional 

artists' organisations (the RSA and the comparatively short-lived 

Edinburgh Society of Artists); two subscription-based art unions 

(the Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland and 

its competitor, the so-called New Association); a state-funded 

school of art and design (the Trustees' Academy); one large 

public exhibiting space (the galleries of the Royal Institution); 

a nascent 'national' collection (belonging to the Royal 

Institution); and a growing host of commentators, critics and 

journalists. 	These institutions were both supported and 

legitimised by the increasing engagement of commerce in high 

culture, particularly in the expanding activities of auctioneers, 

print sellers, picture dealers and framers, as well as various 

commercial galleries, museums and drawing academies. In short, 

by the mid 1840s the Edinburgh art world was flourishing, its 

workings evermore deeply embedded in patterns of urban commodity 

exchange and consumption. And as Monro commented in connection 

with the RSA's annual exhibition, 'the mercantile classes here 
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are well aware of the advantages they derive from indirect, but 

most influential, sources of [this] kind') 

But although Edinburgh could now take pride in itself as the 

second artistic city of the Empire, it is clear from the 

polemical urgency of Monro's work that the rapid growth of the 

city's 'art world' induced a range of anxieties in supporters 

about its present stability and prospects for the future. After 

all, Edinburgh's flourishing artistic field was a strikingly 

recent, still vulnerable phenomenon, and its evolution raised 

pressing issues of internal organisation, public affiliation and 

social effect. In an era obsessed by history and aware of the 

fleetness of industrial change the comparative newness of modern 

painting was for some all too apparent and unsettling. Modern 

art lacked the sanctuary and 'objective' certainty of classical 

tradition; the sense of flux and innovation surrounding its 

production created uncertainties that had to be accounted for and 

given value by a new critical language of art. In his Memorials, 

the most talented of Edinburgh's legal litterateurs, Henry 

Cockburn, put his own special spin on this sense of fragility, 

and by implication outlined a path for the future development of 

Scottish art: 

There was no class of the community so little thought of at this time 
[the early years of the nineteenth century] as the mercantile. Their 
municipal councils, and chambers of commerce, and guilds, and all 
their public associations were recognised, because they had some 
power, however little. But individually, or merely as numbers of 
merchants, they were entirely disregarded. They had no direct 
political power; no votes; and were far too subservient to be feared. 
The lairds were not merely more deferred to, but were in the height of 
their influence. They returned thirty members to Parliament, and had 
themselves and their connections in all public positions of honour or 
of pay. But our Scotch commerce was only dawning; and no merchants, 
great by the mere force of their wealth, had made either themselves or 
their calling formidable. Still less had they risen to importance as 
liberal patrons of liberal pursuits. This indeed is a character which 
has not arisen in Scotland even yet. Academies have been founded by 
the aristocratic merchants of Italy, and galleries filled with art by 
the republican burgomasters of Holland, and colleges founded, or 
simply aided, by the munificence of traders in monarchical England; 
but nothing is so rare in Scotland as a merchant uniting wealth with 
liberal taste, and the patronage of art or science with the prosecu-
tion of private concerns ... We are neither rich enough, no old 
enough, for the rise of merchants princely in their tastes. 
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Cockburn's Memorials and his other posthumously published 

writings reveal him to be a committed defender of the rights of 

the respectable, propertied bourgeoisie, and the above passage 

hints at the deep implication of high culture in broader disputes 

surrounding the structuring of bourgeois social authority. 

Written in the 1820s, but published almost twenty-five years 

after the passing of the Reform Bill, Cockburn entrenches the 

fine arts within the domain of the 'mercantile' middle class, and 

by the time these thoughts were considered in 1856 the inferred 

link between artistic progress and bourgeois wealth accumulation 

had become an unquestioned assumption. But what is significant 

about this slim passage is not only the stark contrast between 

Cockburn's uncertainty and Monro's exuberant excess, but also the 

positioning and force of the former's polemic. 	Why should 

Cockburn be so eager to underline the apparently inevitable link 

between the urban fine arts and mercantile social and economic 

strength? And why offer so many hostages to historical fortune 

along the way? 

In fact despite Cockburn's enduring ability to suck in the 

naive and unwary, the trajectory of his argument induces the 

opposite of its intended effect: it cautions us against reductive 

explanations that simply equate the rise of modern painting with 

the social and economic successes of an emergent bourgeoisie.' 

Certainly the correlation between culture and class was far 

closer in the early nineteenth century than it is today: the 

uniformly commodified culture of advanced capitalism means that 

these relations are no longer quite so tense with the play of 

power. 	But even during the 1820s the processes of mediation 

between the formation of cultural ideologies and the social 

circumstances in which they took shape were more complex than 

Cockburn's neat formulation suggests. Recent research also warns 

against pursuing too monolithic a conception of the bourgeoisie 

itself, with historians emphasising not only the diversity of 

middle-class formations, but also the complex interpenetration 

of elites, both urban and rural, throughout Britain during this 

period.8  Even at the level of Victorian local government -- very 

much the domain of the bourgeoisie -- there was considerable 
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complexity, especially in the more important urban centres which 

attracted greater participation from members of the lesser 

gentry.' As we shall see, Edinburgh's art institutions, like 

many other urban organisations, formed pre-eminent sites of 

cultural contest between these different social groups, and were 

caught up in the sectarian struggles that marked municipal 

politics during this period. As the polemical tone of both Monro 

and Cockburn suggest, in the struggle for the institutional 

control of art very much more than the evolution of aesthetics 

was at stake. No more so was this the case than in Edinburgh, 

where a powerful urban gentry continued to clash well into the 

1850s with professional artists and their middle-class patrons 

over the control of the high arts.I  

The aim of this thesis is to try and make better sense of 

this confusing historical terrain through an examination of the 

emergent bourgeois artistic field in Edinburgh between c. 1775 

and c. 1840. Central to this process was the appearance of a new 

network of patronage relations, a network significantly 

structured by both the increased commodification of high and low 

culture, and the greater importance accorded to high culture 

within the varied mechanisms of the bourgeois public sphere. Of 

course the transition that marked these developments was by no 

means clear cut, and as we shall see, residual forms -- those 

structured by client networks of private patronage and control 

-- continued to be important well into the 1840s, providing 

artists with sources of social affiliation and much needed 

economic support. However, the commissioning and collecting 

activity of elite patrons is not my primary concern, and the bulk 

of this thesis is dedicated to the more pressing historical 

question of the incorporation of a predominantly middle-class 

public into the orbit of the fine arts. 

Inevitably this work cannot provide a complete account of 

these developments, but instead focuses strategically on four key 

areas, with each of the chapters forming discrete, but inter- 

connected portions of a necessarily partial whole.11 	The 

narrative begins with an analysis of evolving regimes of exchange 

and consumption across the period, focusing on the work of a 
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variety of middlemen dealing in visual arts paraphernalia, and 

attempting to reconstruct both the expansion of the market and 

the shifting forms of public taste reflected in changing patterns 

of distribution. As we shall see, the emergent art market --

dominated by the resale transactions of old master prints and 

paintings -- was notably hostile to Edinburgh's contemporary 

painters, and Chapter Three turns to an examination of their 

concerns, especially the early attempts by practitioners at the 

lesser end of the city's artistic spectrum to establish 

exhibiting bodies in defence of their interests. Chapter Four 

moves on to analyse the key institutional formations of the 

1820s, in particular the long-running and divisive dispute 

between the elite Royal Institution and the first successful 

professional association of artists in Edinburgh, the Scottish 

Academy. Although there is room for a thesis-length study of 

this confrontation alone, my primary concern is to analyse the 

arguments developed by bourgeois artists in defence of their 

autonomy, and the way in which these discourses were utilised by 

the liberal press as propaganda weapons in a much broader 

struggle against Tory political hegemony. 	This overt 

politicisation of the fine arts proved both a boon and a 

hindrance to Edinburgh's artists, generating extensive public 

support for their cause, but also threatening to undermine the 

claims of transcendence that they increasingly utilised to 

legitimate their activities. 

The appeal and professed commitment to a vaguely defined 

'public' was a central strategy developed by artists in all their 

institutional activities, and we will pay close attention to this 

embrace of the principle of 'publicity'. But as we shall see, 

commitment to the public was often more rhetorical than real, and 

it was only during the course of the 1830s that arts institutions 

-- in particular the art unions -- showed any systematic concern 

with incorporating broader sections of the urban population into 

their patronage activities. Chapter Five analyses the formation 

of Edinburgh's two art unions, moving beyond their structural 

significance in the development of the city's art market, to a 

sustained analysis of their operations and the ideological 
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motivations of their founders. 	Inevitably this means 

reorientating the narrative away from the agenda of Edinburgh's 

artists towards the increasingly 'governmental' concerns of 

institutional patrons, in particular their impulse to use the 

fine arts as a weapon in the regulation of 'unruly' populations 

at home and abroad.12 	As the length of the final chapter 

indicates, I regard the work of the art unions as central to the 

formation of the bourgeois artistic field in Edinburgh, not only 

in the raising of sufficient capital to sustain that field, but 

also in the complex structuring of a code of manners associated 

with middle-class consumption of the fine arts. 

Even this rather schematic summary suggests that this thesis 

is grounded in theoretical concerns that take its agenda beyond 

the simple exploration of a large body of under-exploited source 

material. The narrative's theoretical foundations are based on 

the work of figures familiar to practitioners of cultural 

history, most notably Habermas, Bourdieu, Gramsci and Foucault. 

Whilst I am aware that the theoretical trajectories embodied by 

these thinkers' works are often incompatible and necessarily 

contentious, I make no sustained attempt either to resolve those 

contradictions, or to suggest directions for future inquiry. 

Certainly the process of writing this thesis has drawn my 

attention to issues that urgently need addressing: Habermas's 

easy assumption of that which still requires sufficient 

explanation (the formation of a bourgeois public sphere);13  

Bourdieu's insistent reductivism (a conceptual limitation which 

haunts this thesis):14  and the many areas of inquiry resulting 

from the conflict between Gramscian and Foucaultian conceptions 

of power.15 	The writing of this kind of history has also 

recently been hugely complicated by those questioning any 

meaningful mediation between culture, politics and the agency of 

class.16  But despite these formidable conceptual problems, the 

bias of this project remains empirical, and I have plundered the 

theoretical insights of others only to support the strategic 

ordering of what is primarily an historical argument. No doubt 

there are disabling omissions and inconsistencies, but their 

elaboration must await future work. 



This thesis also straddles disciplines in a way that will 

make some uncomfortable, borrowing freely from the work of social 

historians, art historians and the practitioners of cultural 

studies. 	Again, I make no apologies for this intellectual 

opportunism, and would argue that each of these disciplines has 

insights to offer the others, although inevitably the quality of 

the exchange will be uneven. 	Traditional art history has 

suffered most from this unholy alliance, and my work owes much 

to the so-called social historians of art who over the last 

twenty-five years have consistently questioned the specious 

assumption that fine art is a uniquely privileged or purely 

autonomous form of cultural production* In an age when high 

culture can no longer maintain the illusion of distance from its 

'degraded' mass other, the validity of art history as a discrete 

discipline is bound to be undermined, and I have learned much 

from the investigations into high culture by interrogative 

'outsiders', Raymond Williams of course, and more recently Edward 

Said and Tony' Bennett.18 	None of this is to argue that the 

questions posed by traditional art history are irrelevant, only 

that they cannot continue to be pursued from a perspective that 

unquestioningly privileges high culture over low, and aesthetic 

autonomy over more functional processes. 	It is this complex 

crucible of ideas that structures the focus of this thesis, in 

particular its concern with the work-of-art-as-commodity, and the 

regulatory use of high culture by elites eager to augment their 

social status. In what follows I am not primarily concerned with 

the evolution of aesthetic forms -- I stress this in order to 

ward off disappointment -- and these chapters contain 

deliberately little textual analysis of painting and sculpture. 

The strategic decision to avoid these issues was taken from the 

start, and seemed legitimate for a study initially conceived as 

a sociology of art institutions. But what surprised me as the 

project wore on was the comparative disregard for aesthetic forms 

on the part of contemporaries themselves, an indifference that 

Bennett argues was typical of institutional patrons throughout 

the nineteenth century.19 Time and again, and despite their 

protestations to the contrary, it is the aesthetic philistinism 
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of these individuals that comes shining through. This is not to 

argue that the analysis of textual forms across this period is 

unimportant (I am planning future work in that direction), only 

that from the perspective of this project it is less significant 

than traditional modes of inquiry might suppose. 

One other important area of influence worth mentioning is 

the recent interest of social historians in patterns of bourgeois 

association, and their central formative role in the structuring 

of middle-class social authority. As Geoff Eley and others have 

argued, during a period in which the political control of the 

state remained firmly in the hands of the aristocracy, the power 

of association -- both voluntary and professional -- provided 

members of the middle class with flexible institutional forms 

through which to defend their interests, as well as clearly-

defined routes to social recognition.20  These observations 

immediately extend the significance of Edinburgh's art 

institutions beyond their nominal function as sponsors of art, 

and the work of these associations in broader patterns of social 

affiliation and negotiation is a central concern of this thesis. 

(This is particularly important in the case of Edinburgh's art 

unions, the largest of which was the biggest and most prestigious 

non-governmental organisation in the city during this period.) 

Again, these kind of issues pose complex and intriguing questions 

for both historians and theoreticians alike. We might ask, for 

example, how recent historical research has challenged our 

conceptions of the changing relationship between state and civil 

society across the modern period;21  or to what extent the power 

of association was more central to the ordering of Scottish civil 

society than its English counterpart.22  Certainly there is room 

for a closer analysis of the articulation of power across 

voluntary sites (moral and aesthetic modes seem to me to be of 

pre-eminent importance here);23  and a comparative perspective 

with forms of association in other public spheres might introduce 

a much needed element of critique into the writing of the history 

of the middle class. It would also be interesting to consider 

-- at the risk of a certain determinism -- why these fields of 

inquiry should be so pressing now, an era in which the middle (or 
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service?) classes have achieved unparalleled political 

legitimacy, and at a time when both the left and the right are 

arguing for an enabling, rather than a managerial state, and 

embracing the power of association as a positive way forward.24  

Finally, the focus of this thesis is significantly 

determined by the current state of Scottish art historiography, 

and if it has any compelling purpose it is to press for a rethink 

of some of the preconceptions governing its intellectual 

trajectories. 	Above all the thesis works to confront the 

idealising and I believe ultimately disabling assumptions of 

those who argue that the history of art in Scotland is best 

investigated through the elevation of a coherently-bounded 

national tradition, a tradition which in its more vulgar forms 

is conceived as betraying features which are somehow irreducibly, 

or at least dominantly, Scottish. 	Again, this issue is more 

complex than it at first appears: there can be, I think, some 

legitimacy in adopting essentialised identities for strategic 

reasons (although as Eagleton points out, always under the aegis 

of irony);25  and canon smashers should never forget that they 

cede a certain authority to the canon, even in their act of 

desecration. To my mind canon formation (and deformation) is a 

necessary task, and canons, as inventories of a shared cultural 

past, deserve to be the object of pedagogic or curatorial 

attention; their institutionalisation is not inherently 

disabling.26  The problem comes when canons are viewed either as 

lying beyond the reach of necessarily politicised inquiry -- that 

is treated as some kind of absolute or immutable cultural edifice 

-- or when they are structured uncritically by concepts which 

themselves deserve sustained investigation and debate, such as 

the notion of an unambiguous national tradition. Whilst I am 

prepared to concede that there may have been a strategic case for 

avoiding such inquiry during the 1980s, the time for this kind 

of untroubled coherence is over, and for a number of compelling 

reasons. 

First, we now know so much more than we did a decade ago 

about the hybrid processes of identity formation that the use of 

the term 'national' in relation to cultural processes must always 
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be carefully qualified and rigorously considered. The complex 

ways in which painting and sculpture were both constituted by, 

and constitutive of, broader shifts in national and imperial 

self-imagining can no longer be ignored. Even if I had wished 

it, this was an issue that could not be suppressed in the writing 

of this thesis: throughout this period fine art -- more than 

almost any other form of material production -- was perceived to 

he a pre-eminent emblem of Scottish society's relative refinement 

and commercial strength. Of course, the meanings adhering to 

Scottish art mutated over time: from eighteenth-century 

conceptions of modern painting as essentially a mode of luxury 

manufacture foreign to Scotland, to a mid nineteenth-century 

belief in art as a prime bearer of the nation's moral worth. And 

as I make clear in Chapter Five, these meanings were in turn 

massively dependent on the convoluted legacy of British 

imperialism. 	But whatever the complexities of identity 

discourses -- and I only scratch their surface in what follows 

-- they deserve adequate empirical and theoretical investigation 

as material processes, and should not be apportioned meaning 

through the altogether more mysterious evolution of autonomous 

aesthetic (or intellectual) forms. 	Such an approach fails to 

recognise the complex social determination of high cultural 

products, and can only buttress the unhelpful notion that art is 

the bearer of transcendent meaning. 

The urgency of the second, related issue is altogether more 

apparent, and derives from the massive conunodification of 

Scottish culture since the mid-1980s through the forms of the 

heritage industry.27 In the hands of the more naive denizens of 

heritage culture, essentialised conceptions of Scottishness are 

utilised indiscriminately for commercial gain, often with 

alarming implications. Take, for example, the opening paragraph 

of a pamphlet issued by the National Galleries of Scotland at the 

launch of their proposed new Gallery of Scottish Art on St. 

Andrew's day (!) in 1993: 

A country is not just a geographical unit, depicted on a map but is 
invested with people who eat, sleep, create, invent and dream; a 
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people who have a distinctive language, distinctive inherited physical 
characteristics, a distinctive religion, distinctive music, dance, and 
distinctive philosophies. It also has 'art' and that art -- whether 
architecture, painting or sculpture -- reflects this distinctive 
national personality. A country also boasts a history. In ancient 
times history was handed down by Bardic song, later by the written 
word, and latterly recorded by painters and sculptors. Whatever its 
strengths or shortcomings, 'art' is the mirror of the country that 
created it. If we believe that Scotland is a distinct country which 
embodies a distinct society, then we must believe that the country 
deserves a gallery dedicated to such self-examination. Scots are an 
ancient people with a proud history and it is argued here that the 
Scots des-trve an art gallery which reflects their culture and 
identity. 

That a statement like this could be issued by one of Scotland's 

leading cultural institutions at a time when similarly fraudulent 

distinctions were being mobilised to support the extinction of 

an estimated quarter of a million people in the former Yugoslavia 

is deeply disturbing.29  The isolation of peculiar phenotypical 

characteristics in support of a radically simplified national 

'distinctiveness' is degrading in the extreme, and its authors 

would do well to remember James Baldwin's warning in The Fire 

Next Time that the value placed on such distinctions is 'always 

and everywhere and for ever a delusion'. 	Gross simplifi- 

cations abound: the argument of the piece rests on an absurdly 

reductive understanding of the relationship between culture and 

society, recalling (no doubt accidently) the economism of a 

vulgar marxism. Art simply reflects society, with no hint that 

this relationship might be mediated by a range of more complex 

economic, social and cultural factors. But it is the chronic 

inability to confront adequately or intelligently issues of 

identity formation that is most disabling, and this simplistic 

schema risks marginalising members of the community whose 

experiences do not conform to its essentialised, prescriptive 

logic.31  As David McCrone points out in his study of 

contemporary Scotland, 'the search for a single carrier of 

national identity is doomed to ignore the pluralism and 

complexities of identities in the late twentieth century'.22  

The fact that a traditionally anglo-centric high cultural 

elite should perform such a dramatic volte-face is a sign of the 
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intense pressures placed on heritage institutions to reinvent 

themselves for the globalised cultural markets of post-industrial 

Britain.33  But such reinvention obviously requires careful 

scrutiny from the wider community, and the passage underlines the 

need for a model of Scottish art and identity that could be 

mobilised to disrupt these debilitating essentialisms. I do not 

believe that current modes of envisioning art and national 

belonging are adequate to this task of disruption, not least 

because they view the development of Scottish painting through 

an optic that fails to illuminate fully the complexity and 

contradictions of its production. Although it is not the job of 

this thesis to provide any definitive alternative paradigm, I 

hope it will contribute to that task. 

These then are a few of the key historical issues and 

contemporary commitments that have structured the writing of this 

thesis. There will always be more to say, of course, but a line 

must be drawn somewhere, and for now I can only welcome the 

criticism -- friendly or otherwise -- of my readers. 
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2 

The Political Economy of Art in Edinburgh, 1775-1840 

Whereas, a number of BOOKS are amissing in the Library of the deceased 
ROBERT ALEXANDER, Esq; particularly a complete collection of HOGARTH'S 
PRINTS; and there is reason to believe that this, with many others, 
are in the hands of some of his friends, who were in use to borrow 
Books out of his library. It is earnestly intreated that all those 
who have any such Books in their possession, will be so good as send 
them to the house of his brother, William Alexander, Esq, Edinburgh as 
soon as convenient. 

Advertisement, Edinburgh Evening Courant, May 1775 

It is commonly said that the injury done to buildings, statues, and 
works of art, which are exposed to the public, is the act of the 
uneducated of the lower classes. That this is not always or even 
generally true, may be questioned with some fairness ... It is but a 
few nights sine a policeman detected four gentlemen (who had issued 
from the Assembly Rooms) in carrying away a large stone ornament, 
which they had broken off from the front of a newly-finished shop in 
George Street. The stone was recovered and replaced, but a consider-
able injury has been done to the proprietor. At a late meeting, fears 
were expressed that if a marble statue of Sir Walter Scott were to be 
erected in any open space, it might soon be mutilated by acts of 
wanton mischief. These fears may be well founded; but it should not 
be held that the lower classes are the only ones whose bad taste leads 
them to such acts. Perhaps a careful inquiry might prove that they 
are less prone to mischief than the idle and foolish of the upper 
ranks. Let us hope that a better spirit now prevails among all 
classes of society, and the numbers are rapidly diminishing who think 
they show cleverness and spirit in defacing works of art, or meanly 
injuring the property of absent parties or of the public; and, in the 
mean time, let us put the saddle on the right horse. 

Scotsman, April 1838 

In 1822, less than a quarter of a century before George 

Monro's swollen description of the RSA's activities, a self-

confessed 'Stranger' to Edinburgh was asked by the Scotsman to 

review the second exhibition of modern painting staged by the 
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directors of the Royal Institution. 	Using a highly gendered 

discourse of metropolitan artistic fertility and Scottish 

cultural sterility, the writer noted that the painting at this 

exhibition had a distinctly 'pauper appearance'. 	Fine art in 

Scotland, taking root in 'cold, dry, barren, unmanured soil', 

appeared to have only just 'emancipated itself from the forge, 

the workshop, and the factory'. 	It looked 'meagre, dry, hard, 

mechanical, ill-fed': 

Scotland seems to have been hitherto the country of the Useful rather 
than the Fine Arts. We are more prone to study realities than 
appearances; we are not a luxurious people, and have paid little 
attention to the most evanescent of all luxuries, the luxury of the 
eye. A stranger is struck, in visiting Edinburgh, to see no looking 
glasses in the best furnished rooms. Is this the effect of ancient 
bigotry which banished them as symbols of vanity and of the pride of 
human life? Or is it a systematic economy, which allows of nothing 
superfluous? Or is it indifference to the mere shows and glittering 
shadows of things? On any of these suppositions the hare walls of our 
houses augur ill for the progress and the cultivation of art. 

The solution to this problem of artistic underdevelopment was a 
gradual aesthetic flowering. 	The Scottish people must slowly 

change their attitudes to art: 'prejudices must be removed; the 

habits of a people must undergo a change, must become 

comparatively soft and effeminate'.1  

This review, like many others of the period, drew on a 

resilient critical trope blaming the lack of artistic progress 

in Scotland on a toxic mix of Calvinist fastidiousness, compara-

tive deprivation and the rigours of industrial rationalisation. 

It relied not only on a conception of painting as a mode of 

luxury manufacture foreign to Scotland, but also on an unspoken 

comparison with Britain's glittering citadel of conspicuous 

artistic consumption: the London art market.` In an age when a 

new facility of communication compelled constant acts of critical 

comparison, demeaning -- often home-grown -- juxtapositions like 

these became increasingly common, and were by no means limited 

to the field of the fine arts. 	For the editor of the Mirror, 

Scotland's liveliest eighteenth-century commentator on 

contemporary mores, Edinburgh could only ever be a 'mimic 
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metropolis': its people 'seldom ventured on the same beautiful 

irregularity in dress, in behaviour, or in manners, that is 

frequently practised by the leaders of the ton in the capitals 

of France or England') For many of the city's beau monde, when 

it came to either dialect or dress, mimicry was the dominant 

social code. 	These attitudes and behaviour derived their 

credibility less from lived experience -- how many actually knew 

the habits of the London smart set? -- than from powerful 

discourses of national belonging that constructed Scotland as 

both the barbarous antithesis of English civility and the 

primitive location of many of the virtues felt to be lacking in 

southern culture: One dominant tendency, repeated frequently 

in the art criticism of the period, was to define the productions 

of Scottish culture as raw, unformed and spontaneous, rather than 

rich, sophisticated and considered -- attributes traditionally 

associated with England. Thus in a similar review of the first 

Royal Institution exhibition of living artists in 1821, the 

Scotsman noted that 'pictorial art has never found many opulent 

patrons in Scotland. 	In the north we have never, perhaps, 

possessed the opulence necessary for carrying it to a great 

height.' It was this that explained the lack of 'the grand style 

of art' in Scotland. Scottish artists 'have been compelled to 

adapt their wares to the state of the market. 	Instead, 

therefore, of recording the great events of our national history, 

or, what is a still higher office, illustrating the great truths 

of revelation, we have seen them, too often, bending their 

talents to subjects of meanest character -- not excepting old 

chairs, brass pans, and the leaves of cabbages.° 

In many such early nineteenth-century reviews, mythicizing 

totems of national self-consciousness combined with perceptions 

of economic and social reality to produce a simplified and 

enduring explanation of fine art failure. 	The ideological 

implications of this discourse deserve closer scrutiny than they 

have hitherto received, particularly as its terms have frequently 

propped-up Scottish art historiography, even in the present day.6  

Perspective, as always, is everything, and the intellectual (and 

physical) trajectories of other writers occasionally produced a 
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counter-view. 	Thus the very different emphasis of Robert 

describing the appearance of the Scottish capital after 

nis arrival from its rural hinterland in 1805: 

Edinburgh is in some respects a place of great luxury, in consequence 
of its being the resort of so many idle persons in easy circumstances. 
... In private houses, the chief luxury is that of the table. It is 
carried to a great extent; and in the middle orders of society, very 
considerable incomes are expended in giving and receiving frequent 
feasts, at which no expence is spared ... The luxury of dress is also 
carried to a very considerable height by the middle orders of persons 
in this city. The beautiful and spacious pavement of hewn stone which 
adorns the sides of all the principal streets, together with the 
public walks of the Calton-hill and Leith-walk on the north, and of 
the Yeadows on the south, afford a powerful temptation to the amuse-
ment of walking; and accordingly these last, together with the 
principal streets, especially of the New Town, form places of public 
parade, where great numbers of well-dressed idle persons are seen on 
fine weather enjoying the exercise of walking, or rather gratifying 
the vanity of displaying themselves. It follows from this, that all 
persons are under a sort of necessity of paying more attention to 
personal appearance than is elsewhere observed, before they venture to 
appear on the public streets.' 

And then on the dominance of the luxury trades in the city: 

It is scarcely necessary to remark, with regard to such a city as 
Edinburgh, that cabinet and upholstery work must necessarily be made 
to a considerable extent. It is an observation, however, of some 
importance, that some tradesmen in this department in Edinburgh are 
said to carry on business to a greater extent than those in the same 
rank of employment in London. This is ascribed to the degree of equal 
].uxury which prevails in the greater part of society in Edinburgh; in 
consequence of which, though very splendid equipages do not so greatly 
abound, yet genteel families enter into a more general rivalship in 
those articles of expence which consist o ordinary dress, household 
furniture, and the luxuries of the table. 

These passages no more provide an unmediated insight into the 

real city than the 'Stranger's' criticisms cited above (whether 

there is a 'real' city to be uncovered is in any case highly 

dubious). But the comparison does indicate the contingency of 

contemporary discourses associated with the fine arts, especially 

their frequent privileging of a sophisticated, metropolitan 

'grand style' of painting over the so-called 'lesser' genres. 

In fact breaking the back of this high art/low art divide 
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undermines the image of Edinburgh as a dour and undecorated city, 

a place untouched by the rapidly mutating technologies of urban 

spectacle and visual display.9  As this chapter demonstrates 

there was considerable, accelerating commercial activity in the 

field of the visual arts in Edinburgh between 1775 and 1840, with 

different forms of painting and sculpture becoming entangled in 

a whole new network of economic and social relations, no longer 

situated exclusively in the domain of the gentry and their landed 

estates, but woven ever more tightly into the daily rituals of 

wealthy urban living. This transformation of cultural relations 

was spurred on primarily by the increased commodification of high 

culture, at once bringing new freedoms and attracting broader 

constituencies, but also breaching the comfortable consensualism 

of the eighteenth-century public sphere. Art was removed front 

its traditional status functions within the realm of church and 

state and its exclusivity diminished by the levelling tendencies 

of the market. New publics encouraged new aesthetic forms and, 

on the part of patrons, a blossoming regulatory demeanour. The 

field of the fine arts became cut-up by a new panoply of disputes 

and confrontations, and the confidence of traditional cultural 

elites was fractured by the uncertainties generated in the wake 

of expanding commodity production. 

This narrative, then, begins with an analysis of the work-

of-art-as-commodity, tracking the changing regimes of artistic 

exchange and consumption across an expanding market, through the 

work of Edinburgh's dealers, auctioneers, print sellers, 

stationers and various other kinds of artistic middlemen. As we 

shall see, from inauspicious beginnings the art market grew 

steadily from the 1780s onwards (particularly in the resale 

sector), and despite inevitable fluctuation, had become a 

prosperous element of the city's commercial economy during the 

early years of the nineteenth century. However, it was the 1820s 

that loom large as an era of profound transformation, a decade 

of post-war peace and, for some, comparative prosperity which saw 

the commercial 'take-off' of the Edinburgh art market and growing 

public interest in, and concern with, the effects of artistic 

consumption. 	For the first time on any significant scale 
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painting in Scotland began to figure as the requisite component 

of refined urban living, and the fine arts flourished despite the 

grumbling and active opposition of some traditional patrons. 

But it is to the mid-eighteenth century that we must turn 

initially, and the difficulties faced by the few urban dealers 

and entrepreneurs who attempted for the first time in any 

systematic way to turn a profit from the distribution of painting 

to the public in Scotland. 

ii 

In January 1759 an unnamed correspondent wrote from 

Edinburgh to the Scots Magazine asking the editors to publish a 

proposal for a subscription scheme to raise money for the Foulis 

brothers' ailing painting Academy in Glasgow (Plate 2).10  The 

Academy, based on Continental models, was inaugurated in 1753 in 

the hope of both encouraging the visual arts in Scotland and 

producing substantial returns for its investors as a high-skill 

mode of manufacture. 	Initial efforts to court the support of 

Glasgow's merchant class had achieved only minor success, and the 

subscription scheme represented an attempt by Robert Foulis to 

broaden the Academy's patronage base, guaranteeing in a limited 

market a more regular income than that derived from the 

exhibition room or shop sale.11 After a brief outline of the 

Academy's activities, the proposal focused on the financial 

difficulties posed for a Scottish art institution in the face of 

the sophisticated marketing of neo-classical artistic products 

on the Continent: 

The productions of this academy are already very considerable, and 
deserve to meet with such a reception, as would enable the undertaker 
to prosecute his plan with less detriment to his private interest. 
But in this he bath to struggle with what is too frequent among 
mankind, a prepossession against every new attempt, and against every 
production of their own country, compared with what is brought with 
more expence from a distance. He has to cope with the expectations of 
an age already, in some measure, familiar with the perfection of this 
art in the productions of foreign masters; and who are apt to reject, 
with disgust, the first essays of an infant academy. The following 
proposal is intended, if possible, to obviate these difficulties, and 
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to procure some encouragement to those arts in our own country, which 
have beep, carried so far by, and done so much honour to foreign 
nations." 

But despite publicity such as this in the Scots Magazine and 

the addition of a few illustrious names, the Foulis Academy was 

unable to disrupt long-established continental trajectories of 

elite taste. Robert Brydall noted in his account of the Academy 

that what was in effect an embryonic art union met with little 

success, procuring only 'one or two subscribers'.13  Despite an 

elaborate open-air exhibition in the inner court of Glasgow 

University marking the coronation of George III in 1761, and 

several subsequent exhibitions, the activities of the Academy 

inspired little patronal encouragement. With the collapse of the 

Foulis printing business in 1775, the Academy was wound up and 

its collection of pictures auctioned at a disastrous late-season 

sale in London. 	Robert Foulis died at Edinburgh during the 

return trip, leaving his family to cope, destitute, with a debt 

of more than £6500. 

Failure apart, the Foulis Academy remains a significant 

episode in the evolution of art institutions in Scotland, 

especially for what it reveals about the reluctance of Scotland's 

upper classes to support native projects in the fine arts. In 

spite of the efforts of well-connected patrons like Lord Selkirk 

and Sir John Dalrymple, Robert Foulis failed to attract either 

royal patronage or central government contributions to his 

scheme. Unable to sustain the Academy's activities through their 

own substantial commercial enterprises (printing, auctioneering 

and book dealing), the Foulis brothers were forced to look to 

other sources of support. However, as Dalrymple emphasised, the 

attitudes of the Scottish patron class towards such projects 

veered from profound unconcern to outright hostility: 

If all this [the subscription scheme] should succeed to our wishes, I 
suppose, my dear Robert, you will think that the whole country of 
Scotland rises in your cause, but let me tell you, and let it make 
some impression upon you, that you are greatly mistaken. With all the 
fine names that you see at this Paper, I assure you that the motives 
of the Subscribers need by no means encourage you. Some give their 
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money, because they are vain to do it; others because they are ashamed 
not to do it: Many repented the moment they had done it. Some 
subscribe out of regard to me, and others merely because they were 
teased; and of all this subscription, which you say, flatters you so 
much, there are not five men who would give Ten Pounds to save you 
from the Gallows or the Academa from the flames; for which reason I do 
earnestly beseech you to retrench your Scheme and expence, instead of 
extending it upon the hopes of the good will of your countrymen; for 
take my word for it again, very few of them give one farthing either 
for the fine arts or for you, and for that reason it is your duty in 
common sense to draw in your scheme, to sell off all superfluities, 
and to bring it into a mercantile affair as much as you can. 

The reasons for this patrician disdain are simple. In comparison 

with southern marts, the productions of the Foulis Academy were 

the work of students, for the most part lesser landscape works 

and copies, including plaster statues and busts, prints and oil 

facsimiles of original paintings. All were products unlikely to 

appeal to patrons of rank. 

It is against this context of elite patronal indifference 

that we need to consider the emergence of art markets in Scotland 

during the mid-eighteenth century. After the Union with England 

and Wales and the demise of the Scottish parliament in 1707, 

London rapidly became the seat of Scottish political power and 

influence. During the period 1720-1760 the cream of the Scottish 

aristocracy attempted to assimilate itself to what Nicholas 

Phillipson has described as 'a wider, more modern society' in the 

south.15 The drift to London of Scotland's wealthiest potential 

patrons left little custom for the nation's contemporary artists, 

and it is not surprising that during the eighteenth century most 

of Scotland's prominent artistic figures should head first to 

London and then often to Rome in search of training, patronage 

and work. 	For the most part elite patrons remained indifferent 

to the invocation of national artistic encouragement, preferring 

to spend their money on more status-defining objects originating 

in the London and continental markets. Following traditional 

trails of connoisseurship, the chroniclers of 'Scottish' painting 

during this period have documented the work of these artists both 

in London and abroad, and the demands of their patrons are rela-

tively well understood. What is far less clearly established are 
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the cultural interests of those that stayed behind, the lesser 

nobility and substantial gentry, the minor land-owners, merchants 

and urban professional classes, the men and women that formed the 

elite core of Scotland's social and cultural life during the 

latter half of the eighteenth century. To what extent were these 

citizens actively engaged in pursuing a love of art? 

In the light of this evacuation of Scottish elites to 

London, the Foulis brothers were forced to come up with an 

innovative commercial scheme directed at a new class of resident 

fine art consumers in order to place their project on a securer 

financial footing. Evidence suggests that few of the Academy's 

sales occurred through direct commission, taking place instead 

in what might be described as secondary urban marts, appealing 

more to the impulse purchasing practices of the wealthy urban 

bourgeoisie and lesser gentry than the more considered consump- 

tion of the aristocracy. 	Sir John Dalrymple's correspondence 

with Robert Foulis provides an interesting account of these 

'mercantile' practices. 	After exhorting him to produce more 

landscapes and smaller scale works, objects that will bring him 

'most in vogue', Dalrymple again emphasised the necessity of 

producing saleable rather than grandiose objects: 

It is of consequence to you to be able to supply the mercate at 
Edinburgh while the iron is yet hott; for that reason I beg you will 
send in one copy of every good Bust that you have to be Shown in 
Fleming and Yair's Shop, and besides that, with all the expedition you 
can that you will likewise send in two more copies of each to be kept 
in Boxes in some Wareroom till people make their choice of the 
different Busts, for it is in there chiefly that I expect sale. I 
once thought it would have been best for you to have allowed 
Commissions to be sent to you in Glasgow, but I see now that will not 
do, as people are impatient to have their things directly, and will 
take if delivered immediately what he [sic] will not take if delivered 
eight days after this. Likewise send a few more copies of your 
Pictures to be sold as any Body offers: Send catalogues too of the 
Masters, the Boy's name, the price, and likewise of the name,of the 
Bust and the price. None of these things are done hitherto.' 

Along with a handful of resident picture dealers and auctioneers, 

this letter provides evidence of the emergence of moderate 

trading activity in the visual arts in Edinburgh during the mid- 
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eighteenth century) Although we have little guide to the 

scheme's success, its significance lies in its attempt to produce 

and distribute fine art objects outwith the traditional patronage 

practices of the client economy. 

An examination of Edinburgh's trades' directories and visual 

arts advertising in the local press between c. 1775 and 1840 

suggests that this fledgling art market gradually expanded, with 

a significant increase in both the number of practising artists 

in the city and also the various commercial operations that in 

some way serviced or contributed to the expanding artistic sector 

(figures for the trades' directories are laid out in table 

2.1).13  The reliability of directories and newspaper advertise-

ments as historical sources deserves significant qualification, 

particularly in a field like the fine arts which saw a slow and 

uneven transition from private networks of patronage and control 

to broader, publicly-focused commercial distribution.20  Drawing 

teachers, print sellers and picture dealers, much like artists 

themselves, often chose to rely on more personal networks to 

promote their' trade, rather than submit themselves to the 

expensive and uncertain process of commercial advertising. Also, 

the remarkable occupational diversity of small trade activity 

before the 1840s makes precise identification of business 

function very difficult. Most carvers and gilders, for example, 

dealt in a variety of prints and occasionally pictures, along 

with their more traditional stock of mirrors, mouldings and 

picture frames.21  Booksellers and stationers frequently sold 

prints as well as a range of drawing and painting materials.22  

Artists, too, often attempted to supplement their incomes with 

other work, either by offering public drawing classes or private 

tutorials, or less often by engaging in picture dealing itself.fl  

Furthermore, before the appearance of the formal and fully-

incorporated art institution, social activity associated with the 

urban visual arts took place in unusual private and commercial 

venues.24 In a capricious and uncertain market, and with the 

acute credit difficulties faced by small tradesmen, a diversity 

of commercial skills and activities was a strength rather than 

a weakness. It is only during the course of the 1820s, as the 
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2.1 Artists and Businesses Related to the Visual Arts in Edinburgh, 1773-1840 

Year Artists 
(Painters) 

Picture 
Dealers 

Print 
Sellers 

Engravers Carvers 
and Gliders 

Colourinen Auctioneers Drawing 
Masters 

1773-74 05(21) 6 6 3 u i 0 
1780-81 02 (27) 0 8 9 1 7 1 
1799-00 13(58) 2 31 15 1 23 7 

1805-06 07(48) 4 24 18 0 14 4 
1809-10 24 4 26 20 2 24 5 

1814-15 22 4 3-1 19 4 17 7 
1819-20 24 1 3 35 19 7 14 7 
1824-25 42 4 3 48 28 10 24 12 
1829-30 54 3 5 64 34 9 26 16 
1834-35 69 9 63 36 8 25 29 
1839-40 87 4 6 71 36 11 26 20 

Sources: Edinburgh trades' directories, 1773-1840. For bibliographic details and criteria of inclusion see Chapter Two, end notes 19 and 20. 



visual art market became larger and more competitive, that we 

begin to see a greater specialisation of trade activity as well 

as more careful attempts to direct goods and services to 

particular audiences. These problems are further compounded by 

difficulties of definition, as this was a period in which the 

terms 'art' and 'artist' were only just beginning to acquire the 

specificity that is familiar today.25  

Nonetheless, with these qualifying comments constantly in 

mind, it is possible to begin to reconstruct the fluctuating 

patterns of distribution and exchange in the city's commercial 

arts sector during this period, a process that speeded up 

significantly during the course of the 1820s and 1830s. By the 

time of the Foulis Academy's collapse in 1775, other small 

commercial traders had begun systematically to promote their fine 

art products in the advertising columns of the city's press in 

the hope of attracting new customers. The great bulk of this 

activity was in the print market, with a handful of local dealers 

distributing engravings imported from London, for the most part 

works by or after Bartolozzi, Reynolds, Ryland, Kauffman and 

West.8 Similar works began to appear in other areas of the 

resale market, particularly in the large library auctions for 

which Edinburgh was well-known, although at this stage dealers 

were not separating prints and books in the way that they would 

begin to do later.` 	Significantly, the city's publishers and 

booksellers also began to commission engravings from contemporary 

artists of specifically Scottish subject matter, as well as 

producing works commemorating the appearance of prominent 

personalities in the city, most notably performers at the 

theatre.23  These print productions comprised the cheaper end of 

the market spectrum, and it is clear that Edinburgh's auctioneers 

had neither the specialised knowledge, nor sufficient capital to 

stage sales of more exquisite goods. 	Indeed, there were no 

significant auctions of old master paintings in Edinburgh until 

the appearance of itinerant dealers in the late 1780s; sales that 

did take place tended to consist of the property of deceased 

artists, or were a means of distributing the efforts of 

amateurs.29  Thus in 1780, Robert Murray held a twelve day sale 
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of the prints and paintings belonging to the deceased wig-maker, 

James Young, in which all the paintings -- advertised as the 

'works of the greatest masters, ancient and modern' -- were in 

fact copies painted by Young's son.n  And in the same year the 

bookseller, James Spottiswood, held a fixed price sale of 500 

paintings at Holyrood House, emphasising 'many very fine copies 

from the most approved masters' 3I  The unabashed advertising and 

sale of copies throughout this period, as well as the marketing 

of various contraptions to aid in their production, suggests that 

the special value accorded by connoisseurs to the original work 

was not yet fully reflected in eighteenth-century hierarchies of 

commercial exchange and consumption.32  

Such selling activity on the part of a variety of commercial 

middlemen by no means exhausted the consumption of art in 

Edinburgh and there is evidence to suggest that the city's most 

prominent collectors continued to purchase their works both 

through private patronage networks and in more exclusive marts.33  

But the increase in commercial outlets for the sale of fine art 

signals the beginning of the decline of these traditional 

relations of distribution and exchange, and marks the growth of 

a new, significantly different audience for art. 	Often this 

shift was signified in the wording of newspaper advertisements, 

the key technology utilised by dealers to represent their commit-

ment to developing forms of public patronage. In 1780 the marble 

and stone carver, Alexander Gowan, returned his 'sincere thanks 

to the Nobility and Gentry who have been pleased to favour him 

with their business', before going on to acquaint 'them, and the 

Public in general' with a list of his goods and services.34  

Others advertised their elite patronal connections in order to 

promote their new urban businesses, like the Parisian gilder, M. 

Dupasquier who set up in Edinburgh in 1775 after finishing work 

on the Duke of Argyll's house at Inverary.25  This is not to say 

that dealers were unequivocal about the emergence of commercial 

markets aimed at the public, and many introduced technologies of 

exclusion to maintain the select atmosphere of their venues. The 

'sale of 'private property' at William Martin's print sales 

induced him to assert that entrance was 'at the pleasure of the 
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Company',36  whilst other dealers insisted on the purchase of a 

one shilling catalogue. 	In 1800 the auctioneer T. M. Bromby 

explained that his sale room would be 'rendered perfectly 

commodious; and that great care shall be taken, by excluding all 

improper company, to insure to this sale every possible degree 

of respectability'.37  

From the late 1780s Edinburgh became an increasingly 

attractive mart for fine art dealers of all kinds, with sales 

becoming larger and more frequent, and middlemen growing more 

specialised in their concerns. 	The great bulk of trading 

activity continued to be in the print market with auctioneers 

like Cornelius Elliott and William Martin developing close links 

with London suppliers, and in Martin's case staging as many as 

thirty auctions a year.38  These sales were often extensive: in 

1795 Martin sold Lord Haddo's collection consisting of more than 

10,000 prints, and in 1800 Bromby held a twelve-day sale of 4000 

works.39  The accelerating circulation of engravings in Edinburgh 

is also evident from their more frequent appearance in other 

sections of the resale market, in particular household furniture 

sales, with fine art objects often mentioned in advertisements, 

indicating the quality of the owner's taste.° 	Occasionally 

London dealers travelled to Edinburgh for high season sales,41  

and from 1800 there was a dramatic growth in print-publishing 

schemes advertised in the local press, comprising landscape 

scenes, key events from recent history, literary themes, and 

above all, portrait prints.°  These developments, particularly 

those at the nether end of the print market spectrum, are more 

important than historians have realised, for they indicate both 

an extension in the size of the public exposed to art and a 

significant reorientation in patterns of aesthetic consumption.°  

In comparison with these extensive print-selling activities, 

the market for both old master and modern paintings was small, 

although there is evidence of a gradual increase of sales 

activity during the early years of the nineteenth century. The 

most elaborate of these sales were commanded by London dealers 

who arrived periodically in the city in order to exploit the 

influx of wealthy seasonal visitors. Thomas Vernon, the most 
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prominent and frequent of such itinerants, appeared for the first 

time in 1800 with a sale of mixed paintings (Titian, Teniers, 

Rubens, Runciman, Gainsborough, Vandyke etc.) timed to coincide 

with the city's race week, and he returned in subsequent years 

during the winter season." In 1808, in an attempt to extend his 

activities, Vernon established a 'Perpetual Exhibition' in 

Edinburgh, offering to exhibit and sell pictures (worth over five 

guineas) at a commission rate of five per cent.45  However, in 

a moderate market still very much geared to the seasonal 

migration of wealthy elites his perennial scheme was not a 

success, and Vernon announced his departure from the city in 1809 

with a temperamental advertisement stating that 'it would be an 

act of highest imprudence ... to repeat my visits to this 

country, after the ill success with which my unremitted efforts, 

particularly this season, have been attended'.»6  The work of 

Vernon was paralleled on a lesser scale by other London dealers, 

and some of the larger Edinburgh auction houses also staged 

occasional sales of what were for the most part old master 

works. 	Visiting continental dealers also began to advertise 

their businesses in the city's press, although their wares were 

more often superior craft, rather than fine art products.48  

Again, the timing and marketing of these picture sales indicates 

an acute reliance on the wealthiest sections of the population, 

with dealers only risking the expense of exhibition and sale if 

they were assured of a purchasing audience. William Martin, for 

example, opened his 'Sportman's Exhibition' of animals and game 

by Stephen Elmer in July 1800, timed once again to co-incide with 

race week, and no doubt also intended to capture the attention 

of those warming-up for the slaughter of the Glorious Twelfth.°  

This, then, is a sketch of the emergent fine art market 

prior to 1810, comprised overwhelmingly of the resale exchange 

of engravings and prints, and paralleled by the far more 

irregular and uncertain distribution of paintings, both 'ancient' 

and, to a lesser extent, modern works. Working alongside these 

middlemen were Edinburgh's fine art practitioners: portrait 

painters, genre and historical artists, drawing masters, and a 

substantial number of amateurs. But in Edinburgh, as in the case 
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of the London art market, it was the networks of resale 

distribution that were established first, and as we shall see, 

works of contemporary Scottish art only began to feature 

prominently in the transactions of middlemen during the course 

of the 1830s. Portrait painters did occasionally advertise in 

the local press, as did artisan craftsmen of various kinds, but 

most fine artists either worked through their studios, preferring 

traditional networks of patronage and influence, or they banded 

together to form their own exhibiting societies (see Chapter 

Three). The products of contemporary artists were for the most 

part too expensive to distribute across a commercial market in 

which the great bulk of artistic goods -- notably prints 

functioned as low-cost consumer items designed to appeal to the 

moderately wealthy middle classes and urban gentry. It was the 

ubiquity, rather than the exclusivity of these items that was 

important, and at this stage there is little evidence that 

middlemen were engaged in speculative dealing to any significant 

extent.53  Often the desire to look was more pressing than the 

compulsion to buy, and at the beginning of the period in 

particular it was commonplace for print sellers and colourmen to 

lend drawings and engravings to amateurs for a small fee.51 Such 

moderate commercial activity in a comparatively unintegrated 

market points to steadily rising levels of artistic consumption 

on the part of the middling ranks during this period, suggesting 

that late eighteenth-century bourgeois interest in the fine arts 

was not necessarily driven by a 'revolutionary' impulse to 

emulate the cultural practices of the aristocracy.52 

iii 

These transformations in the field of the fine arts were 

related in complex ways to the social and cultural changes that 

accompanied the upheaval of Britain's Industrial Revolution, and 

it is to an examination of some of these issues that I wish to 

turn before analysing the innovations in the Edinburgh art world 

during the course of the 1820s. Central to any account of the 

evolution of urban art markets at this time is the growth in the 
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size and wealth of a diversely-constituted middle class and the 

remarkable increase in the propensity of that class to consume. 

in our own age, when credit-driven consumer spending took on 

greater social significance than ever before -- in the 1980s 

Britain became a net importer of manufactured goods for the first 

time since the Industrial Revolution -- it is not surprising that 

academic workers from a variety of disciplines should become 

interested in the history and theory of consumption.53  Both the 

extent and the causes of consumer expansion during the course of 

the eighteenth century have been the subject of intense debate, 

focusing on a confusing variety of factors. These include the 

increasing importance of London as a dominant site of conspicuous 

consumption in Britain; the new ability of entrepreneurs to 

exploit latent demand through better advertising and marketing 

skills; a new emphasis on social emulation and emulative 

spending; a new legitimacy granted by romanticism to the pursuit 

of self-fulfilment through consumption; and the increase in 

disposable family income created by growing and better paid 

numbers of the lower and middle income brackets, particularly 

women and children workers.5 	More recently the revolutionary 

aspects of this expansion have been questioned by revisionist 

historians who claim a more gradual evolution. 	Whatever the 

precise causes and development of this growth in demand, the 

result was a significant increase in consumer spending, with wage 

surpluses being expended on the products of the many consumer 

industries that flourished in the late eighteenth century, in 

turn fuelling further industrial production. 

Accounts of the role played by the Scottish middle class 

in these processes remain frustratingly incomplete, and the rapid 

and localised nature of social and economic change during this 

period means that it is a mistake to assume too close a correla-

tion with English developments.55  Nonetheless, the evidence 

suggests that by 1830 an increasingly self-conscious and wealthy 

middle class had developed in Scotland, albeit a class composed 

of a number of different subgroups. 	Its social and financial 

power was grounded in the trading and professional sectors of 

Scotland's urban economies, a process driven by rapid population 
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growth and the expansion of Scottish towns during the early 

decades of the nineteenth century, as well as the increase in 

upward mobility and profitability fostered by new trading 

opportunities. 	Stana Nenadic has calculated that the middle 

class in Edinburgh in the late eighteenth century was dominated 

by business and trading interests (about sixty-five per cent), 

followed by professional -- particularly legal -- occupations 

(twenty per cent), the remainder comprised of employees and 

members of the leisured middle class, those deriving their income 

from pensions and investments. If between ten and fifteen per 

cent of the Scottish urban population was middle class in 1750, 

this figure had risen to between twenty and twenty-five per cent 

by 1830, giving Edinburgh a middle-class population at this time 

of approximately 35,000 people.b 	The city's occupational 

structure -- dominated by small-scale consumer industries -- lent 

it comparative economic stability, with a wealthy professional 

elite creating a steady demand for a wide range of luxury goods 

and services.5  

Also integral to processes of middle-class formation were 

the cultural, social and political transformations that allowed 

the diffusely constituted 'middling ranks' of the eighteenth 

century to begin to conceive of themselves as a coherently-

bounded class with similar interests and concerns. The awakening 

of social self-recognition was the product of a wide range of 

influences, including intellectual innovations in philosophy, 

literature and economic theory; the development of new moralities 

and religious practices; evolving ideologies of work, leisure and 

the home; greater geographical concentration; improving 

communications networks and technologies; changing regimes of 

consumption; and a growing sense of irredeemable difference from 

both the social ranks below and above.58  Furthermore, as Dror 

Wahrman has recently emphasised, shifting political discourses 

during this period encouraged social actors to conceive of 

themselves in terms of class, particularly in the wake of the 

Reform Act of 1832.59 

The full impact of these changes and their effect on the 

fabric of Edinburgh and the day-to-day lives of its inhabitants 
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lies beyond the scope of this thesis. 	However, I want to 

emphasise a few of the factors of special relevance to the growth 

of activity in the visual arts. The first concerns the changing 

geography of the city itself, in particular the extensive 

migration from the end of the eighteenth century of Edinburgh's 

gentry and professional elites from their homes in the 

increasingly crowded and disease-prone wynds and closes of the 

Old Town to the cleaner (although by no means sanitary), more 

orderly streets of the New Town. 	This substantial spatial 

upheaval, driven primarily by anxieties about lower-class 

destitution and disease, was illustrated in 1819 by J. G. 

Lockhart through the melancholic and eccentric character of 

William Wauchope. Stubbornly refusing to abandon the 'aerial 

edifices' of the Old Town, he nonetheless remains very aware of 

their changing social character: 

'The times are changed,' says he, 'since my grandfather, the Lord of 
Session, used to see all the ladies of quality in Edinburgh in the old 
fashioned habitaculum. I desire to see none of them here now. 1. have 
a tailor for my neighbour immediately below me -- a cobler [sic] -- a 
tallow-chandler -- a dancing master -- a grocer -- and a cowfeeder, 
are all between me and the street; and above, God knows what store of 
washerwomen -- French teachers -- auctioneers -- midwives -- seam-
strews -- and students of divinity, are between me and the chimney-
top.'" 

This elite vision of being hemmed in by a burgeoning, 

characterless, commercial class forms a marked contrast with the 

more spacious, orderly and urbane images that characterise early 

literary descriptions and visual representations of the New Town. 

The 1820s witnessed an explosion in printed images of the 

changing cityscape, with many of the bound editions organised 

around a structured contrast between the old and the new 

Edinburgh.0 The New Town was often represented in broad vistas, 

its streets delineated in impossibly deep perspective, its 

buildings sketched with crisp, clear lines (Plate 3). 	By 

contrast the Old Town was often portrayed as the very inverse of 

the New Town's modernity, viewed either as a dark, undifferen-

tiated mass from prospects safely within the streets of the New 
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Town itself, or else represented in mythicised constructions of 

a bustling organic past, its cobbled streets peopled with rustic 

burghers, its tumbledown architecture inevitably picturesque 

(Plate 4).62  With these engravings and prints the middle and 

upper classes represented the city in their own image, 

celebrating their urbanity, and privileging a series of class-

specific values that became an unquestioned standard of 

comparison and contrast. 	As Nicholas Green pointed out in 

relation to similar developments in the picturing of Paris, the 

urban underbelly was at once 'marginalised and yet obsessively 

referenced at every instant', and in this way situated 

symbolically, as well as physically, beyond the pale.°  The 

echoes of such associations resonate to this day, and a move to 

Edinburgh's New Town constitutes a sure sign of social 

distinction and genteel upward mobility.6  

With the devastating cholera epidemics of the early 1830s 

this binary contrast of the new and the old, of decorous progress 

and chaotic decline, became an ever more potent aspect of elite 

self-identity and moral worth.°  The changing physical geog-

raphy of the city created both spatial and conceptual boundaries 

between classes, encouraging elite cohesion and fostering new 

discourses, most notably the celebratory vocabulary of civic 

pride. 	As we shall see in Chapter Five, it was within this 

stratified environment that the fine arts were increasingly 

conceived of by their supporters as an 'ameliorating' force, a 

way of mitigating the more destructive aspects of urban class 

division and decline. The developing didactic projects of both 

the RSA and the (R)APFAS during the course of the 1840s provide 

vivid evidence of this, the RSA attempting to encourage the 

labouring classes into its galleries with cheaper evening 

openings, and the (R)APFAS developing moralising regulatory 

discourses and a paternalistic social agenda. 	The civic 

importance of this art mission was physically embodied in the 

neo-classical grandeur of the Royal Institution building on the 

Mound, the meeting point from the mid 1830s of all of Edinburgh's 

major public art bodies (Plate 5). As a bridging point between 

the New and the Old Towns, the Mound was a site of pre-eminent 
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symbolic significance, a judiciously chosen venue for the 

headquarters of Edinburgh's high cultural elites. 

By 1815 there were some 2,000 houses in the New Town with 

a population of between 15,000 and 16,000, and with the continued 

movement of the wealthiest sections of the population from the 

Old Town -- swelled by migrants from the rural hinterland --

these numbers rose over the next fifteen years to 5,000 and 

40,000 respectively.66 The area's inhabitants were comprised 

mainly of the families of professional men and urban gentry, with 

a selection of wealthy merchants and retired colonial 

officials. 	From the 1820s the New Town was also becoming an 

increasingly commercial district, with a variety of small shops 

and businesses creeping along Princes Street from the East End 

to the more fashionable, and largely residential West End.68  

Basement shops first appeared in George Street in 1823 and there 

were plans to build extravagant shopping arcades on a par with 

those in London.69  As the bulging trades' directories show, this 

growth in New Town retailing was matched by a marked increase in 

all types of trading activity across Edinburgh as a whole. 

Conspicuous consumption, and the practices of parading, looking 

and purchasing associated with it, were becoming central elements 

of fashionable Edinburgh life. 

Rather than perceiving the conversion of New Town houses 

into shops as a sure sign of 'social decay' (as Youngson does), 

many in the city welcomed the influx of a new commercial spirit. 

The Scotsman, ever more attracted to the liberating potential of 

laissez-faire economics, portrayed the march of commerce across 

Edinburgh as the march of liberal progress itself: 

There was a time when such innovations would have been resisted by a 
false taste or an aristocratical feeling, and when the appearance of 
trade within the New Town was deprecated by many as a most signal 
calamity. It was considered the acme of gentility that the stillness 
of solitude should reign in its streets; and then to prevent their 
being actually carpeted with green turf, a number of men were employed 
each summer in rooting up the grass which grew luxuriantly from the 
interstices of the causeway. So great has been the change of taste in 
this respect, that the shops of Prince's Street are now considered its 
greatest attraction; and there are few who doubt that a rage of shops 
on each side of George Street would be a vast improvement. 
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The largest and most profitable of Edinburgh's visual arts 

enterprises were quick to take advantage of the city's new 

emporia, setting up along Princes Street and the thoroughfares 

bisecting it, particularly Hanover Street and South St. David's 

Street.71 In an uncertain and often threatening urban environ-

ment many of the new middle class perceived the commercial 

expansion in the visual arts as a positive force for change, 

potentially distributing art's elevating products to much wider 

audiences. Although contrary opinions can occasionally be found 

in the pages of the city's press, attacks on the commercial-

isation of the fine arts at this stage were surprisingly 

scarce. 	In parallel with the printed images of the city, some 

artists celebrated these changes in their more elaborate works. 

Alexander Nasmyth, for example, left an enduring image of 

Edinburgh's commercial progress with his plunging perspectival 

view of Princes Street (Plate 6). 	However, with the half- 

finished Royal Institution building in the right foreground --

Nasmyth was still an active associate of the Institution at this 

point -- the work has an ambiguous resonance, indicating that the 

new had not been superseded by the old quite as definitively as 

the Scotsman liked to think. 

It is these physical and symbolic changes in the ordering 

and representation of the city that form the background to the 

dramatic 'take-off' of visual arts commercial activity during the 

course of the 1820s. As evidence from the trades' directories 

shows, the period 1820 - 1840 witnessed an almost fourfold 

increase in the number of practising artists in Edinburgh as well 

as substantial growth in other sectors of the visual arts' 

economy, most particularly that of teaching. 	Quantitative 

analyses such as these confirm the anecdotal evidence of 

contemporaries. Henry Cockburn described the 1820s as a period 

in which the arts 'advanced systematically; and there were more 

and better, and better paid, artists in Edinburgh in the next ten 

or fifteen years, than there had been in all Scotland during the 

preceding century'; whilst the Scotsman in 1820 wrote that 

'[n]othing could more certainly indicate a more extended 

cultivation of the Fine Arts in Edinburgh than the increased 
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number of Artists, and dealers in the works of Art'. 	By the 

end of the decade this trickle of expectant praise had grown to 

a tidal-wave of self-congratulation. 	The Edinburgh Literary 

Gazette noted in 1829 that 'we have now native artists, who, in 

their respective departments, will stand a comparison with the 

first masters in Europe. 	In point of talent and enthusiasm, 

Edinburgh is not surpassed by any modern capital.' 	Yet despite 

this common recognition that Edinburgh had witnessed a trans-

formation in the value accorded its visual arts, the city's fine 

art enterprises still offered surprisingly few opportunities for 

contemporary painters. As we shall see, the marriage of commerce 

and the fine arts, and the strengthening network of determining 

factors that sustained that alliance, did not inevitably create 

commercial opportunities for modern painters or lead inexorably 

to a public taste for modern art. It is within this uncertain 

commercial context that we need to set the flowering of bourgeois 

voluntary and professional activity in the field of the fine arts 

in Edinburgh after 1825. 

iv 

Initially at least, the dramatic increase in fine art trade 

during the post-Napoleonic period was due more to the expansion 

of already existing markets than changes wrought by new modes of 

distribution. Despite the inauguration of elaborate exhibition 

schemes by both the Royal Institution and the Scottish Academy 

(see Chapter Four), the vast majority of paintings and prints 

sold in the city continued to be distributed by middlemen in the 

resale sector, most notably under the auctioneer's hammer.75  

Auctioneering activity in Edinburgh accelerated during the late 

1780s, a sure sign of a growing market for consumer goods, and 

a second period of expansion occurred at a time of comparative 

economic stability during the course of the 1820s (the 1820 

trades' directory lists fourteen auctioneering businesses; five 

years later there were twenty-four). The art market in Edinburgh 

was still dominated by the resale exchange of prints and old 

master paintings, and with the opening up of continental trade 
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routes such paintings became more freely available and marketed 

more aggressively by dealers. As the Edinburgh Magazine noted 

in 1821, within 'these few years 	the sale of old paintings in 

this city has been very considerable, to the value, we have 

heard, of £5000; a certain indication of which was afforded by 

the great number of fine paintings collected by respectable 

dealers, which were brought from London and exhibited for sale 

during the last winter'.76  Although print sales were still 

advertised in the local press, they were marketed less frequently 

as special events in their own right, a sign of a shift in 

hierarchies of consumption. As Terry Eagleton has argued, it was 

against this background of the growing commodification of 

artistic production that the idea of the painting as an exquisite 

and valuable aesthetic object began to take hold.77  

Auctioneering during this period was still a relatively 

diverse occupation, and prints and paintings continued to appear 

in both household furniture and library sales as well as more 

specialised fine art auctions. Large library sales were regular 

events throughout the 1820s, often held on special days following 

the distribution of more ordinary household artifacts, offering 

collectors the opportunity of picking up coveted single volumes 

or of buying books in bulk. A whole library could he acquired 

for a few hundred pounds and with it the distinction lent by the 

display of polite learning.78  Prints and books of prints were 

frequently disposed of at these sales, and occasionally collec-

tions of pictures were included. Thus in 1824 W. & C. Tait sold 

the library and pictures of Lord Kinneder (the latter comprised 

mainly of Flemish and Dutch works),79  and later the same year 

Lindsay and Co. auctioned the '[v]aluable Library, Paintings, 

Splendid Engravings, Silver Plate, Wines, Spirits, &c.' belonging 

to the late Archibald Crawfurd." The vast majority of paintings 

sold in this manner were Italian, Dutch and Flemish works, 

although sometimes the odd modern painting was included. John 

Carfrae and Son's 1828 sale of the library and paintings of the 

late lawyer, David Ramsay, included 'several splendid paintings 

by the Rev. Mr Thomson of Duddingston'.81  The frequent use of 

Thomson's name as an advertising hook at this time is testament 
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to his growing popularity amongst Edinburgh's picture-buying 

public. 

It was through these mixed sales of more valuable domestic 

commodities that a few of the city's auctioneers built up an 

expertise in the selling of pictures and prints. 	Francis 

Cameron, known to contemporaries as Edinburgh's 'Director General 

of the Fine Arts', was the most prolific of the city's fine art 

auctioneers during the early 1820s." Building on the founda-

tion of the family bookselling and stationary business, Cameron 

set himself up as an auctioneer specialising in 'Libraries and 

Literary Property',9  and these early sales frequently included 

prints, drawings and pictures.84  In late 1820 he took over James 

Ballantyne's auctioneering business,8  and the following year 

moved to plush new apartments at 27 South Hanover Street where 

he staged an extravagant early season auction of old master 

pictures belonging to the dealer Charles Galli.8°  Cameron went 

on to dominate the sale of old master paintings and prints in 

Edinburgh in the early 1820s, working closely with Galli in the 

importing of works from the continent. In April 1822 he held 

another large mixed sale including 150 pictures, and in 1823 

published a catalogue of his holdings containing several thousand 

articles.8' His business activities were no doubt helped by his 

appointment in December 1819 as Assistant Secretary to the Royal 

Institution, a position that kept him in contact with Scotland's 

leading nobility. In 1824, for reasons that remain uncertain, 

Cameron divided his business interests into two, selling the 

stationary and print-selling side to Anderson and Co. and his 

auctioneering activities to Francis Wright.88  In the place of 

these he took up what were probably more profitable and more 

leisurely business projects, first as treasurer and chief 

collector of Edinburgh's new Joint Stock Water Company, and then 

later as the Edinburgh agent of the West of England Fire and Life 

Insurance Company.B Cameron's specialisation in fine art 

auctioneering was followed first by Wright, and then by C. B. 

Tait who staged most of the major fine art sales in Edinburgh 

from the mid-1830s. 

Two further points can be made about the practice of fine 
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art auctioneering in Edinburgh during the 1820s and 1830s. 

First, despite the increased presence of modern artists in the 

social life of the city and the growing production of contem-

porary art, fine art auctions were still dominated by the resale 

exchange of prints and old master paintings. 	It is important 

here to distinguish between the activities of dealers like 

Cameron and Galli,%  who traded in large numbers of lesser works 

distributed to the urban gentry and professional classes through 

sale rooms or auction houses, and the more exclusive activities 

of other picture dealers, selling prestigious objects often of 

higher value within more traditional aristocratic patronage 

networks.91 Both were the product of the dramatic increase in 

continental picture dealing since the turn of the century, an 

opening up of markets which brought a flood of old master 

paintings into Britain. 	As Francis Haskell has noted, with 

improving continental communications, '[f]locks of agents, 

dealers, unsuccessful artists, and adventurers of all kinds 

descended like vultures on Italy to take their pickings from the 

resident nobility'.%  With such an increase in artifacts more 

and more auctioneers in Edinburgh became involved in picture 

selling, and the frequent references to continental sources in 

advertisements suggest greater participation in both British and 

foreign markets. In 1824 John Carfrae and Son advertised a sale 

of prints newly received from the continent,93  whilst in 1825 

Francis Wright held a sale of works brought from London by the 

dealer Thompson Martin.94  A number of itinerant dealers also 

visited Edinburgh regularly throughout the 1820s, most notably 

Hickman from Manchester who set up his own picture gallery and 

held a series of annual old master sales from 1825 onwards.%  

Sales taking place abroad were even advertised in the Edinburgh 

press, suggesting that the city was considered an important 

market for the distribution of old master works.96 	Despite 

warnings in the press about the authenticity of many of the 

paintings sold, and the growing unpopularity of the commercial 

dealer, these large auction sales continued well into the 

1830s.97 In May 1834 the carver and gilder, David Hatton, 

advertised a sale of 200 old master paintings, followed by sixty 
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the following month, yet another sale in November, and a further 

eighty works in January 1835.98  More and more private collec-

tions were offered for sale, belonging to both the professional 

middle class (the advocates David Constable and Robert Jamesone, 

for example) and the lesser gentry such as William Shand of 

Arnhall. ' These sales could raise considerable sums. 	In 1835 

C. B. fait's auction of the paintings of William Morehead and 

Thomas Allan raised nearly £3000 over two days,198  amounts not 

dissimilar to Lord Eldin's infamous picture sale in 1833.101  

It was within the context of these old master sales that we 

first begin to see contemporary works appear on the resale 

market. 	Robert Jamesone's collection, for example, contained 

works by Thomson of Duddingston, W. J. Thomson and Patrick 

Nasmyth, whilst another Hatton sale, 'the genuine property of a 

well known Amateur', included pictures by Thomson of Duddingston, 

H. W. Williams, Robert Gibb and James Howe.132  The first 

deliberately designated 'Modern' auction of paintings was held 

in 1829 by Cameron's successor, Francis Wright, offering twenty-

six modern works by a range of Scottish artists, including H. W. 

Williams, Thomson of Duddingston, Patrick Nasmyth, 'Simson', John 

Ewbank, John Graham, Patrick Gibson, 'Miss Nasmyth', J. F. 

Williams, Andrew Wilson, William Kidd, and Walter Geikie. 

However, this sale did not consist exclusively of modern work, 

containing pictures appealing to more traditional tastes, such 

as paintings by Watteau and a Samson and Delilah purportedly by 

Carravagio.103 But although there is evidence to suggest that 

some contemporary artists dealt directly with auctioneers as an 

outlet for the distribution of their work,104  the major site for 

the exchange of modern painting throughout the 1820s and 1830s 

remained the exhibition room and not. the auction hall. It was 

only in the 1840s that we begin to see extensive collections of 

modern works resold on the open market.108  

The second point concerns the diversity of visual arts 

auctioneering activity, both in the range of objects sold, and 

also in the variety of sales practices. More prestigious fine 

art auctions were paralleled by a series of lesser sales dealing 

in the property of artists and other visual arts paraphernalia. 
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In 1826 Carfrae and Son sold the property of the late marine 

painter A. Masson, and two months later the paintings, sketches, 

drawings, prints, etc. of the architect R. Morison (the 

advertisement suggesting that Morison's collection contained 

material 'well worth the attention of Scene Painters and other 

artists').106  In 1836 the late John Kay's goods were auctioned 

off at Walker's Agency Office, including 356 engraved plates, 800 

engravings, a collection of paintings and prints, and a number 

of miniatures on ivory by Kay himself.101 	Other visual arts 

businesses were also disposed of through the auction room, such 

as Edward West's sale of the stock belonging to the statuaries 

Luke O'Neill and Son, including various phrenological casts, 

busts, medallions and 'a great variety of Elegant and Classical 

Figures for holding lights, suitable for the drawing-room, lobby, 

or stair case'.108  The property of the ornamental painter David 

Dickson came under George Anderson's hammer in 1827, comprising 

a wide range of decorative art objects, and the carver and 

gilder, Daniel McIntosh, advertised an auction of his entire 

stock when he went out of business in 1823.129 	These few 

examples provide evidence of a diverse resale economy in the 

visual arts, encompassing a wide range of objects, trades and 

materials. But it is also clear that in terms of marketing and 

sales techniques, the exchange of visual arts products was 

becoming increasingly differentiated, with such specialisation 

at once constituted by, and constitutive of, the growing 

importance accorded to the distinction between high art and low. 

As the fine art market became more competitive and as doubts 

increased about the authenticity of many of the products sold, 

auctioneers and dealers came up with more innovative approaches 

to the distribution and sale of goods. Newspaper advertising and 

puff pieces were used more frequently and directed at a wider 

audience, and dealers became skilled at exploiting new fashions 

in the fine art sector.110 Towards the end of the 1820s, the 

city's two leading dealers of old masters attempted to harness 

the awakened public passion for artistic spectacle by displaying 

their objects in an elaborate exhibition format before auctioning 

them off, thus elevating their artistic commodities beyond the 
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mundane act of exchange.111 Francis Wright staged a fee-paying 

exhibition of 204 paintings in Bruce's galleries in Waterloo 

Place in December 1826 -- the same year in which the Scottish 

Academy was instituted. Made up mainly of old masters, it also 

included pictures by Patrick Nasmyth and Thomson of Duddingston. 

At the same time Charles Galli gained permission to organise a 

similar show in one of the galleries of the Royal Institution 

(probably through his connections with Francis Cameron), thus 

lending his activities the legitimating approval and financial 

support of Edinburgh's connoisseurial elite.112 With yet another 

concurrent exhibition of Dutch, Flemish and Italian art in 

Hickman's gallery, the Scotsman remarked that 'if the inhabitants 

of Edinburgh do not now cultivate their taste in the Fine Arts, 

it is not from want of opportunity'.1D There is no way of 

ascertaining the results of these elaborate marketing techniques, 

although the fact that Galli repeated his Royal Institution 

experiment in 1828 suggests a certain degree of success. These 

examples also encouraged private owners to exclude the middleman 

and organise their own exhibitions and subsequent sales. In 1827 

an unnamed 'Gentleman' held a fee-paying exhibition of Italian 

pictures at the Calton Convening Room comprising forty-five 

portraits, thirteen landscapes and one historical work.114  

Exhibitions such as these, their objects eventually intended 

for private sale, were paralleled by a number of private and 

semi-public museums, the permanent displays of which -- both 

aesthetic and scientific -- were open to the public for a small 

fee.115 The transition from the museum of general 'curiosities' 

to the more specialised concerns of the fine art exhibition was 

an uneven one, and throughout this period collections of various 

kinds incorporated fine art objects into their displays. Thus 

in 1800 the Grand Museum of Natural and Artificial Curiosities 

opened in Edinburgh, exhibiting under the soubriquet 'artificial' 

a variety of valuable objects, including paintings, sculpture, 

drawings, a model of a monument commemorating recent naval 

victories over the French, as well as a six-storey chinese 

pagoda.116  But whilst art objects here formed part of a more 

generalised regime of visual spectacle and inquiry (stuffed 
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crocodiles, antelopes, the horn of a sea unicorn...), another 

exhibition advertised on the same page emphasised a new concern 

for processes of differentiation unique to the fine arts. The 

Hogarth Gallery from London -- a collection of the artists' 

engravings -- claimed to display 'the whole Alterations and 

curious Variations which this Great Master of Nature made in his 

works at different times', and continued by emphasising that 

without an awareness of these, 'no collector can know the extent 

of his genius'. The spirit of liberal inquiry is again invoked 

here, but this time in the context of an exacting connoisseur-

ship, its rituals framed -- for the first time? -- as the object 

of public appeal and commercial speculation. 

The involvement of commercial operators in exhibiting 

ventures not only increased the diversity of the city's museum 

life, but also put pressure on elite semi-public institutions to 

open their doors more widely to the public in the name of 

improvement and instruction. During the course of the 1820s, at 

a time when members of all classes were demonstrating greater 

interest in scientific advances,117  Edinburgh's most prestigious 

museum, the University's Museum of Natural History, was lobbied 

consistently by the city's liberal press to widen its conditions 

of access.118 At the same time an increasing number of private 

institutions exploited the exhibition of technological innovation 

for commercial gain, often catering to popular markets during a 

period in which the divisions between science and entertainment 

were becoming blurred. P. Lawson and Son's Agricultural Museum 

in Hunter Square was specifically concerned with fostering 

improvements in farming, displaying a variety of seeds, grasses, 

plants, roots, straws and grains 'calculated to excite the 

attention of Agriculturalists', whilst Luke O'Neil managed a 

phrenologically-inspired collection of casts of the heads of 

Edinburgh's executed criminals.119  Other innovative scientific 

displays in the city during this period included D. Millar's 1834 

experiment with explosives in Craigleith Quarry which could be 

witnessed at close hand for a shilling fee.ln  These scientific 

and technological displays are significant, because it was within 

the context of their increasingly positivistic world view that 
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the transcendent claims of high culture began to take shape. 

But the grandest museum venture of the period (embodying 

precisely this juxtaposition of art and science) was the so- 

called Johnston Museum in Wemyss Place. 	Dubbed the 'Louvre 

Ecossais' by the contemporary press, this collection of 650 old 

master paintings, many of dubious authenticity, had been pieced 

together by James Johnston of Straiton during the early 1830s in 

the course of an extensive continental tour and a series of 

residences in London.121  The gallery was housed alongside the 

Caledonian Museum of Practical Science, a collection of 

mechanical and manufacturing inventions designed as a technical 

resource for Edinburgh's men of science. 	It included a sixty 

foot canal for demonstrating innovations in water propulsion, a 

scientific library, as well as a miniature railway for steam 

inventions.122  Adjoined to both these museums, and intended to 

help fund their operation, was the Caledonian Bazaar, a shopping 

arcade based on the model of the Soho Square Bazaar in London. 

Offering 400 feet of counter space to traders at three pence a 

day, the bazaar was presented as an elegant venue for the sale 

of a range of luxury consumer goods, with traders and customers 

enticed by both the elite aura of the gallery and the spectacle 

of unusual daily musical performances. Although in 1834 the 

Edinburgh Evening Courant noted that the bazaar had become 'a 

very fashionable promenade', the scheme was not a success, and 

later that year Johnston attempted to attract more purchasers by 

offering free admission to both museums for all those spending 

more than one shilling and sixpence in the bazaar.123  This 

strategy also seems to have failed, and in 1836 Johnston proposed 

moving the bazaar into the gallery itself in order to free the 

arcade space for a public lecture hall. 2'  At a time when the 

popularity of old master painting was suffering in the face of 

a flourishing market of modern work, Johnston's gallery was never 

the success he had hoped, and it was eventually sold off by 

C. B. Tait in a lengthy series of sales in 1842 and 1843.125  

Johnston's difficulties remind us that no account of the 

relationship between commerce and the fine arts during this 

period would be complete without mention of the role played by 
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works of art in Edinburgh's fluctuating economy of credit and 

debt. Even the most cursory glance at contemporary newspapers 

reveals a large number of art objects offered for sale as a 

result of bankruptcy and sequestration. Paintings were often the 

most valuable objects of an individual's moveable property, and 

could be resold, or seized rapidly to raise capital, fulfil loan 

obligations and pay debts. In 1824, for example, the Sheriff of 

Banff advertised a sale of the sequestrated contents of Duff 

House, including a wide variety of paintings 'comprehending 

Landscapes, Scriptural, Historical, Battle and Sea-pieces; 

Portraits, Miniatures &c. all in elegant rich Frames, chiefly 

originals, and by the most eminent Masters, ancient and 

modern'.126 Similar sales frequently occurred in the city, such 

as the 1827 sale of seventy 'valuable, rare and curious 

paintings' by warrant of the Sheriff.I27  Within this context one 

of the more interesting sale rooms belonged to the Edinburgh-

based Equitable Loan Company. Instituted in 1825 by George Edge, 

the company advanced loans against a variety of household objects 

such as silverware, watches, clocks, jewellery, and books. 

Judging by the frequent sales of forfeited pledges it often had 

cause to seize objects offered as security, including paintings 

and valuable prints.128  

If this auctioneering, dealing and exhibiting activity 

represented the more profitable and exclusive end of the visual 

arts spectrum, an array of other less prestigious commercial 

enterprises also contributed significantly to the city's artistic 

economy (Plate 7). These ventures varied in form, function and 

popular appeal, ranging from the piece work of portrait and face 

painters to the pedagogic activities of drawing instructors, the 

staging of numerous panoramic battle scenes and landscapes, and 

the production of 'fancy works' for charitable purposes by women 

'amateurs'. Such productions were not only significant in their 

own right, constituting an expanding and stimulating urban visual 

regime, but they also formed the context against which the 
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practitioners of the high arts defined the legitimacy and 

exclusivity of their wares, shaping hierarchies of commercial and 

aesthetic value. However, as we shall see, these processes of 

definition were by no means clear cut, and it was not until the 

late 1820s that rigid distinctions between high art and low began 

to feature consistently as core elements of a critical consensus. 

First, however, in the wake of the analysis above, it is 

recessary to dc-fine more precisely the populations and markets 

that these different visual arts enterprises serviced and the 

historical context of their operations. One of the most 

significant features of this period was the shifting cultural 

'.'_erns associated with elite migration, in particular the 

accumulating importance of the rituals constituting the 'season'. 

during the early years of the nineteenth century Scotland's 

wealthier rural bourgeoisie and lesser gentry, along with some 

of their English counterparts, migrated to the city in September 

or October in ever larger numbers. either staying in family 

property or renting houses through until April or May. Robert 

Forsyth, in his 1801 description of 'society in Edinburgh' hinted 

at the complexity of the economic and social relations underlying 

these patterns of elite living: 

	

r these fan 	as of the nobility and gentry, whose fortunes do not 
enable them to encounter the expence of a residence in London, resort 
tn this city 17,.: the enjoyment of society, and for the education of 
their children. Fence persons of title and rank abound in Edinburgh. 
As Scotchmen ar- nu:ustnmed to wander in quest of fortune to all 

	

quarters of th,. 	considerable numbers of those who have returned 
with succo :- cog. the pursuit are led to resort to the capital of 
their flatly: country. llany English families have also of late years 
come hither, whose fortunes, though not adequate to the enormous 
expence requisite to a splendid establishment in the capital of the 
island, are yet sufficient to enable them here to gain admission into 
the society of persons of rank."' 

Edinburgh's already celebrated status as a fashionable winter 

resort gained momentum with the closure of continental capitals 

during the French wars, and anecdotal evidence suggests that the 

1820s witnessed a further increase in these genteel migrations. 

In January 1826 the Scotsman noted that 'Edinburgh has not been 
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so full of company for many years as it is at present, if we 

except the time of the King's visit. Every furnished house fit 

to accommodate a genteel family has been taken, and several 

persons have been put to much inconvenience for want of a house 

in town during the winter ... Many strangers are at present 

residing here from England and Ireland, and when the assemblies 

and evening parties commence there is little doubt but they will 

be fashionably and numerously attended')M 

The advertising columns of contemporary newspapers reveal 

how reliant many businesses and professions were on the October 

incursions of the wealthy elite.131  Fine art dealers in 

particular gradually refocused their marketing and distribution 

strategies away from the short-lived sporting events and 

festivals such as the city's July race week, towards longer-term 

winter commitments, and most of the large auction sales discussed 

above took place during the course of the season. 	September 

newspapers increasingly featured advertisements for a wide 

variety of commercial activities aimed specifically at wealthy 

seasonal migrants -- many drawing instructors, for example, 

advertised the commencement of their classes in this manner. 

This is not to say that the winter period exhausted commercial 

activity in the visual arts: the post-war growth in Britain's 

tourist economy also saw Edinburgh become a fashionable summer 

resort, either as a place to visit in its own right, or more 

often a staging post on a trip north to the Highlands. The city 

-- once regularly described as empty during the summer -- now 

housed a variety of leisure activities for both visitors and 

residents, and artists such as Alexander Nasmyth began to argue 

for the potential of opening summer exhibitions aimed specifi-

cally at the tourist market.132  However, it is significant that 

until the 1840s most visual arts enterprises at the more 

exclusive end of the market spectrum continued to focus their 

activities on the arrival of wealthier winter visitors, a sure 

sign of the elite nature of their target audiences. 

The presence of these wealthy, leisured populations, mainly 

comprising the holidaying upper bourgeoisie and migrating 

middling and lesser gentry, meant that Edinburgh offered almost 
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unparalleled opportunities for those whose businesses profited 

from attracting consumers with money and time on their hands. 

From the 1820s a growing host of itinerant dealers, artists and 

entertainers of all kinds set up in the city during both the 

season and the summer tourist period. 	The range of public 

amusements offered was extensive, catering to a wide variety of 

audiences and interests. More traditional theatrical, artistic 

and musical performances were augmented by a variety of wax-work 

museums, jugglers, boxing matches, circuses of all types, 

equestrian shows, botanical exhibitions and zoological displays. 

These latter included frequent visits from Wombwell's and 

Atkins's famous menageries, as well as the more bizarre 

exhibitions, like Creeping Jenny, a horse with seven legs, and 

a family of 'Industrious Fleas' 133 	A number of apparently 

educational scientific displays -- the dissection of an Egyptian 

mummy and the display of a whale skeleton -- were paralleled by 

lurid shows of 'natural curiosities': a 'Brazilian Venus', Louis 

Jacques the French giant, and numerous dwarves and 'freak' 

children.13 	Often visual arts products contributed to these 

exhibitions' attractions. Fulton offered a souvenir lithographic 

impression to visitors to his famous Orrery, whilst those 

inspecting the Swiss giantess could come away with her coloured 

portrait. Bullock's exhibition of Ancient and Modern Mexico, 

described by the Scotsman as 'one of the most interesting that 

ever visited this city', contained a wide array of artifacts, 

including wax models of exotic fruits, a panoramic view of Mexico 

City, stuffed birds, fishes, models in native dress and 'several 

curious paintings of the time of Cortez'.135  Evidence from 

newspapers suggests that the range of such entertainments 

expanded rapidly during the post-Napoleonic period, although of 

course the phenomenon was nothing new, and there are significant 

examples of popular visual productions in support. of earlier 

enterprises. The balloonist Vincent Lunardi, the late 

eighteenth-century's most spectacular urban entertainer, inspired 

an array of popular portrait prints and engravings in celebration 

of his achievements, and the Edinburgh theatre had always been 

reliant on the skills of visual artists to achieve its 
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effects.136  There is also evidence to suggest that large painted 

images were commissioned by elites for propaganda purposes, such 

as the transparent paintings used to celebrate the recovery of 

George III from illness in 1789.17  

However, none of these displays could match the great 

interest and passion, both critical and popular, aroused by the 

numerous panoramas that visited the city during this period. 

Drawing on the earlier popular successes of magic lantern 

technologies -- de Loutherbourg's 'Eidophusikon' appeared in 

Edinburgh in 1790118  -- the panorama had become a regular feature 

of the urban entertainment scene by the beginning of the century. 

Often painted to coincide with national anniversaries or reflect 

recent contemporary events -- especially military successes --

panoramas offered more than an elaborate visual spectacle.139  

For an increasingly well-educated and curious urban populace they 

provided visually compelling information about the world beyond 

the city. As the Scotsman noted in 1824: 

We are lovers of panoramas, because they supply to us, and to persons 
like us, 'in populous city pent' a share of the pleasures which others 
purchase by a life of travel and adventure. If they do less to 
cultivate the taste than exhibitions of cabinet and easel paintings, 
they generally give a mmh more vivid and detailed conception of the 
objects they represent. 

Here the critic makes a distinction between different ways of 

seeing (the functional, mimetic mode versus the sublimated 

aesthetic), but such differences were not always so well defined. 

A view of St. Petersburgh exhibited in 1820 deserved, according 

to one newspaper reviewer, 'to be classed among the productions 

of the Fine Arts', whilst a panorama of Naples arriving in 1822 

struck another as one of the 'finest specimens of the modern 

pencil that can possibly be witnessed'.141  These exhibitions, 

numerous and highly popular, and the forms of pleasure and 

identification they fostered, deserve more attention from art 

historians than they have received to date. Certainly the modes 

of looking encouraged by the panorama are more complex than they 

at first appear: on the one hand helping to distinguish the 
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disinterested high cultural gaze from its referential 'other', 

whilst at the same time contributing to the emergence of a 

popular naturalist aesthetic.M  

Although identifying the audiences for these panoramic 

displays is difficult, it is clear that they became increasingly 

popular across our period, and by the 1820s the introduction of 

sliding scales for entrance fees suggests a concerted attempt by 

proprietors to attract broader cross-sections of the urban 

population. At the beginning of the century panoramic displays 

had often been staged in the rooms of auctioneers and print 

dealers -- William Martin for example -- and were probably 

attended by a suitably restricted audience. But by 1820 these 

shows all had their own accessible venues, and had become larger 

and more spectacular: Marshall's 1823 exhibition of his peris-

trephic panorama in the Rotunda on the Mound (featuring scenes 

from the life of Napoleon from Waterloo until his death) spanned 

over 20,000 square feet of canvas and was accompanied by a full 

military band.113  Such exhibitions were crucial in accustoming 

large sections of the population to the practice of looking, and 

during the 1820s the liberal press was overwhelmingly positive 

about the panorama as a visual form encouraging public inquiry 

and improvement.1" But it is significant that as urban leisure 

practices became more stratified during the 1830s, and as the 

moral authority of high culture was constituted increasingly 

through its denial of 'lesser' forms, we see a rise in complaints 

about the supposedly scarring effect of popular (even, 	scientific) 

entertainment sites on the face of the city.B5 By the 1840s 

this trickle of disquiet had become a torrent, and popular 

pleasures were now regularly denigrated by elites in ever more 

extravagant terms.BE 

In a city given over to spectacle and display, and as a 

major centre of phrenological debate and experiment, it is not 

surprising that Edinburgh also offered sanctuary to a large body 

of artists, both itinerant and resident, offering portraits and 

likenesses to the public. 	The business aspects of portrait 

painting in Edinburgh deserve closer scrutiny than they have yet 

received, especially as fine art activity in the city at this 
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time continued to be dominated by the work of portrait artists. 

Table 2.2 shows a marked increase in the number of portrait and 

miniature painters living and working in Edinburgh from the mid 

1820s, suggesting a close correlation between their practices and 

the expansion of the city as a leisure capital. The period also 

witnessed a broadening of the cheaper end of the market, with 

more artists offering rapid likenesses for fees often as little 

as a shilling. As the English portrait painter, Thomas Uwins, 

revealed in a letter to his brother in 1823, the portrait market 

in Edinburgh was as much subject to the dictates of fashion as 

patronage: 

You know, I believe, that I began doing chalk portraits here at the 
low price of five guineas. On the 1st of January, I raised to seven, 
and have advertised in my show room to make another rise to ten 
guineas on the 12th of May. The time of making a rise in price, I 
find occasions a momentary suspension, though the rise he after all so 
trifling...My price for oil heads remains at ten guineas, but so much 
has the novelty of the other style taken with the people, that two 
portraits in oil are at present the utmost extent of my commissions. 
I wish to tempt the folks to oil, because they are less laborious, and 
more effective; but in this way I have many rivals, and in the other, 
I stand alone. Making old women young, and ugly women handsome is now 
my daily occupation, and on this innocent deception all my reputation 
demands. To keep it up is no easy matter, I assure you. You know the 
elements of a Scotch face." 

As perpetual newness became an ever more integral element of 

patterns of bourgeois consumption, finding an unannexed niche in 

a crowded market could prove crucial to the portrait painter's 

success, making possible a considerable rise in the price of the 

product. 

Gimmickry also dominated the cheaper end of the portrait 

market, with many itinerant artists brandishing a variety of 

devices, especially mechanical contraptions, in order to suck in 

the consumer. 	The most popular example was the 'celebrated 

automaton artist' who appeared in Edinburgh regularly throughout 

the 1820s enticing the public to submit to his sketching 

equipment with an elaborate and imaginative range of newspaper 

advertisements) 	Other popular practitioners included various 

paper cutters, such as James Hubard (aged fourteen) who claimed 
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2.2 Practising Artists in Edinburgh, 1799-1840 

Year Portrait 
Painters 

Miniature 
Painters 

Landscape 
Painters 

History 
Painters 

Sculptors Others 

1799-00 4 5 2 0 0 
1805-06 3 4 0 0 0 
1809-10 9 7 7 0 0 1 

1814-15 12 6 4 0 0 0 

1819-20 13 4 6 0 0 1 
1824-25 16 11 9 0 1 
1829-30 29 8 6 1 4 
1834-35 36 11 7 2 4 
1839-40 37 11 11 3 5 20 

Totals 159 67 5' 6 10 44 

Sources: Edinburgh trades' directories. 1799.1840. For bibliographic details and criteria of inclusion see chapter Two, end notes 19 and 20. 



to offer exact likenesses in less than twenty seconds.' Paper Paper 

work and fancy cutting took on a more fashionable guise with Mrs 

Aberdein's 'Papyruseum' in the Calton Convening Rooms, taking 

advantage of the growing market in women's fine and applied art 

activities (see below). According to the Scotsman this display 

'must be patronised by the ladies'.15U  

One other aspect of the portrait boom worth mentioning was 

the fashion for engraved likenesses, mainly images of influential 

political and historical figures and eminent contemporary 

citizens. The roots of this can be traced back to the eighteenth 

century and the practice of commemorating public figures by 

placing their engraved images in prominent public venues, often 

for commercial reasons.hl  As many contemporary descriptions of 

Edinburgh demonstrate, the closely-knit social formation of the 

city's turn-of-the-century elite encouraged mythologising 

accounts of public eminence, and some artists -- John Kay, 

William Nicholson, John Syme -- made a name for themselves 

producing engraved images of members of that elite. 	A wide 

variety of cheap printed portraits appeared in Edinburgh during 

the 1820s, including images of Henry Cockburn, Francis Jeffrey, 

Queen Caroline, Mary Queen of Scots, James Abercromby MP, various 

actors in dramatic disguise, as well as an impressive array of 

ministers of the kirk -- Thomas Chalmers the most prominent. As 

this brief list suggests, many prints -- portraits and otherwise 

-- were published by subscription in response to contemporary 

events, whilst others were commissioned by admiring friends or 

colleagues.152 The market for portrait images of the famous was 

extensive. In a letter of 1839 John Syme estimated that since 

the beginning of his career in 1815 he had executed about six 

hundred portraits, the vast majority consisting of 'Public 

Pictures i.e. painted by subscription for some Public Hall and 

all engraved'.153  This iconography of eminent citizenship played 

a crucial role in the interpellation of social identities, 

providing aspirational models of civic respectability as well as 

marking out the extremes of membership of the bourgeois public 

sphere. Fewer numbers of cheap shilling engravings directed at 

more popular markets were also produced, for example Bell and 
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Co.'s lithograph of William Burke, or Edmonstone and Co.'s 

engraving of the celebrated street entertainer, 'Jamie the 

Showman'.'54   The popularity of phrenological theory with the 

middle and working classes in Edinburgh suggests that it was 

these sections of the population that formed the pre-eminent 

market for these productions.155  

The heightened presence of portrait painters in the city 

during this period was paralleled by similar growth in other 

sectors of the visual arts economy, most notably in the expansion 

of private drawing academies (table 2.1). In 1806, in a letter 

to his patron Lord Buchan, George Walker, one of the most 

prominent of early Edinburgh drawing masters, described the 

transformation that had taken place in the practice of fine art 

instruction: 

[I]t is now about twenty five years since my worthy friend Mr 
Alexander Runciman sent me my first pupil (Captain Bradshaw). At that 
time there were only two other persons excepting my worthy old Master 
[i.e. father] who filled the first situation here with so much credit 
to himself & Honour to his country who gave Lessons in Drawing the 
number of whose pupils did not exceed a Dozen & whose productions if 
any of them are preserved could if now examined afford but little 
pleasure to their more refined Taste in Works of Art. There are at 
present in Edinburgh I am credibly informed about thirty persons of 
both sexes who give instructions in the various Branches dependent on 
Design and of that number I am happy to have it in my power to say it 
there are several very promising young Artists who I hope will 
individually attain to a high degree of excellence in their various 
walks in the Art. Reckoning that each of those have only thirty 
pupils the aggrate [sic) gives 900!. This estimation will not be 
considered too much when I acquaint your Lordship that before I left 
off giving lessons abroad the number of my public and private pupils 
amounted to nearly one Hundred, many of whom like others instructed by 
some of my Brethren have produced such Specimens in the line of Virtil 
as the most respectable Artists now in Edinburgh would have been proud 
to have equalled at the period above stated. 

Walker's determination to dominate private art teaching in 

Edinburgh is clear from his sustained use of the advertising 

columns of the local press, and he made sure to stress not only 

his connections with elite patronage, but also the ease and speed 

with which drawing proficiency could be acquired. Thus in 1785 

he offered classes in watercolour landscape, a painting technique 
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that 'has not hitherto been practised in this country'. It was 

a style of art that was 'sooner attained' and with 'greater 

facility' than oil painting, and one that provided 'a great 

variety and richness of colouring' as well as a 'bold and 

beautiful effect'. 157  These were precisely the values -- thought 

to be unduly ephemeral -- that were roundly criticised by the 

reviewers of the early Society of Artists' exhibitions in 

Edinburgh (see Chapter Three), but the offer of easy proficiency 

and the promise of stylistic innovation proved popular with 

Walker's students. 	The role of these kinds of classes in 

encouraging the taste for an emergent naturalism is again 

important, although it should be noted that Walker grounded his 

authority on the example of the old masters, and on the advice 

of Alexander Runciman he put together a collection of paintings, 

prints and drawings with which to entice elite customers. As he 

noted, this collection -- on which he claimed to spend £100 a 

year -- became both 'the means of inducing people of the first 

condition to study at my Academy', and a way of 'enabling them 

to appreciate the excellencies in the higher walks of the Art & 

preparing them to relish the Antique'.158 

Evidence from the trades' directories suggests that the 

number of drawing teachers in Edinburgh rose dramatically during 

the course of the 1820s as new sections of the population became 

interested in acquiring skills that were considered to be both 

genteel and likely to foster moral improvement. Of course, this 

impulse was not unique to the 1820s: Edinburgh diaries and 

journals across the period contain accounts of leisurely pursuits 

in the fine arts, dominated by the 'accomplished' activities of 

female amateurs.159 	However, with the appearance in 1827 of 

annual fine art spectacles directed more specifically at the 

urban bourgeoisie (in the form of the Scottish Academy) the 

acquisition of a drawing talent became suddenly very stylish. 

The influential Edinburgh Drawing Institution, organised by 

Francis Cameron and funded as a joint stock company from 

contributions drawn mainly from Edinburgh's legal class, finished 

its first season in 1827 with just short of 250 students on its 

books (160 'young ladies' and eighty-eight 'young gentlemen'). 
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It became a major force in the diffusion of a taste for sketching 

and drawing right across the city's leisured elites.160  This 

surge in demand for artistic training was met by a similar spurt 

on the supply side, as more and more artists sought ways to earn 

a living in Edinburgh's increasingly competitive visual arts 

economy. 	The enhanced social and economic positions of the 

members of the new Scottish Academy created for the first time 

a rigidly institutionalised hierarchy of artists, and it is 

notable that only two of the drawing teachers listed in the 1835 

Directory were at that time in any way associated with the 

Academy.1E1 Codes of sexual propriety demanded that female 

students be taught in the presence of women, a fact that explains 

the comparatively high percentage of women teachers working in 

this field (thirty-one per cent in 1835). The increase in these 

public and private drawing institutions was a key element of an 

unprecedented expansion in the number of urban educational 

institutions during the early decades of the nineteenth century, 

an expansion driven by the bourgeoisie's passion for self-

improvement and its concern with the social regulation of an 

'unruly' working class.162  Edinburgh, already possessed of an 

elaborate elite educational infrastructure, became a major centre 

for the new pedagogy in both its commercial and 'benevolent' 

forms. In 1828 a correspondent in the Scotsman estimated that 

there were something like '700 teachers of all Branches of 

Education' in the city, including drawing instructors.163  

Drawing academies were, of course, commercial operations, 

and an analysis of their advertising reveals how closely 

implicated they were in the fashion cycle and the expanding 

regimes of artistic demand and consumption in Edinburgh. During 

this period traders of all kinds took advantage of increases in 

disposable income and emulative spending and attempted to induce 

fashionable change in order to create larger markets for their 

products. New media appeared -- especially fashion plates and 

magazines -- enticing men and women from all but the poorest 

ranks of society to consume; products became more differentiated 

and the fashion cycle quickened with the latest metropolitan 

codes of dress and decorum communicated rapidly across the 
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country through the columns of the local press. The demand for 

perpetual newness and innovation also infected the visual arts 

sector, with a range of new products and periodicals on offer to 

meet the desires of the arts-orientated bourgeoisie. 	Many of 

these commodities originated in London, but at this time we also 

see increasing numbers of Edinburgh traders devising schemes to 

attract the attention of a growing pool of urban art patrons.16" 

In Edinburgh, as the competition amongst those offering 

teaching classes intensified, advertisements stressed the 

diversity of skills on offer and the fact that curricula 

presented the most voguish drawing techniques. Miss Hamilton 

Bird's classes in 1829 included instruction in miniature and 

flower painting, pencil, landscape and black and coloured chalk 

drawing, japanning, painting on glass, velvet and wood, and the 

ultra-chic oriental tinting and mezzotinto black lead drawing.165  

The Taylor sisters' Ladies' Drawing and Ornamental Painting 

Academy offered a similarly expansive range of taught skills,'" 

whilst an 1828 advertisement for Mrs Cruickshank's Boarding and 

Day Seminary for Young Ladies emphasised her abilities in 

oriental tinting, 'a style of Painting much admired, and 

patronised by the Royal Family, and studied by most Ladies of 

education in England'.10 Throughout this period the yearning 

for English refinement meant that a mention of southern 

connections -- especially time spent in London -- was a common 

marketing strategy, and the carver and gilder, Daniel McIntosh, 

went so far to name his Prince's Street shop the 'London Fancy 

Print Wareroom'. These tendencies were further encouraged by the 

geography of fashion dispersal, in which all that was new in 

commerce and styles of dress radiated out from London to the 

'provinces' through networks of small traders, newspaper columns 

and advertisements. As itinerant workers, the Taylor sisters and 

the Cruickshanks, along with many others, played a vital role in 

this process, coming to Edinburgh for either part or the whole 

of the season in an attempt to harness the spending power of the 

city's compact constituency of idle and not so idle rich.168  

The work of drawing teachers is particularly important 

because it reminds us that the political economy of art in 
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Edinburgh was significantly structured by the constraints of 

conflicting gender ideologies, with women's creative activities 

consistently reduced to the secondary status of genteel 

'accomplishments', rather than accorded the value of a market- 

oriented professional endeavour (Plate 8). 	The prescriptive 

statements of men on this issue abound during this period, 

although they do not always follow the same trajectory. For some 

the cultivation of accomplishments encouraged vanity and 

selfishness and in so doing threatened to undermine traditional 

structures of society. Thus one particularly anxious critic in 

the Edinburgh Magazine in 1819 castigated the complicity of the 

'middling classes' ('families with incomes of from £200 to £500 

a year') in these developments, arguing that the aspiration to 

mimic the habits of elites could only erase their own more modest 

'virtues and felicities'. The practice of drawing, dancing, or 

music, rather than 'needle-work' and 'house-keeping', not only 

encouraged a 'disgust for duties' and an 'impatience of 

privations', but also had more 'practical' consequences: 

The possession of accomplishments, or the supposed possession, leads 
inevitably to a desire for their display; and the mere habit of being 
occupied with what is understood to occupy the rich and great, makes 
poor people think a great deal more of riches and greatness than is 
good either for their respectability or their comfort. The consequence 
accordingly is, that our dancing and singing misses must, if possible 
get into the society in which these are the main occupations. Their 
birth, their connections, their fortune, and habits, all concur to 
exclude and to disqualify them; and so they quarrel and grow dissatis-
fied with all these inseparable attributes of their condition. They 
become ashamed of their fathers and mothers, of their uncles and 
aunts, of the professions they follow, and the streets where they 
dwell, and where they hope it many not be discovered that they them-
selves dwell also. They heartlessly desert their school friends, and 
cut their humbler cousins and early and affectionate companions; and 
repulse the first favourites of their bosoms who have not yet adopted 
the same hopes and pretensions ... If they should in part succeed, for 
they are never naturalized in good company, they soon find that the 
manners of polished society are not to be acquired merely by standing 
in its assemblies, and they come out more awkward, impudent, and 
uncomfortable than they went in: And thus the poor things have their 
affections chilled, their natural and suitable connections estranged, 
their reasonable hopes and prospects cut off, and their homes made 
hateful; that they may be laughed at by those they ape, hated by those 
they outshine, and deservedly desp;oed both by those they court and 
those whom they affect to disdain. 
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Fear of the levelling tendencies produced by an increasingly 

commodified cultural field were common during this period -- we 

shall encounter them again in Chapter Three -- and as Carol 

Bateman has argued, the urge to scapegoat women for wider social 

failure was a defining feature of the rise of liberal individual-

ism.NO But during the nineteenth century this particular 

misogynistical appeal became less frequent, and female accom-

plishments were more often understood as relieving, rather than 

generating anxieties linked to increased commodity consumption 

and the growth of unregulated female leisure. 	As this 1833 

excerpt from the Scotsman shows, the pursuit of the fine arts in 

the privacy of the family home was now perceived as augmenting 

a woman's wifely attractions, with accomplishments considered 

central to the performance of elite female subjectivity: 

Hints for Wives. Obedience is a very small part of conjugal duty, 
and, in most cases, easily performed. Much of the comfort of the 
married life depends upon the lady; a great deal more, perhaps, than 
she is aware of. She scarcely knows her own influence; how much she 
may do by persuasion -- how much by sympathy -- how much by unremitted 
kindness and little attentions. To acquire and retain such influence, 
she must, however, make her conjugal duties her first object. She 
must not think that any thing will do for her husband -- that any wine 
is good enough for her husband -- that it is not worth while to be 
agreeable when there is only her husband -- that she may close her 
piano, or lay aside her brush, for why should she play or paint merely 
to amuse her husband? No -- she must consider all these little arts 
of pleasing chiefly valuable on his account -- as means of perpetu-
ating her attractions, and giving permanence to his affection. She 
must remember that her duty consists not so much in great and solitary 
acts -- in displays of the sublime virtues to which she will only be 
occasionally called; but in trifles -- in a cheerful smile, or a 
minute attention naturally rendered, and procReding from a heart full 
of kindness, and a temper full of amiability. 

As a representation of female creativity this fiction was equally 

disabling: woman's intellectual attainments -- indeed her very 

self -- are presented as being subsumed by the domestic require-

ments of her husband. And even when female creative equality was 

grudgingly admitted, it was still conceived 	in terms of an 

elegant amusement, rather than accorded the dignity of 

professional labour.'2  

These kinds of statements are not unique to this period, but 

1 
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the frequency of their expression does suggest their importance 

in lending greater definition to the parameters of male artistic 

professionalism at precisely the time when those parameters were 

subject to vigorous contest and dispute (see Chapters Three and 

Four). But these statements were also the prescriptions of moral 

dogmatists, both male and female, and we need to be wary of their 

framing and discursive structure. As Deborah Cherry has recently 

re-emphasised, in many nineteenth-century critical diScourses the 

signification 'woman artist' is neither reducible to, nor derived 

from, an historical agent. Functioning and acquiring its meaning 

within a whole system of signs, the term serves to entrench 

sexual difference, most notably by buttressing the myth of the 

male's dominant creative capacities.'3  As the above examples 

suggest, many women were active players in the Edinburgh art 

market, struggling, often from necessity, to lift their artistic 

practice out of the domestic sphere, displaying their work --

most often unrecognised and unacclaimed -- either alongside men 

or in their own exhibition spaces.1M  The evidence of this 

activity not only problematises the effectiveness of the ideology 

of separate spheres, but also suggests that women were important 

players in the marketplace to a greater extent than ever 

before.175  This is not to deny the relentless subjugation of 

women as artistic producers, only to suggest that as an ideology 

it was not as effective as its proponents might have wished. 

Some of the most successful exhibitions of the period were 'fancy 

work' sales held regularly in Edinburgh from the mid-1820s and 

organised exclusively by women elites. They may have taken place 

within the context of charitable contribution rather than 

'professional' activity, but they proved more profitable and 

popular than the shows of their male fine art competitors.176  

Yet despite the public legitimacy accorded these sales, as 

well as the efforts of women artists to combat attempts to 

confine them to the private sphere, the great bulk of women's 

artistic labour was situated in the home and it is here that they 

were targeted ever more vigorously as consumers by sections of 

the fine art market. As Anne Pulian has noted, 'for the rising 

number of watercolour painters and drawing masters, and for 
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publishers, like Ackermann, who published drawing books and 

manufactured and sold materials for drawing and watercolour 

painting in his shop, the expansion of the demand for goods and 

services on the part of the middle-class female pupil or consumer 

was essential'.177 	In Edinburgh, as elsewhere, more and more 

advertisements in a variety of national and British journals were 

directed at the female market, offering a seductive array of the 

latest metropolitan fashions and accomplishments, underlining the 

centrality of the private sphere to the elaboration of consumer 

demand. Across our period a number of booksellers, stationers, 

carvers, gilders and colourmen advertised elaborate selections 

of artists' materials aimed at the amateur market, often 

addressed directly 'to the Ladies'.178 	Prominent eighteenth- 

century firms included Thomas Brown and Esplin and Forbes, the 

latter dealing in a surprising array of materials 'procured from 

LONDON and PARIS': watercolour boxes, drawing books, japanning 

paint, plain and coloured flowers, sewing patterns, paper for 

flower pressing, as well as a range of cleaning and mending 

materials, including China water, plate powder, essence of bark, 

scouring drops, liquid true blew [sic], Indian gleu [sic], lemon 

salts and Indian rubbers.1'9  The more fashionable of such 

emporia gradually shifted from their bases in the Old Town and 

first appeared along Princes Street during the early years of the 

nineteenth-century. Like other visual arts businesses, their 

numbers swelled during the 1820s, with the largest operations 

belonging to the carver and gilder John Fraser, and William 

Swinton with his 'Amateur and Artists' Repository'. According 

to Swinton's opening advertisements his stock contained the 'most 

extensive assortment of every requisite for DRAWING and PAINTING' 

outside of London, along with a selection of prints, maps, 

stationary, and fancy work ('Fire Screens, Card Racks, Match and 

Chimney Figures, Work, Dressing, Colour and Cotton Boxes, Writing 

Desks, &c').189  He also held a collection of pencil drawings and 

prints that he lent out for customers to copy on the plan of a 

circulating library. Like many other businesses, Swinton was 

keen to outline his close connections with the London market, 

explaining that as it was his 'intention to visit the Metropolis 
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every year, for the purpose of selecting his Fancy Goods, and of 

disposing of what may remain on hand of former years, his stock 

will always be found fresh and of the newest fashion' .181 	In 

this way demand in the amateur sector of Edinburgh's visual art 

market was met by an aggressive and well-resourced network of 

small traders, whose core stock of artists' supplies was 

augmented by a selection of luxury manufactures. 

Finally, it is worth emphasising that commercial activity 

in the visual arts was not aimed exclusively at fostering genteel 

artistic accomplishments amongst a fashionable, largely female, 

social elite. Several teachers of drawing offered specialised 

training courses directed at a variety of different occupations 

and statuses, ranging from skilled artisans to members of the 

professional bourgeoisie. The content of these courses was more 

functionally economic, teaching skills useful in an urban, 

imperial economy, and as a result they were aimed almost 

exclusively at men. They included William Bewick's lessons in 

anatomical drawing for medical students and surgeons;182  J. F. 

Williams's classes in 'Drawing, Painting, Fortification and 

Military Plan Drawing', offering skills useful to any prospective 

imperial adventurer;183  and Dick's classes in architecture and 

perspective, adapted in his words 'to the purposes of the 

Builder, Cabinet Maker, Smith, Carpenter, or Civil Engineer'.I8L  

This targeting of specific groups represented an attempt by 

drawing instructors to capture certain niches in the training 

market, and often a teacher widened the potential constituency 

of his/her academy by offering the same subjects at different 

times, costs and in varying class sizes. William Bewick taught 

smaller, more exclusive 'private' classes in his New Town house, 

and larger 'public' sessions in a hall in Surgeon's Square. In 

the post-Napoleonic era of imperial economic, rather than 

military conquest, the use of drawing as an educational tool was 

a product of the passion for improvement amongst people of all 

classes. 	It also reflected an increasing concern amongst 

manufacturers and politicians that Britain was falling behind 

France in the quality of its luxury manufacturing (see Chapter 

Five). 	As we shall see, the argument that the diffusion of 
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artistic skill and national economic strength were somehow 

intimately linked was a key legitimating discourse for various 

groups in debates over the value of the fine arts. 

vi 

This overview of the evolution and expansion of a diversely-

constituted art market between 1775 and 1840 reveals a 

significant transformation in Edinburgh's political economy of 

art. Embedded in broader changes in patterns of production and 

consumption, and heavily dependent on the accumulated wealth of 

the upper bourgeoisie and lesser gentry, visual arts activity 

attained 'take-off' in the city during the course of the 1820s. 

The fine art end of this activity was dominated by two thriving 

market sectors. On the one hand, traditional trajectories of 

elite taste combined with the new free-trading conditions of 

post-Napoleonic Europe to produce a market of old master prints 

and paintings, their somewhat credulous purchasing public 

composed of a heterogeneous mix of migrating gentry and leading 

members of the commercial and professional middle class. On the 

other hand, new fashions and codes of genteel behaviour resulted 

in a great expansion in the demand for a range of artistic 

consumer goods and services, a demand fostered primarily, 

although not exclusively, by a diverse female constituency. 

Along with the appearance of a number of public and private 

exhibiting bodies during this period, and a huge expansion in the 

city's public amusements, these changes served to make the 

consumption of the visual arts and the rituals associated with 

it an aspect of the lives of many of Edinburgh's citizens of 

'middling rank'. The next chapter will examine more closely the 

role of contemporary artists in this new commercial environment. 
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3 

The 'Subterranean Stir that ... Moved the Surface': 

The Incorporated Society of Artists, 1808-1813 

Then labour on, ye Painters without fear, 
Your bold exertions, improve every year; 
Nor mind the censures ignorance may raise, 
The public's charm'd -- and lib'ral critics praise! 
But yet though approbation swells the gale, 
Arts flourish not till Artist's works find sale. 

Walter Weir, 'The Exhibition', 1811 

The period 1775-1840 witnessed a gradual opening-up of the 

visual art market in Edinburgh in response to a range of factors. 

These included the changing role of the fine arts in upper-class 

rituals of leisure and entertainment; the growing significance 

of cultural practices for the attribution and acquisition of 

social status; increased levels of disposable income on the part 

of the middle and upper ranks; and the city's deeper immersion 

in both Continental and British art markets. But this trans-

formation in the structure of Edinburgh's fine art economy was 

neither automatically, nor immediately, a boon to contemporary 

artists. The early nineteenth-century art market was dominated 

by resale transactions of works by old masters and by the 

commercial activities of those servicing the amateur arts sector; 

there were still few commercial outlets for the display and 

exchange of contemporary Scottish painting. Comparatively little 

modern art appeared in auctions at this time, and the bulk of 

modern artistic practice in the city was absorbed by portraiture 

and thus sustained by a traditional web of patronage relation- 
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ships. Even with the appearance of a number of institutional 

exhibiting schemes for modern painting during the first three 

decades of the nineteenth century, many of Edinburgh's artists 

argued forcefully that the city's modern art market remained 

constricting rather than enabling: The reasons for this relate 

to factors both internal and external to the Edinburgh art world, 

and will be examined during the course of this and the following 

chapter. As we shall see, Edinburgh's artists were forced to 

work hard to establish a presence in the market, primarily 

through the construction of institutional spaces that would help 

guarantee their professional and commercial autonomy. The bulk 

of this chapter is concerned with the emergence of the first of 

these institutions in 1808, the Incorporated Society of Artists, 

highlighting the public debates and points of conflict that 

surrounded its appearance and short-lived success. 	First, 

however, it is necessary to emphasise the difficulties faced by 

individual artists in their attempts to establish a commercial 

foothold in a provincial market still structured by the 

restrictive practices of a gentrified client economy.' 

ii 

Throughout the period under study London's dominant market 

position in the British art world acted as a powerful magnet for 

Scottish painters. In the second half of the eighteenth century 

artists like Allan Ramsay and David Allan migrated south in the 

footsteps of Scotland's wealthy political elites; in the early 

decades of the nineteenth century painters were more concerned 

to take advantage of the pathways to professional and social 

advancement available in the capital.?  Various arts institu-

tions -- most notably the Royal Academy -- offered opportunities 

for training unparalleled in the north (where there were still 

no well established life-drawing classes), and a number of 

spectacular venues provided tempting commercial arena for those 

wishing to escape Edinburgh's more restrictive patronage 

practices.' Wilkie's 'immediate dart into the highest fame' 

after his move to London in 1805 provided evidence of the 
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metropolitan art world's glittering prizes, and he was followed 

over the next two decades by a stream of expectant colleagues 

eager to tap the capital's concentrated pool of wealthy 

patrons.5 Those following him to London included William Allan 

in 1805; Andrew Geddes, John Burnet and James Howe in 1806; 

George Sanders in 1807; Patrick Nasmyth and James Burnet in 1810; 

John Henning in 1811; Alexander Carse in 1812; Alexander Fraser 

in 1813; William Scoular in 1814; Thomas Campbell in 1815; 

William Kidd in 1817; John Graham in 1821; David Roberts in 1822; 

James Giles in 1823; Angus Fletcher in 1825; Samuel Joseph in 

1828; William Calder. Marshall in 1834 and William Simson in 

1838.6 During an era in which ports were still the main centres 

of communication, the English capital was more accessible than 

many areas of Scotland. 	In 1826 London was only forty-seven 

hours by steam-packet from Leith.7  

But as Alexander Carse, a fellow genre painter, discovered 

when he followed Wilkie south in 1812, the boards of metropolitan 

exhibition halls were not always strewn with gold. 	In 1829, 

desperate for patronage and support, Carse relayed the following 

cautionary tale in a letter to the directors of Edinburgh's Royal 

Institution: 

Upwards of twenty years ago I was well known as a painter of subjects 
in Familiar life and for a number of years contributed with consider-
able success to the Earliest Edinburgh Exhibitions. In particular I 
was patronised by Earl Moira then Commander in Chief in Scotland & I 
believe some of my pictures are honoured by being in the possession of 
my Lord Gray & other patrons of the Institution. 

I was afterwards unfortunately advised to go to London where I 
met with many obstacles & disappointments but persevered for a number 
of years[.] At length I was compelled to try another place & hoping 
at least to find a portion of that encouragement & patronage which I 
had formerly enjoyed I determined to return to my Native Country & to 
Edinburgh. But here again I was doomed to meet disappointment[.] I 
found almost all my friends & patrons were gone & I have I fear passed 
the period of life being near 60 years of age when I might have been 
able by extraordinary exertion to raise up others. 

I was thus obliged in order to obtain even a scanty subsistence 
for a wife & family of no fewer than nine children to paint low priced 
pictures which could neither support us properly or obtain me 
professional credit. In this distress about two years ago I was 
advised to take a larger House with the view of letting Lodgings and 
for this purpose employed every means I had in obtaining suitable 
furniture part of which I had to take on credit & owing to our Rooms 
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being entirely unoccupied during the last year I have been unable to 
pay up this furniture which is accordingly subjected to the Landlords 
sequestration & have been forced by extreme necessity even to contract 
some other debts for our subsistence & which altogether amount 
(including the rent) to a little more than £50 for which the Diligence 
of the Law is proceeding against me. Such is my present most dis-
tressing situation which I have laid before you with perfect openness 
& truth. Leaving it to you on consideration or farther enquiry 
interfere in my favour according to your known liberal feelings. 

Unable to earn a living within the mechanisms of the more 'open' 

London market,9  Carse returned to Edinburgh, and in an environ-

ment now flooded with 'genuine' Dutch and Flemish genre painting 

he was unable to reintegrate himself into the tight networks of 

the city's fine art economy. As his financial problems worsened, 

Carse drew on a sales technique frequently utilised by cash-

strapped trading contemporaries, and he attempted to distribute 

his works by lottery, circulating 120 tickets at five shillings 

each with six pictures (worth a total of twenty-eight guineas) 

as prizes." There is no evidence to suggest the success of the 

scheme, but correspondence reveals that the artist was still 

dependent on the benevolence of elite patrons for its 

operation.11  

Carse's predicament illustrates how dominant Edinburgh's 

client economy was in relation to the sale of modern painting 

during the first quarter of the nineteenth century, and how 

constraining its operations could be. 	In an urban economy 

largely reliant on the consumption of a wealthy upper-class elite 

and in which small-scale craft workshops constituted the most 

common form of manufacturing, the face-to-face relationships of 

purchaser and producer were still the dominant mode of 

commercial-cum-social interaction. This was as true for artists 

as it was for other craft manufacturers, and traditional 

patronage practices maintained their dominance well into the 

1830s. 	Even with the appearance of a forum for the public 

display and distribution of painting in 1808, many of the works 

exhibited by artists continued to be the result of commissions, 

those to he 'disposed of always constituting a minority.12  

Furthermore, as Joseph Farington noticed during a trip to 
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Edinburgh in 1801, the fact that the most prestigious commissions 

were soaked up by a handful of leading figures -- Alexander 

Nasmyth and Henry Raeburn in particular -- created a distinct 

hierarchy amongst the city's artists.13 	Breaking into this 

hierarchy was frustratingly difficult, and even when the 

contemporary art market did begin to expand during the 1820s, 

attracting the attention of the wealthy and respectable remained 

a key aspect of success* In a letter of 1821, Thomas Uwins, 

eager to integrate himself into the Edinburgh fine art economy, 

explained to his brother how fortunate he was to have the 

sculptor Samuel Joseph supporting him. 	'You will at once 

perceive', he wrote, 'that it is no small thing to have the good 

word of a man, himself an able artist, who has already got the 

ear of those persons on whom everything depends in this clannish 

place, where people of a certain class follow each other like 

geese under a barn door; and where if you fail with MacJack 

you'll never get MacGill'.15 	Uwins's confidence in Joseph's 

connections appears to have been misplaced: the sculptor left 

Edinburgh for London after seven years in 1828 leaving substan-

tial unpaid debts* But Uwins's remarks -- typically 

chauvinist -- do confirm the comparatively cloistered nature of 

Edinburgh's elite social circles, a characteristic frequently 

affirmed by the observations of other metropolitan outsiders.' 

With the market for contemporary art dominated by an elite 

patronage that was notoriously fickle in its tastes, frequently 

focused on more distinguished marts, and often humiliating for 

the producer, the prospect of breaking free from the strictures 

of the client economy became an increasingly tempting one for 

many of Edinburgh's artists. As we have seen, the preconditions 

for that freedom, most notably expanding regimes of fine art 

consumption, began to be laid in Edinburgh during the course of 

the late eighteenth century. But in a market still hostile to 

the sale of modern painting, and in the absence of any 

foresighted middlemen, it was some while before the city's 

artists became sufficiently organised to exploit their commercial 

potential. 

Artists began to take advantage of the comparative freedom 
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of market forces in a number of different ways. In the period 

before 1820 a few painters with sufficient stock and capital 

organised their own one-person shows, either in a rented room 

(often in conjunction with auctioneers) or in their own 

accommodation. In 1778 Alexander Runciman exhibited twenty-two 

paintings for sale in Edinburgh,15  and in 1817 William Allan 

staged an elaborate exhibition of twelve pictures (five for sale) 

with eighty-four objects of costume, armour and weaponry 

collected during his travels in Eastern Europe and Asia.19 Such 

exhibitions were not only limited to the fine arts; the 

Leicester-based needlework artist, Mary Linwood, exhibited forty-

nine works in the city between 1804 and 1805, taking advantage 

of the growing fashion for applied art objects.2' Meanwhile, 

Edinburgh's wealthiest painter, Henry Raeburn, avoided the 

necessity of renting spaces by constructing his own private 

exhibition rooms for the display of his work, generating extra 

income at a time of financial crisis by leasing the space to both 

the Society of Artists and later the Royal Institution. However, 

there is little evidence that this private gallery was in any way 

broadly accessible to the 'public'; it was never advertised as 

such -- publicity being a key criterion of public openness -- and 

was most probably intended only for the eyes of prestigious 

visitors (like Farington) and those already deeply implicated in 

the city's patronage networks.2I  In this sense it was a more 

elaborate version of the private studio, providing a comfortable, 

enticing venue in which the painter could exhibit his wares. 

Occasionally other artists -- often itinerants -- exhibited small 

numbers of works to the public for a moderate fee, such as Robert 

Scott Porter's painting of the Battle of Agincourt which was 

displayed in a specially-erected wooden shed in the city in 1808 

in a manner not dissimilar to the many contemporary panoramas.22  

Generally, however, the lack of available exhibition space 

and the financial risks faced by mounting one-person exhibitions 

made such projects impossible for the majority of artists; they 

remained limited to the often cramped and unspectacular spaces 

of their own studios.23  Indeed, for those artists who could bear 

the costs, the prospect of an inquisitive public in search of 
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polite amusement was more often something to be avoided rather 

than encouraged. David Allan, in a revealingly anxious letter 

to the Earl of Buchan in 1780, noted that he wished to do 

everything he could to avoid a 'glareing' or 'noicey' show: 

People in general will like to see a painting Room only perhaps for 
amusement, but I can hardly do this, as my small merit will perhaps 
not apear striking enough[.] Neither have I variety enough for their 
different tastes[.] Likewise wood look as an oposition to other 
artists here if in that case the more will be expected, and woud be 
atended with aditional expence of open doors which might do me litle 
advantage[.] My present idea is rather to have only a show in my fore 
Room of a few things in order to show as a specimen which people may 
wish to see & coud study in my back Room little disturbed, by 
strangers out of mere curiosity ... However as I am sensible of not 
being able to conduct myself properly especialy at this time among 
strangers & I beg your Lordships advice about the manner of goeing on 
& will ask Ld Hope & other Benefactors[.] I trust to good advice 
which is of much value in a beginning as there is humain people & 
lovers of virtu[.] if god give me health I hope to improve. 

Allan's (carefully studied?) gaucherie may well be designed to 

flatter -- he was, after all, already familiar with the art 

worlds of both Rome and London and was reported to be a 

considerable conversationalist.25  Nevertheless, the passage 

underlines the involved nature of the young artist's dependence 

on his patron, a relationship defined by so much more than its 

economic component, demanding the careful negotiation of a 

complex array of social codes and patterns of decorum.26  

Allan's letter and the exhibiting tactics of artists like 

Raeburn suggest that until the 1820s there was little advantage 

to the artist of an open exhibition. The public for the most 

part came to observe (and he observed), rather than to purchase; 

traditional patrons and the traditional network of patronage 

relationships still provided the best route to commercial 

success. 	But with the appearance of the Royal Institution's 

first displays of modern painting in the early 1820s and the 

subsequent modest increase in consumer demand, the artists' 

reliance on the client economy began to diminish; more and more 

launched their own commercial exhibiting ventures. 	These 

comprised the exhibition of small numbers of famous paintings 
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mainly on the itinerant circuit from London -- Benjamin Haydon 

and John Martin the most prominent examples -- as well as larger 

shows staged by Scottish artists.2  Hugh W. Williams augmented 

his already extensive publishing and institutional exhibiting 

activities with large one-person exhibitions at the Calton 

Convening Rooms in 1822 and again in 1826. At the latter show, 

timed to coincide with the opening of the Royal Institution's new 

galleries on the Mound, Williams displayed 121 water-colour 

works, attracting the comment from the Scotsman that the 'time 

may not be ill chosen; since the public, while running after 

pictures in one direction, may not be unwilling to find a lounge, 

ostensibly for the same purpose, in another quarter of the 

city'.28  Williams's example reminds us that artists worked hard 

in their efforts to attract the fee-paying public, taking 

advantage of major public events and celebrations, as well as 

extensive advertising in the weekly press. Another example is 

provided by Andrew Geddes's response to the public clamour that 

greeted the discovery of the Scottish regalia in a chest in 

Edinburgh castle's strong room in February 1818. 	He began a 

large picture on the theme which was finally exhibited at a one-

person show along with sixty-nine other works -- mainly portraits 

-- in 1821.29  Again, the Scotsman focused on the parasitic 

nature of Geddes's project, commenting that 'we cannot help 

suspecting that he, in some degree, allowed the temporary 

excitation of the moment, and in which all seemed for the time 

to participate, to mingle with his own ideas of the permanent 

consequence and interest of the event, as forming the subject of 

a great historical picture'. Nonetheless, the work did provide 

evidence of the 'great advance' of the arts in recent years, 

particularly as such 'a vast undertaking can be executed without 

any of that high patronage which such a work would seem to 

demand'.2C  Other artists during this period raised income and 

attracted broader public interest by connecting the exhibition 

of their works with the production of prints by subscription. 

In 1821 William Allan exhibited free of charge his Death of 

Archbishop Sharpe in a specially constructed saloon in a Princes 

Street bookshop, inviting the public to visit and subscribe to 
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the proposed James Stewart engraving. By exploiting the growing 

demand for Scottish subject matter and latching on to a 

substantial market for prints and engravings, schemes such as 

this allowed Allan to widen the constituency for his work and 

earn a living without constant recourse to the client economy.31  

Whilst the staging of one-person shows constituted a large 

financial risk for any lone exhibitor -- Williams's 1822 display 

absorbed over £200 in expenses -- they could, if successful, be 

extremely profitable. 	The most stunning and controversial 

example of this was provided by an exhibition staged by the young 

Ayrshire sculptor, James Thom, in Edinburgh in 1828. A stone-

mason by training, Thom showed two freestone sculptures of 

characters from Robert Burns's 'Tam O'Shanter' at a gallery in 

the New Town at the height of the season between November and 

February.32  From the outset the exhibition proved a runaway 

success, with the middle-class press praising Thom's work for 

both its quality and accessibility to the public.33  With the 

help of a series of gas-lit evening openings for the 'convenience 

of Trades people', estimates for attendance at Thom's show were 

higher than those for earlier Royal Institution exhibitions. In 

just over eight weeks the number of visitors exceeded 18,000, and 

the receipts for one day in February alone -- donated by Thom to 

the Royal Infirmary and Destitute Sick Society -- raised over 

£36.34 The unprecedented commercial success of the exhibition 

not only spawned a market for Souter Johnny busts,35 but also 

roused the ire of some of Edinburgh's artists who were reportedly 

'scandalized at the large sums drawn from the exhibition which, 

they contended, was low in character, and utterly beyond the 

legitimate pale of statuary'.36  One unnamed artist wrote to the 

Scotsman in March 1829 attacking Thom's work, arguing that there 

was 'no beauty in an old Kilmarnock coul, a clouted jacket, a 

cobler's [sic] apron, nor coarse worsted stockings'.r  A 

widespread debate ensued in which the Scotsman and other liberal 

papers defended Thom's work against the artists' lack of 

magnanimity, arguing that it was wrong to deny 'the public one 

species of enjoyment, because they are as yet, and, from the want 

of constitutional susceptibility ever may be, unqualified to 
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reach another '.}A In their celebration of what they perceived 

to be a deeply intuitive, empirical response to nature, and in 

their espousal of an eclecticism of subject matter and style (in 

opposition to an esoteric classicism), these newspapers helped 

redefine the limits of artistic practice. 	The professional 

jealousy of some of Edinburgh's artists, particularly the panic 

about Thom's 'untutored' nature, reveals the anxieties generated 

not only by the rapid upward-mobility and publicity sometimes 

offered by the market, but also by the popularity of emergent 

aesthetic modes. 

The work of Scotland's mason sculptors reveals that the 

capacity for originality and the ability to capture the attention 

of the public were rapidly becoming the key criteria of artistic 

success. This is most clearly illustrated by the activities of 

another mason sculptor, Robert Forrest, who staged the longest- 

running one-person show in Edinburgh during this period. 	In 

1832, through the influence of two legal patrons, Michael Linning 

and David Milne, Forrest gained the post of custodian of the 

National Monument on Calton Hill, taking advantage of the 

prominent public venue to establish his own exhibition of four 

equestrian freestone statues in its shadow. 	Over the next 

seventeen years he added another twenty-six works to the show, 

which rapidly became one of the most popular venues for visitors 

in Edinburgh. 	Forrest's work drew on historical and literary 

themes which he combined with the occasional sculpture of 

prominent public figures. 	His success derived from the 

expressive use of accessible Scottish subject matter -- in 

particular characters from Burns -- with their distinct cross-

class appeal. The way he and other mason sculptors like Thom, 

Greenshields and Currie were feted by patrons and represented by 

the press also accounts for their popularity. Held up as living 

examples of the mythical lad 'o pairts, their life stories (and 

the stress on 'stories' is important here) celebrated the values 

of hard work and self-improvement which were eagerly embraced by 

both the upper and broad sections of the middle class.39  In a 

city where populations were increasingly divided, Edinburgh's 

mason sculptors provided heart-warming evidence of an industrious 
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and integrated artisan class. Earl Grey's well-publicised visit 

to Forrest's exhibition during his stay in Edinburgh in 1834 

further illustrates the close links between the sculptor's 

popularity and the values and social attitudes that helped 

sustain the ethos of reform.4  

Robert Forrest's and James Thom's success was, however, 

unusual, and the pre-eminence and comparative wealth of other 

figures like Nasmyth, Raeburn and William Allan should not 

distract from the fact that for the majority of artists the 

period under question was marked by acute difficulties, not the 

least of which was the establishment of a secure professional 

base within a rapidly-evolving and volatile urban economy. 

Within this context it is not surprising that Edinburgh's artists 

followed a path pursued by most of the city's tradesmen and 

professional groups at this time: the formation of voluntary and 

professional associations through which they could better defend 

and pursue their own interests. 	As historians have recently 

emphasised, the nature of such activity -- the social and finan-

cial benefits it offered, the forms of psychological identifica-

tion it encouraged -- remains central to any understanding of the 

development of bourgeois social and political identities in 

Britain during this period, in particular the construction of 

bourgeois hegemony.41  In an era of unprecedented social upheaval 

and with growing disparities in the distribution of social and 

economic power, voluntary and professional associations acted as 

important sites of social integration for the emergent middle 

class. With access to the mechanisms of the state still firmly 

lodged in the hands of Britain's landed classes, such 

associations offered a semi-autonomous and highly flexible 

alternative route to social influence and power. The development 

of Edinburgh's artistic field was deeply implicated in these 

processes, and the remainder of this chapter will be devoted to 

a summary of the key events surrounding the emergence of 

Edinburgh's first successful artists' association, the 

Incorporated Society of Artists.42  
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In April 1808 twelve of Edinburgh's artists gathered in 

Poole's coffee house in Princes Street to discuss the formation. 

of a protective association.°  Their specific aim, decided at 

this inaugural meeting, was the setting up of an exhibiting 

society managed by artists, establishing a venue for the exhibi-

tion and sale of painting and generating revenue through door 

receipts. Minutes suggest that the immediate model of inspira-

tion was the Royal Academy in London, although Edinburgh's 

artists may alsO have been looking to Dublin and the example of 

the Society of the Artists in Ireland formed in May 1800. 

Initially at least, the membership comprised painters at the 

nether end of the city's artistic spectrum, many of them 

labouring under difficulties caused by vicissitudinous relation-

ships with the city's patronal elite.45  They ranged from those 

with slight but secure patronage links -- e.g. Alexander Carse 

and George Watson -- to artists like Walter Weir, who confessed 

to having 'struggled through life to a pretty advanced period, 

without the aid of one Patron'.46  Various accounts suggest that 

Edinburgh's more established painters were also invited to join 

the project, but refused, waiting for the results of the first 

exhibition before lending their support.'' Indeed, it was the 

lowly status of the founders of the Society that was understood 

by some critics to lie at the root of subsequent troubles. As 

one particularly superior voice noted in the Scots Magazine in 

June 1815: 

The grand origin. of the schism is to be traced back to the foundation 
of the Institution. There we find, Sir, that the Society of Scottish 
Artists was projected and formed by a class of persons, who, (with I 
believe two exceptions at most,) were at the very bottom of the 
profession ... It could hardly be expected that such a Society could 
long flourish, in which men of education and talents were elbowed and 
outvoted by those whose rank in the profession as little entitled them 
to such privileges, as that of the man who played the Cock in Hamlet 
to claim professional kindred with Garrick.'8  

Of course a critique such as this is never neutral; it affirms 

a series of values -- those of skill and organisation associated 
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with elite (metropolitan?) professionalism -- against which 

emergent groups are judged and inevitably found wanting. The 

story of Edinburgh's Society of Artists reflects, in part, the 

failure of the majority of its members to either breach or (even 

less likely) effectively counter the exclusionary boundaries of 

this discourse. 

That the Society of Artists was founded to combat the 

prevailing set of relations of production and exchange that 

structured the client economy was highlighted by the publication 

of a manifesto, directed at the public through the advertising 

columns of Scotland's liberal press. The implementation of its 

proposals would, the artists hoped, assure once-and-for-all their 

commercial and professional autonomy: 

WHILE an EXHIBITION affords to the public a more refined, 
rational, and innocent amusement perhaps than any other they can 
possibly enjoy, its importance in promoting the progress of the Fine 
Arts is equally obvious. While the public taste may be gratified and 
refined, and the Arts improved, by a PUBLIC EXHIBITION, it also 
excites a spirit of emulation among the ARTISTS themselves, equally 
favourable to their interests, and to the prosperity of the Fine Arts. 
It affords the only opportunity to friendless Genius to venture from 
its retreat of obscurity and want (too frequently its abode), and to 
present itself before the Public on equal terms with those more 
favoured by fortune or friends, or who, from other circumstances may 
enjoy a share of the public favour, which they are often unwilling to 
participate with unbefriended merit. 

An INSTITUTION of this kind, however, to secure all the good 
purposes of which it is capable, should be founded upon principles of 
the purest liberality, and should offer its protection equally to all. 

The ARTISTS in this, have for a long time been sensible of the 
beneficial consequences of the Exhibition in a neighbouring country, 
and have regretted the want of a similar Institution here, which they 
have resolved to endeavour to establish under the direction (at 
present) of a Committee of ARTISTS in EDINBURGH, who have taken Mr 
Core's Lyceum for the Exhibition Room. 

The Exhibition Room will be ready about the beginning of June 
next, for the reception of the works, not only of all PROFESSIONAL 
ARTISTS, but for those of AMATEURS, who may wish to exhibit their 
performances to the public. Previous notice will be given of the time 
when the Pictures, &c. will be received, and of the day when the 
Exhibition will open. 

JOHN RUSSEL, Sec.°  

Although the artists' dejection with their current situation 

is made patently clear, it is easy to underestimate the polemic 
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force of this statement, used as we are to the practices of 

association. The trajectory of its argument hinges on concepts 

that became the defining features of bourgeois artistic organisa-

tion: equality before the public, considered key arbiters of 

taste in the newly democratised artistic sphere (the 'public' 

effectively limited to the bourgeoisie and lesser gentry); the 

evocation, still pleasantly muted, of national artistic improve-

ment and the desire to establish a national school of art and 

design; an offer to the public of the easy acquisition of 

cultural refinement in return for their patronage (apparently 

unconnected with status or class distinction); and above all, the 

creation of an institutional space organised on the basis of 

liberal and rational principles, rather than the arbitrary 

authority of patronal domination and elite favour. The statement 

places the expert practitioner, and not the detached objectivity 

of the patron, at the centre of artistic endeavour, representing 

a shift in the artist's self-conception of 'his' status, from 

skilled hireling to independent professional.'" In the place of 

respect for tradition the new standard of merit is individual 

skill, inspired by emulation of the work of artistic peers rather 

than the study of classical forms; the relationship of the single 

member to the corporate organisation reflects the Smithian 

doctrine that what is good for the individual is also good for 

the whole. Like other professional associations, the Society of 

Artists also assured collective protection if the struggle for 

existence in the new commercial environment should prove unequal, 

a promise that was fulfilled, for a while at least, in the case 

of its founder, Walter Weir 1 Another goal, not mentioned in 

the advertisement/manifesto, was the formation of a life class 

which, in spite of official opposition from the Board of Manufac-

tures, was instituted in 1811, providing the rudiments of pro-

fessional training.5' Self-reliance, self-education and faith 

in the support of their new patrons, the public, were the 

founding tenets of Edinburgh's new artists' association. 

Gently, and within the parameters of polite discourse, 

Edinburgh's artists called for a revolution in the patronage of 

Scottish painting, summoning the bourgeois public to aid them in 
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countering and reforming the restrictive practices of Scotland's 

privileged cultural elites. The historical roots of this summons 

are too complex to enter into here, but are founded, as Habermas 

has outlined, on a deep transformation in socio-cultural 

relations that began with the rise of mercantile capitalism in 

the late Middle Ages.53  Even in the more limited context of 

Enlightenment Edinburgh it is wrong to assume that the Society 

of Artists was an organisational bolt-from-the-blue, prompted 

only by the distant examples of London and Dublin and the 

libratory rhetoric of the French Revolution. 	A number of 

Scottish artists, amongst them Alexander Runciman, Alexander 

Nasmyth, Henry Raeburn, John Bonnar, John Brown, James Cumming 

and Jacob More had already been closely involved in the welter 

of associational activity that struck Edinburgh in the late 

eighteenth century, most notably through their membership of the 

Cape Club.54 	This was one of the more accessible bourgeois 

equivalents of the increasingly exclusive network of clubs and 

societies that provided convivial surroundings in which their 

members could meet, exchange information, and give mutual assis-

tance in time of need. Membership of the Cape Club comprised a 

comprehensive cross-section of Edinburgh's middling ranks, 

including a large number of tradesmen associated with entertain-

ment and the visual arts. By 1800 the club boasted a membership 

of around 650, marking it out as one of the key sites of opinion-

formation in the city during this period. There is also evidence 

suggesting the existence of a club specifically for 'painters' 

(both artisans and artists), named the Sons of St. Luke))  It, 

too, met in Poole's Princes Street coffee house, and like other 

eighteenth-century clubs and societies its function appears to 

have been primarily convivial, governed by the often bizarre 

regulations and rules of admission common to such organisa-

tions.56  However, it is important to emphasise that clubs like 

the Cape and the St. Luke not only provided venues for male 

relaxation and merriment, but were also key organisations in the 

sustenance of bourgeois business and social activities, and 

ultimately the furthering of bourgeois political power. 

Emerging from these roots, the Incorporated Society of 
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Artists was a small element in a much wider and increasingly 

dynamic universe of professional and voluntary concern, 

comprising philanthropic, cultural, scientific, religious, 

educational, business and political activities. 	As Andrew 

Dalgleish has suggested in his study of the period, the smaller, 

more exclusive convivial societies of the eighteenth century went 

into sharp decline after 1790, Lo be replaced by the more 

broadly-based, publicly accountable 'subscriber democracies' of 

the early nineteenth century)? 	In a period of rapid urban 

expansion and accumulating poverty, voluntary associations became 

increasingly focused on the philanthropic alleviation of social 

distress, their numbers expanding rapidly in the two decades 

after 1810.58 Advertising columns and local news pages in 

Edinburgh's liberal press demonstrate that emergent voluntary and 

professional activity was situated at the very heart of bourgeois 

ascendancy, a haphazard amalgamation of projects and initiatives 

that helped define first, the social, and then the political 

limits -- municipal and later national -- of bourgeois power. 

Within this context it is important to recognise that the 

processes of specialisation and professionalisation embodied by 

an artists' organisation were not merely a product of the growing 

commercial importance of the fine arts in Edinburgh, but the 

first concerted attempt on the part of urban artists to make the 

fine arts over in their own image. As Geoff Eley has noted, 

'voluntary association was the primary context of expression for 

bourgeois aspirations to the general leadership of nineteenth-

century society', and was thus deeply implicated, not only in the 

pursuit of a new liberality and rationality in public life, but 

also in issues of 'interest, prestige, and power' ) 	Thus the 

principles of association outlined in the manifesto not only 

expressed the central tenets of emergent bourgeois social and 

economic life, but also represented an attempt by artists to 

appropriate a key site in the production and reproduction of 

social power through the assertion of their autonomy within the 

artistic sphere. 

When in 1838, amidst the pomp and ceremony of an RSA dinner, 

Henry Cockburn harked back to the formation of the Society of 
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Artists, he emphasised the acute difficulties faced by those 

supporting the project: 

The most of us will recollect when the Exhibition took place in a den 
that bore the classical and pleasing name of the Lyceum, in the east 
end of Nicholson Street. Such was the state of the arts at that time 
in Scotland, that the patronage of the great, and the shillings of the 
public, did not together pay the rent of the room, and but for the 
patronage of a single humble artisan, who dealt in perishable ware --
I hope his fame will be more imperishable -- Mr Core, a crockery 
merchant, paid the room rent, and this was all the patronage then 
given to the fine arts in Scotland, (hear)." 

Core's gift ranks as one of the earliest examples of commercial 

sponsorship of the fine arts in Scotland, a symptom of the diffi-

culties faced by artists bereft of elite patronage in a still 

enervate art market. Such inauspicious beginnings set the tone 

of things to come, and although the exhibitions proved to be 

popular with the public and achieved moderate financial success, 

the Society of Artists ultimately failed to establish itself.d  

By 1812 it was commonly agreed by critics that the exhibition was 

in steep decline (rumours of dissolution had first circulated the 

previous year), and eventually after the 1813 exhibition the 

Society collapsed.` Although it was followed by three smaller 

shows organised by a schismatic fraction between 1814-1816, it 

was not until 1826 that the city's artists again took matters 

into their own hands and formed another independent association. 

To explain the failure of the Incorporated Society of 

Artists we need to focus first on the difficulties caused by the 

restricted nature of the Edinburgh art market, and then on 

problems stimulated by competing interests within the organisa- 

tion itself. 	In spite of the high hopes expressed in the 

founding manifesto, the exhibitions failed to help the artists 

escape sufficiently the operations of the client economy. Of the 

178 works submitted to the first Society of Artists exhibition 

in 1808, only fifty-four were marked in the catalogue for sale 

(thirty per cent), suggesting that the other 124 were either 

loaned or the product of commissions. By the sixth exhibition 

in 1813 the ratio had improved only moderately, with eight-five 
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works offered for sale out of the 209 on display (forty-one per 

cent).6J  Furthermore, a consistently large proportion of each 

exhibition was made up of portraits and miniatures (thirty-two 

per cent in 1808, thirty-six per cent in 1809) leading some 

critics to describe the production of portraiture as the 

distinctive contribution of the Scottish school." These figures 

suggest that the number of works actually sold remained small, 

and although the exhibitions proved to be popular public 

amusements, they were not yet dynamic arena for the distribution 

of contemporary art. As the critic of the Caledonian Mercury 

admitted at the launch of the fourth exhibition in 1811, 'merit, 

so highly deserved, has not yet met with the encouragement which 

indefatigable exertion naturally looked for', a situation blamed 

on the failings of 'amateur' patronage.65  

This situation was typical of all modern art exhibiting 

ventures in Edinburgh during the first three decades of the 

nineteenth century. Even in 1826, with the first grand exhibi-

tion of modern painting in the Royal Institution's new building 

on the Mound (Plate 9), the commercial benefits to artists 

remained small. Out of the 241 works exhibited only 121 were 

presented for sale, and of these only forty-six pictures 

(nineteen per cent) were disposed of, thirty-eight of which were 

bought by members of the Institution themselves.66  All this 

suggests that throughout this period Edinburgh's modern picture-

buying public remained limited to a tiny elite of upper bour-

geoisie and gentry. The great bulk of the middling class was 

neither wealthy enough, nor sufficiently concerned, to trouble 

itself with the purchase of modern art. 

Not surprisingly, the Society of Artists' faltering 

incursion into Edinburgh's tight-knit client economy did little 

to staunch the flow of artistic talent to London, a fact 

frequently bemoaned by commentators.' It also failed to prevent 

artists from abandoning painting altogether.68  Moreover, 

alongside these inevitable desertions the Society was plagued 

from the outset by a series of damaging disputes concerning 

first, the hanging arrangements at annual exhibitions; second, 

the chosen venue of the Society's exhibitions; and finally, a 
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long-running argument over how the organisation should be 

financed.6 All three issues helped expose the competing 

interests of different fractions of the Society's membership, 

leading eventually to schism and dissolution. 

In a letter of 1822 to James Skene, the secretary of the 

Royal Institution, and at a time when Edinburgh's artists were 

again agitating for their own association, the portrait painter 

Henry Raeburn outlined what he perceived to be the reasons for 

the failure of the Society of Artists: 

But unfortunately for their purpose they had at their first outset, 
been guilty of a great oversight. That they might not seem to act 
upon a system of exclusion, they had admitted too many into the 
society, whose works were of little importance to its success, but 
whose voice when a matter came to the vote was just as efficient as 
that of those by whom alone it may be said to have been sustained. 

Before those members had matured their plan, the poorer and less 
efficient members threw their eyes upon the fund, a motion was then 
made to divide it, and carried by a majority, against the sense of the 
older and more assertive members; and thus what would otherwise have 
been a bond of union was at once dissolved. 

This was to many a great disappointment, but there was no 
quarrel as the public supposed, for it was impossible to be displeased 
with them who voted for the division, as it was known that the fund 
small as it was had become an object to several and that others to 
whom it was a matter of indifference, had from a knowledge of this 
circumstance solidarity with them." 

Although this remains the most convincing first-hand account of 

the Society's demise that we have, we need to he wary of 

Raeburn's role in its collapse. From the moment of his admission 

in March 1809, Raeburn's presence proved to be the fountainhead 

of subsequent dissension and division, casting serious doubt on 

his avowed solidarity with the poorer members of the association. 

The first focus of dispute was the site of the Society's 

annual exhibition, a considerable problem in a city that lacked 

a substantial space for the public display of paintings. With 

the expansion of the membership in 1809, Core's Lyceum proved too 

small for subsequent shows, and whilst investigating the possib-

ility of commissioning their own gallery, the artists set about 

finding a larger temporary salon for the following year. At a 

time of acute financial difficulty, Henry Raeburn agreed to lease 
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them his private gallery at £100 for eight weeks duration, and 

the second Society of Artists' exhibition duly opened there in 

April 1809. But Raeburn would not prove so accommodating in 

future years. In September 1809 he refused to lease his gallery 

again on the same terms and the Society was forced instead to 

take out an expensive and disabling ten-year lease for the rooms, 

effectively stalling all plans for future development. As one 

commentator pointed out, the result was only to 'frustrate all 

hopes of a permanent institution ... the Society is completely 

precluded building during that period, by being bound to exhibit 

annually in that room'.71  

The second dispute, more typical of an exhibiting society, 

concerned precedence in the hanging of pictures and Raeburn's 

refusal to play second fiddle to any other member of the institu-

tion. Entering into the gallery during the hanging of the 1812 

exhibition -- an act prohibited by the Society's regulations --

Raeburn objected to the prominence accorded George Watson's 

portraits and promptly submitted a temperamental resignation. 

John Russel, the Society's secretary, carefully noted the reasons 

on the rear of a copy of Raeburn's letter: 

He does not complain that he has not in as many pictures as he is 
entitled to -- or that they are not in as good places as they deserve. 
On the contrary he freely admits that when compared with almost all 
the other members he has more pictures and in better places than he 
has any right to. But what he complains of is a decided and marked 
preference either given or taken both as to number and situation for 
the pictures of Mr Wptson, who is himself a constant member of the 
[hanging] Committee.' 

The truth, as Russel understood, was that Raeburn could not 

'prevail upon himself to act a second part in the eye of the 

public to any man in his own line', and the matter was only 

smoothed over after the exhibition when Watson agreed to resign 

the presidency of the Society and transfer it to Raeburn. But 

in the eyes of the public the episode had been damaging. For 

some commentators it provided yet more evidence that artists 

could not be trusted to run their own affairs, leading to calls 

for an organisation run by gentlemen 'fit and willing to 
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undertake the task, and who are in no way interested'. ' Others, 

suspicious of the professed archimedean objectivity of the 

disinterested amateur, focused on Raeburn's cavalier attitude to 

the Society's regulations, blaming his arrogance and high-

handedness for subsequent difficulties. As 'Argus' noted in the 

Edinburgh Star, 'he should have known too, as all must be 

convinced, that Patrician and Plebian have alike a right to every 

part of the room'. 

But the most disruptive and eduring dispute concerned the 

financial structuring of the organisation. 	Problems first 

occurred in October 1808 when the miniature painter, Nathan 

Plimer, requested access to his share of the profits produced by 

that year's exhibition. A general committee meeting considered 

the issue and refused to divide the funds. Plimer was paid off 

and withdrew.75  But by the close of the 1811 exhibition the 

poorer, less established artists (the bulk of the Society) had 

changed their minds, and it was agreed to divide the income 

earned during preceding years amongst the membership. 	Five 

hundred pounds was retained as a sinking fund to which £100 would 

be added yearly in the hope of eventually establishing the 

Society's own exhibition rooms. What was left of the proceeds 

from future exhibitions was then to be divided equally amongst 

the artists, thus assuring a regular, if slight, annual income. 

Although the scheme was approved, as the Edinburgh Star noted, 

'by a very great majority', it did not pass undisputed; the 

better-off members -- led by Nasmyth and Raeburn -- attempted to 

block the proposal, arguing that the entire profits from each 

exhibition should be donated to the sinking fund, thus 

establishing a substantial capital base on which to found a 

thriving, fully-constituted, urban art institution. 	However, 

their initial opposition and a subsequent attempt to rescind the 

decision failed, and the profits from the 1812 and 1813 exhibi-

tions were also distributed amongst the members. Eventually in 

1813 the sinking fund was also divided (raising just over £24 for 

each artist), and after the annual exhibition, with the resigna-

tion of key members of the Raeburn fraction and the establishment 

of a rival group, the Society of Artists was finally dissolved.76  
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In each of the disputes above, Raeburn's influence and 

actions succeeded in substantially undermining the cordiality and 

unanimity so vital to the Society's survival. Lying at the root 

of all of this was the portrait painter's elevated conception of 

his status and an obsessive preoccupation with professional and 

economic advancement. Such concerns were made all the more acute 

by his devastating bankruptcy in 1808, the result of failed 

speculative investments in the West Indies (Raeburn's debts 

amounted to over £36,000). 	In each case the artist's conduct 

suggests the relentless pursuit of his own interests at the 

expense of the Society's poorer founding members. In spite of 

his own artisan-class background, Raeburn sought actively to 

marginalise the needs and aspirations of the less established 

painters, thus undermining the very reasons for the Society's 

formation in the first place. 

The whole destructive episode encapsulates in a vivid form 

the processes by which organisations, initially conceived as a 

form of collective protection for tradesmen in a hostile working 

environment, often became appropriated by leading members of the 

bourgeoisie in their pursuit of social prestige and domination.7  

This was the case with both voluntary and professional associa-

tions, although the latter, often less dependent on direct public 

subscription, tended to become more restrictive in their member-

ship and operations as professional activities became more 

central to bourgeois self-affirmation and definition.79  These 

processes of closure were linked to the growth of bourgeois 

power, with the voluntary principle of open access and equality 

-- a handy mechanism with which to counter oligarchic social 

formations -- increasingly abandoned in favour of more exclu-

sionary protocols of style and decorum. Within this context, the 

conflict within the Society of Artists becomes clearer, with the 

Raeburn faction attempting to establish a power-base more fitting 

to its leaders' social aspirations, namely a spectacular and 

exclusively-constituted urban art institution. Not surprisingly, 

the example of failure presented by the Society remained a vivid 

spectre for Edinburgh's artists. 	It insured that their next 

organisation (the Scottish Academy) was self-consciously 
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structured by a greater emphasis on hierarchy and exclusivity and 

a more rigid corpus of rules and regulations. As the sculptor 

Samuel Joseph remarked in 1829, the Academy's membership should 

be carefully restricted, otherwise 'the honour being so greatly 

diffused it would cease to be any mark of distinction'.n  

Three important points follow on from this. 	First, art 

institutions during this period were not only sites of social 

contest between the bourgeoisie and sections of the gentry, but 

also between different factions of the bourgeoisie itself. In 

this case the struggle was driven by the very different needs of 

two groups of bourgeois artists -- those that already commanded 

secure positions in Edinburgh's fine art economy, and those that 

did not. For the latter group the aim of the association was 

economic protection, for the former, a way of forcing greater 

autonomy from their patrons and gaining increased authority and 

social recognition within the bourgeois public sphere. Second, 

the episode suggests that the benefits of association were 

increasingly understood to derive from the acquisition of 

cultural as well as financial capital, and that for certain 

artists -- notably those already financially established -- the 

socio-cultural aspects of association played an important role 

in the advance of their interests (although we should not forget 

that Raeburn had a considerable financial stake in the Society 

of Artists). In this way the formation of artists' organisations 

represented very much more than the establishment of commercial 

arena; they were intimately related to the assertion and repro-

duction of social power. Not surprisingly, this tension between 

financial necessity and the pursuit of social advantage came to 

dominate the institutional loyalty of artists throughout the 

coming decade, producing a series of complex affiliations within 

and between groups of artists and social elites. 

The third point, and it is closely related to the preceding 

two, is that in spite of the efforts of the Raeburn fraction, the 

Society of Artists did little to integrate itself, either into 

other emergent networks of bourgeois social power at this time, 

or into the city's gentrified social hierarchy. It is notable 

that there were no leading public figures involved in its 
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activities, no social events or dinners beyond the exhibition, 

and there are few examples of even muted praise for its work 

outside of the ritual criticism of the city's liberal press. In 

part this reflects the emergence of the organisation as essen-

tially an incorporation of tradesmen, and its hostile attitude 

to traditional patronage made alliances with urban elites un-

likely. This position was to change radically during the 1820s, 

and as we shall see in the next chapter, the Scottish Academy 

learned from previous failures, doing all it could to build 

alliances with other emergent bourgeois institutions in the city. 

iv 

'[W]hen artists exhibit their works to the public', asserted 

the critic of the Edinburgh Evening Courant in 1810, 'they 

challenge criticism'.81  In the same month a writer in the Scots 

Magazine asked, 'if criticism be allowable upon every article 

shewn to the public for money ... what right can [artists] have 

to complain, so long as these remarks are confined within the 

bounds of civility, and free from personality, or other unworthy 

motive?'. 	And so the birth of the public art exhibition in 

Scotland was accompanied by the beginnings of a public art 

criticism, at first distinctly sluggish and uncertain in its 

duties, but soon generating vituperative exchanges no less 

immoderate than those between critics in newspapers today.83  

Recent work in art history concerned with the evolution of 

bourgeois artistic fields has emphasised the significance of 

criticism as a crucial mediating influence in the relationship 

between the producer and the emergent 'puhlic'Y The newspaper 

or journal critic not only supplied a series of criteria with 

which the public could judge works submitted to them, but also 

helped to construct discursively the exhibition space itself. 

Similarly, the historian's access to the art world through 

criticism is complexly mediated, and should always be premised 

by careful consideration of the ideological underpinnings of art 

criticism. As we have seen, publicity, including criticism, was 

central to the Society of Artists' operations, both as a means 
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of raising public interest and support, and, in the early stages 

at least, as proof of its openness and commitment to a new set 

of relations of production and exchange. A closer examination 

of the critical context further reveals the significance of the 

Society as an emergent group, welcomed by some as a long sought-

after innovation, belittled by others as a threat to established 

rules and practices. 

As Andrew Hemingway has argued, three different genres of 

art criticism become clearly identifiable during this period: 

those of aesthetics, art theory and newspaper criticism." The 

former, formulated and discussed in published treatises and 

periodical reviews, was produced mainly by members of dominant 

social groups (or by what Hemingway terms their 'professional 

ideologues') and was primarily concerned with establishing 

verifiable standards of taste. Many of the key texts of this 

philosophical criticism were the product of the Scottish 

Enlightenment and closely related to broader discussions about 

the social effects of modernisation.86  Art theory, on the other 

hand, expressed the outlook of practising artists and was 

utilised to buttress academic authority and provide a theoretical 

substructure for academic teaching practices. Unlike philosoph-

ical criticism, which focused on explaining spectator response, 

art theory was orientated towards issues of artistic production, 

in particular the pursuit of the 'ideal', the unblemished 

representation of the human form based on received principles and 

considered selection from nature. 	Whilst aspects of these 

different genres were fundamentally antagonistic, they also had 

concepts in common, including a tendency to naturalise existing 

inequalities in the social order." 

In contrast with the theoretical pretensions of the above, 

the evolution of newspaper criticism was a haphazard affair, with 

no secure philosophical foundation and an irregular production 

context." A survey of responses to the Society of Artists' 

exhibitions reveals that Scottish newspaper criticism during this 

period was both erratic and uncertain, a signal that the fine 

arts -- in comparison with the theatre for example -- were not 

yet considered a core component of Edinburgh's civic self- 
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worth." Coverage was largely dependent on the contributions of 

anonymous correspondents (often presented in epistolary form), 

and had to fight for space with valuable advertising and in-depth 

reports of political, military and commercial affairs. Pressure 

of news meant that promised reviews often failed to appear, and 

occasionally reports of London's Royal Academy were reproduced 

whilst the Edinburgh exhibition was ignored.90  If we can accept 

that the liberal press was in part responsible for the construc-

tion of the bourgeois subject during this period, it is clear 

that the fine arts and the discourses of refined pleasure and 

moral improvement associated with them still constituted a 

comparatively minor aspect of that subjecthood.91  

As practitioners of a fledgling genre, Scotland's early art 

critics were unusually keen to stress their qualifications to 

pass comment as well as to assert the assumed liberality and 

impartiality of their judgements. As the critic in the Edinburgh 

Star noted in 1811: 

[w]hoever assumes the prerogative of a critic on works of genius and 
taste, ought not only to possess a competent knowledge of the prin-
ciples and practice of art, but also true taste, judgment and discrim-
ination; and above all, possess candour, impartiality, and courage, 
sufficient to the tell the truth. As we are altogether unconnected 
with any association, and as we feel ourselves indifferent to any 
particular system, or school of painting; whatever be our errors in 
point of judgment, we are in noways biased by the partiality of 
private regard or the opposites, pique or secret resentment; no, very 
far from it...9'2 

The frequency and elaborate nature of these disclaimers 

suggest considerable anxieties generated by the task of the 

newspaper reviewer.93  On the one hand, the job of criticism, 

however difficult, was considered essential: public taste in 

Scotland was in poor condition and obviously required the 

patrician aesthete's guiding influence. At the same time the 

very fact of a public exhibition heightened the need for critical 

vigilance: such 'competition of talent', noted 'Veritas' in the 

Edinburgh Evening Courant in 1812, is always in danger of 

inducing 'too strong a desire to please the multitude', resulting 

in 'powerful effect, furious colours, and size of canvass [sic]' 
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rather than 'real merit'. The critic's central task, then, was 

to distinguish the meritorious from the simply meretricious, thus 

aiding the development of individual artists as well as improving 

'national taste'.-  These presuppositions also served usefully 

to validate the critical task. 	As 'Veritas' went on to 

emphasise, 'the connoisseur knows that art lies deep, and is not 

to be perceived at a glance'.%  

But the production of public criticism also induced 

responsibilities that had seldom troubled the cloistered opinion-

formation of the private connoisseur. Although hugely limited 

by modern standards, the comparative breadth of a newspaper's 

readership made the pretence of impartiality essential, but at 

the same time it drastically increased the potential for dis-

agreement. Experience of the Royal Academy's exhibitions, often 

referred to by critics, revealed the potential dangers in opening 

the machinations of artists and patrons to such fine public 

scrutiny. Almost every aspect of a public exhibition was open 

to dispute: from the selection of works, to their hanging, to the 

act of criticism itself.%  Accusations of favouritism or 

'jobbery' were commonplace, and in an anti-democratic age they 

often took on the faint flavour of politics, that of bourgeois 

unrest. 	Furthermore, the fact that these exhibitions were 

organised exclusively by artists constituted an implicit 

challenge to the traditional authority of the disinterested 

connoisseur, a problem recognised by at least one reviewer.97  

Thus in an era before the emergence of the professional critic 

-- those writing in the Edinburgh press appear to be overwhelm-

ingly interested amateurs -- the writing of reviews was inevit-

ably implicated in broader struggles for social and cultural 

power. 	From the outset public art criticism in Scotland was 

generated by a complex network of competing interests. 	The 

plural possibilities of dispute often called into question the 

very grounds of critical judgement itself. 

To begin with the newspapers' reaction to the Society of 

Artists' project was distinctly favourable, with writers praising 

it as a further sign of Scottish society's general progress and 

improvement. Most felt that 'competition of talent' was a fine 
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ideal, affording stimulus to young artists before an 'applauding 

world' and offering a new equality of opportunity. 	'[NJow', 

emphasised the critic in the Edinburgh Star, 'merit and distinc-

tion will be constantly united ... the most obscure individual 

will have an equal chance of public notice with the most cele-

brated'." The emulation of the work of others would prove the 

greatest 'spur to exertion', and a regular annual exhibition 

would 'give prospect of reward', 'minister to fame' and 'diffuse 

a taste and desire for the productions of genius'." The 

language of criticism is not yet tainted with the self-

celebration of the Victorian period -- writers were still too 

aware of London's superior authority in artistic matters --

although the structuring tenets of political economy (mingled 

with the discourse of improvement) are already clear. Explicitly 

or implicitly, most critics agreed that the future of art lay not 

with an exclusive patronage, but with the benefits of the market: 

its comparative accessibility, its more meritocratic regulation 

and the powerful stimulus of the competitive impulse. (It was 

precisely these factors, of course, that sustained the production 

of newspapers themselves.) The majority of complaints about the 

management of the Society and its exhibitions occurred from 

within this intellectual framework, focusing on the alleged 

obstruction of these principles. 

When it came to aesthetic distinctions the critical reaction 

is less easy to characterise. Most reviews -- including those 

in the periodicals -- took the form of descriptive lists, with 

critics passing comments on questions of artistic competence, 

focusing on aspects of handling, colouring and most often 

(especially in the case of portraits) verisimilitude. 	The 

empirical bias reveals that theoretical speculation was 

considered out of place in newspaper criticism, and although much 

of what was written was heavily structured by metropolitan 

artistic discourses (in some cases quoting directly from 

Reynolds) there was no self-conscious attempt to engage in 

aesthetic debate.10C This theoretical naivety was eventually 

called into question, although from a distinctly patrician point 

of view. Asserting that Edinburgh's education and legal estab- 
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lishment produced too many instant critics, a contributor in the 

Scots Magazine in 1816 argued that painting was not simply ''an 

imitation of what we see every day"', but rather was 'conducted 

on certain principles, recondite in their nature and difficult 

in their application; which must, like every branch of science, 

be studied profoundly in order to be understood'.1C1  Whilst the 

suspicion of empiricism is admirable, in these hands the call to 

theoretical sophistication proved to be little more than an 

attempt to whip the rug of cultural authority from under the feet 

of the bourgeoisie. Critical accomplishment could not be gained 

by the 'most rapid perambulation of all the galleries of Europe', 

but 'is acquired only by the study of principles, and a long and 

laborious contemplation of the finest examples of art'.n'2  The 

professions are barred from developing their critical faculties; 

it is a talent that lies only within the leisured orbit of the 

gentlemanly amateur. 

On the whole, however, newspaper criticism in Scotland was 

born in a reflexive vacuum, a characteristic which continues to 

this day. But this does not mean that reviews were not uncon-

sciously structured by dominant preconceptions of what was deemed 

to be of value in the fine arts. Not surprisingly the academic 

hierarchy of genres proved to be a resilient paradigm, both as 

a handy analytical tool and a means of buttressing the reviewer's 

critical authority. 	However, its distinctly metropolitan 

grounding occasionally caused questions to be raised about its 

relevance to the development of art in Scotland, inspiring some 

critics to bypass its rankings altogether and provide different 

criteria for assessing the value of the Scottish school. 

Whatever the local sympathies of Edinburgh's critics, 

comparisons with the exhibitions of the Royal Academy in London 

were inescapable, and, inevitably under such terms the Society 

of Artists' efforts were often found wanting. The preponderance 

of portraiture in the exhibitions, the branch of art 'most 

successfully cultivated in this country', was a sure sign of 

Scottish art's retrograde status, its popularity related to its 

simple verisimilitude.13  Generally, the dearth of the higher 

genres, in particular history painting, and the dominance of the 
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imitative arts like landscape and still life, provided evidence 

of a people 'as yet only half refined'; as a result 'progressive 

and gradual steps of improvement can only be looked for' 

Other critics extended this analysis and blamed the disparity on 

Scotland's comparative deprivation, in particular the dearth of 

disposable income north of the border: 

In proportion to the number of her inhabitants, I believe Scotland 
possesses nearly as much true relish for Art as England, but her 
comparative poverty narrows the field of competition; and the people 
of Scotland pay too many taxes, and, in order to rival their English 
friends, live too much up to their incomes, to leave much to be spent 
in adorning the walls of their houses with Paintings ... Thirty years 
ago, Scotland was infinitely behind England in all those elegant and 
comfortable accommodations which custom is gradually rendering indis-
pensible [sic], and she has still much to do in this respect. The 
more prominent deficiencies are of course first attended to. Parks 
must be inclosed, splendid mansions are to be erected, roads and 
bridges must be made, and I rejoice to see that our great landed 
proprietors have begun to think, that decent parish churches are not 
only necessary as porter's lodges, but fully as ornamental in the 
landscape. 

When these improvements shall have taken place, (and they are 
rapidly going on,) we may hope, without being represented as too 
sanguine, that our countrymen will cultivate with ardour a knowledge 
of the fine arts in general -- the monuments of which are the glory of 
a nation, and can alone convey to remote ages an adequate idea of the 
state of refinement which it had reached. 

For this critic, the association of the fine arts with the elite-

led practice of improvement means that their future is more 

certain. 	Allied to a Whiggish discourse of ineluctable 

historical progress the evolution of the fine arts assumes a new 

significance as an important marker in assessing Scotland's 

position in comparison with England. As we shall see in the next 

chapter, the notion that art was a key indicator of national 

refinement and prosperity would form the ideological cornerstone 

of a number of elite projects over the coming two decades. 

Another frequent complaint from those who embraced the 

critical authority of academic discourse was that Scotland's 

artists had abandoned the example of the antique for a more 

populist rhetoric of garish colour and daring displays of effect, 

features encouraged by the expansion of the market. 'A bold and 
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undefined stile has unfortunately become too much a national 

character', noted the critic in the Edinburgh Star in 1813: 

...and very few of our artists have entered into the classic charms of 
the profession ... A stile of art peculiar to this country has been 
adopted, consisting of general truths without regard to proportions or 
academic rules; and painters for abilities have not been wanting, who 
might hue equalled the old masters, had they travelled the same 

Singled out particularly for criticism in these terms was the 

genre painter Alexander Carse, whose figure work received 

consistent condemnation for its lack of anatomical rigour derived 

from the study of the antique.10' 	It was the popularity of 

Carse's painting with exhibition goers that seems once again to 

have fed this critical anxiety,IA and in 1809 the perceived 

injustice of a commentary in the Edinburgh Star fired a spirited 

defence of his pictures in the form of a pamphlet, probably 

written by a fellow artist.109  Although keen to acknowledge the 

authority of the antique in connection with higher genres, the 

author argues that the example of the Apollo and Laocobn are 

simply irrelevant to genre painting in Scotland: 

[N]ow of what great use would the perfection of these celebrated forms 
be in a representation of a country fair, if we met with for instance 
the Venus de Medicis dressed like a Scotch country lass, as represent-
ed in Mr. Carse's picture [Country Fair], getting measure of a pair of 
shoes, and the form or figure of the Apollo fitting them on, or 
suppose him dressed like a sailor for another example, as represented 
in another part of the picture, playing at the vulgar game called here 
I think the rowly powly, and his waistcoat pockets stuffed with the 
gingerbread he had won, here would be a manifest want of character, 
for which he Mr. Carse is unjustly blamed, and not only a want of 
variety and character, but a misapplication of character, for we 
should wonder what figures of such a perfect outline and nobleness of 
expression had to do there in such employment, besides this, the 
Italian countenance atld costume is not the character of Scotch Of 
Scottish peasantry... 

'[O]ddity and character' are the essentials of Carse's style, not 

'elegance of form' and the idealising aspirations of the antique. 

The terms of this riposte are significant because they 

constitute the emergence of a counter-discourse challenging both 
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the authority of tradition and the relevance of academic 

principles and hierarchies for contemporary art. It marked the 

beginning in Scotland of what Hemingway has described as an 

evolving 'bourgeois aesthetic' for painting, which in its 

formative elements -- notably its stark anti-classicism and 

opposition to connoisseurial pretension -- bore close corres-

pondence to other discursive formations in the social realm.111  

The defining features of this aesthetic threaded their way 

through the newspaper criticism of this period, although their 

annunciation was inevitably contradicted by more traditional 

assessments of artistic value. A need for local specificity in 

landscape, costume and character was underlined, and there was 

praise for the delineation of individuality and expression over 

manner and 'servile imitation'.1  Generally, nature was elevated 

as a new source of authority, and the original mediation of the 

painter received consistent emphasis as the key source of value 

in artistic production.113  Whilst the study of the classical 

remained a persistent exhortation, artists were also recommended 

to look at the works of Dutch genre painters as exemplary 

practitioners of a local art. 114 	Of course, as Hemingway 

emphasises, these criteria were not in themselves intrinsically 

bourgeois (Carse's work was popular, after all, with the lowland 

aristocracy), and their political resonance remained far more 

muted than that of the criticism he discusses produced by 

metropolitan bourgeois radicals."5  Nonetheless, in its disdain 

for the authority of the classical, its elevation of specificity 

of character and place, and the growing celebration of the 

individual creative talent, this criticism began falteringly to 

constitute, and be constituted by, a bourgeois world view. 

In relation to the production of genre, it is significant 

that these values were first outlined most vociferously and 

clearly in a pamphlet produced (most probably) by an artist. As 

a form of cultural capital, any attempt to acquire a working 

knowledge of classical vocabulary was attended by numerous 

difficulties for Scottish painters, not the least of which was 

the necessity of an expensive and unsettling move to London in 

order to access the Academy schools. In this context the defence 
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and, indeed, the practice of genre can be interpreted as an act 

of resistance to the dominant values of metropolitan aesthetic 

discourses (and their elevation by patronal elites), and an 

assertion of the artist's right to determine the content of his 

own work. As a sign system caught in a network of competing 

values, genre, more than any other art form, increasingly became 

a focus of contradictory critical attention, often viewed as 

popular and accessible and thus requiring the restraint of the 

classical, but also occasionally perceived by critics to be a 

form of painting more suited to the peculiarities of the 

relations of artistic production in Scotland. It is important 

not to overstate the argument -- never in the press is the case 

for genre made so boldly as in the pamphlet quoted above, and 

many critics continued to bemoan the mechanistic 'trifles of the 

Dutch school'.n6  But once-in-a-while even the more patrician 

voices felt compelled to concede genre's relevance, like the 

critic in the Edinburgh Evening Courant in 1810 who proposed the 

following formulation: 

Representations of human life, whether by the pen or pencil, or 
whether of high or low life, will ever be estimable, if true to 
nature, provided there be nothing in them contra bonos mores, that can 
offend against delicacy. Opportunities, however, of studying high 
life do not come so easily within the reach of the artist; his rank in 
society does not enable him to mingle freely in the circles of the 
great, and without an opportunity of contemplating his subject de 
pres, his representations must ever be, in a great measure, imaginary, 
and destitute of that truth which gives value to every work of art. 
But though his rank in society sets him far above the peasant, he can 
at all times let himself down to those below him, and may, when he 
chuses, command opportunities of taking a near view of the scenes he 
wishes to represent; hence the probable reason why there is hardly a 
single picture of any merit descriptive of the manners of the great, 
and so many inestimable ones of those of the lower orders of society. 
To this walk, then, we would recommend those young artists, who have 
this year given such specimens of their abilities, to confine them-
selves; and, with the talents they seem to possess, and perseverance, 
there is every reason to hope they would soon rival the Dutch school 
in reputation, and Aeir works be sought after, with great avidity, by 
every lover of art. 

This is a significant passage, not least for its attempt to 

reconstitute oil painting as a form of representation dedicated 
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to portraying the truths of plebian life! (had this critic seen 

the conversation pieces of David Allan, the landscapes of 

Nasmyth, or Henry Raeburn's portraits?). 	Its determinism, of 

course, is specious; we would need to think more precisely about 

the codes of representation available to artists in Scotland at 

this time, the significance of Dutch genre as an object of desire 

for. Scottish elites, and the role of those elites in patronising 

native painters.118  The passage also attempts to fix or restrict 

the class mobility of artists in a way which suggests some 

anxiety about their increasingly ambiguous status as artisan 

servants of the upper class (see below). But in providing an 

argument for the prevalence of genre in Scotland, and in viewing 

its practice as a legitimate pursuit (albeit limited to 'young 

artists'), this piece displays a revealing degree of uncertainty 

about the continuing relevance of traditional forms of aesthetic 

authority for Scottish painters. Moreover, the critic goes on 

to present an important argument for the pursuit of historical 

(rather than history) painting along broadly similar lines.119  

Far more work needs to be done on the production of genre 

painting in Scotland during this period, including most urgently 

the recovery of the works themselves (the chronic negligence of 

the National Galleries of Scotland in this respect confirms the 

continued dominance of the outdated aesthetic values of a museum 

culture governed by what Raymond Williams once termed Britain's 

'unusually compact and organic ruling class').-NO  But whatever 

those researches reveal, the influence of London will inevitably 

loom large in the story. 	Despite the popularity of genre 

painting and its potential as a form of cultural resistance, the 

Royal Academy and its attendant discourses remained the key focus 

of artistic aspiration throughout the early decades of the 

nineteenth century. Whatever the good intentions of the Society 

of Artists, the London schools and exhibition halls still 

provided an unparalleled pathway to professional advancement. 

The drain of artistic talent from Scotland continued unabated, 

fuelled, ironically, by the plaudits awarded its leading exponent 

of genre painting, David Wilkie. Carse's later plea for support, 

quoted at the beginning of this chapter, reveals the devastating 
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consequences of his misguided metropolitan venture. Not only did 

the close of the Napoleonic wars bring increased numbers of old 

master paintings into Scotland, but Carse's work continued to be 

sabotaged by adverse critical reactions to the indigenous produc-

tion of genre. In 1821, shortly after his return to Scotland, 

a supporter noted that an unfavourable review of a painting 

exhibited in the Royal Institution earlier that year had led 

directly to the withdrawal of two important commissions worth a 

total of £100.12I As a result the artist was 'in great distress 

-- for employment is scarce -- and money too', a position of 

relative destitution from which Carse never really recovered.122  

The relationship between an emergent criticism, the legacy 

of tradition and contemporary artistic production is then a 

complex one, perhaps more so in Scotland, where the urge to 

encourage a native school often called into question the tradi-

tional metropolitan markers of aesthetic merit. These complexi- 

ties were considerably swelled 

artist during this period, in 

degree of autonomy through the 

by the changing status of the 

particular his assertion of a 

construction of self-organised 

professional or quasi-professional associations like the Society 

of Artists (the gendering here is deliberately specific).In 

Such shifts were in turn complexly related to wider social-

structural transformations, most notably the expanding economic 

and social significance of a broadly-constituted urban middle 

rank, comprised of a wide variety of skilled artisans, trades-

people, urban professionals and lesser gentry. Not surprisingly 

the breakdown of traditional hierarchies and the increased 

fluidity of middle and upper-class relations at this time 

generated a range of status anxieties for both artists and 

critics, especially in light of the unprecedented possibilities 

for social advancement offered by the market. A final piece of 

criticism, aimed at the Society of Artists, brings these issues 

into focus, although its teasing indeterminacy reminds us of the 

difficulties inherent in any act of historical reconstruction. 

In December 1809 an anonymous Edinburgh correspondent wrote 

to the Scots Magazine reproducing in the letter a communication 

supposedly from a relative -- a 'very honest and industrious 
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tradesman'. Urgently asking for advice, the enclosed narrative 

outlined the following cautionary tale: 

I take the liberty to trouble you with a few lines upon a subject 
which distresses me very much, and to request your advice, in applying 
something effectual to check the growth of an evil which encreases 
[sic] every day, to my great sorrow and dread. You know, Sir, that my 
family is very large, and my wealth very moderate; and as I have 
always made it a rule to look beyond the present moment, I often 
consider, that by the usual course of Nature I have not many years to 
live, and that after my death, my children will have nothing to depend 
upon for subsistence but their own industry. My five sons, thank 
heaven, are stout and healthy, and by a proper attention to business, 
might make their way through the world respectably. But alas! Sir my 
three eldest sons have lately been seized by such a passion for the 
Fine Arts, that things are left at sixes and sevens in order to afford 
time for the study of Milton and Pope, or Sir Joshua Reynolds 
Lectures on Painting. They can hardly answer me except in poetical 
language, and they converse with each other about nothing but poets 
and painters, fire, harmony, invention, taste and effect. It grieves 
me beyond measure to see them wasting their best days in scribbling 
wretched poetry, and daubing paper and canvas; but all my remon-
strances have no effect, and their mother never fails to take their 
part, and encourage their folly and perverseness. I believe they have 
contrived to turn her head as well as their own; for when I attempt to 
reason with her on the absurdity and danger of encouraging their 
idleness, she overwhelms me with a torrent of names of poets and 
painters, who, she says, were children of tradesmen like myself, and 
raised themselves by their talents to fame and independence. I know 
that some men of genius have advanced from obscurity into notice 
solely by their own merit; but I believe that for every instance of 
indigent genius succeeding in the world, twenty of the reverse might 
be produced. Nay, if my boys had really talents for poetry or 
painting, I might perhaps sacrifice my own wishes to their inclina-
tions, but unfortunately there is not a single spark of genius among 
them for either art; of this I have been assured by several sincere 
and candid friends, who were well qualified to judge of these matters, 
and to whom I showed some of my sons' performances. Neither is this 
silly extravagance inspired by Nature; the confounded itch for 
painting and versifying has affected them only within these 2 or 3 
months, and since they began to attend a society (as they call it) of 
Shopkeepers' clerks and Apprentices, where some wag, I suppose, seeing 
their weakness, has determined to amuse himself and friends at their 
expence. But their madness does not stop even here, for I overheard 
them yesterday talking of publishing some poetry by subscription, and 
disputing about the characters they were to personate in a private 
play 	P.S. My second son this morning laid out his whole little 
stock of cash in the purchase of a pictures oil, which he has this 
moment discovered not to be worth sixpence. 

Whether this letter is genuine or not -- its framing and 

tenor suggest that it is probably an elite ruseln  -- its 
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argument provides evidence of the multiple anxieties generated 

by the increased presence of artists and the fine arts in the 

public sphere in Scotland at the beginning of the nineteenth 

century. Drawing on an idea derived from philosophical criticism 

that it is weak men who are attracted to the arts, the correspon-

dent attempts to construct the arts as a menace to the health, 

affluence and efficiency of the petit-bourgeois family unit. 

Autodidactic artistic practices constitute a threat to a working 

man's respectability, and present the possibility that hard-won 

income will be squandered abruptly on fripperies. Linking the 

arts with the vice of conspicuous consumption, and the fact that 

the mother can only encourage her sons' folly and perverseness' 

helps to construct their artistic practice as a feminised threat 

to an otherwise 'stout' masculinity, a familiar rhetorical ploy 

at a time when women were often understood as being the source 

of all forms of social disorder.126  Furthermore, the fact that 

the sons derive their inspiration from involvement with a 

voluntary association reveals the dangerous emulative tendencies 

encouraged by such organisations, fuelling mediocrity and pushing 

their members to struggle in vain against the 'natural' ordering 

of ranks and talent in society. 

These are, of course, patrician anxieties, and somewhat 

idiosyncratic in their expression; other commentators chose to 

emphasise the moral utility of the fine arts, and, as in the 

coverage of Scotland's mason sculptors, often celebrated, rather 

than denigrated, the practice of self-improvement. But whatever 

the letter's exact provenance, it constitutes a deliberately-

crafted response to the opening of public exhibitions in Edin-

burgh, and its arguments express the destabilisation felt by 

cultural elites at the relative democratisation of the fine arts 

and the appearance of parvenu artists in Scotland's previously 

more closed cultural circles. 	As one contributor to the 

Edinburgh Evening Courant noted in 1780 in connection with the 

expansion of the printing industry, 'the acquisition of knowledge 

is so much facilitated, as to put it in the power of the meanest 

mechanic to be, in that respect, on an equal footing with the 

most favoured sages of antiquity'•127 
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The construction of the male artist as an important public 

figure was more compelling now than ever before, and over the 

coming decades it would significantly undermine, although by no 

means completely erase, the essentially submissive relationship 

between artist and patron. 	Widespread popular and critical 

acclaim for David Wilkie's work after the exhibition of his 

Village Politicians at the Royal Academy in 1806 underlined the 

increasingly meritocratic structure of the emerging artistic 

profession, and the growing emphasis on the talent of the 

creative individual posed a challenge to the cultural authority 

of traditional elites.128 	Fuelled by new markets and the 

encouragement of the popular press, the affirmation of public 

merit painstakingly gained, rather than obligingly granted, 

provided a direct challenge to traditional paths of promotion in 

the fine arts. Broader social transformations seemed to fuel 

these tendencies, with the perceived compression of social and 

economic relationships and the narrowing of social distance 

understood as further weakening old ideas of duty and 

deference.129 Furthermore, the comparative accessibility of 

public exhibitions, and the easier acquisition of works of art 

made possible by the market, posed a challenge to the very 

foundations of an aristocratic order, suggesting that cultural 

and class distinctions hung on little more than individual 

earning and spending power, rather than on traditional status 

distinctions. 

Elite anxiety about the perceived threat to traditional 

social structures posed by upward mobility was commonplace during 

this period, and was often more fraught within other fields. 

Certainly, the growing popularity of the fine arts was never 

feared to be an incitement to revolutionary disorder in the way 

that the expansion of education often was.°C  As this review of 

the critical response to the Society of Artists' exhibitions 

suggests, most newspapers greeted the association's efforts with 

qualified praise, and it would be wrong to overstate the public 

significance of patrician anxieties such as those surfacing in 

the Scots Magazine. But although a minority point of view, the 

passage does highlight the involved nature of the discourses 
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utilised to belittle the Society of Artists' project, and their 

relationship with broader, more pervasive social and cultural 

attitudes. In an artistic field that could still generate 

significant hostility to the autonomy of the modern painter, 

Edinburgh's artists would increasingly favour more exclusive and 

tightly-constituted institutions as the best means of assuring 

their professional survival. 

In his retrospective record of civic life in early 

nineteenth-century Edinburgh, Henry Cockburn described the 

activities of the Society of Artists as 'a subterranean stir that 

had moved the surface', and thus a force of 'incalculable good' 

in the development of the fine arts in Scotland: 

It drew such artists as we had out of their obscurity: it showed them 
their strength and their weakness: it excited public attention: it 
gave them importance 	The Arts, thus brought into the light, 
advanced systematically; and there were more and better, and better 
paid, artists in Edinburgh in the next ten or fifteen years, than 
there had been in Scotland during the preceding century."' 

Mediated as always by Cockburn's apologetic narrative of Whig-

inspired social progress, these brief comments clearly express 

.the increasing significance to the evolving artistic sphere of 

publicity and the benefits afforded by public openness. 	But 

here, as elsewhere in Cockburn's work, the beguiling metaphorical 

transition from dark to light tends to distract from the 

complexity of the processes involved, in particular the competing 

interests that structured the turn to the 'public' for support. 

The aim of this chapter has been to explore those interests in 

greater depth, thus complicating previous accounts which tend to 

focus blame for the failure of the Society of Artists solely on 

the actions of the poorer members, in particular their attempts 

to frustrate the supposedly more elevated aspirations of the 

association's better established painters.132  

By contrast, this chapter argues for a shift in emphasis, 
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focusing attention on the motivations of the established faction, 

especially Henry Raeburn, and highlighting the contingency of the 

criteria that governed his conception of artistic failure and 

success. 	Thus whilst the Society of Artists constituted an 

organised assault on residual patronage practices, its activities 

were constantly compromised by its members' divergent needs and 

interests, determined in part by their differing relationships 

with patronage elites. 	Moreover, as an emergent group, the 

situation of the Society was further complicated by Edinburgh's 

secondary position in the British art world. Although generally 

welcomed by the city's critics, the artists' productions were 

still overwhelmingly evaluated according to standards of merit 

and professional attainment associated with institutions in a 

distant metropolis. 	As a result the Society was unable to 

counteract the attractions of a move to London that it had been 

designed to confront. With the added failure of the public to 

purchase paintings to any significant extent, it is perhaps 

surprising that the Society of Artists lasted as long as it did. 

Despite Cockburn's comments above, the distinctive legacy 

of the Society of Artists was its failure, and as we shall see 

in the next chapter, its ghost loomed large in the minds of both 

artists and patrons as they planned future institutional ven-

tures. Its example clarified the options available to respective 

groups, and whilst all protagonists agreed on the necessity of 

public exhibiting schemes, there was little consensus as to what 

these exhibitions should consist of, or who should manage them. 

Artists continued to assert their right to organise themselves, 

whilst elite patrons emphasised their proven inabilities to do 

so. As a result of the failure of the Society of Artists, the 

grounds of conflict became clearer, and attitudes began to harden 

on either side. 
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qualification, for as Wilkie's career in particular suggests, metro-
politan artists were still very dependent on the goodwill-of sociai 
elites if their efforts were to meet with success. For an interest-
ing, if flawed study see J. Gear, Masters or Servantsl-A Study of 
Selected English Painters and their Patrons of the tate Eighteenth and 
Early Nineteenth Centuries, (New York, 1977). 

10. Of the lottery format's many advantages, one of the most tempting was 
that it encouraged prompt cash payment for tickets, rather than the 
distribution of goods on what so often became extended credit. For an 
eighteenth-century precedent see the scheme advertised in the Edin-
burgh Evening Courant, 3 June 1780, p. 1: 'At a time when gentlemen of 
rank and property are straitened to raise a few hundreds, it will not 
be deemed suprising [sic] that Tradesmen should run short of cash, or 
adopt autre methods of raising it. ALEXANDER AITCHISON therefore 
hopes to be indulged with the patronage of the Public in general, and 
his Friends in particular, when he purposes (in humble imitation of a 
plan repeatedly adopted by the greatest States in their exigencies) to 
raise money by A LOTTERY of SILVER-PLATE, JEWELLERY, AND HARDWARES'. 
Aitchison hoped to raise £200 by selling 800 tickets at five shillings 
each, and although there is no evidence indicating the success of the 
scheme, it is clear from future advertisements that he encountered 
problems stimulating the necessary ticket sales. The importance of 
the lottery format in the distribution of fine art products at this 
time is discussed further in connection with Edinburgh's art unions in 
Chapter Five below. 

11. See John Aitken's letter of 24 August 1821 attempting to sell tickets 
to David Laing, EUL La.IV.17. 

12. See the discussion of the Incorporated Society of Artists below. 
13. See Farington's entry in his diary for 30 September 1801 in which he 

notes that 'Raeburn and Nesmith do not associate much with the other 
artists and hold themselves very high. Raeburn indeed with scarcely 
any of the profession', The Diary of Joseph Farington, K. Garlick and 
A. Maclntyre (eds.), vol. 5, August 1801 - :March 1803, (New Haven and 
London, 1979), p. 1640. David and Francina Irwin have challenged this 
assertion (suggesting instead the malign influence of Ibbetson on 
Farington) by citing Raeburn's involvement with the Society of Artists 
in 1808 (Scottish Painters at Home and Abroad, p. 155). However, as I 
argue below, Raeburn's role in the break-up of the Society in 1813 
would seem to confirm, rather than undermine the gist of Farington's 
comments. On the importance of Raeburn's position in the Edinburgh 
market see Andrew Wilson's letter to Andrew Geddes, 8 July 1823, 
announcing Raeburn's sudden death and encouraging Geddes to return 
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from London to take his place: 'The Death of Sir Henry is likely to 
cause a great sensation here...I do not know Geddes if you can be 
induced to alter your determination as to remaining in London, but who 
is now to fill the place of Sir H as a portrait painter in Edinburgh?' 
EUL uncatalogued Geddes bundle. Geddes refused to return and 
Raeburn's shoes were filled, for a while at least, by Colvin Smith. 

14. For an account of the difficulties faced by sculptors in Edinburgh in 
the 1820s see R. L. Woodward, 'Nineteenth Century Scottish Sculpture', 
(University of Edinburgh, Ph.D., 1977). 

15. Letter to Zachariah Uwins, Perth, 7 October 1821, quoted in Mrs Uwins, 
A Memoir of Thomas Uwins, R..4., 2 vols., (London, 1858), vol. 1, pp. 
88-89. 

16. See Samuel Joseph's 1829 letter from London to W.H. Lizars enclosing 
money and asking him to pay debts, AILS MS 1831, ff. 11-12. 

17. See for example, Joseph Farington's comments as recorded in his Diary, 
p. 1633: 'As a place to reside in Edinburgh is not London. Here 
Individuals are so generally known to each other that their motions 
are observed,-- and occupy too much of the attention, narrowing the 
mind to remark and censure'. 

18. Irwin, Scottish Painters at Home and Abroad 1700-1900, p. 131. 
19. See the Catalogue of Pictures, Painted by William Allan, Together with 

a Collection of the Costumes & Armour of Different Nations in the 
Eastern Part of Europe and Borders of Asia, as Exhibited at Mr 
Marnoch's Gallery, no. 32 Princes Street, (Edinburgh, 1817). Allan 
held other one-person shows in subsequent years, suggesting that they 
met with some success. See the review of his 1819 exhibition in 
McIntosh's Prince's Street showroom in the Scotsman, 6 February 1819, 
p 45. 

20. See the catalogue, Exhibition of Miss Linwood's Pictures, at Laurie's 
(Late Bernard's) Rooms, Thistle Street, (Edinburgh, 1804). 

21. For mention of visitors to Raeburn's gallery see Andrew Robertson's 
account quoted in E. Robertson, Letter and Papers of Andre✓ Robertson, 
pp. 3-5. Exceptionally, Raeburn's gallery was opened to the public 
for a post-mortem display of his work in 1824, an exhibition adver-
tised in the Edinburgh press. However, entrance costs were compara-
tively high (two shillings and seven shillings for a season ticket). 
This generated complaints from even the more conservative newspapers 
with a writer in the Edinburgh Weekly Journal noting that he had never 
been more 'gratified or mortified: for though such a collection will 
probably never again be brought together in Scotland, it seems to be 
utterly neglected. This, we have no doubt, arises entirely from the 
exaction of a higher price of admission than is usual...'. 7 April, 
1824, p. 109. 

22. Edinburgh Evening Courant, 7 May 1808, p. 3. 
23. Although see the romantic description of William Allan's 'painting-

room' in J. G. Lockhart, Peter's Letters to His Kinsfolk, vol. 2, 
(Edinburgh, 1819), pp. 233-59. 

24. Edinburgh, 3 December 1780, EUL, La.IV.26, ff. 1-3. Spelling as in 
the original. 

25. For Allan's life and works see T. Crouther Gordon, David Allan of 
Alloa 1744-1796; The Scottish Hogarth, (Alva, 1951). 

26. For an example of a patron offering advice to an artist on how to 
conduct himself in a competitive artistic environment see Mrs A. Grant 
of Laggan's involved letter to John Henning, 3 March 1812. Copy in 
EUL, La.II.357. 
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27. Benjamin Haydon brought major works to Edinburgh for exhibition during 
the season in 1820-21 (Entry of Christ into Jerusalem), 1821-22 

(Judgement of Solomon) and 1823-24 (Raising of Lazarus). John Martin 

brought his Belshazzar's Feast in August 1822, timed to coincide with 
the influx of visitors into the city to witness George IV's visit. 
See also the exhibition of George and William Smellie Watson as adver-
tised in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 21 January 1821. They use the 
hook of 'a few studies from the Italian, Flemish and Dutch schools' in 
order to attract visitors, showing little confidence in the public 
commitment to modern painting. 

28. 22 February 1826, p. 118. Williams was also criticised by the 
Scotsman for the exhibition's 'exclusive appearance' due to its 
high entrance fee of two shillings. This may have been an attempt 
to create a more exclusive venue than that provided by the Royal.  
Institution's concurrent exhibition of modern art in its new galler-
ies, which had opened with an entrance fee of only one shilling. The 
fullest report of the 1822 exhibition can be found in the Edinburgh 
Magazine, February 1822, pp. 239-43, and contains interesting comments 
about Williams's position in the Edinburgh art world. For an account 
of Williams's life and work see B.S. Bodmer, 'Hugh William Williams, 
1773-1829', (University of Edinburgh, M. Litt., 1975). 

29. See the Catalogue of Mt Geddes's Pictures, Now Exhibiting in Bruce's 
Great Room, Waterloo Place, (Edinburgh, 1821). 

30. Scotsman, 29 December 1821, p. 444. 
31. See the review in the Scotsman, 1 December 1821, p. 382 for comments 

on the work as a supreme example of Scottish painting. The develop-
ment of the contemporary print market in Edinburgh deserves a chapter 
of its own, but William Allan was one of its most sophisticated and 
determined contributors. Other hugely popular prints of the period 
included his Tartar Banditti Dividing Spoil and the Circassian 
Captives, both published by the bookseller Robert Cameron. 

32. The life-size figures were of Souter Johnny and Tam O'Shanter himself, 
originally sculpted for the Burns monument in Ayrshire and previously 
exhibited in Ayr in July 1828. Thom took his show on to Glasgow and 
then to London in 1829 where he added a further two figures of the 
Landlord and Landlady in 1830. Soon after he emigrated to the USA, 
displaying his work in New Orleans in 1834, before settling in 1836 in 
Newark and then Rampo (New Jersey). For a brief account of Thom's 
life and work see W.S. Lanham, The History of James Thom, the Ayrshire 
Sculptor, (Ayr, n.d.). The two original sculptures are now on view at 
the Burns National Heritage Park, and copies by Thom are also held at 
Souter Johnny's Cottage in Kirkoswald, Ayrshire. 

33. See, for example, the Scotsman's comment 26 November 1828, p. 760, 
that there 'is no need here, as in some cases, to bespeak indulgence 
for the artist's humble circumstances and defective education. The 
statues have an absolute value of a high order'. 

34. Scotsman, 7 February 1829, p. 87. Thom's exhibiting venture was 
organised on his behalf by his patron David Auld, the custodian of the 
Burns Museum in Alloway. Profits from the Edinburgh exhibition and 
subsequent shows in Glasgow and London have been variously stated at 
between £900 and £2000, divided three ways between Thom, Auld and the 
Trustees of the Burns Monument (for whom the sculptures were origin-
ally commissioned). It is difficult to gain a precise sense of the 
numbers admitted to contemporary fine art exhibitions in Edinburgh, 
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but the Scotsman, 19 April 1826, p. 246 estimated the attendance at 
that year's Royal Institution exhibition as somewhere between 16,000-
18,000. However, these figures are tiny compared with attendance at 
the Royal Academy in London: Andrew Hemingway estimates 91,827 visit-
ors to the RA exhibition in 1822. See his Landscape Imagery and Urban 
Culture in Early Nineteenth-Century Britain, (Cambridge, 1992), p. 3. 

35. Both plain and coloured twelve inch models of the two figures were 
produced and sold the following July by H. Laing of Princes Street. 
See also this excerpt from the Morning Chronicle on Thom's 1829 London 
exhibition: 'We do not know that a more flattering compliment could be 
paid to any Artist than to see his works adorning every shop, and 
almost every house in the country. Such is the case with Mr. Thom's 
productions. The Italian Cast-makers who live in the metropolis have, 
by what means we know not -- for they have not been allowed, we under-
stand, to copy them -- made models of Tam o'Shanter and the Souter, 
which are greater favourites, we believe, with the great body of the 
people than any pieces of sculpture that ever existed in this country. 
This should be a lesson to sculptors. They must not blame the taste 
of the people -- they must not complain of a want of public patronage 
till they have addressed their works to the general understanding. 
Our people know nothing of the mythology of the Greeks; they know 
their own history and their own habits; and as long as the imitative 
arts -- instead of imitating nature, and representing beings well 
known to us -- are compared to copying what was an imitation of 
nature, they may be patronised by a few opulent people; but they can 
take no root in the affections of the people...We know that people of 
taste despise those things which give delight to the people; but we 
always looked on the immense circulation of Sir Walter Scott's novels, 
as the most convincing proof of their great merit; and so we cannot 
help thinking, that to see Mr. Thom's figures reproduced in every part 
of the country -- to see them adopted as the ornaments of our chimney 
pieces, and as the patterns of our china, is a testimony to their 
excellency, such as no native sculptor has before been honoured with'. 
Quoted in Sculpture. Tam O'Shanter, Souter Johnny, the Landlord and 
Landlady Executed by Mr. James Thom; and Illustrative of Tam O'Shan-
ter, a Tale, by Robert Burns, (London, 1830). 

36. Scotsman, 21 February 1829, p. 119. 

37. Scotsman, 21 March 1829, p. 177. 
38. Scotsman, 21 February 1829, p. 119. 
39. For broadly similar accounts aimed at contrasting audiences see 'The 

Ayrshire sculptor', Edinburgh Literary Journal, vol. I, no. 4, 6 
December 1828, pp. 51-52, and 'The Lanarkshire sculptor', Chamber's 
Edinburgh Journal, vol. I, no. 45, 8 December 1832, pp. 357-58. 

40. See the report in the Scotsman, 20 September 1834, p. 3. I hope to 
investigate these issues further in a forthcoming article. 

41. See Brewer 'Commercialization and politics'; G. Eley, 'Nations, pub-
lics, and political cultures: placing Habermas in the nineteenth cen-
tury', in C. Calhoun (ed.), Habermas and the Public Sphere, (London, 
1993), pp. 289-339; and C. Hall and L. Davidoff, Family Fortunes: Men 
and Women of the English Middle Class 1780-1850, (London, 1992), espe-
cially pp. 416-49. Useful empirical accounts include P. H. J. H. God-
sen, Self-Help: Voluntary Associations in the 19th Century, (London, 
1973); R. J. Morris, 'Voluntary societies and British urban elites 
1780-1850: an analysis', Historical Journal, vol. 26, no. 1, 1983, pp. 
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95-118; 'Clubs, societies and associations', in F. M. L. Thompson 
(ed.), The Cambridge Social History of Britain 1750-1950, (Cambridge, 
1990), vol. 3, pp. 395-443; and also his Class, Sect and Party: The 
Making of the British Middle Class, Leeds 1820-1850, (Manchester, 
1990). 

42. A sketchy account of earlier attempts to form artists' associations 
can be found in A. Campbell, A Journey from Edinburgh Through Parts of 
North Britain, (London, 1802), vol. II, pp. 276-77: 'On the return of 
several of our Scottish artists to Edinburgh, about the years 1784, 
85, and 86, an attempt was made to institute an academy of the fine 
arts, which proved unsuccessful. In the year 1791, Mr Alexander Was-
myth made a second essay, with this difference, that the institution 
was to be private property, and to be called 'A Gallery of Art:' it 
was intended chiefly for lovers of the fine arts, and to diffuse a 
relish for painting, sculpture, and architecture, throughout the 
country. This project, however, was coldly received; business 
increasing on his hands, added to considerations of a private nature, 
induced Mr. Nasmyth to allow the scheme to drop...The last fruitless 
attempt to institute an academy in Edinburgh for the improvement of 
the fine arts was made in 1797'. The main themes of this account are 
repeated in other urban histories. See for example, J. Stark, The 
Picture of Edinburgh: Containing a Particular Account of Every Remark-
able Object, and Public Establishment, in the Scottish Metropolis, 
(Edinburgh, 1820), p. 245. 

43. The minute book of the organisation -- also known as the Society of 
Artists, the Society of Associated Artists or the Society of Incorpor-
ated Artists -- is held in the archive at the Royal Scottish Academy. 

44. The idea of forming an exhibiting society appears to have been mooted 
as early as 1803, for evidence of which see the footnote in the Scots 
Magazine, January 1804, p. 3. However, there is no surviving evidence 
to suggest what became of this plan. For a brief summary of the 
troubled history of artists' organisations in Dublin see W.G. Strick-
land, A Dictionary of Irish Artists, (Dublin, 1913) vol. 2, ff. 379. 
This account suggests significant parallels with events in Edinburgh. 
For useful comments on the early history of exhibiting in London see 
D. Solkin, Painting for Money: The Visual Arts and the Public Sphere 
in Eighteenth-Century England, (New Haven and London, 1993), ff. 174. 

45. Artists present at the first meeting (1 April 1808) were John Beugo; 
J. Brooks; Alexander Carse; James Foulis (resigned 1811); William 
Galloway; Patrick Gibson (expelled 1808); Michael Morrison; Nathan 
Plimer (withdrew 1808); Robert Scott (made member 1809); George Watson 
(president); Walter Weir; J.E. Woolford; and the secretary, John 
Russel, an Edinburgh writer. 

46. See the 'Dedication' to Weir's poetic pamphlet on the Society of 
Artists, The Exhibition, A Poem, (Edinburgh, 1811). Weir earned a 
living as a portrait painter and drawing teacher, and was the guiding 
force in establishing the Society. See the review in the Edinburgh 
Star, 24 May 1811, p. 4: 'And, it is but justice to add, that to the 
personal exertions of Mr. Walter Weir, this Institution of the Society 
of Associated Artists, owes, in a great degree, its very existence. 
And it will hereafter be recorded in the history of art, that this 
gentleman may be looked upon, in some measure, as the founder of the 
Society in question'. 
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47. Beyond the names recorded in the minutes there is no reliable member-
ship list for the Society. However, these and subsequent press 
reports suggest that the key figures who joined in 1809 were Daniel 
Sommerville, Henry Raeburn, J.F. Williams, Alexander Nasmyth, Patrick 
Nasmyth and D. Thomson. See the Edinburgh Star, 8 May 1812, p. 3, and 
the Scots Magazine, June 1815, pp. 411-13. 

48. P. 412 and pp. 412-13. The 'two exceptions' would appear to be 
Patrick Gibson and George Watson. 

49. Edinburgh Evening Courant, 23 April 1808, p. 1. 
50. The evolution of ideas supporting artistic professionalism during the 

course of the eighteenth century is briefly discussed in I. Pears, The 
Discovery of Painting, (New Haven and London, 1988). pp. 187-93. I 
use 'his' throughout this account as there were no women members 
admitted to any arts organisations in Edinburgh during this period 
(the first full female member of the RSA was not elected until 1944). 
Indeed, as several historians have noted, artists' organisations at 
this time, along with most other voluntary associations, were deliber-
ately structured by gender exclusions, preventing women from member-
ship and thus from attaining the many benefits they offered. This 
analysis can be extended to the development of the public sphere as a 
whole, the most persistent exclusions of which were based on gender 
grounds. For an excellent discussion of these issues see N. Fraser, 
'Rethinking the public sphere: a contribution to the critique of 
actually existing democracy', in Habermas and the Public Sphere, pp. 
109-42. 

51. See, for example, this extract from the general meeting held on 8 
March 1811: 'On the motion of Mr Raeburn seconded by Mr Nasmith, the 
Society taking it into consideration the great obligations they are 
under to Mr Weir and aware of the many difficulties he has to encount-
er from his numerous family, and the embarassed [sic] state in which 
his father left his affairs, thinks it incumbent on them voluntarily 
to make him an offer of such aid as the present situation of their 
funds will with propriety admit of, and to continue it till such time 
as his difficulties shall be diminished, and his affairs get into 
better order'. It was unanimously decided to pay him £30 then and £30 
yearly (half at Whitsun, half at Martinmas) until his situation 
improved or the Society decided otherwise. The decision was revoked 
the following November. 

52. In November 1809 the Society resolved to establish a 'life academy' --
or 'at least to try it for one year' -- and petitioned the Board of 
Trustees for evening accommodation in the Trustees' Academy. Their 
first petition was refused on the grounds of propriety (seemingly 
because they wanted to draw from the female nude), and a second, 
amended petition was submitted in December 1809 with the aim of 
'drawing from Life but from the male figure only'. In March 1810 the 
Board of Trustees replied refusing permission on the grounds that 
'they could not comply with the wish of the Artists, and yet preserve 
the use of the Academy which is necessary for their own purposes'. 
The Society of Artists then resolved to take matters into their own 
hands opening a Life Academy in rooms rented from James Howe in Febru-
ary 1811, and then from July 1812 in rooms rented from Alexander Corse 
at a cost of £30 a year. The minutes provide no guide to the success 
of the Academy, and presumably it disappeared as the Society began to 
disintegrate. Nonetheless it remains an important episode, the first 
of many clashes over the next forty years with the Board of Trustees, 
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who remained consistently unwilling to aid Edinburgh's artists in 
anything that amounted to an assertion of their autonomy. 

53. The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, pp. 14-26. 
54. The best account of the Cape Club is that of D. D. McElroy, Scot-

land's Age of Improvement: A Survey of Eighteenth Century Literary 
Clubs and Societies, (Pullman, 1969), pp. 145-50. Papers relating to 
the Club can be found in the NLS MSS 2000-2045. 

55. For the little relevant manuscript material available see EUL La.II.82 
and EUL La.II.83. 

56. See, for example, the minute of 16 February 1769 considering the 
application for membership of James Allan, and demanding that he 
'produce between the date hereof and the Middle of November next to 
come so exact a likeness of himself as he can possibly fabricate -- 
also -- a Nine Gallon tree to be produced at the next immediate 
Festival to follow after the Date hereof'. EUL La.II.83. 

57. A. J. Dalgleish, 'Voluntary Associations and the Middle Class in 
Edinburgh, 1780-1820', (University of Edinburgh, Ph.D., 1991). 

58. Ibid., p. 2. 
59. Eley, 'Nations, publics, and political cultures: placing Habermas in 

the nineteenth century', pp. 298 and 307. Eley rightly criticises 
Habermas for playing down questions of bourgeois social power, partic-
ularly in relation to new patterns of gender inequality. 

60. As reported in the Scotsman, 14 March, 1838, p. 3. Charles Henry Core 
was a versatile Edinburgh merchant, known chiefly for his long-running 
stoneware, glassware and crockery business (although he was also one 
of the city's earliest paper recycling agents). His showroom, the 
Lyceum, became free after he wound up his business (for reasons un-
known) in May 1808. Little is known about Core's interest in the fine 
arts, although he appears to have sold pictures from his shop, and his 
final auction sale included works supposedly by Vandyke, Claude, 
Wilson, Verschuring, Moreland, Ibbetson and Alexander Nasmyth. See 
his advertisement in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 26 May 1808, p. 2. 

61. A summary of receipts from the Society of Artists exhibitions taken 
from the minute book indicates: 1808 first exhibition receipts £218 
6s; 1809 second exhibition receipts £529 is 9d; 1810 third exhibition 
receipts £737 7s 6d; 1811 fourth exhibition receipts £530 4s 7d; 1812 
fifth exhibition receipts £723 17s 6d; 1813 sixth exhibition receipts 
£591 6s 6d. Unfortunately there is no indication of the numbers of 
works sold. 

62. See the reviews in the Scots Magazine, May 1812, p. 356, and the 
Caledonian Mercury, 13 April 1811, p. 3. 

63. Catalogues for the Society of Artists' exhibitions are held in Fine 
Art Room in Edinburgh Central Library. 

64. See, for example, the Scots Magazine, April 1813, p. 246, and comments 
in the Edinburgh Star, 24 May 1811, p. 4: 'and, by the way, we feel 
not a little indignant at the silly sneers of some would-he painters, 
forsooth! wishing to cry down that elegant department of art, namely, 
PORTRAIT PAINTING, affecting to hold it in sovereign contempt! Pray, 
what would this year's Exhibition be, if it wanted the many capital 
portraits that grace the wall, and give interest to the Institution? 
...let it be remembered, that the great patriarchs of the Roman school 
were portrait painters'. 

65. 13 April 1811, p. 3. 
66. These figures appear in the Scotsman, 10 February 1827, p. 92. 
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67. See, for example, the comments of 'Veritas' in the Scots Magazine, May 
1812, p. 356: 'The artist is compelled to seek that mart, where he is 
most likely to dispose of his works: otherwise, no lasting stimulus 
can be expected, and without such encouragement, the artist cannot 
exist'. 

68. James Foulis, for example, abandoned the artistic profession for the 
army in 1811 (Society of Artists' minute book, 30 November 1811). 

69. There appears also to have been concern about the public conduct of 
various members. At a general meeting in December 1808 Patrick Gibson 
was expelled from the society for reasons that remain unclear 
(although see the suggestive comments in the Scots Magazine, June 
1815, p. 412). The minute book notes 'that attempts to divide the 
Members, or create separate interests, or Party feeling, is equally 
injurious to the Institution itself, and disreputable to the character 
of the Members associated for the liberal and patriotic purpose of 
endeavouring to lay the foundation of a National School of Arts'. A 
constitution was subsequently devised stating that 'the Member shall 
conform to the rules of the Society, exhibit yearly, or satisfy the 
Society that he could not, otherwise he is liable to be expelled'. 
See the minute book of the Society of Artists, 3 December 1808. 

70. 24 December 1822, SRO NG 3/4/48. 
71. Edinburgh Star, 8 May 1812, p. 3. 
72. Reverse of Raeburn to John Russel, 2 April 1812, RSA uncatalogued MSS. 
73. Edinburgh Evening Courant, 11 April 1812, p. 3. 
74. 8 May 1812, p. 3. 
75. See the minute book of the Society of Artists, 17 October 1808: 'The 

meeting after some discussion Resolved, that the funds shall not be 
divided, but that Mr Plimer should be allowed to draw his proportion 
of the free balance to be ascertained according to the number of sub-
scribers, and that he shall have no further interest in a concern with 
the Institution and authorised the Secretary to pay him his proportion 
accordingly'. 

76. A record of these transactions was kept in the Society's minute book, 
and their reverberations were occasionally discussed in the prologue 
to exhibition reviews. On the resignations, see Patrick Nasmyth's 
letter to his father, 11 October 1814, NLS MS 2521, ff. 143-44: 'With 
respect to the Society of Artists, I give you joy with all my heart at 
your Resigning. All that I say now about that matter is to follow 
your Example directly[;] they are shabby fellows indeed with the 
exceptance of our friends Raeburn[,] Williams[,] W Thomson and no 
more...'. 

77. On Raeburn's financial affairs see D. Mackie, 'Raeburn, Life and Art', 
(University of Edinburgh, Ph.D., 1993). Also useful is D. Thomson's 
Sir Henry Raeburn 1756-1823, Scottish Masters 21, (Edinburgh, 1994). 
For evidence of Raeburn's preoccupation with social status see the 
letters concerning his knighthood, NLS MS 3553, no. 12, and MS 2618, 
ff. 213-14. 

78. Eley, 'Nations, publics, and political cultures: placing Habermas in 
the nineteenth century', p. 297. 

79. R.J. Morris comments briefly on the differences between voluntary and 
professional associations in Class, Sect and Party, p. 168. 

80. Letter to W.H. Lizars, 9 June 1829, NLS MS 1831, ff. 13-14. 
81. 14 April 1810, p. 4. 
82. April 1810, p. 245. 
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83. See, for example, 'Argus's' refutation of an earlier article by 
'Veritas' in the Edinburgh Star, 8 May 1812, p. 3. 

84. See, for example, Hemingway, Landscape Imagery and Urban Culture; M. 
R. Orwicz (ed.), Art Criticism and its Institutions in Nineteenth-
Century France, (Manchester, 1994); and R. Wrigley, The Origins of 
French Art Criticism: From the Ancien Regime to the Restoration, 
(Oxford, 1993). 

85. Landscape Imagery and Urban Culture, p. 10. 
86. For an analysis of the context of production of philosophical criti-

cism see A. Hemingway, 'The "sociology" of taste in the Scottish 
Enlightenment', Oxford Art Journal, vol. 12 no. 2, 1989, pp. 3-35. 

87. This point is made by A. Hemingway in 'Academic theory versus 
association aesthetics: the ideological forms of a conflict of 
interests in the early nineteenth century', Ideas and Production, 
issue 5, 1986, pp. 18-42. 

88. Again Hemingway, Landscape Imagery and Urban Culture, pp. 105-54 
provides the best account. 

89. Criticisms of the Society of Artists' exhibitions uncovered in the 
Edinburgh press include, the Caledonian Mercury, 13 April 1811; the 
Edinburgh Evening Courant, 14 April 1810, 19 April 1810, 26 April 
1810, 30 April 1810, 7 May 1810, 17 May 1810, 19 May 1810, 11 April 
1812, 20 April 1812, 7 May 1812; the Edinburgh Star, 26 May 1809, 30 
May 1809, 2 June 1809, 13 April 1810, 17 April 1810, 24 April 1810, 27 
April 1810, 1 May 1810, 4 May 1810, 9 April 1811, 12 April 1811, 19 
April 1811, 3 May 1811, 10 May 1811, 17 May 1811, 24 May 1811, 8 May 
1812, 12 May 1812, 15 May 1812, 22 May 1812, 9 April 1813, 20 April 
1813, 27 April 1813, 4 May 1813, 11 May 1813, 21 May 1813; and the 
Scots Magazine, April 1809, April 1810, April 1812, May 1812, April 
1813. Other relevant pieces include articles in the Scots Magazine of 
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4 

Private Advantage and Public Feeling: 

the Institutional Struggles of tle 1820s 

One thing is certain, however, that the fine arts are the offspring of 
civilized and cultivated man; and from their ameliorating power, and 
purifying nature, they certainly merit the attention of every nation 
to have past [sic] the rubicon of barbarism, and deserve the place 
which has been assigned to them by all elevated minds. Vithout their 
embellishing, then Modern Athens can be little better than an empty 
name -- a word, allow us to say, of derision cast in the teeth of her 
sons; and Scotland, when weighed in the balance of taste and refine-
ment, unless the fine arts be in the scale, will be found wanting. 

Scotsman, September 1829 

Caught between the elevated ambitions of a few and the 

majority's need to earn a sustaining wage, the torn hulk of the 

Society of Artists continued to haunt the imaginations of 

Edinburgh's painters and patrons throughout the coming decade. 

On the one hand, its limited success demonstrated to artists the 

benefits of a commercially-driven enterprise, albeit one that had 

a destructive effect on the forms of communal solidarity 

initially envisaged by its instigators. 	Edinburgh's artistic 

field could sustain an independent exhibiting body, although in 

future the Society of Artists' loose, inclusive structure would 

need to be remodelled in order to handle better the conflicts 

produced by competition. 	On the other hand, the Society's 

failure provided the patron class with irrefutable evidence of 

the necessity of its mediating influence. Art was too important 

in both social and aesthetic terms to be left to the 'interested' 

management of artists; its institutions called out for the more 
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considered and apparently 'disinterested' regulation of the 

privileged amateur. 

Already by 1815 both positions were being vigorously 

articulated in the city's press in a war of words that seemed to 

favour the forces of reaction. For Edinburgh's connoisseurs and 

collectors the model of London's British Institution proved ever 

more attractive, combining a pedagogic commitment to antique art 

and the social stability of elite patronage with carefully 

orchestrated exhibitions of contemporary painting. 	Yet again 

London provided a seductive model of progress and improvement, 

a common alignment at a time when Scotland's intellectuals 

increasingly turned their attention southwards.' As one reviewer 

commented in 1815, any organisation based on the model of the 

British Institution would be regulated by one essential 

constitutional principle: 'contributing Amateurs would be 

entitled to vote in the arrangements'. Elite governance would 

help 'to prevent the disputes which necessarily arise from 

jarring interests, particularly in regard to the admission and 

hanging of pictures', thus securing 'a much more judicious and 

impartial system of management'.2  For their part, the artists' 

supporters responded by lambasting the critical pretensions of 

interfering connoisseurs, and increasingly utilised a rhetoric 

derived from political economy's assault on 'Old Corruption', 

emphasising the freedoms to be won from market forces. In the 

Scots Magazine of 1815 'Candidus' attacked the presumption of the 

'painful discipline of public instruction from those who are 

unqualified for the task', and with a loaded historical analogy 

suggested a discursive resolution: 

The artists may with great propriety use the same language to those 
thus offering to serve them, which the merchants of France held to the 
prime minister, when he wanted to serve them, and asked what he could 
do 	for their interest? 'Si 3-,' said they, 'the greatest favour you can 
do us, is to let us alone. 

These apparently opposing sets of statements stake out the 

rhetorical and political limits of this chapter, which aims to 

distil, rather than simply reconstruct, the fraught institutional 
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squabbles of the 1820s. 	Scotland's version of the British 

Institution, the Institution for the Encouragement of the Fine 

Arts in Scotland (IEFAS), was founded in Edinburgh in February 

1819 -- it received its Charter of Incorporation in 1827 -- and 

was managed by a small collective of urban gentry and well-

connected professional men.' Its attempts to subsume, but never 

fully incorporate, the activity of contemporary artists produced 

considerable conflict, dividing artists into opposing camps, and 

encouraging the formation of another autonomous artists' 

organisation in May 1826, the Scottish Academy (incorporated in 

1838).6  Both organisations then waged a lively propaganda 

campaign for the allegiance of producers and the public, a battle 

which despite formidable opposition fell inexorably to the 

Academy's favour. My aim in this chapter is to emphasise the 

points of contest in these disputes, examining the tactical and 

rhetorical strategies pursued by either side (particularly in 

their attempts to attract the support of the public), and 

underscoring the historically contingent political ramifications 

of their struggle. 

It is worth emphasising from the outset that the 1820s was 

a decade of unprecedented political agitation in Edinburgh, with 

various sections of the population campaigning for the first time 

to be included in the decision-making processes of both 

parliament and local government. After the repression of the war 

years the period witnessed, in Henry Cockburn's words, 'an 

elevation of the whole liberal surface',/  and opposition to the 

exclusive practices of a distant 'aristocratic' oligarchy was 

more acute in Scotland than other parts of Britain. Although 

there is little evidence that any of Edinburgh's artists were 

actively engaged in these struggles, some worked hard to foster 

connections with, and gain the support of, Edinburgh's leading 

Whig activists. Institutional divisions were stark, and although 

never reducible to equivalent social or political formations, the 

positions taken up by the various parties were often understood 

to have a political resonance. Above all, we see the breakaway 

artists harnessing the language of liberal reform in pursuit of 

their interests, emphasising their need for commercial autonomy 
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and a desire to escape the disabling interference of a non- 

professional elite. 	The fact that their arguments could be 

easily interpreted as encompassing broader ideological meanings 

lent the conflict a particular potency, and the Edinburgh art 

world was never so divided as it was during the 1820s. Although 

the Royal Institution finally surrendered its claims over 

Edinburgh's artists in 1829, the divisions engendered by conflict 

continued to resonate, and the city's conservative patronal 

elites continued to frustrate the activities of the Royal 

Scottish Academy well into the 18405.8  

As Tony Bennett argues in his recent work on the birth and 

development of the public museum in Europe, the perceived social 

utility of the fine arts underwent a gradual, but significant 

evolution during the early decades of the nineteenth century.9  

Taking his cue from Michel Foucault's discussion of the social 

technologies developed by liberal forms of government, Bennett 

argues that this period witnessed 'the development of a new 

"governmental" relation to culture' in which works of high 

culture were increasingly 'treated as instruments that could be 

enlisted in new ways for new tasks of social management'.19  In 

Britain this process reached its culmination in the incorporative 

strategies of the mid nineteenth-century museum movement, partic-

ularly in its concern with working-class social reform and its 

attempts to endow individuals with new capacities for self-

improvement and self-regulation. As Bennett suggests, this marks 

a notable shift from the technologies of ceremony and display 

deployed by an earlier era (Foucault's 'juridico-discursive'), 

in which high cultural products were utilised predominantly for 

the symbolisation of authority, rather than in modes aimed at 

involving and transforming individual behaviours. 	Under 

juridico-discursive regimes, the individual remained external to 

the display of authority, a witness to, rather than participant 

in its rituals, whilst under governmental regimes he or she was 

addressed as both the object and the subject of power: 
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The critical developments affecting the sphere of culture in these 
regards concerned the shift -- which, of course, was a relative rather 
than a total one -- from a conception in which culture served power by 
embodying, staging or representing it, making it spectacularly 
visible. In place of this, culture was increasingly thought of as a 
resource to be used in programmes which aimed at bringing about 
changes in acceptable norms and forms of behaviour and consolidating 
those norms as self-acting imperatives by inscrih

"
ing them within 

broadly disseminated regimes of self-management.  

Bennett's application of Foucault's insights provides a 

useful theoretical structure on which to hang a more developed 

historical account, and one of the aims of this chapter is to 

consider to what extent the technologies of ceremony and display 

deployed by Edinburgh's early art institutions combined the 

juridico-discursive and the governmental. 	It should be noted 

from the outset, however, that with the exception of the popular 

commercial exhibitions of artists like James Thom, no arts 

institution in the 1820s was at all concerned with incorporating 

the artisan or labouring classes into its activities, and to this 

extent the governmental aspects of their programs were never 

universal and thus distinctly limited in comparison with the 

state-led innovations of the 1840s. Indeed, as we shall see, the 

IEFAS remained remarkably ambivalent about its social functions, 

and although it conceived of its activities as aiding the general 

process of 'refinement' it rarely justified its role in terms of 

elevating the moral well-being of the population as a whole. It 

was only in the early 1830s, as the Scottish Academy attempted 

to broaden its appeal in response to a severe fiscal crisis, that 

the moral utility of the fine arts began to be emphasised more 

consistently. 

So how was the usefulness of high culture envisioned in the 

wake of the Society of Artists' debacle? What were the professed 

aims and aspirations of those claiming the authority to act as 

guardians of its progress? As noted in the last chapter, the 

first two decades of the nineteenth century witnessed a growing 

concern amongst commentators to investigate the relationship 

between the fine arts and Scotland's widely celebrated processes 

of economic and social 'improvement'. Whether conceived as a 
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spur to improvement, or held up as a sign of its inexorable 

progress, the visibility of high culture as an emblem of national 

advance became a matter of growing critical interest, with 

mounting concern in particular about the dearth of fine art 

facilities in the capital 
	

Scotland', noted one reviewer in 

1817, 'during the last fifty years, has been advancing with 

unexampled ardour in the path of improvement. In science and in 

arms she has already obtained the most brilliant trophies; and 

the only wreath which is yet wanting to her glory is that which 

is reserved for the "Mistress of Arts".'I2 	Eighteen months 

later, in the same Edinburgh-based journal, another critic posed 

a question, the terms of which were to become dominant in the two 

decades following the defeat of Napoleon: 

How then has it happened, that, in Great Britain, where the energy of 
all classes of the people has, for centuries, been animated by the 
spirit of a free government, where the fine arts have long been the 
object of solicitude and admiration among the higher classes of 
society, and where wealth exists to a degree unequalled in any former 
state in the world, the arts of painting and sculpture should still, 
comparatively speaking, be in a state of infancy? ... and how does it 
happen, that the same nation who justly pride themselves upon their 
superiority to the other countries of Europe in all the useful, and 
many of the ornamental, should still be obliged to borrow from a 
people whom they despise, the models and the rules of the Fine ArtsVJ  

These kind of discussions about the role of the fine arts 

in society constituted a small element of a much wider socio-

logical debate about the causes and effects of accelerating 

modernity in Scotland, in particular the perception of a recent 

dramatic growth in national wealth and refinement. Inevitably 

anxieties were generated about the pace of change and its 

relevance to the needs of the Scottish people. Such debates were 

structured by important interpretative differences, with, as one 

writer explained it in 1818, 'one class giving more weight to the 

influence of our connection with England and her colonies, while 

others ascribe a greater part of our improvements to the natural 

progress of society, aided by the genius, and active, and acute 

disposition of the people'.1' These two positions were not 

always mutually antagonistic, but they did embody a difference 
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of perspective which also structured discussions about the 

development and utility of the fine arts. As can be seen in the 

two quotations above, some accounts stressed the role of local 

developments within a British imperial framework, whilst others 

emphasised the indigenous roots of the processes governing the 

progress of Scottish painting. 

During a period of prolonged military conflict and at a time 

when national identities were in a state of considerable flux,I5  

it is important to be precise about the determinants informing 

these articulations. 	In 1810, for example, as French troops 

continued to march largely unhindered across continental Europe 

(appropriating cherished high cultural trophies on the way), an 

organisation was launched in Edinburgh explicitly to confront the 

fear of French superiority in science and the arts. The Royal 

Institution of Edinburgh for the Cultivation of Science in 

General and Popular Form, and for that of the Fine Arts in 

Particular proposed to establish an ambitious 'natural system' 

of public education ranging right across the sciences and fine 

arts, as well as incorporating certain 'accessory arts' such as 

gardening and architecture. 6̀  Launched as a commercial venture, 

it was formulated to exceed the more haphazard curriculum of 

London's Royal Institution, and the prospectus was explicit about 

the potential value of such an expansive governmental project to 

Scotland's civic and commercial life: 

That public literary institutions are the highest ornament of nations 
in their most advanced state of refinement, will be sufficiently 
obvious, when we consider, that all other national institutions are 
great and valuable only in so far as they have an implicit dependence 
upon these. These constitute a centre of general communication, and 
present an incentive to mutual improvement; they afford the means of 
qualifying the young both for the more important and more elegant 
duties of life, and furnish the more advanced with a rational source 
of amusement. All excellence, moreover, in artsr  in commerce, or in 
arms, has its origin in the progress of science." 

For reasons that remain unclear the scheme failed to take off, 

and the prospectus is notable only for its ardent British 

nationalism and its strategic elevation of a qualified empiricism 

in the face of French classical idealism.10 	Its authors were 
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particularly concerned to confront France's active appropriation 

of Europe's classical inheritance through the theft of art 

objects, arguing that such tyranny would result only in the 

development of a spirit of servile imitation, rather than that 

of scientific innovation. In contrast with French plunder, the 

only sure way to 'reproduce the days of Michael Angelo and 

Raphael' was through a 'regular system of education': 

For, first, nations base enough to steal statues and paintings, are 
utterly incapable of producing them; secondly, those who can obtain 
such objects by easy, though lawless aggression, are not likely to 
form them by difficult and legitimate labour; and, thirdly, the very 
possession of them insensibly, but almost infallibly, leads us to 
consider as models, the works of man and art, rather than those of God 
and Nature. I do not hesitate to assert, that to this cause is, in a 
great measure, to be ascribed the inferiority of modern art. We 
abandon the mode of study which the Greeks adopted, and to which all 
the excellencies of their productions are owing, and we imitate their 
imperfect works instead of those more perfect natural or transcen-
dental ideal forms which they alone deemed worthy of imitation. These 
very statues and paintings derive their superiority from this, that 
they had no other model than Nature. 

As the Institution's proposals demonstrate, the fine arts had a 

key role to play in the pursuit of British interests, not merely 

as useful tools in the fostering of commercial and military 

might, but also as vital ideological weapons in the representa-

tion of a legitimate imperial project. In an era acutely aware 

of the reverberations of history this was to be achieved, above 

all, through the appropriation and reformulation of the leading 

emblems of the 'civilised' past. In its incongruous commemora-

tion of British conquests, Edinburgh's own version of the 

Parthenon, begun belatedly in the 1820s, clearly embodied the 

lingering authority of an annexed classicism in the 'Athens of 

the North' (Plate 10). 

If the politics of imperial domination informed one pole of 

the debate about the future of the fine arts in. Scotland, the 

other was shaped by a more restricted focus. The pleasures of 

peace brought with them a revived interest in the development of 

an indigenous artistic tradition, including early attempts, most 

notably on the part of the critic and artist Patrick Gibson, to 
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construct a history of Scottish art." Through the mechanism of 

Edinburgh's expanding periodical and newspaper press the native 

fine arts received greater attention than ever before, with 

articles on individual practitioners as well as more general 

reviews assessing Scottish art's 'native tendency' and its 

prospects for the future.21  The influx of would-be continental 

travellers into Edinburgh during the French wars no doubt encour-

aged this interest in the development of a refined civic culture, 

and from now on the representation of the fine arts in the city 

became inseparable from the burgeoning discourse of civic pride. 

In 1822, commenting on Alexander Nasmyth's meagre contribution 

to an IEFAS exhibition, the Edinburgh Weekly Journal boasted that 

his 'magnificent and ample-sized view of Edinburgh from the 

Calton-hill' had been dispatched instead to London in order to 

'prove our power of successful competition with metropolitan 

talent, and to astonish the Cockney gapers, at an exhibition, 

with the singular beauty and grandeur of our northern capital' 

On the whole, criticism during this period expresses a more 

confident articulation of the arguments that accompanied the rise 

of the Society of Artists, including less ambiguous support for 

the inferior academic departments of landscape and genre. 

According to one critic writing in the Edinburgh Magazine in 1817 

the styles of painting 'especially suited to the characters of 

our minds' are those 'conversant either with what is magnificent 

in nature, or interesting and peculiar in national character': 

Many circumstances, it is true, contribute to produce and to modify 
the genius of a people; but there is a strong presumption, I 
apprehend, from the romantic character of the scenery of this country, 
the peculiar naivete of our national character, and our decided 
tendency to catch what is striking and picturesque, either in the 
appearances of nature, or in the aspects of character, -- a tendency 
so unequivocally displayed in the idiom of our language -- that the 
genius of our artists would naturally display itself with the happiest 
effect, either in depicting the more romantic scenery of nature, or in 
expressing those peculiarities of our ational manners which offer so 
many fine subjects for its exhibition. 

As in earlier formulations, this environmentalist criticism --

much influenced by the potent constructs of national belonging 
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discussed in Chapter Two -- conflicted with traditional estima-

tions of value in the fine arts, inducing continued uncertainty 

about the relevance of metropolitan academic criteria for 

Scottish painting. This dilemma was usually resolved by recom-

mending the study of Europe's classical inheritance, but at the 

same time warning against its simple imitation, thereby avoiding 

the degenerative effects of an anachronistic art. 	Thus the 

Edinburgh Magazine's critic noted that it was only through the 

repeated study of classical art that 'Taste resumes its native 

simplicity', before stressing just a few lines later the 'radical 

difference between the style of the ancients, and that which is 

most natural to our northern imaginations'." By the late 1820s, 

however, these contradictions were less jarring and a romantic 

explanatory paradigm became the dominant critical form, providing 

a tractile formulation of cultural distinctiveness and the staple 

fare of many club supper orations.25  

Having thus established the unique contributions to be made 

by the evolution of a Scottish School, this same writer then went 

on to outline the plural advantages of founding a fine art 

institution in the capital. Such an organisation, which 'must 

exist in every enlightened country', would not only encourage the 

growth of a united, professional community of artists, but would 

also inspire an elevated national (Scottish) art through 'public 

competition with the productions of other masters'. Edinburgh's 

painters are implored to lay aside 'every feeling of jealousy or 

of private misunderstanding', and to remember that by thus 

conducting themselves, they 'are achieving a great work, not 

merely for your private interest, but for the improvement of your 

country'. The author's justifications also provided the first 

stirring of a governmental conception of artistic culture -- an 

academy would act 'as a centre from which a knowledge of the 

principles of art may be generally diffused', thus spreading a 

'taste for what is elegant over the great mass of the inhabitants 

of a country' -- but the emphasis remains overwhelmingly on the 

patrician improvement, rather than active incorporation, of what 

are described as 'the lowest and least instructed of mankind'. 

The social position of those encouraged to play a role in 
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promoting the efforts of Scotland's painters took on a similarly 

ambiguous designation: 

And the inhabitants of this metropolis, who may he supposed to 
exercise a paramount influence over the taste of their neighbours, I 
would also earnestly exhort to co-operate with ardour in the same 
patriotic design; to patronize, as far as their abilities extend, 
exertions which are intended for the general advantage; and, in 
particular, to abstain, by hasty observations, from casting a slur 
upon the productions of a body of men who may be supposed peculiarly 
sensible to the attacks of criticism, and who are exerting themselves 
for the accomplishment of a great national object .° 

The patriotic tenor and improving aims of the scheme are not in 

doubt, but this critic is as yet unable to state with any 

certainty the community that would constitute its public. 

These somewhat hesitant attempts to describe the evolving 

production context of Scottish painting became more assured over 

the coming decade, and their expression constituted a small 

element of what has been described as a developing 'unionist-

nationalist' conception of Scottish identity.?' As Graeme Morton 

has argued, the sense of autonomy generated within the mechanisms 

of Scotland's expanding civil society during this period, and the 

greater concentration of legislative control at the level of 

local government helped foster the growth of a vibrant civic 

nationalism, which whilst emphasising Scottish distinctiveness 

rarely posed any political challenge to the unity of the British 

state. 	Although possessed of a strong sense of cultural and 

social difference, nineteenth-century Scots considered themselves 

equal partners in the running of the political 'nation' and the 

management of Britain's imperial territories. There are diffi-

culties with Morton's account. He situates the rise of unionist-

nationalism rather too squarely within the lap of an ascendant 

urban bourgeoisie, ignores the imperial context of its articula-

tions, and has little to say about either the contradictions 

embodied in its expression, or the often regressive political 

implications of its mythicising visions of the national past. 

But his model does provide a useful tool in countering the 

essentialised descriptions of nineteenth-century Scottish culture 
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that interpret its products as the 'deformed' or 'repressed' 

manifestations of a nation without a state.28 	Within the 

unionist-nationalist paradigm the autonomy and complexity of 

cultural production is acknowledged, making way for properly 

materialist accounts that refuse the seductive logic of a 

nationalist idealism founded on the apparently ineluctable 

ascendancy of the modern nation state.29  

Unionist-nationalist sentiment was not just limited to the 

fine arts, but appeared across a variety of other cultural 

fields, including music, literature and dance." The energy and 

confidence with which the indigenous arts were venerated in 

Scotland, and the eagerness with which they were transported and 

translated to other worlds call into question the assumptions of 

those who interpret these manifestations as the result of some 

kind of inauthentic or malformed cultural consciousness. But it 

is important to emphasise that the parameters of unionist-

nationalist criticism contained a range of possible attitudes to 

the production of Scottish art, some of which expressed a more 

combative relationship to dominant English culture, and thus 

pushed against the limits of the equation 'different but equal'. 

In 1823 in the Edinburgh Magazine, a contributor attacked the 

presuppositions of English critics who dared to deprecate William 

Allan's depiction of Queen Mary for its failure to meet the 

exacting anatomies of the antique. In a by now familiar argument 

the author expressed his admiration for the 'historical truth' 

of Allan's work, especially his depiction of a 'very charming 

Scotch beauty', and he questioned the right of English critics 

to pronounce on the delineation of character in a work of 

Scottish art: 

The subject is a striking portion of Scottish History, and naturally 
affects a native more forcibly than a foreigner. But if the emotions 
which the picture is fitted to excite can only he felt in their full 
power by a Scotchman, then it follows, that none but a Scotchman 
should venture to pronounce upon any thing beyond the mere technical- 
ities of the painting 	what do they know of a Scot h beauty, which 
Queen Mary was, notwithstanding her French education? 

The author paraded his distaste for metropolitan superiority and 
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concluded that English critics were 'duty bound to growl and 

snarl at the heels of a Scotch author or a Scotch artist'. In 

the same vein we begin to find complaints during the 1820s about 

the extensive patronage granted to English artists in the 

Scottish capital -- for example the preference accorded to the 

Cambridge-born sculptor, Samuel Joseph, over Edinburgh's William 

Scoular.32  However, such expressions of dissatisfaction are an 

exception, not the rule, and the general opinion, drawing on 

popular conceptions of political economy, was that the presence 

of English practitioners in Edinburgh and the exposure of 

Scottish painting in London markets spurred competition, thus 

furthering the progress of native art.33  

It is against these two somewhat simplified poles of 

critical opinion -- the unionist-nationalist and the British-

imperial -- that we need to frame any discussion of the emergence 

of the Institution for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts in 

Scotland in February 1819. I have deliberately avoided any easy 

coupling of cultural consciousness with social being -- the two 

poles form the extremes of a continuum and are not reducible to 

any social formation expressible in terms of class -- although 

unionist-nationalist sentiment was often utilised by those who 

supported the claims of autonomy made by Scotland's artists. It 

is the points of conflict between the two paradigms within the 

artistic field that are significant here: on the one hand, a 

belief in the pedagogic and propaganda value to an imperial power 

of a reformulated classicism; on the other, a questioning of the 

adequacy of such models for the encouragement of an indigenous 

(and marketable) cultural expression. 	As we have seen, the 

antagonism between the two positions could be reconciled by deft 

disputation, and there were indeed contemporary critical 

arguments in favour of a kind of literary juste-rni1ieu. 3 	But 

for reasons that probably relate to the residual authority of 

academic discourse within the field of the fine arts, this kind 

of eclecticism proved far less attractive to those engaged in 

plotting the progress of painting in Scotland. From the moment 

of its inception, Edinburgh's IEFAS was firmly grounded -- some 

argued bogged down -- in the veneration of the antique. 
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iii 
The Institution for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts in 

Scotland was founded in February 1819 under the patronage of the 

Prince Regent and a selection of Scotland's leading gentry and 

aristocracy.35  Based on the model of London's British Institu-

tion and funded initially by private subscription, its founding 

goal was the provision of a site for the display of old master 

paintings within the expanding urban environment.36  However, 

within two years a variety of factors -- the scarcity of reliable 

works in Scottish collections, difficulties of transportation, 

public indifference, and pressure from Edinburgh's artists --

induced the directors of the Institution to begin a series of 

exhibitions of contemporary art. These were started in 1821 and 

constituted one of the major sites of contest with the city's 

artists during the course of the coming decade. 

Following Henry Cockburn's brief appraisal of its 

activities, the Institution has often been characterised as a 

feckless 'aristocratic' organisation, inevitably antagonistic to 

contemporary artists by virtue of the social status of its 

founders.37 But although the Institution was indeed headed by 

the elite ranks of Scottish society it is significant that beyond 

their initial financial contributions they played at best only 

a minor role in its day-to-day activities. 	Conforming to 

accepted patterns of voluntary organisation, the operational work 

was undertaken by a management committee comprised of members of 

the lesser gentry and upper bourgeoisie, most of whom were 

resident in Edinburgh during the season, and thus very much 

subject to the pressures of urban public opinion. 	Founding 

activists included the advocates Alexander Oswald, Alexander 

Wood, and the former Lord Advocate, Lord Meadowbank; Scottish 

officials of the exchequer such as Baron Clerk Rattray and Sir 

Henry Jardine; the Professor of Clinical Surgery at Edinburgh 

University, James Russell; the auctioneer and picture dealer, 

Francis Cameron; and an assortment of retired military figures 

and minor landowners such as Sir James Erskine, Sir John Hay, 

Gilbert Innes, Sir James Stewart and most notable of all, James 

Skene. Other influential peripheral contributors included Walter 
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Scott and the banker Sir William Forbes. 	Often closely 

associated by familial or professional ties,33  many of these men 

were prominent members of Edinburgh's conservative-dominated 

social and civic circles, and their patterns of sociability --

buttressed by the nominal support of Scotland's aristocracy 

gave the Institution the air of an elite private club. 	Of 

particular importance were the close links between the IEFAS and 

the Board of Manufactures, Scotland's eighteenth-century 

improving quango, with a number of key personnel involved in the 

management of both organisations.39  This tight web of private 

and institutional allegiances is especially important when 

considering the IEFAS's conception of fine art patronage, which 

inevitably owed more to the improvement-orientated aspirations 

and aesthetic ideals of conservative elites than the professional 

concerns of Scotland's contemporary painters. 

As was demonstrated in Chapter Two, the neo-classical 

revival of the late eighteenth century continued to resonate 

commercially in Edinburgh during the course of the 1820s in 

response to the opening-up of markets in old master paintings and 

the activities of picture dealers across Europe. The popularity 

of such works with collectors not only derived from their value 

as precious commodities, but also from the ideological meanings 

attached to the appropriation of the classical past. 	It is 

within this context that we need to consider the Institution's 

public commitment to the pedagogic value of antique art, a 

commitment that was backed up by its exhibition program as well 

as its rather reluctant purchasing practices.4  As this 1820 

circular directed at 'Noblemen & Gentlemen connected with 

Scotland' makes abundantly clear, the managers of the Institution 

saw antique models as a key source of contemporary economic 

progress. Their rhetoric, far from being distanced or impractic-

able, was explicitly adapted to the changing mercantile environ-

ment of post-Napoleonic Europe; 

Convinced that the pre-eminence which the Arts attained in certain 
distinguished periods of Ancient Greece & Modern Italy was the conse-
quence, not of fortuitous circumstances, but chiefly of the liberal 
and splendid patronage which was, during these periods, lavished on 
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their Professors, and persuaded that our own countrymen are capable of 
an excellence in the Arts equal to that which they have displayed in 
every branch of Literature and Science, we solicit that they may be 
encouraged to consider those immortal examples of the Schools of 
Greece and Italy as the objects not merely of emulation but of 
competition... 

The artist who excels in any department of the Fine Arts is 
entitled to reward and respect, not merely because his works afford an 
innocent and intellectual gratification, and have a powerful tendency 
to cultivate and civilise the human mind, but because, in a commercial 
country, the Fine Arts contribute essentially to the national prosper-
ity and resources; and in every department to which the industry and 
attention of the British artisan have been applied, superior beauty of 
form and elegance of ornament have made British Manufactures coveted, 
and secured their introduction into every quarter of the civilised 
world. 

This pre-eminence, however, cannot be retained without the 
assiduous cultivation of the Fine Arts, as from these original sources 
the taste of the country must be cherished and renewed; and it is 
worthy of observation, that, with respect to the Fine Arts, nations 
have never remained stationary; if they do not advance, they recede; 
and when they cease to improve, they begin to degenerate. 

These considerations are of the utmost importance at the present 
moment, when the great powers of Europe and America are making the 
most vigorous efforts to exclude our manufactures from their terri-
tories, and to raise up a spirit of enterprise amongst their subjects; 
for it is evident that it is only by preserving, and, if possible, 
increasing, the superiority we at present enjoy, that our, manufactures 
can continue to be an object of desire to other nations..0  

These arguments, modelled directly on the rhetoric of the British 

Institution and harnessed to encourage elites to contribute to 

the scheme, reveal an acute awareness of the needs of post-

Napoleonic British society; they express a governmental concep-

tion of high culture directed at the commercial advance of an 

imperial economy.°  Frequently repeated elsewhere, these formu-

lations do not display an anachronistic adherence to outdated 

aesthetic criteria utilised for purely juridico-discursive ends, 

but rather an attempt to adapt tried and tested models of 

improvement to the contemporary requirements of capital accumu-

lation.°  They suggest that the Institution was not, in theory 

at least, as antagonistic to the development of modern art as its 

opponents liked to claim, and in this sense the dismissal of its 

activities as 'aristocratic' owes more to the manoeuvring of the 

opposition than it does to any adequate description of the 

Institution's program. What inspired the artists' objections to 
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the IEFAS's plans was not so much the aesthetic vision under-

pinning its goals, but rather the breadth of its governmental 

ambition, particularly the fear that its scope would encroach on 

the artists' autonomy and work to undermine still fragile 

conceptions of what it was to be a professional painter. 

Of course, the Institution's project was contested from a 

variety of sites, and it is worth examining the responses of 

others to its proposals. 	The most developed critique of its 

founding ideals appeared in three largely sympathetic reviews of 

its early exhibitions in the Edinburgh Magazine between 1819 and 

1822.44 Here, in language that far exceeded the restricted 

justifications of the Institution, the link between the classical 

past and contemporary progress was again made explicit, with 

Grecian art elevated not only as an objective standard of 

excellence for contemporary artists, but also praised for the 

'influence which it has on the public mind, and the degree in 

which it purifies and exalts the public taste'. 	Indeed, the 

reviewer places commercial and manufacturing interests to one 

side, and instead inserts the 'popular voice' as the core 

responsibility of any patronage project: 

It is altogether impossible that artists can arrive at any degree of 
perfection till the popular voice assumes a despotic sway over their 
productions, and till that voice is exerted only in behalf of works of 
real genius. Where the knowledge of art is confined to mere artists, 
just as where the knowledge of philosophy is confined to schoolmen and 
professors, the efforts of genius become cramped, and an artificial 
taste is created, than which nothing differs more widely from genuine 
beauty [sic]. The vanity of the artist becomes predominant over the 
genius of man, a peculiar and unnatural standard of perfection is 
selected, which has no reference to the feelings or the capacities of 
ordinary observers, and, by a deplorable mistake, connoisseurs and 
professors of art imagine that they are superior to the rest of man-
kind, because they have established for themselves a language, and 
created a taste, which those around them do not understand. The very 
perversion of that taste, by drawing a line of distinction between the 
initiated and the uninitiated, tends to perpetuate the vanity and 
artifice from which it arose, the admirers of painting become distin-
guished by a peculiar language, hardly intelligible to the rest of the 
world, and this great and noble art, which was destined to address 
itself to the general sympathies of the human heart, and to speak a 
language which should be intelligible to all mankind, sinks into the 
expression of a peculiar dialect, and besomes intelligible only to a 
limited and despicable class of society. 
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For this critic, the answer to the debilitating effect of 

artistic elitism appears to lie with the improving influence of 

'the great body of the people': 

The influence of the general sentiments of mankind is the great 
corrective to this unfortunate propensity. It is not less essential 
to the advancement of art and purification of national taste, than to 
the progress of true philosophy, or the establishment of civil 
liberty. It lets in the feelings of the great body of the people to 
influence and determine the direction of art, and, like the fly-wheel 
in mechanics, prevents the other parts of the machine from becoming 
too powerful, or running into eccentricities which might be fatal to 
itself.' 

Here, for the first time in Scottish art criticism, a 

broadly-constituted art public is placed firmly in the centre of 

the frame, and a governmental conception of the fine arts is 

developed in which the public is situated as both the object and 

subject of patronage. During a period when questions of burgh 

reform were beginning to dominate the local political horizon, 

the implications of this argument -- particularly its emphasis 

on the regulatory role played by an extended public -- would not 

have escaped contemporaries, and these articles were no doubt 

intended to provoke the 'aristocratic' Institution into expanding 

the scope of its activities. Crucially, the critic argues for 

the liberation of painting from its elite social base and its 

insertion into the more accessible spaces of the bourgeois public 

sphere: 

Proprietors who live always in the country, naturally endeavour to 
embellish the place of their permanent residence. The pictures which 
they possess are hung up in their state apartments, and perhaps are 
not studied by six persons during the whole year. To a few of the 
immediate friends of their possessors they furnish the highest grati-
fication, but to the nation in general, they are as completely lost as 
if they were placed in a foreign state. It is in great towns, and in 
great towns only, that the arts ever have, or ever can flourish." 

With the private collections of the aristocracy and their agents 

taking on a new character in the form of accessible public 

exhibitions, the social relations governing the display of art 

are transformed, and the visitor is redefined, no longer a select 
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friend of the elite, but a member of a general public made up (in 

principle at least) of formal equals. 	It is only under these 

conditions, argues the reviewer, that the fine arts take on 

national significance and their governmental tasks can be 

begun;" it is only by rendering models of excellence permanently 

accessible to artists that their improvement is assured;43  and 

it is only under the force of such encouragement that contemp-

orary taste is elevated, and modern art becomes more broadly 

accessible as a commodity for public consumption.2  

Such arguments might seem to constitute a plea for a radical 

democratisation of the fine arts, a subversive attempt to disrupt 

high culture's traditional social functions in order to make way 

for their reformulation through the active participation of a 

broadly-configured public. (The evocation of the 'popular voice' 

in particular carries more than a hint of democratic promise.) 

But whilst the reviewer pursues the ideal of public openness, the 

common principles regulating the ground of public judgement are 

understood to be the product of exacting study, resulting in a 

highly qualified conception of the fine art public: 

But it is not at once that the generality of mankind, even among the 
higher classes of society, become either alive to the beauties of art, 
or capable of judging of its excellencies. The formation of an 
elevated and simple public taste is the work of many years, and can be 
promoted only by the attentive study of the models of ancient genius 
which have been produced in situations more favourable to the 
perfection of art. Nothing is more certain, than that an individual, 
whatever may be his native taste or genius, is incapable, at first, of 
appreciating the merit or understanding of the design of the greatest 
paintings which the world has produced ... It is the study of the 
great models of ancient art, therefore, which is the great means both 
of diffusing a taste for such productions among the well informed 
classes of society, and of producing that admiration for their beauty  
and taste for their excellencies, which leads to the formation and 
improvement of the national tAste, and through it to the advancement 
and perfection of art itself. 

Although campaigning for a transformation in the social relations 

that traditionally governed high culture this critic fails to 

question the grounds of critical judgement that helped sustain 

those relations, and in arguing for the regulatory influence of 

a classically-informed public he frees art from one form of 
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distinction, only to associate it with another.' By refusing 

to modify or reformulate the standards of taste that he perceives 

as driving the ascendancy of previous civilisations he inevitably 

confines art's improving power to the machinations of a small and 

exclusively-constituted high cultural elite. Not surprisingly, 

the attempts to define the nature of this new public in social 

terms are notably vague, veering between the 'higher and middling 

classes', the 'well informed classes', and the 'intelligent and 

respectable classes of the community'. 	The governmental 

potential of the author's program is drastically truncated and 

the 'popular voice' begins to sound more like the 'peculiar 

dialect' he initially set himself up to oppose. 

The parameters of these arguments are important because they 

reveal the difficulties faced by cultural elites when attempting, 

for the first time, to incorporate some conception of the public 

into their improving projects. As a number of historians have 

emphasised, the 1820s saw the emergence of 'public opinion' as 

an increasingly powerful force in the political process, but at 

a time of considerable social-structural change there was as yet 

no strong sense of who constituted that public or what the 

grounds of qualification might be.53  Furthermore, the under-

standing of social structure in terms of class was still poorly 

realised, and although, as Dror Wahrman has argued, the idea of 

a political and social 'middle' became more clearly articulated 

in public debate during the course of the 1820s, it was only in 

the wake of the Reform Act that the 'middle class' became a 

firmly defined actor on the social and political stage.5  It is 

therefore not surprising that during the 1820s no arts institu-

tion in Edinburgh chose to describe its constituency in terms of 

social class in any consistent way, and as we have seen, even 

those sympathetic to the need to expand the boundaries of the 

fine art public were remarkably vague about who that public might 

be. As a result the incorporative strategies of the Institution 

and its supporters remained, at best, ill considered, with little 

recognition that an adequate exhibiting strategy might involve 

more than merely exposing high art objects to public scrutiny. 

Above all, the IEFAS's scheme demonstrated that the values and 
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institutional technologies that sustained the common judgements 

and patronage practices of a tight-knit elite could not be 

extended unmodified to a larger, more amorphous public. 

So how are we to judge the success of the Institution's 

exhibitions and the effects of its broader pedagogic aims? To 

what extent did it develop a governmental conception of the fine 

arts? From the point of view of enticing the public through its 

doors the Institution's efforts proved unspectacular, a fact 

admitted reluctantly even in its published documents. The first 

exhibition of old masters in 1819 raised £577 from visitor 

receipts (less than the final exhibition of the Society of 

Artists in 1813) with the number of individual visits probably 

somewhere between 8,000 and 9,000.35  This was plainly a dis-

appointment to the Institution's directors, and their minute book 

noted in a give-away formulation that 'from the short period 

between the formation of the Institution and the Exhibition 

itself a knowledge of it could not be expected to extend to the 

different classes of society which may account for the receipts 

not being so large as might otherwise have been expected'. 

Visitor numbers declined markedly for the second exhibition of 

old masters in 1820 (somewhere between 5,000 and 6,000 visits), 

and soon after the directors were forced to take steps to bolster 

the Institution's authority by raising further funds from private 

subscription with the aim of building an enduring and elegant set 

of exhibition rooms.58  With no permanent public collection of 

their own, and having already exhausted Scotland's reliable 

private collections of old masters, the Institution turned its 

attention to patronising the contemporary arts, and the first of 

a series of modern exhibitions was opened in March 1821.39  

The switch to exhibitions of contemporary art has often been 

interpreted by the Institution's opponents as evidence of the 

bankruptcy of its pedagogic project and a sure sign of the rise 

of a new set of relations of artistic production in the 

capita1.6C  But bearing in mind that the IEFAS was consciously 

modelled on London's British Institution (which had held both 

modern and old master exhibitions since 1815) this seems unfair, 

and there is good evidence to suggest that the intention to 
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support living artists was part of the management's project all 

along.61 Indeed, far from representing the unbridled ascendancy 

of a modern art market in Edinburgh, the displays of contemporary 

art proved only marginally more popular than their antique 

predecessors: the 1821 exhibition raised £530 in receipts,62 the 

1822 exhibition £476,65  the 1824 show just £403 (with the number 

of visits probably somewhere between 6,000 and 6,500),64  and the 

1825 exhibition, £459.65  The sale of works was equally sluggish: 

in 1821 'above thirty' pictures were disposed of (in percentage 

terms about fifteen per cent of works exhibited and thirty-seven 

per cent of those marked for sale); in 1822, twenty-seven works 

(eleven per cent and twenty-three per cent respectively); and in 

1824 just twenty-two paintings were purchased (twelve per cent 

and thirty-three per cent).66  Even during the Institution's most 

successful modern exhibition of 1826 in its spectacular new rooms 

on the Mound, the sale of paintings was unimpressive. Despite 

visitor numbers of between 16,000 and 18,000 and unprecedented 

coverage in the local press, only forty-six paintings were sold 

(nineteen per cent of the total number exhibited), of which 

thirty-eight were bought by members of the Institution itself.6' 

These facts and figures help to confirm the analysis of 

Chapter Two which demonstrated that for much of the 1820s the art 

market in Edinburgh was dominated by the resale transactions of 

old master paintings, and that the exchange of modern works 

remained sluggish until the coming of the art unions in the mid-

1830s. The percentage of works marked for sale at the Institu-

tion's modern exhibitions stayed at fifty per cent or under 

throughout the decade, suggesting that the majority of works 

exhibited were either lent or the product of commissions 	Many 

artists either chose, or were compelled to consider public 

exhibitions as a way of buttressing their reputations, rather 

than as a source of financial gain, and most of Scotland's 

leading painters continued to pursue more traditional patronage 

relationships during this period. Certainly there is no evidence 

of a vibrant modern picture-buying public in Edinburgh during the 

1820s, and the majority of exhibition visitors went to observe, 

rather than purchase the works displayed. The make-up of the 
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purchasing public for the 1826 exhibition reveals quite clearly 

that the patronage of modern art was still the concern of a small 

coterie of wealthy and well-connected connoisseurs. The transi-

tion to a system of mass patronage relations dominated by the 

comparative anonymity of market transactions was still largely 

incomplete. 

But what about the Institution's broader pedagogic aims? 

To what extent did it develop a fully governmental conception of 

the fine arts during the course of the 1820s? 

Once again, in order to answer these questions, it is 

helpful to turn to Bennett's analysis of the birth of the museum 

and his description of the processes by which a variety of 

institutions achieved the transition from the pacifying displays 

of power utilised in juridico-discursive modes to the empowering, 

incorporative aspects of governmental technologies. Providing 

a parallel history to Foucault's account of the rise of the 

modern prison system, Bennett argues that in contrast to its 

carceral disciplinary techniques the evolution of the 'exhibi-

tionary complex' involved the increased spectacularisation of 

power through the opening up of cultural artifacts to public 

inspection. Central to this process was the 'transfer of objects 

and bodies from the enclosed and private domains in which they 

had previously been displayed (but to a restricted public) into 

progressively more open and public arenas where, through the 

representations to which they were subjected, they formed 

vehicles for inscribing and broadcasting the messages of power 

(but of a different type) throughout society'.69  In Britain 

these technologies reached their nineteenth-century culmination 

in the state-led reforms of the museum movement (especially the 

project of the Crystal Palace), which aimed, for the first time, 

to make exhibitions accessible to all sections of the population. 

Bennett's formulation provides a valuable model against 

which to assess the evolution of publicly-orientated bodies like 

the IEFAS, and in particular the operation and effects of its 

'exhibitionary complex'. Of special interest here are the myriad 

ambiguities surrounding the Institution's public status. Despite 

being closely related through its personnel and founding ethos 
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to the government-funded Board of Manufactures, the Institution 

in its early years was essentially a private club financed by 

individual subscription. 	Although fully constituted and 

operating (in principle at least) according to 'rule' rather than 

'favor,'n  it was not formally accountable to anyone outwith its 

elite and predominantly lethargic membership. 	This situation 

changed in 1827 when in response to the challenge of the newly-

founded Scottish Academy the Institution received a Royal Charter 

of Incorporation (essentially a formal seal of government 

approval), thus transforming itself into Scotland's first 

exclusively artistic 'quango'. From now on the Royal Institution 

and the Board of Manufactures became increasingly closely 

aligned, with the latter group contributing occasional sums in 

support of the RIEFAS's activities.71  Eventually in November 

1829, in answer to its desperate financial situation, the Royal 

Institution was awarded an annual stipend of £500 by the Treasury 

to be paid from the funds of the Board of Manufactures which, as 

the RIEFAS's own documents explained, meant that it was now 'to 

a certain extent incorporated with the Honorable the Board of 

Trustees and placed under the Cognizance of that Institution'. 

The paradox of these developments was that the Institution's 

changing status and increased association with other publicly-

funded bodies (and thus its exposure to a limited degree of 

public accountability) was paralleled by the declining popularity 

and relevance of its own public activities.73  

A similar uncertainty about its status was also expressed 

in the Institution's publicised events which ranged from the 

comparatively accessible exhibitions (regulated by the standard 

one-shilling entrance fee), to a series of exclusively consti-

tuted 'Evening Dress Parties' or promenades offering select and 

scrupulously regulated access to the various exhibitionsj4  The 

function of these promenades was essentially juridico-discursive, 

amounting to an elaborate seasonal display of authority on the 

part of Edinburgh's social and civic elite, as well as providing 

a forum for the acquisition and display of corporate self-

consciousness (Plate 9). Non-transferable entrance tickets were 

available in limited numbers only from members of the Institution 
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themselves, and the complex rules of ticket distribution were 

widely trumpeted in the Edinburgh newspapers.75  Crucially, 

unlike the Scottish Academy's more accessible philanthropic 

promenades of the 1830s, the Institution's efforts had no public 

function, and not surprisingly they became the key focus of 

unrest on the part of the city's liberal press and dissenting 

pamphleteers.76  Already in 1820 the Scotsman was discretely 

highlighting the conflict produced by the Institution's pedagogic 

functions and its private promenades: 

But as the Morning Exhibition is intended to promote one species of 
the art of design, so the Evening Exhibitions may, for ought we know, 
be calculated to promote another species of that art which does not 
strictly fall within the province of the artist: yet, if professional 
men be invited, we might suppose the Evenings intended to perfect 
their notions of attitude and drapery. We are really not ungrateful 
to the Directors, however, and shall therefore say no more of this 
anomalous proceeding, and nothipg, certainly, respecting the expense 
with which it must be attended." 

But characteristically the Scotsman was unable to keep silent, 

and by 1826 its complaints were longer, less subtle, and more 

explicitly associated with broader campaigns for the reform of 

public life: 

They [the directors of the Institution] have given offence by having 
evening promenades exclusively for themselves and their friends. Had 
this been done in any of their own houses, or in rooms hired at their 
own cost, they might have been as select and exclusive as they 
pleased. It would then have been their own affair; but when they did 
this in the Exhibition Rooms, while the pictures were there, and to be 
seen in a light to which all had not access on equal terms, the 
public, we think, had reason to complain. In putting themselves to a 
great deal of trouble to diffuse more widely in society a taste for 
the fine arts, the Directors have earned thanks, and deserve 
gratitude. Honours, we are convinced, would be conferred with one 
voice, if they would act disinterestedly, and wait for the award of 
their townsmen; but if, in the meanwhile, they display a monopolizing, 
aggrandizing, or selfish spirit, they will be denied even that portion 
of merit which is unquestionably theirs. When the public are appealed 
to and relied on -- when no good worth naming can be done without 
their countenance and support -- the public ought to be impartially, 
nay generously dealt with; but every thing in Edinburgh is tainted by 
an exclusive, or aristocratical spirit. We have no objection to 
coteries of fashion, or family, when limited to the purpose for which 
they are formed. Let the fashionables, or the well-born, be as happy 
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as the perfect exclusion of all others can make them among themselves. 
Many of them would otherwise be without any means of enjoyment or 
distinction; and it would be cruel to refuse them this; but it is 
pitiable when talents are enslaved by the one or the other; degrading 
and offensive when any thing like genius assists them in their views; 
and impolitic, as well as uniformly unfortunate, when thewA  attempt to 
direct an intelligent public by their coterie principles.' 

Incisive as they are, and expressing many of the centrals tenets 

of bourgeois ideology, these critiques did little to dent the 

attraction of the Institution's private evening parties, and 

although its exhibition program went into decline towards the end 

of the decade, the promenades became more crowded, forcing the 

directors to subject them to even stiffer regulation :9  By the 

late 1820s they were the most successful aspect of the Royal 

Institution's activities. 

The reactions of the liberal press, committed to the 

regulating influence of a broadly-constituted, although still 

ill-defined public, provide good evidence of the limitations of 

the Institution's governmental ambitions. During the course of 

the 1820s the Scotsman also fielded complaints about the 

(R)IEFAS's failure to hang its exhibitions according to properly 

historicised principles of display, the lack of information 

provided to visitors, as well as criticising the directors' 

indifferent spelling of the names of old masters." 	These 

lapses, coupled with more general comments about the inadequacies 

of the connoisseur, called into question the strength of the 

Institution's commitment to public instruction, as well as 

buttressing the newspaper's broader reform-minded ethos.131  But 

besides the issue of the promenades, the most frequent and 

telling complaint concerned the Institution's public relations 

record, particularly its secrecy over finances. According to the 

Scotsman in 1825, 'too much mystery is thrown over the whole ... 

it is not enough to mean well or to do well; the general public 

must be made to see how' .8̀̀  And then again, in a lead article 

the following year, the newspaper hinted at the political 

ramifications of this issue: 

Little good can be done without general patronage; but that is what 
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never will be afforded until the public be interested; and that 
interest is to be generated only by frank and full communications --
not merely as to the objects of the Institution, but also as to what 
is realised from time to time, and how the funds are applied. The 
Directors of the Institution, we have no doubt, are actuated by 
laudable motives. They have the interests of Art at heart; and as 
they give money and time to promote a national object, they are 
entitled to favourable consideration. We are willing to forget, 
therefore, that they have been more aristocratic, and less communi-
cative than could have been wished." 

The frequency and trenchant nature of these criticisms is notable 

in comparison to the often more uncertain evaluative responses 

to the works of art themselves. 	In language that seemed to 

undermine any claim of expertise, newspaper critics emphasised 

their unworthiness to comment on works by old masters, thus 

underlining the distance between these exhibitions and the more 

properly public issues which it was their function to expose and 

critique with full authority. 

Thus in Edinburgh in the 1820s there were powerful voices 

calling into question the Institution's willingness to act as an 

accountable and accessible public body, and, in an era of growing 

liberal agitation, the Scottish Academy was quick to exploit 

these public relations inadequacies) Although in 1830 the 

Royal Institution was still confident about the pertinence of its 

ambitions -- it was hoping to secure an enduring presence through 

the acquisition of a permanent collection of old master paintings 

-- by 1832 its conviction was withering. The growing strength 

of the Scottish Academy, declining attendance figures, and 

critical concern about the authenticity of some of its pictures 

forced an awareness that the core of its pedagogic project -- the 

exhibition of ancient art -- was of decreasing public relevance. 

'As an object of revenue', admitted the 1832 annual report, 

'there can be no doubt that the Exhibitions of Modern Art con-

fined to objects of local acquaintance, and to efforts of local 

genius seem to be considerably more attractive to the public in 

general than the productions of the great masters however 

eminent'.86  Furthermore, in the wake of the Hope-Cockburn Award, 

all of Edinburgh's leading practitioners were now safely under 

the authority of the Scottish Academy, and there was little hope 
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that the Institution could reformulate its pedagogic aims by 

staging further exhibitions of modern painting. 

In sum, the limited governmental ambitions of the (Royal) 

Institution, grounded in the instructional power of old master 

painting collapsed in the face of public indifference. Despite 

the increased visitor numbers of the modern exhibitions of the 

mid 1820s, the Institution had failed to incorporate the public 

effectively into its activities. In comparison with the institu-

tional rhetoric of the 1830s and 1840s there is very little 

evidence that the (R)IEFAS was at all concerned with encouraging 

the self-regulating capacities of individuals, and for much of 

the 1820s any emphasis on art's role in guiding moral improvement 

was extremely muted.8' 	As far as encouraging commercial 

progress, the Institution's commitment remained largely rhetor-

ical, and this function was pursued more practically by the Board 

of Trustees' annual exhibitions of 'ar.t-manufactures'•88  On the 

eve of reform, with the control of modern painting firmly in the 

hands of Edinburgh's professional artists, there was little the 

Royal Institution could do to save itself, and from the mid-1830s 

it was allowed by its managers to slip slowly into obsolescence. 

iv 

If questions of access, accountability and the just regula-

tion of institutional power dominated the public debate over the 

(R)IEFAS, they were also prominent in the more specialised 

concerns of Edinburgh's artists. The exclusions embodied in the 

Institution's constitution -- in particular the ban on artists' 

membership -- fuelled antagonism from the start, and by 1822 in 

the wake of the IEFAS's two modern exhibitions some of 

Edinburgh's 'oldest and best established Artists' were again 

organising to form their own associations' As their judiciously 

chosen intermediary, Sir Henry Raeburn, noted in a letter to 

James Skene, 'there was something degrading in the idea which had 

gone abroad, that they were unfit to conduct their own affairs', 

and in answer to the failings of the Society of Artists they now 

proposed a more Lightly structured organisation, 'admit[ting] 
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only a limited number, and [making] it a sine qua non of 

admission, that the funds shall never be divided'. Furthermore, 

any attempt to work within the orbit of the Institution was 

completely ruled out: it 'necessarily implied a power of control 

on the one side, and a state of dependence on the other, to 

which, in so far at least, as concerns the use of their own 

property, arising from the fruit of their own labours, there was 

no necessity for subjecting themselves' 	It was this claim of 

right to profit from and direct their labour according to their 

own needs and aspirations that formed the keystone of the 

artists' argument over the coming decade.91  Even Raeburn, who 

had no need now to become involved in anything that might ruffle 

his patrons' pride, admitted the legitimacy of their claims, 

noting that he found several of their arguments 'unanswerable'. 

However, in March 1824, probably in response to an attempted 

boycott of the modern exhibitions by a number of Edinburgh's 

artists, the IEFAS's directors established their own category of 

associate artist, thus forestalling further moves to autonomy by 

incorporating a leading selection of the city's painters within 

the body of the Institution. Comprised of a maximum of sixteen 

resident artists, the aim, in the directors' own words, was to 

'obtain a more direct means of having recourse to those Gentlemen 

for the purpose of procuring their opinions and suggestions 

relative to the measures which it may be thought advisable to 

follow, both for the interest of the Artists, and the advancement 

of the Art itself'.92  The artists that gained the support of the 

Institution were those already most closely connected with the 

city's patronal elite -- including William Allan, Samuel Joseph, 

Alexander Nasmyth, George Watson, H. W. Williams and Andrew 

Wilson -- and the move had the important strategic implication 

of once again dividing Edinburgh's painters into two distinct 

camps (Plate 12). 	As in the case of the Society of Artists, 

these facts caution against interpreting the city's artists as 

in any sense unified in the pursuit of a clearly defined set of 

corporate interests. For those without the ear of Edinburgh's 

patron class, professional autonomy was an absolute. For others, 

usually those better established, its acquisition involved a more 
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complex process of negotiation with the city's cultural elites, 

working within, rather than against, existing institutional hier-

archies. Inevitably, this latter group was sometimes portrayed 

as being weak and servile by their less fortunate colleagues." 

Although the Institution's directors did all they could to 

secure the loyalty of their new associates -- offering a series 

of valuable commissions and premiums to the artists during the 

period of association -- their manoeuvre did little to address 

the artists' fundamental grievances, which in the case of the 

Institution revolved around their lack of formal rights in 

relation to the main body of the club.94  The source of this 

conflict was succinctly illustrated in a document of 1825, in 

which the directors attempted to demonstrate, once and for all, 

their relationship and responsibilities to the artists. 	It 

included the following statement: 

And in order to secure to these [founding] measures the essential 
support of public confidence, it was, from the original formation of 
the Institution, considered important to place it under the sole 
direction of men of such rank and station in the country as to prevent 
the possibility of any personal views ever being attributed to their 
management; being well aware that however disinterestedly professional 
men might be disposed to acquit themselves of such a charge, they 
would seldom escape the injurious surmises of many as to the motives 
of their conduct. Accordingly, the British Institution appears to 
have been as jealous of prejudice likely to arise from this source, as 
to have enacted it as a fundamental rule of their establishment 'That 
no Artist shall be capable of being elected on any Committee, or of 
voting as5  a Governor, while he continues to be a Professional 
Artist'. 

It was this justification, bolstered by a series of 

practical disputes over the distribution of resources, that 

became the focus of the artists' ire." It constituted a claim 

for control over artistic activity that drew on eighteenth-

century conceptions of the regulation of public life by 

privileged landed elites, their qualifications for leadership 

founded on the leisure and independence derived from their 

propertied interests." As Lain Pears has noted, the terms of 

this residual 'country ideology' had particular relevance for the 

management of the fine arts: aesthetic authority 'came to be 
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justified by the possession of objectivity, an attribute identi-

fied with clarity of perception which ... was simply more likely 

to be possessed by those with the good fortune to be both wealthy 

and well-born'.M  In their articulation of these ideas -- backed 

by the authority of the British Institution -- the Institution's 

directors re-asserted the client relationship between patron and 

artist: the painter's absorbtion in the 'mechanical' nature of 

his labour disabled him from achieving that Archimedean object-

ivity necessary for the pursuit of public virtue. Artists were 

to remain subject to the guidance of the patron in all matters 

except the application of paint to the canvas; they could play 

no role either in the running of the Institution, the hanging of 

exhibitions, or in the broader regulation of the city's artistic 

life. Many of the associate artists understood the statement to 

embody a fundamental attack on their professional independence, 

flying in the face of the new regulatory principles that were 

coming to dominate the working of public life, as well as 

challenging what they increasingly perceived to be the central 

regulating mechanism of artistic practice, the free operation of 

the market. Moreover, the directors' deep antagonism to artistic 

autonomy was easily associated with broader ideological disputes, 

namely liberal opposition to the arrogance and public irrespons-

ibility of the British 'aristocracy'. 

The exceedingly complex pattern of moves, counter-moves and 

strategic realignments that constitute the working out of this 

dispute deserves no close consideration. 	Needless-to-say the 

core conflict was never resolved, and the directors' claim to 

govern the activities of Edinburgh's artists was finally under-

mined in 1829 by the signing of the Hope-Cockburn Award, an act 

of professional mediation led by Scotland's two leading legal 

figures that brought both groups together in the form of the 

autonomous and reconstituted Scottish Academy.i9  The RIEFAS's 

acceptance of the loss of authority embodied by this resolution 

was significant, and if a symbolic date is needed then July 1829 

marks the ascendancy of a new set of patronage relationships in 

Edinburgh. It is to the emergence and formation of the Scottish 

Academy that I now wish to turn, examining in particular the 
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manner in which it established its authority as a professional 

association increasingly reliant on the mechanisms of public 

patronage. 

Scanning the publications of Edinburgh's press between 1815 

and 1830 gives a good sense of the emerging visibility of 

painting and sculpture within the city's bourgeois public sphere, 

with critical scrutiny focused both on institutional conflicts 

and the painterly development of individual artists. Yet despite 

this increased journalistic attention, coverage of fine art was 

scanty in comparison with the more generous discussions of 

literature and the theatre, suggesting that emerging networks of 

artistic production produced a unique set of difficulties for 

painters very different from those generated by the more 

established systems of middle-class literary life. 	As many 

contemporary memoirs reveal, the position of Edinburgh as a 

publishing and intellectual centre meant that its social circles 

were dominated by literary concerns, with many informal coteries 

and more formalised literary and historical clubs offering oppor-

tunities for social affiliation and advancement that were unpara-

lleled in the city's emerging artistic sphere.ln  By comparison 

the social position accorded to artists throughout the eighteenth 

century had been a relatively lowly one, and the increased 

commercialisation and spectacularisation of the fine art field 

at the beginning of the nineteenth century often threatened to 

reduce, rather than augment, artists' reputations.1°2  As Andrew 

Hemingway has suggested, the fact that painters were for the most 

part reliant on artisanal modes of manufacture rather than new 

forms of mass production, meant that it became essential for them 

to find new ways of legitimating, and thus increasing the social 

and economic value of their creative practices.13  

Once again, as in the case of the Society of Artists, it was 

the values embodied by the practices of association that lay at 

the core of the artists' campaign for reform. In 1828, Samuel 

Joseph, a wavering associate, outlined their advantages in the 
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following way: 

If it were necessary to make an election between the Scottish Academy 
and the Royal Institution for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts in 
Scotland, I would certainly prefer the former for the following 
reasons. 	Its constitution leads the artists to rely on their own 
talents, character and intelligence, for success, which has a natural 
tendency to elevate them in worth and attainments. It permits genius 
to feel its power, and morality its security in the approval of an 
enlightened public. It brings the artists into more immediate 
communication with society at large; cherishes a spirit of honorable 
emulation; favours independence, and cultivates reciprocity of respect 
on the part of the artists, and kindness on the part of their Patrons. 
It cherishes habits of providence by training the artists to look to 
their own exertions as the means of providing a fund for themselves 
and families. It tends to produce liberality, co-operation, and 
mutual respect among the artists themselves, because where power is 
equally possessed by all, superior character and talent will have the 
best chance of ascending, and less scope will be left for jealousy and 
envy, or the supposition of honors being conferred, ox favours 
bestowed from considerations unconnected with merit."' 

The invocation of these values, buttressed by popular 

conceptions of political economy, came to dominate bourgeois 

conceptions of the social world, informing the ideals structuring 

a diverse range of voluntary associations. 	Judging by the 

letters and pamphlets that survive from this period, these were 

values that many of Edinburgh's artists were eager to embrace; 

they formed a powerful weapon with which to counter the capri-

cious and less public world of conservative elites. Notions of 

independence, unhindered competition and mutual co-operation --

never envisioned as being incompatible -- were elevated under the 

watchful gaze of a vaguely defined, although 'enlightened' 

public. The language of 'independence', a powerful oppositional 

rhetoric for a variety of contemporary social groups, proved 

particularly useful in breaking the artisan's traditional 
Ns reliance on the omniscient patron. - Its many associations, as 

this passage from the Scotsman reveals, included a robust and 

publicly-orientated masculinity: 

The principle, which, with the view of inducing the labouring classes 
to secure independence, and provide against the accidents of life, by 
their own industry and foresight, renders it expedient or rather 
necessary to give them a share in the management of their own benefit 
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societies; requires also that Artists should, by associating together, 
with equal duties and equal rights and privileges, obtain a full 
conviction of the benefits of co-operation. To attain any great 
height, art must have high aims, and feel itself of consequence. The 
true patrons of art, therefore, are those who, increasing the facili-
ties which it desires for study, and becoming purchasers of what it 
ultimately brings forth, leave it free, in the interim, to follow its 
own course, and who thus generate and maintain in it a spirit of bold, 
and honourable independence ... This [the formation of the Scottish 
Academy] was now taking their right position with the public. It was 
manifesting a becoming reliance on their own powers, and on public 
feeling. It was the only way, in short, by which they could prove 
themselves HEN -- intelligent, useful, and worthy members of so ety 
-- as well as ARTISTS. We hailed the resolution with pleasure. 

The principle of publicity is also invoked as the key regulatory 

mechanism governing the new relations of artistic production, 

mobilised to oppose what Patrick Gibson described as systems 

'directed more to private advantage, and the gratification of 

selfish feelings, and the attainment of selfish ends, than the 

accomplishment of those generous purposes, which ennoble human 

nature and shed lustre on society'iGr  During the 1820s the 

political implications of this discourse were inescapable, a fact 

emphasised by Gibson even in the course of their denial: 

I am no advocate for the monstrous doctrine of universal suffrage, nor 
for those theories of reform which would subvert the fabric of 
society; but it is clear, that, if ever the representative system was 
of any use, it was in a case like the present. Here was no risk of a 
political convulsion, no risk of raising the demon of democracy above 
the sphere in which, for the peace and wellbeing of society, he is 
destined to move; but the simple fact of a score of quiet, decent, 
sober-minded men of genius„ demanding the right of having to say on 
matters solely their own. 

Again, for Gibson, the appeal to 'independence' lay at the core 

of the argument. 	'I am neither whig nor radical', he noted in 

his introduction, 'but I must own I detest all interference with 

the rights of others, and that meanness of spirit which would 

submit to it' .109 

But whatever the propaganda value of these and similar 

statements, it is important to emphasise that the liberal 

principles underpinning these discursive rationalisations were 

drastically breached in practice. 	The artists' longing for 
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social prestige and distinction meant that in 1826 the Scottish 

Academy was constituted as a closed and exclusive association, 

superficially open to the operations of the public sphere, but 

in reality hedged in by exclusory economic barriers, restrictive 

social hierarchies and intimidating cultural rituals.113  In 

contrast to the Society of Artists' loose confederation, the 

initial formulation of the Academy's regulations -- modelled on 

those of London's Royal Academy -- included a small, fixed and 

carefully graded number of members (fifteen academicians and ten 

associates); a membership fee of twenty-five guineas (ten guineas 

for associates); and, later, more complex rules governing the 

disciplining and expulsion of offending members.111  The artists' 

intense concern with the exemptive structure of their new 

association was demonstrated by the number of early resignations 

when it appeared that the Institution's associate artists were 

unwilling to support the Academy. In January 1827, the founding 

members D. 0. Hill, E. T. Crawford, Robert Gibb, William Miller, 

Thomas Hodgetts and Kenneth Macleay all jumped ship, the latter 

noting that his actions derived from the lack of 'unanimous 

approval of the Artists of Scotland and particularly of the 

leading men of the profession in Edinburgh'.112 	Thus despite 

Joseph's hopeful assertions, it was never intended that power 

should be 'equally possessed by all', and it was through these 

financial and status exclusions -- as well as assumed harriers 

like that of gender -- that the members of the Scottish Academy 

chose to preserve what their first annual report described as 

'the dignity of their profession'.113 

Well aware of the complaints of illiberal practice levelled 

against the Institution, the Academy was eager in its early years 

to avoid soliciting the special attention of Edinburgh's 

prominent art patrons. 	However, by 1828, with its financial 

future still precarious, a decision was made to open up the 

Academy's operations to wider spheres of support, although 

crucially this support was not yet conceived as being reliant on 

a broadly-defined public.fli  Very quickly the Academy became the 

leading social venue in a new and increasingly complex network 

of relationships between Edinburgh's artists, its upper 
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professional bourgeoisie and reform-minded gentry. 	These 

relationships functioned at both an informal and formal level, 

producing new patterns of conviviality and sociability crucial 

in defining structures of membership, hierarchy and exclusion in 

the evolving Edinburgh art world. As was argued in the last 

chapter, such patterns of conviviality were derived from the 

social practices of Edinburgh's elites during the late eighteenth 

century, although they were much altered by the crises of social 

definition that marked the 1820s and 1830s. 	The Academy's 

membership rules, guest lists for private views and annual 

dinners, and the decisions of its hanging committee set new 

standards of social acceptability, producing intricate hier-

archies that were at once constituted by, and constitutive of 

broader social relationships. Artists' positions within these 

hierarchies were in turn affected by factors external to the 

organisation of the Academy itself, notably the value accorded 

to the individual artist's skill (not always an objective 

evaluation), his standing in London art circles, and finally the 

individual artist's specific social and commercial relationships 

with Edinburgh's influential patrons.115  

One of the key differences between the Scottish Academy and 

the Society of Artists was that the Academicians did all they 

could to foster convivial relationships with like-minded members 

of Edinburgh's civic elite, as well as encouraging close ties 

with other independent exhibiting bodies in Scotland and the 

north of England.116 	As this 1825 letter from an influential 

supporter reveals, the Scottish Academy was envisioned as one of 

a number of new independent organisations in Edinburgh, all 

working towards the public good, and supporting the commercial 

and service-orientated structures of the local economy: 

I am the more induced to take this opportunity afforded me by your 
communication, in consequence of the late establishment of Academies 
of a novel description, all adding to the unrivalled fame of Scottish 
education. More particularly I allude to the Naval & Military Academy 
of Scotland, which not only in itself is a public good & ornament to 
our city, but a source of °economy in rendering that which is sought 
at Sandhurst & Addiscomb [sic] with less mental effect & preservation 
of health. Seminaries on new & improved plans are daily starting up, 
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among which the Drawing Academy offers its tribute of Instruction. 
Shall it be then said, that amidst all the splendid honourable & 
intellectual projections of this memorable era, & in a city of such 
acknowledged -- even Athenian -- distinction, that the Fine Arts have 
neither College nor Instructors, Hall or Library. That their sons 
have no bond of union, their offspring no appropriate seminary, & 
their orphans & widows no comfortable abode or asylum. This is truly 
a desiderata in our national establishments, nor can a just reason be 
shewn why such should be wanting. Public spirit is alive, Prosperity 
is progressive, Internal improvement & external Embellishment are on 
the wing; & at present you have a Chief Magistrate who I know & I 
contemplate will foster every design, which has for its object the 
public good & private welfare. Besides Edinburgh is neither a 
Commercial nor Manufacturing town, it exists solely as a Metropolis. 
The Courts of Law, the University & Seminaries, & its Winter-Company, 
are analogous to the staple-trade of other communities. As the annual 
emporium of the National Rank Literature Wealth & Fashion, it behoves 
to uphold & extend its capacity for Instruction in its most intense as 
well as enlarged sphere, so as to meet the desires requirements & 
accomplishments of its,§ociety of every degree ... there is yet one 
establishment wanting.' 

Although the author here retains an allegiance to a somewhat 

patrician conception of public improvement -- he had been a 

dissatisfied founding member of the IEFAS -- he also recognises 

the necessity of professional support structures in a competitive 

urban environment, and acknowledges the validity of a diversity 

of improving projects for Edinburgh's society and economy. This 

understanding of the breadth and complex interpenetration of 

voluntary power was a new phenomenon, and involved a conception 

of the usefulness of high culture as more flexible and incorpora-

tive than the rigidly orchestrated improvement projects of 

organisations such as the IEFAS and quangos like the Board of 

Manufactures. This belief in the social utility of voluntary 

power and its relevance to an increasingly differentiated urban 

economy lent the Scottish Academy legitimacy and provided a 

support structure never available to the Society of Artists. 

Convivial exchanges between the Academy and other civic groups 

were to play a central role in sanctioning the status and 

authority of Edinburgh's newly-incorporated young artists. 

Dinners, suppers, promenades and private openings were 

common features of many contemporary artistic organisations 

during this period, providing a congenial atmosphere within which 
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members could foster ties of mutual obligation with urban 

patrons. Such relationships had traditionally been important to 

artists, and their contemporary versions, regulated by the 

practices of association, softened the cold mechanisms of 

Carlyle's 'cash-payment nexus'.118  Guest lists at the Academy's 

annual suppers were dominated by the names of Edinburgh's reform-

minded citizenry, including key members of the city's Whig elite, 

and a variety of leading figures from the professions. Indeed, 

it was not uncommon for representatives from other middle-class 

associations to be invited to Academy suppers, thus bolstering 

institutional links and encouraging bourgeois solidarity. At the 

Academy's 1829 annual supper, for example, the guest list was 

headed by leading representatives of Edinburgh's middle class, 

with prominent members attending from the legal, religious and 

educational establishments,119  as well as a wide range of other 

professions, including two bankers, a printer, two booksellers, 

the city's leading seedsman and florist, a hat manufacturer, a 

prominent surgeon, the manager of Edinburgh's gas light company, 

various figures involved in manufacturing (including representa-

tives from the British Linen company and the Board of British 

Fisheries), a civil engineer, and finally, key players from local 

government -- Bailie Anderson, Adam Luke (woollen draper and 

Treasurer of the Town Council), and the Lord Provost, Walter 

Brown.120 Of course it would be wrong to define the attachments 

of the Academy's supporters solely in terms of their economic 

functions, or suggest that they formed a social bloc utterly 

distinct from that of the Royal Institution; the links between 

Scotland's landed classes and the professions were very strong, 

and, not surprisingly, the organisations had a few members in 

common.El But it is clear from the list of guests invited, the 

structuring of the toasts, and the tenor of the reported 

speeches, that the members of the Academy consciously defined 

themselves in opposition to the Institution, and recognised and 

encouraged the support of members of a significantly different 

social fraction, those whose economic interests and ideological 

commitments were more deeply embedded in the day-to-day 

operations of an urban economy.E2 
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The space given over to reporting and celebrating this and 

other similar suppers in the newspapers reveals the importance 

accorded to the fine arts in the struggle for bourgeois hegemony, 

and it is important to emphasise the part played by these 

narratives in the ideological agenda of the liberal press.12i  

For the Scotsman in particular, arrogating the authority and 

prestige of the fine arts to the bourgeois public sphere was a 

vital element in its propaganda battle against Tory oligarchy, 

and as we have seen it was increasingly willing to associate the 

Royal Institution with corrupt and secret practices. However, 

it should be emphasised that the Academy's private suppers were 

far from public occasions: the (all male) guests were admitted 

by invitation only (about 100 for the 1829 supper), and unlike 

the Institution's private promenades they were funded directly 

from the Academy's coffers. Thus despite the Scotsman's eager 

criticisms of the Institution's private gatherings, it had little 

to say about the exclusions of their bourgeois equivalent, 

exposing the limits of the liberal critical agenda. 	Indeed, 

beyond the ritual reviews of annual exhibitions, the governmental 

aspects of the Academy's program -- still very limited -- were 

subject to very little press scrutiny. 

The centrality of these private forms of association to the 

Academy's early existence can be seen in the formation in October 

1829 of a less formal sister organisation, the St. Luke Club of 

Scottish Artists. Essentially a private supper club founded on 

eighteenth century models, it was instigated in the wake of the 

Hope-Cockburn Award to encourage 'friendly intercourse amongst 

the members and for the promotion and discussion of all matters 

connected with the fine arts'. Membership, decided on by ballot 

and costing two shillings and sixpence a year, was open to 

'Artists by profession, Amateurs or promoters of the Fine Arts', 

and the founding list was dominated by members of the Scottish 

Academy. 124  But in 1834, in a significant shift of emphasis, the 

St. Luke Club began a series of widely advertised annual dinners 

costing twelve shillings and sixpence. Although structured on 

the format of the Academy's private dinners, these suppers were 

governed by different rules of access: entry was gained by 
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purchasing a ticket, rather than private invitation, and was thus 

(in theory at least) more open.I25  According to press reports 

these were popular events,126 and they represent an attempt on 

the part of the city's artists to create structures through which 

they could weld themselves even more firmly into the city's 

social hierarchy. In this way they could extend their sphere of 

influence beyond the more impersonal practices of production and 

exchange that dominated the Academy's annual exhibitions. 

The success of the Academy's exhibition program will be 

dealt with in detail at the beginning of the next chapter. For 

now it is enough to note that although the Academy placed the 

public at the centre of its rhetoric and attempted to incorporate 

itself more securely into the structures of the bourgeois public 

sphere, its governmental program was not much more developed than 

that of the Institution. As we shall see, this situation changed 

dramatically in response to the turbulent political environment 

of the early 1830s, and the St. Luke Club's subtle shift towards 

a broader public in 1834 was a sign of things to come. Bonds of 

union with wealthy urban patrons were central to the Academy's 

survival, but at a time of crisis those bonds would have to be 

remade and extended. 	It was the increasingly urgent need to 

attract the patronage and interest of a broader picture-buying 

public that provided the initial impetus for the foundation of 

Edinburgh's two art unions in 1834 and 1837 respectively. 

By the early 1830s the Scottish Academy was just one 

organisation amongst a large and diverse body of professional and 

voluntary societies in Edinburgh that constituted and helped to 

determine the limits of bourgeois social action. This expansion 

of Edinburgh's bourgeois public sphere and the subsequent 

dispersal of power right across the middle ranks of civil society 

put pressure on Edinburgh's political elites, encouraging them 

to control and distribute resources more fairly, and, above all, 

regulate themselves according to the principles of association 

already pursued by many of the city's voluntary organisations.L27  

The 1820s witnessed a dramatic increase in levels of political 

activity in Edinburgh, with liberal elites attempting to harness 

the support of popular opinion in order to convert their emergent 
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moral and social authority into direct political power. At the 

beginning of the decade a series of large public meetings 

provided fora for the articulation of the case for reform; the 

apprehension of massed bodies presented members of the middling 

ranks with their first direct sense of their political potential 

as a united class (Plate 13). Newspaper reports of the speeches 

still carry a sense of the urgency and excitement of these 

meetings, as leading Whigs such as Henry Cockburn, Francis 

Jeffrey and Thomas Dick Lauder roused the respectable, proper-

tied, Edinburgh citizenry to political protest, urging them to 

counter the perceived indifference of the lower ranks and the 

venality of the higher. The diverse constituency that made up 

this new body politic -- comprising members of the gentry as well 

as the variegated 'middle ranks' -- was united in its opposition 

to the self-elected juntas of placemen and pensioners that 

organised what passed for municipal and national government in 

Scotland.118  Its members were known as the 'anti-Tories', and 

their activities provide evidence of what has been described as 

an 'organic crisis' threatening the authority of Britain's 

traditional ruling hloc.129  At a Fox dinner in 1823 Henry 

Cockburn toasted the awakening of public opinion, or what he 

termed 'the rising public spirit of Scotland': 

It is impossible to behold this meeting without thinking of that 
extraordinary change, and extraordinary improvement, which has of late 
been evinced in the political character of this part of the kingdom 
... For partly from the increase of the population -- partly from the 
experience of the fallaciousness of all the promises of voluntary 
amendment which were uniformly made during the season of external 
danger -- partly from the repeated and most providential follies of 
our adversaries -- and above all, from the progress of knowledge, a 
spirit has at last been awakened, of which the symptoms are to be seen 
in every town and in every hamlet, and which, if temperately 
conducted, promises to improve the institutions, and to redeem the 
character of the nation. The adherents of that party which holds its 
power by means far behind the genius of the age, are extremely apt to 
ascribe this change to the mere pressure of the times, and to delude 
themselves by hoping, that as soon as the day of agricultural or 
commercial prosperity returns, they will sink again into that lethargy 
from which they startled them by arising. The answer to this consists 
in referring to the class of the community where the improvement is 
going on, and to the grounds on which it rests. Its operation is to 
be seen chiefly in that central rank -- which is happily placed above 
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the dependence of poverty, and below the corruptions of hereditary 
wealth; and which forms, in every country, the great depository of the 
intelligence and the virtue of the people; and with them, it is not 
founded on the mere temporary calamities of the day, but in a deep and 
growing impression of the privileges thAy are entitled to enjoy, and 
the duties they are bound to discharge."' 

Cockburn's evocation of the 'central rank' emphasises the 

emerging political. importance of a socially defined middle-class 

during this period, although its definition as a social formation 

was always surrounded by ambiguity.n1  Cockburn would become the 

middle rank's most tenacious defender north of the border, and 

along with Francis Jeffrey he was responsible for drafting the 

bill which enfranchised the £10 property holders in 1832. 

I have argued that it was from this respectable, propertied 

'middle rank' that the Scottish Academy drew the majority of its 

early supporters, and along with its promoters in the press, it 

utilised the language of reform in order to marshall its own 

arguments for change. This is not to suggest that the Scottish 

Academy was an inherently liberal institution, or that its 

members and supporters considered themselves as political actors 

in any self-conscious way. 	On the contrary, the social com- 

placency and conservatism of Edinburgh's middle-class artistic 

establishment was a core characteristic from the start, and as 

the Academy's constitution and social functions suggest, liberal 

ideals employed for propaganda purposes were rarely pursued in 

practice. But during the 1820s, in the hot-house atmosphere of 

Edinburgh's municipal politics, the formation of the Scottish 

Academy became implicated in much broader political conflict, and 

the liberal press in particular chose to represent the tussle for 

legitimacy between the Scottish Academy and the Institution as 

the embodiment of a broader struggle. This was not just a useful 

discursive strategy; the Academy's protracted attempts to attain 

a Charter of Incorporation brought its members into direct 

conflict with the Lord Advocate and the networks of secrecy and 

patronage that structured political life in Scotland, and the 

Academy was not adverse to challenging directly the authority of 

the Lord Advocate in its published documents.132  Furthermore, 
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as a social formation, the Academy during this period was 

remarkably disengaged from either the Board of Manufactures or 

the Royal Institution, with very few figures playing a role in 

both camps.133 	(David Wilkie commented after a visit to 

Edinburgh in 1829 that the 'differences were such that I found 

it necessary to avoid all enquirey in order to [stay] out of the 

dispute').134 Bearing in mind the fluidity of middle and upper 

class relationships in Scotland at this time, the lack of overlap 

and interaction is unusual (it would not be repeated in sub-

sequent decades), emphasising the fact that both arts institu-

tions were significantly structured by, and implicated in the 

social and political antagonisms that marked Edinburgh in the 

1820s and early 1830s. For a brief period between 1822 and 1830 

the battle for artistic hegemony was remarkably closely aligned 

with the struggle for social hegemony, a result not only of the 

symbolic power of the fine arts, but also the dearth of formal 

political institutions through which that struggle could be 

engaged. As a prominent social formation in an era before the 

beginnings of bourgeois suffrage, both the public and private 

faces of the Scottish Academy provided venues for the demonstra-

tion of bourgeois solidarity and the display of newly acquired 

cultural capital. In the 1820s at least, the effect of the fine 

arts was not so ameliorating after all. 

vi 

I want to end this chapter with a reminder that despite the 

establishment of a commercial arena for the distribution and 

exchange of modern painting in the form of the Scottish Academy, 

many of Edinburgh's artists continued to find the struggle for 

subsistence an unequal one. 	Exposed to the operations of a 

volatile business and money market, the prospect of crippling 

indebtedness was a constant and frightening possibility for a 

wide range of nineteenth-century tradesmen, including of course 

artists. 	In 1829 the Northumbrian-born artist and founder 

Academician, John Wilson Ewbank, was forced to write to his 

friend William Lizars, a successful engraver, for the loan of £10 
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in the hope of preventing his creditors from consigning him to 

the debtors' prison. Determined not to give way to the dealer 

Galli and release his pictures for 'not one third of their 

value', he was desperate to avoid incarceration so as to have 

time to complete his pictures for the forthcoming Academy 

Exhibition. His sense of despair at his situation and fear of 

exclusion from the Academy's social rituals is palpable: 

Now do my Dear Sir consider my fate, & if I get over this I can paint 
away & finish my Paintings excellently for the Exhibition. But if I 
have the misfortune to he sent to jail, what am I to do what is my 
Family to do, I believe it will take such an impression upon me I will 
never come out alive ... It will grieve me very muchto be sitting in 
jail whilst you are all merry at your club supper... 

Lizars evidently lent Ewbank the money,136  and he was able to 

exhibit nine works at the 1830 exhibition. 	However, Ewbank's 

financial well-being and reputation continued to decline, and 

despite being an important figure in the Academy's early 

mythology -- he was the first artist ever to sell a work at its 

exhibitions -- he was eventually dismissed from its halls in 1838 

seemingly for disciplinary breaches associated with an incipient 

alcoholism.137  During a period of increased agitation on the 

part of the temperance movement in Edinburgh, he was not the only 

artist dismissed from the Academy's ranks for breaking rules of 

social decorum.138  
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studies, it is impossible to overlook how transient the memory and 
fame of extended empires, and of mighty conquerors are, in comparison 
of those who have rendered inconsiderable states eminent and immortal-
ized their own names by these pursuits.' 
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42. See, for example, the review of the Institution's activities in the 
Edinburgh Evening Courant, 5 April 1819, p. 3, which quotes directly 
from British Institution documents in order to prove the relevance of 
the Edinburgh organisation's work. 

43. It is important to recognise the historical specificity of this formu-
lation. By the 1850s the recourse to classical antiquity as a model 
for improvement was no longer considered necessary. See the comments 
of one contributer to the RAPFAS's AGM in 1854, as reported in the 
Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1853-54, p. 50: 'I am well persuaded the 
cultivation of a fine taste and a diffusion of the true principles of 
art constitute one of the most efficient aids to the advance of 
civilization. For the truth of this I do not require, now-a-days, to 
appeal, as was once the fashion, to history and the influence of art 
on the nations of antiquity, for the best evidence of it is to be 
found in our own country, at the present time, among ourselves.' 

44. 'On the exhibition of paintings in Edinburgh', April 1819, pp. 289-96; 
'On the exhibition of modern paintings', May 1821, pp. 403-12; 'On the 
exhibition of paintings by modern artists', April 1822, pp. 502-09. 

45. April 1819, p. 290. 
46. April 1819, p. 290. 
47. April 1819, pp. 293-94. 
48. 'And, when it is considered how great a part of the celebrity of a 

nation depends upon its excellence in the Fine Arts, how materially it 
tends to purify and exalt the public feeling; and how much more per-
manent the superiority which is established on such a basis is, than 
that which rests on victory, or military renown; it is difficult to 
imagine any institution whose success is more earnestly to be wished 
for by every friend to his country.' April 1819, p. 293. 

49. 'How rich soever the country may be in the works of art, they are 
placed in such remote situations, and at such a distance from each 
other, that they can contribute but little to the improvement of the 
artist. His funds are seldom equal to the expensive journeys which 
are requisite, in order to see the collections of paintings at the 
country seats of their different proprietors; and when that is sur-
mounted, the transient view of a few hours is incapable of imbuing his 
mind with that vivid perception of the grand and the beautiful which 
the habitual contemplation of works of excellence can alone confer. 
The residence of our landed proprietors in the country, amidst many 
and important benefits, has been attended with this one injurious 
consequence, that, by separating the collections of paintings from 
each other, and rendering them in a great degree inaccessible to 
artists, it has prolonged the period of barbarous taste, in this 
country, at a time when, in every other branch of improvement, it had 
surpassed all other states.' May 1821, pp. 403-04. 

50. 'Nor is it to be apprehended that such an institution, by creating an 
excessive admiration for the works of ancient masters, should occasion 
an undue partiality for their performances in preference to those of 
modern times. If the taste for the fine arts become at all general, 
the ancient paintings would become of such value, that they would be 
wholly beyond the reach of ordinary purchasers, who would be compelled 
to content themselves with the works of living artists. The taste for 
the Fine Arts, when it is once created, becomes quite insatiable, and 
creates a demand which requires the perpetual supply of fresh produc-
tions.' April 1819, p. 293. 

51. April 1819, pp. 290-91. 
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52. The author is inevitably hostile to any kind of naturalism, and he 
notes: 'The exact imitation of nature is naturally considered as the 
principle object of painting, and those which approach nearest to the 
reality which they see before them are at first imagined to be the 
best pictures. It is by slow degrees, and by the continual study of 
great models, that this universal and natural error comes to be 
corrected, that men learn that painting cannot express every thing in 
nature, and that many of its finest incidents are wholly beyond her 
reach, and that, from the limited extent of her powers, she must 
arrange objects in a different manner from that in which they appear 
in real life, and throw into a single moment the expression which is 
often diffused over many different objects, and spread over a 
lengthened period of time.' April 1819, pp. 290-91. 

53. See D. Wahrman, Imagining the Middle Class: The Political Representa-
tion of Class in Britain c. 1780-1840, (Cambridge, 1995), ff. 190. 

54. Ibid., especially Part III. 
55. A precise breakdown of entry receipts for this exhibition is given in 

SRO NG 3/5/1, comprising £144 in season tickets, £369 in day tickets 
and £64 in catalogue sales (figures rounded up or down). The precise 
number of visits can, of course, only be estimated, as it is not clear 
how many individual visits a season ticket holder would have made. 

56. 28 June 1819, SRO NG 3/1/1. 
57. Again, a breakdown is provided in SRO NG 3/5/2, with £144 of season 

tickets sold, £242 of day tickets, and £51 of catalogues. 
58. No figure for the receipts is available for 1820, but the report from 

the Committee of Management to the Institution's General Meeting noted 
that 'the Exhibition has not been so well attended this season as it 
was last year but they are persuaded that this has in a great measure 
arisen from the occurrence of the General Election and other circum-
stances which have diverted the attention of the Public from the 
objects of the Institution.' 14 April 1820, SRO NG 3/1/1. The same 
report also explains the plan adopted to increase the Institution's 
prosperity. 

59. The difficulties of finding sufficient old master works of quality to 
exhibit continued to be a problem. See, for example, Andrew Wilson's 
letter to Francis Cameron, 24 March 1821, in which he notes that from 
his 'knowledge of the Collections of old painting in Scotland and what 
has been purchased by the collectors that it will be as well to pass 
over another year; unless the hearty cooperation of the Duke of 
Hamilton could be obtained'. SRO NG 3/4/3. 

60. Most notably in texts written by members of the Royal Scottish Academy 
listed in endnote four. 

61. The Edinburgh Evening Courant, 5 April 1819, p. 3, noted that 'besides 
the occasional presentations to the public of the works of the old 
masters, there shall be annual exhibitions of the best performances of 
our modern artists'. 

62. See SRO NG 3/5/12 for a breakdown: season tickets £77, day tickets 
£389, and catalogues £64, suggesting a number of visits of between 
8,000 and 9,000. 

63. Again, SRO NG 3/5/11 provides a full breakdown: season tickets £132, 
day tickets £309, and catalogues £56, suggesting the number of visits 
was between 6,500 and 7,500. 

64. SRO NG 3/5/11: season tickets £55, day tickets £292 and catalogues 
£57. 
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65. SRO NG 3/5/11: season tickets £77, day tickets £327 and catalogues £55 
with the number of visits probably somewhere between 6,800 and 7,500. 

66. Patrick Gibson suggested the poor results of the 1824 exhibition were 
the product of a boycott organised by the artists: 'The discontent and 
disappointment which had long been rankling at their hearts, began now 
to manifest themselves in an unequivocal manner; the Artists began now 
to withhold their works, and, to such an extent was the defection, at 
the period of receiving the Pictures for the Exhibition of 1824, that 
it is understood serious doubts were entertained whether or not, with 
the scanty materials they had before them, it would be practicable to 
form an exhibition. The fate of the Exhibitions of Living Artists 
seemed, at this time, to hang by a hair; and, had not a particular 
artist [Hugh W. Williams] been prevailed on to depart from his better 
resolutions, and yield to the urgent instances of private solicita-
tion, and pour in a vast number of his valuable works, it is probable 
that no exhibition would have taken place that year.' A Letter to the 
Directors and Managers of the Institution, pp. 16-17. It is probable 
that it was this attempted boycott that drove the directors to create 
the category associate artist in an attempt to incorporate a key 
selection of Edinburgh's painters. 

67. A precise breakdown of receipts appears not to have survived from this 
exhibition, but visitor numbers were estimated in the Scotsman, 19 
April 1826, p. 246, and appear to tally approximately with earlier 
figures. See also the Royal Institution's own advertisement appearing 
in the Scotsman, 10 February 1827, p. 92, which lists visitor numbers 
as 'nearly Eighteen Thousand' and supplies information about the 
purchasers of the works. 

68. The figures are, 1821, forty per cent; 1822, forty-six per cent; 1824, 
thirty-five per cent; 1825, forty-six per cent; 1826, fifty per cent; 
1827, forty-eight per cent; 1828, forty-eight per cent; 1829, fifty-
two percent; 1830, forty-one per cent. 

69. Birth of the Museum, pp. 60-61. 
70. See, for example, Andrew Wilson's letter to Francis Cameron, 24 March 

1821, SRO NG/3/4/10, which stresses the importance of running the 
Institution according to a carefully constituted set of regulations. 

71. In May 1827 the Board agreed to contribute £100 towards the purchase 
of a copy of Raphael's Transfiguration, and in January 1829 it offered 
£120 to the RIEFAS to be distributed as prizes at the forthcoming 
modern exhibition. 

72. From a draft of the Royal Institution's 1829 Report, 13 January 1830, 
SRO NG 3/1/1. 

73. In 1835, concerned that good use was being made of the £500 annual 
stipend, the Treasury questioned the Royal Institution about its 
public functions. See the correspondence held in the SRO, in 
particular the copy letter of 24 December 1835 from the RIEFAS to the 
Treasury justifying its expenditure, SRO NG 3/4/13. 

74. The promenades were begun in 1819, but abandoned after the 1820 exhib-
ition due to complaints in the press. They were started again in 1826 
in the Institution's new rooms and continued into the early 1830s. 

75. See the circular dated 23 February 1820 outlining the stringent rules 
governing access to the dress parties, SRO NG 3/7/3. 

76. For the latter see Gibson's Report of the Edinburgh Society of Cognos-
centi, p. 35: 'An error committed by the directors, had, no doubt, 
some influence on the state of the revenue. They had, imprudently, 
but no doubt from the best motives, adopted a plan eminently calcu- 
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lated to offend the mass of the public, and diminish the income of 
their establishment -- that of the gala, or evening promenades, by 
which a great expense was incurred, and an aristocratic line of 
distinction was drawn between the great and the mighty ones of the 
earth, who alone were admitted, to the exclusion of the profane rabble 
... 	The Scottish Academy's promenades are discussed in Chapter Five. 

77. 18 March 1820, p. 93. These criticisms forced the directors to make 
it clear that the promenades were self-financing and not taking funds 
from the Institution's other more public projects. 

78. 25 March 1826, p. 191. 
79. See the advertisement outlining the new regulations in the Edinburgh 

Weekly Journal, 10 February 1830, p. 41. 
80. See especially a review of 11 March 1820, p. 87, concerning the second 

exhibition of old masters: 'Considering the public of Edinburgh as 
almost entirely uninstructed on this subject, we cannot but think it 
would have been highly useful to have adopted some systematic arrange-
ment in distributing the specimens in the gallery according to their 
respective eras and schools. By such a plan, the spectator would at 
once have had an opportunity of observing the various characters of 
the pictures, and the improvements and changes of style in the art, as 
they took place in order of time; and thus more would have been done 
in illustrating the history and progress of the art at one visit to 
the Exhibition than by the reading of a thousand volumes. A catalogue 
raisonnee [sic], giving some account of the master and the peculiari-
ties which distinguished his style, would have formed a highly useful 
commentary on the works themselves, and would have been much more 
worthy of the Scottish Institution than that which is now before us, 
which affords no other information than the names of the masters, 
present proprietors, and the subjects of the works: It also strikes 
us, that it would be highly advantageous for the visitors, if the 
manager were to procure the assistance of some clerk to attended to 
the orthography of the names of the artists, as we are sorry to 
observe so many of them incorrectly spelt...' 

81. For criticism of the role of the connoisseur see 7 April 1821, p. 110. 
82. 26 February 1825, p. 134. These kind of criticisms appeared as early 

as 1820, as a passage from the Scotsman, 11 March 1820, p. 87, makes 
clear: 'Ever since the Institution began to be known, the public, at 
least the part who interest themselves in the fine arts, ignorant of 
every thing but the names of the members, have evinced a very natural 
and laudable curiosity to know something of the ulterior views and 
intentions; and it might certainly have been expected, that on the 
opening of the second exhibition, some explanation would he given. 
This was the more to be desired, from the consideration that the great 
object in view, the advancement of this branch of the fine arts, is 
only to be attempted by rousing the feelings of the public in its 
favour, and obtaining their countenance and co-operation.' 

83. 15 February 1826, p. 97. The debate over the IEFAS's easily acquired 
Charter of Incorporation and the Academy's persistent failure to gain 
one also provided the Scotsman with an opportunity to lambast the 
Institution's secrecy and criticise its close connections with Edin-
burgh's corrupt urban oligarchy. See the 4 February 1829, p. 73. 

84. This is true even of more conservative newspapers. See, for example 
the Edinburgh Weekly Journal, 10 February 1830, p. 46: 'To one who has 
lived long enough in a country, where works of art are sufficiently 
accessible to admit of his cultivating the knowledge of them requisite 
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to a due feeling of their value, and long enough at home to feel the 
privation of such opportunities, this exhibition of the Ancient 
Masters is indeed a rich treat ... We really do not feel ourselves yet 
in a state to criticise these works calmly and systematically -- most 
likely we should earn small thanks were we to make the attempt -- and 
shall therefore request our readers, instead of listening to an 
erudite and prosing dissertation to accompany us in our walk through 
the rooms.' The attempt to recast the review in terms of an embodied 
experience is also significant here. 

85. The Scottish Academy printed and circulated a number of public 
pamphlets outlining its position, as well as consistently criticising 
the Institution in its annual Reports (various examples are held in 
the RSA archive). The use of the pamphlet as a weapon in the struggle 
for institutional legitimacy is a sign of the new importance accorded 
to the winning of public support. 

86. Draft of the RIEFAS's 1832 report, 11 January 1832, SRO NG 3/1/1. 
87. Even the liberal press displayed some uncertainty about the moral 

worth of the Institution's early exhibitions. See the comments from 
the Scotsman, 27 March 1819, p. 102, on the IEFAS's first exhibition 
of old masters: 'We are glad to find the public profiting by the 
opportunity which is here afforded, of forming an acquaintance with 
some of the best masters. In this way those who would only be thought 
to possess taste, may acquire a relish for what is superior; and the 
effect, it is possible, may become visible in the manner, temper, and 
character. But whatever truth there may be in this fancied connection 
between taste and morals, it will be allowed by all, that the examina-
tion and study of pictures is an elegant and harmless amusement. It 
is something more, if it tend [sic], as in this case it does, to 
encourage genius, and promote a knowledge of the Fine Arts.' 

88. From 1828 this exhibition took place in the Royal Institution's rooms 
every October and November. See the Institution's minute of 23 
January 1828, SRO NG 3/1/1. 

89. Patrick Gibson, in a pseudonymous pamphlet published in 1826, notes 
that the spur to this renewed associational agitation was supplied by 
the presence of George IV in Edinburgh in 1822, and his recent 
granting of a Charter of Incorporation to the Royal Hibernian Academy 
in Dublin. See 'Roger Roundrobin', A Letter to the Directors and 
Members of the Institution for the Encouragement of the Fine Arts in 
Scotland, (Edinburgh, 1826), pp. 13-14. 

90. 24 December 1822, SRO NG 3/4/4. This letter later became the subject 
of controversy when the associate artists attempted to procure a copy 
of it in support of their cause. See Patrick Gibson's comments in A 
Letter to the Directors and Managers of the Institution, pp. 40-41. 

91. It is echoed, for example, in Patrick Gibson's 1826 formulation: 'and, 
above all, they [the artists] would have the profits of their labours 
at their own disposal, unencumbered with high and useless salaries, 
and escape the degradation of sinister influence, and the undue con-
troul [sic] which any of their own body might exercise, who was not 
called to act for them by their own suffrages, and their own consent'. 
A Letter to the Directors and Members of the Institution, p. 13. 

92. 18 January 1825, SRO NG 3/1/1. 
93. See Gibson's Report of the Edinburgh Society of Cognoscenti, pp. 37-

38: 'the sullen discontent of the artists, and the indirect manifesta-
tions of it, give your committee but an unfavourable idea of the sense 
they entertain of their own dignity, or of their conscious indepen- 
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dente. It would, as it appears to your committee, have been more 
manly in the old established artists, those who, having acquired a 
name and a status, are entitled to take the lead, instead of betraying 
the apathy of indifferent spectators, or the dread of offending their 
superiors, and meanly truckling to power, to have begirt themselves 
for active combat, and striven, by one simultaneous movement, to 
rescue the whole body from the thraldom and servitude into which they 
had fallen, recollecting that the respectability of the individual is 
inseparable from that of the class to which he belongs.' The language 
of this pamphlet caused a considerable rumpus, for details of which 
see the entry under Gibson in Chambers's .4 Biographical Dictionary of 
Eminent Scotsmen, (London, 1875). vol. II, pp. 105-06. 

94. The directors of the Institution offered a series of fifty guinea 
commissions to various associates, including A. Nasmyth, A. Wilson, 
H. W. Williams, W. Allan, the Rev. J. Thomson, W. J. Thomson and J. F. 
Williams. In 1829 they also attempted to institute a series of 
premiums for artists exhibiting in the Institution's modern exhibi-
tions, but the scheme was refused by the Associates for fear that it 
might lead to further division. 

95. 18 January 1825, SRO NG 3/1/1. 
96. The associate artists were particularly concerned about the use of the 

profits derived from the modern exhibitions, which they felt were the 
product of their own labour and wanted placed under their control. 
For correspondence between 1825 and 1830 related to their complaints 
see SRO NG 3/4/32-33. 

97. For a broader discussion of the ideas underpinning this formulation 
see J. G. A. Pocock, The Machiavellian Moment: Florentine Political 
Thought and the Atlantic Republican Tradition, (Princeton and London, 
1975), and the section on 'Country ideology' in H. T. Dickinson, 
Liberty and Property: Political Ideology in Eighteenth-Century 
Britain, (London, 1977), pp. 163-92. 

98. The Discovery of Painting: The Growth of Interest in the Arts in 
England, 1680-1768, (New Haven and London, 19881, p. 35. 

99. A copy of the award is held in the RSA archive. Under the terms of 
the award all twenty-four associates of the RIEFAS and the associates 
of the SA became full academicians, extinguishing temporarily the SA's 
associate class. It was agreed that the number of academicians should 
be gradually reduced until it reached thirty. The bond between the 
RIEFAS and the associates was now officially broken, although the 
RIEFAS maintained an associate class (further members to be nominated 
by the Academy) in order to administer the Spalding Fund. All members 
of the SA were now to have access to the RIEFAS's Life Academy. 
According to the award from now on 'all Scottish Artists were ... to 
be considered on the same footing with respect to the Patronage and 
influence of the Institution so far as these may exist and that they 
would from time to time purchase pictures from the artists which would 
be preserved on the principles of the Corporation & go down to 
posterity to shew the state of art at different periods.' 

100. See C. Lamont, 'Literary patronage in late 18th century Edinburgh', 
Scottish Literary Journal, vol. 2, no. 1, 1975, pp. 17-26. 

101. The relations of literary production in Edinburgh during this period 
have yet to be properly explored, but a brief account can be found in 
A. Murdoch and R. B. Sher, 'Literary and learned culture', in T. M. 
Devine and R. Mitchison (eds.), People and Society in Scotland, I: 
1760-1830, (Edinburgh, 1988), pp. 127-42. 
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102. On the lowly social status of artists during the early years of the 
eighteenth century and subsequent shifts of emphasis see Pears, The 
Discovery of Painting, pp. 107-32. 

103. Landscape imagery and urban culture, (Cambridge, 1992), p. 40. 
104. Joseph to Francis Cameron (Assistant Secretary to the RIEFAS), 15 

February 1828, SRO NG 3/4/32, Joseph was resigning his position as an 
associate artist so as to join the new Scottish Academy. 

105. Davidoff and Hall discuss the importance of independence to the middle 
class in Family Fortunes: Men and Women of the English Middle Class, 
1780 - 1850, (London, 1992). 

106. 4 February 1829, p. 73. 
107. 'Roger Roundrobin', A Letter to the Directors and Members of the 

Institution, pp. 23-24. 
108. Ibid., pp. 26-27. 
109. Ibid., p. 5. 
110. Hemingway, Landscape Imagery and Urban Culture, p. 40, makes a similar 

point in connection with London's Royal Academy: 'Painters attempted 
to raise their social status, to rise above their class origins and to 
achieve a kind of prestige which neither their mode of employment nor 
their income would otherwise have brought to them, by arrogating to 
themselves a similar kind of cultural capital to that claimed by 
writers. The main strategy in advancing their claims was profession-
alisation, and in this the Royal Academy played a key role. Linked 
with professionalization was a new assertiveness as to the competence 
of artists to judge on matters of art over and above their patrons.' 

111. Uncatalogued handwritten constitution, RSA archive. 
112. See the six uncatalogued letters dating between 1 and 11 January 1827 

in the RSA archive. These resignations were preceded by those of 
George Simson, William Simson, 3. F. Williams and John Horsburgh. It 
should be emphasised that both William Miller's and Thomas Hodgett's 
reasons for abandoning the Academy also had a lot to do with the 
unique pressures placed on them as engravers. Miller protested the 
lowly status and lack of formal rights accorded to associate engravers 
within the Academy, whilst Hodgetts was more concerned with the con-
sequences for his trade of favouring any one particular group. He 
noted: 'For upon consideration I do not consider it decorous in me 
when Party Spirit is rising so high to appear in the ranks of either 
[the Institution or the Academy]. As an Engraver I do not stand so 
independent as a Painter, my success here must greatly depend upon 
Artists in general whose hitherto kindness and attention I shall long 
remember with gratitude, having been so fortunate as to cement the 
friendship of all. do you not think Sir the present [sic] step a 
prudent one [?].' 

113. The first, handwritten annual report of the Scottish Academy, dated 
1828, in the RSA archive. 

114. See the comments in the Academy's first annual report, ibid.: 'While. 
however, the Academy must rely chiefly on the success of its Exhibi-
tions for its pecuniary means, the Council trust that they may now be 
permitted to make an appeal to the country at large -- more especially 
to those who are professed patrons of the Fine Arts, and who, from 
their rank and wealth, have it in their power most effectually to 
promote their advancement. At the commencement of their undertaking, 
the Members of the Academy deemed it most necessary to refrain from 
any urgent solicitations for support, anxious, in the first instance 
by their own independent exertions, to establish a claim to public 
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confidence. But now that the success of the Academy can no longer be 
regarded as doubtful, they trust they may look for the countenance and 
co-operation of the lovers of Arts throughout Scotland, and for such 
support as will enable them ultimately to realize their plan in its 
fullest extent.' 

115. Greater prestige was inevitably accorded to those artists like William 
Allan who were associated with the Royal Academy in London, and the 
dearth of contributions from them to exhibitions in Edinburgh was in-
variably noticed by reviewers. See the Scotsman, March 9 1833, p. 3. 

116. The Academy's struggle for legitimation was also focused on a number 
of other fronts which for reasons of space I am unable to deal with 
here. The most important of these was the attempt to gain a Royal 
Charter of Incorporation which was eventually achieved after a long 
struggle in 1838. See Harvey's Notes of the Early History of the 
R.S.A. for a contemporary account of this. For information on the 
Academy's relationships with other exhibiting bodies see the many 
letters in the RSA archive which reveal close co-operation over the 
timing of exhibitions and circulation of works with various artists' 
organisations, most particularly those in Newcastle and Carlisle. 

117. Uncatalogued letter from Alexander Gordon to William Nicholson, 23 
December 1825, RSA archive. 

118. This was recognised even by the directors of the Institution, who in 
1826 proposed to hold an annual dinner on the model of the Royal 
Academy with the following justification: 'Professional artists will 
by this means obtain the most favourable opportunity of extending 
their personal acquaintance with those feeling an interest in the 
Arts, to which effect the specimens of their talent advantageously 
displayed on the walls around, will powerfully contribute. In fact, 
the advancement of the Fine Arts being the bond of union of such a 
party, and the leading motive of bringing them together, consequences 
both materially and permanently beneficial to that desirable object 
can scarcely fail to result from the practice.' 18 January 1826, SRO 
NG 3/1/1. 

119. These included Sir James Moncrieff (the Dean of Faculty and sheriff-
depute of Clackmannan and Kinross), John Elder W. S. (the Academy's 
agent), James Nairne, W. S., and the advocates William Weir and Thomas 
Thomson. Also George Baird, Principle of Edinburgh University, 
Professor Wilson, and W. Pyper from Edinburgh's Royal High School. 
And finally the Reverends Robert Morehead and C. H. Terrot. 

120. These lists are compiled from the uncatalogued acceptance letters held 
in the RSA's archives, as well as contemporary press reports, which 
often emphasised the professions of the invited guests. (Note that 
while acceptances only have been used, this does not mean that all 
were present at the dinner. The Lord Provost, for example, failed to 
appear -- a fact recorded in press notices). When the guest's pro-
fession is not given it has been checked against the 1829 Post Office 
Directory, but only cited when identities can be confirmed, usually by 
matching addresses on acceptance letters. Many of these names appear 
elsewhere in the Academy's correspondence and membership lists (see 
especially the uncatalogued list of subscribers to the Academy held in 
the RSA archive). This dinner was widely reported, and the best 
accounts appear in the Scotsman, 22 April 1829, pp. 249-50, and the 
Edinburgh Weekly Journal, 22 and 29 April 1829, p. 126 and 133. I 
have used attendance at annual suppers to assess the structure of the 
Academy's core support as the subscription list in the RSA archive 
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remains incomplete. 
121. No full list of guests at the 1829 dinner survives, but at least two 

were also members of the Royal Institution (Sir James Moncrieff and 
James Nairne). See also Nairne's letter to the Scottish Academy 
confirming his membership of the RIEFAS but giving the Academicians 
his full support, 28 November 1828, uncatalogued RSA archive. 

122. A fairly traditional hierarchy of toasts -- George IV, Lord Melville 
and the Navy, Lord Hill and the British Army, the Duke of Wellington 
etc. -- included mention of the Scottish bar, the Royal High School 
and the University of Edinburgh. The report of Principle Baird's 
response to the latter included: 'He did not express any dislike to 
the Royal Institution. The artists of Scotland owe much to that 
institution. If they would permit him, he would illustrate the cases 
of the two Societies by a very plain and homely comparison. The Royal 
Institution, formed, as it were, a kind of go-cart to the Scottish 
artists. (Great laughter.) It led the way to distinction and 
patronage; but some felt that the go-cart jolted, and had become a 
little restive; and who could blame the artists for kicking the go-
cart from them, and attempting to walk by themselves? (Renewed 
laughter.)' Edinburgh Weekly Journal, 29 April 1829, p. 133. 

123. Another significant social event from this period was the dinner held 
to commemorate Samuel Joseph's move to London. See the Scotsman's 
report, 23 April 1828, p. 264, which again lists prominent guests. 

124. A copy of the St. Luke Club's rules, followed by a list of founding 
members, can be found amongst Walter Scott's papers, NLS MS 3912, f. 
3738. A letter from its secretary, W. H. Lizars, to Scott confirming 
his election as the first honourary member of the club is contained in 
NLS MS 3912, ff. 35-36. 

125. See the advertisement in the Scotsman, 8 March 1834, p. 1. 
126. See the report in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 24 March 1834, p. 3. 

It estimates attendance at about 120. 
127. See S. Nenadic, 'Political reform and the "ordering" of middle-

class protest', in T. X. Devine (ed.), Conflict and Stability in 
Scottish Society, (Edinburgh, 1990), pp. 65-82. 
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The 'Advantages of Combination': 

The Formation and Operation of Edinburgh's Art Unions 

If the fashion for Art-Unions be a mania, it is at least one that can 
lead to no present evil; in no point of view can it be regarded as 
mischievous, much less pernicious; and it seems to us, that those who 
augur danger from them for the future are very greatly mistaken. They 
will inevitably create an appetite for works of Art, and a desire that 
cannot but go on increasing; and this effect will be produced in 
places and among classes that could not be reached by ordinary modes, 
or be influenced by other than extraordinary proceedings. 

Art-Union, December 1842 

As a people, we are remarkable more for the power of the individual 
Will in its continually sustained action, than by impetuosity of 
passion. Our refinement and intellectual progress is rather the work 
of reason, than of the imagination; our convictions are deduced, not 
transmitted, or if so, are retained by our abiding faith in their 
original correctness. To such a people, when once the moral influence 
of Art is known, her future course is certain. We shall not make it 
the symbol of superstition as the Egyptian, nor reduce it to the mere 
badge of conquest as the Roman; it will be the sign with us of a pure 
Faith, an enlightened Government, instructed classes. If there be any 
sorrow, if there be any strife, Art is the record which links us 
lovingly with the past; that neutral ground whereon men meet with the 
heart and the aspect of friendliness and union. Democracy and 
aristocracy here unite; the favourite and the outcast of fortune; and 
before her works, the followers of opposing dogmas stand mutually 
imbibing that doctrine which emanated from heaven, to unite all 
heneath -- the doctrine of Peace on earth, and of Good Will towards 
men. 

Art-Union, January 1848 

On Saturday 30 May 1840 the largest of Edinburgh's two art 

unions, the Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts in 

Scotland (APFAS), held its sixth annual general meeting in the 

fashionable Assembly Rooms on George Street.' According to press 
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accounts it was a 'gay and brilliant assemblage', with admission 

carefully regulated to avoid the unseemly crush that had dis-

rupted previous occasions.' In the Large Room, full to capacity, 

the 112 works of art soon to be distributed by lottery hung 

tantalisingly before an eager audience, its presence amplifying 

the prestige of modern pai_nti.ng as a desirable commodity (cf. 

Plate 13).3 Crammed together on the platform, completing this 

minor spectacle, sat representatives from the committee of 

management and a selection of the Association's more influential 

and respectable patrons.` No doubt the atmosphere of anticipa-

tion was enhanced by the news that this year the APFAS's popular- 

ity had exceeded its managers' most hopeful expectations. 	In 

stark defiance of the nineteenth century's severest economic 

recession, subscription income had risen by well over one-third, 

enabling the Association to quadruple the number of works of art 

purchased in 1835, the first year of its operation.' The 

management was in bullish mood. A spurt in the recruitment of 

honorary secretaries (now standing at 122) and the gradual growth 

of foreign and colonial subscribers meant that the APFAS was 

steadily extending its administrative tentacles across the 

globe.6  

At precisely one o'clock Sir George Warrender, Baronet and 

Privy Councillor, rose to take the chair, and after the 

secretary's ritual reading of the annual report, he gave the 

floor to one of the Association's favourite founding fathers, the 

Whig judge, Francis Jeffrey. In a speech that was not always 

easy to hear, Jeffrey registered his astonishment at the increase 

in funds, a fact 'not less wonderful than those other miracles 

with which steam and science were covering the land'.' True to 

his formalised aesthetic principles, Jeffrey argued 'that the 

germs of good taste were liberally diffused over the whole 

community' and only wanted to be 'called into action' by an 

institution like the Association. 	He recommended that people 

buy a good picture for themselves in order to 'quicken[...] their 

perceptions', and suggested that 'when they had got a beautiful 

object in their own homes, which they could call their own' they 

could not fail to feel their 'minds elevated, and their taste 
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developed'. 	Such a diffusion of a taste for the arts would 

improve the skills of artists themselves, and this in turn could 

only elevate 'the honour and dignity of the country'. 

Jeffrey's opening oration was followed by further speeches 

framing the formality of the meeting's official business. Sir 

John McNeill emphasised the 'invidious' nature of the selection 

committee's task, and pleaded with overlooked artists to bear in 

mind the Association's broader pedagogic ambitions. The moderate 

Tory advocate, Patrick Robertson, played the Edinburgh crowd to 

'great applause' by praising the quality of last year's circu-

lated engraving: 'a picture by a Scottish artist, of a Scottish 

scene, engraved by a Scottish engraver, and printed by a Scottish 

printer'.9  Further speeches praised the efforts of the outgoing 

managers and thanked the honorary secretaries; one member was 

given the tricky task of describing the substantial fraud perpe-

trated by the Association's general revenue collector.'" Finally 

came the longed-awaited ritual that lay at the heart of the pro-

ceedings, the distribution of works 'by lots publicly drawn'.11 

Two large globes of numbered wooden balls were introduced, one 

representing the prizes to be distributed, the other matching the 

list of this year's 6000-or-so subscribers. One-by-one the prize 

works were apportioned, with the Association's top ten most valu-

able artifacts -- worth a total of £1720 -- going to subscribers 

in Edinburgh, Elgin, Manchester, Glasgow, Golspie, and Berwick-

upon-Tweed. I2  As was often the case at these early meetings, a 

large number of the works were awarded to members in Edinburgh 

and its immediate hinterland, the excitement of the occasion much 

heightened by the potential drama of recognition. 

Until the introduction in 1861 of a regular public exhibi-

tion of RAPFAS prize works in Edinburgh, annual general meetings 

such as this constituted the Association's only properly public 

ceremonies, and they formed an important point of identification 

for art union members both within and outwith the city.11  The 

structure of the 1840 meeting was little different from the 

fifty-or-so others held during the Association's period of 

successful operation, and I have highlighted it only to emphasise 

its typicality.h But this is not to suggest that these 
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gatherings were in any sense banal, either in their performance 

or their effects. Even this skeletal scenario suggests a certain 

complexity in the modes of authority and articulation that 

structured the relationships between the Association's managers, 

the institutional forms they developed, and the public. 	(How, 

for example, is it possible to align the dense pleasures 

generated by the lottery draw with the philanthropic rigour of 

the (R)APFAS's more severely patrician ends?) Once again, what 

concerns me most in this chapter is the question of social power; 

how was it made manifest through the institution of the art 

union, who -- if anyone in particular -- wielded it, who stood 

to benefit from its functioning, and what were its myriad 

effects? I have gradually moved towards a strategy that accepts 

the discontinuous diffusion of power across a large and 

diversely-constituted organisation such as this, including the 

production of what, after Foucault, we might describe as more 

positive or normalising forms of authority, forms that aim not 

only to prohibit or confine, but that also take as their object 

the (apparently) free human subject, defining and projecting 

themselves in relation to that freedom (the role of pleasure in 

the winning of public consent is obviously crucial here 1' This 

means returning to issues first broached in the previous chapter. 

particularly the development of liberal forms of governmentality, 

and the incorporation by a variety of art institutions of broader 

sections of the public into their operations. Consequently, a 

substantial section of this chapter is devoted to analysing the 

technologies and mechanisms employed by the (R)APFAS to attract 

the public, as well as trying to determine who exactly the 

members of that public were. 

Despite this focus on what might be called the microphysics 

of art union power, this chapter is also concerned with broader 

questions of social authority, in particular the role played by 

the Association and its managers in the structuring and main- 

tenance of bourgeois hegemony. 	As Edinburgh's largest high 

cultural institution, the (R)APFAS's influence was central in 

this respect, and its formation was complexly related to the 

Liberal and Whig seizure of municipal and parliamentary control 
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in the wake of the Reform Act of 1832. Through a close reading 

of the Association's annual reports and the speeches made at its 

public meetings, I assess its managers' ideological agenda, with 

particular reference to their understanding of the 'usefulness' 

of high culture, considered a powerful weapon in both the 

management of 'unruly' populations at home and the subjection of 

colonised peoples abroad. 	Although some have argued for a 

certain incommensurability between this Gramscian approach and 

Foucault's more flexible conception that '[p]ower is everywhere', 

I am less concerned with obliterating all potential theoretical 

contradictions (such tensions are in themselves often produc-

tive), and am by no means certain that an emphasis on the 

capillary diffusion of power necessarily precludes the fact that 

it may be unevenly distributed, or, indeed, that it might take 

specific or more concentrated forms through the functioning of 

a particular institution.I6  The technologies developed by art 

unions in the winning of public consent are central to any full 

understanding of their work, but those technologies, and the 

articulation of ideas that suffused their operation had broader 

effects, and were regulated and channelled to specific ends by 

those that ran the Association. 	Although there are complex 

theoretical questions at stake here, my more modest hope for this 

narrative is that the strengths of the one approach will help 

compensate for the weaknesses of the other. 

Finally, another central concern of this chapter is the 

dominant influence of the (R)APFAS on the transformation of the 

Edinburgh -- indeed the Scottish -- art market, and the role it 

played in shifting patterns of public taste. As I shall argue, 

in terms of both the levels of capital devoted to expenditure on 

the fine arts and its efforts to harness public interest, the 

Association was the single most significant arts institution in 

Victorian Scotland; its ascendancy marked the decline, although 

not the final disappearance of the exclusive institutional 

practices of the gentry and its agents and ushered in a new era 

of artistic expansion founded on the basis of a confident and 

expanding bourgeois public sphere. 	However, that sphere was 

inevitably subject to both external and internal contest and 
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contradiction, and even in the comparatively sedate field of the 

fine arts a counter-organisation -- the so-called 'New Associa-

tion' -- emerged, offering a politically resonant challenge to 

what it regarded as the APFAS's unduly patrician style of public 

management. The chapter ends with an account of this conflict, 

throwing into further relief the relationship between social 

authority and cultural power that has been a dominant topic of 

investigation throughout this thesis. 

ii 

As previous chapters have demonstrated, Edinburgh witnessed 

a dramatic shift in the importance accorded to the visual arts 

during the third and fourth decades of the nineteenth century. 

Alongside the emergence of a commercial art market dealing 

primarily in old master paintings and goods furnishing amateur 

pursuits, the period saw the further expansion of journal and 

newspaper criticism as well as a protracted and divisive squabble 

between coteries of artists and civic elites for control over the 

city's exhibiting institutions. 	These localised developments 

were deeply implicated in broader transformations, most notably 

expanding European networks of artistic distribution and 

exchange, and a proliferation of discourses exploring the 

relationship between art and society. One crucial aspect of this 

latter development was a growing technocratic concern with the 

possible social and economic benefits of artistic practice, 

resulting, from the mid-1830s, in increased central government 

interest in the development and effects of the fine arts.17  

What appeared, above all, to govern this shift in emphasis 

was an accumulating anxiety about the condition of national 

economic competitiveness during a period of sustained peace, 

especially Britain's failure to counteract the perceived 

superiority of French manufactures. The 1835-36 parliamentary 

Select Committee investigation into the relationship between the 

arts and manufacturing was the most significant state-led 

manifestation of these concerns, with a large number of witnesses 

stressing both the didactic intellectual and moral benefits of 
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high culture, as well as the more instrumental advantages derived 

from harnessing the fine arts to the improvement of levels of 

middle-class consumption and artisanal production skills.18  In 

his evidence before the Committee, the Berlin art expert, Gustav 

Waagen, included the formation of art unions in his wide-ranging 

account of German successes in this field. The key advantage of 

the art union was its 'moderate' annual subscription, assisting 

'less wealthy individuals in attaining possession of paintings 

and sculpture' and thus advancing levels of public taste.' 	In 

its final report, the Select Committee picked up on Waagen's 

comments, suggesting that the work of art unions could be 

extended profitably to Britain: 

These associations, for the purchase of pictures to be distributed by 
lot, form one of the many instances in the present age of the 
advantages of combination. The smallness of the contribution required 
brings together a large mass of subscribers, many of whom without y  uch 
a system of association would never have been patrons of the Arts.` 

During a period in which early trade union agitation gave rise 

to multiple middle and upper-class anxieties, the phrase 

'advantages of combination' betrays a clear commitment to the 

unequal treatment of classes on which high cultural practices 

were very securely grounded.21 

Instituted and, for the most part, dominated by a committed 

clique of bourgeois radicals, the Select Committee hearing was 

significant as one of the earliest public forums devoted to 

exploring what was described in the last chapter as a govern-

mental conception of high culture. Witness after witness 

emphasised the necessity of opening up the fine arts to an 

extended public, whether through the establishment of accessible 

public museums and exhibitions, the development of schools of 

design, the inauguration of public lecture programs, or the 

commissioning of public sculpture for parks and botanical 

gardens. 	Spurred on by fear of French excellence in these 

domains, the committee placed the formulation of technologies for 

incorporating the public at the centre of its concerns, and its 

report recommended free gallery entrance and extended evening 
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hours, as well as the general diffusion of art through a wide 

variety of public and private spaces.22  Two themes deserve 

special attention: first, the dominance of Benthamite language 

and ideas in a field that had traditionally conceived of its 

significance as lying beyond the realm of material interest (the 

contradictions this produced are notable: 'art' was considered 

at once a product of the division of labour as well as labour's 

other);23 and second, the increased administrative intrusion of 

apparatuses of the state in the ordering and control of the 

social world, a defining feature -- so Foucault's work suggests 

-- of the evolution of the modern capitalist state)"  It was 

this administrative impulse, concentrated, above all, on the 

'problem' of the public, that explains the qualified admiration 

expressed by many at the hearings for German artistic culture, 

an admiration founded, in Will Vaughan's words, as much on 'an 

interest in an attitude as in a pictorial achievement', an 

attitude that 'appeared to have solved problems relating to the 

identity as well as the social and moral functions of the fine 

arts with seductive definiteness'.25  In practice, however, 

grandiose interventionist projects like those pursued by Ludwig 

I of Bavaria rarely withstood the assaults of those who argued 

that British art would best prosper by adhering to the principles 

of laissez-faire: the 1836 Select Committee report was decidedly 

anti-interventionist in tone, recording that in all probability 

'the principle of free competition in art (as in commerce) will 

ultimately triumph over all artificial institutions'.26 	The 

model of British arts administration in the nineteenth century 

became one of compromise, with state-led projects filtered by the 

guiding influence of the gentlemanly 'quango', a 'soft' version 

of arts administration that allowed the state to maintain its 

distance (and thus limit its financial responsibilities), whilst 

at the same time insuring the agreeable regulation of public life 

through the appointment of like-minded representatives. 

This complex of ideas and issues promoted at the Select 

Committee hearings is significant, not only because it helped 

define the intellectual framework for subsequent institutional 

developments -- including, under George Godwin, the evolution of 
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the incorporative ethos of the Art Union of London -- but also 

because it provides a useful context against which to counterpose 

the formation of Edinburgh's two art unions. During this period 

the leading influence of Benthamite ideas in the field of fine 

arts organisation was a metropolitan phenomenon, and as we shall 

see, the dominant ethos in Edinburgh was decidedly more Whiggish 

in orientation.2B  Despite the presence of Scottish contributors 

at the 1835-36 Select Committee hearing (James Skene, D. R. Hay, 

and John Henning) the overwhelming impression derived from this 

and subsequent parliamentary hearings is that the administrative 

core had little knowledge of, or concern for, developments in the 

'periphery'.29  State-led investigations were dominated by metro-

politan discourses and empirical evidence, calling into question 

both the utility and scope of these particular inquiries, as well 

as the broader efficiency and administrative functions of the 

expanding 'British' state. As is often the case, a close look 

at the work of the 'periphery' encourages a revisionist 

assessment of the functions of the 'core'. It highlights, above 

all, the contingency of metropolitan middle-class radicalism. 

iii 

When in 1857 the Edinburgh-based North British Review looked 

back on the founding of Scotland's first art union, it chose to 

explain its formation as the result of an impulse inspired by the 

beauties and romantic associations of the Scottish countryside: 

'Sweet are the paths, oh! passing sweet, 
By Esk's fair stream that run; 

O'er airy steep, through copsewood deep, 
Impervious to the sun.' 

It was whilst wandering along these paths, they tell us, and sitting, 
and smoking perhaps the Calumet of Contemplation, under trees, beneath 
the shade of which poets had sat and smoked before,-- in a scene as 
rich in pleasing memories as in present charms,-- that two of our 
fellow-townsmen schemed out the first Art-Union that was established 
in Britain. 

This vision, explicitly premised on the leisured contemplation 
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only available to Edinburgh's upper classes, presented a fantasy 

of formation that lay close to the heart of the art union 

project.31  Its parameters confirm that for many Victorians the 

governorship of the arts was the legitimate concern only of those 

distanced from the practical and material demands of daily 

subsistence.32  Not only was this founding myth substantially 

incorrect -- the first British art union had in fact been formed 

a few months earlier in 1834 in Liverpool -- but its rhapsodic 

tone, fired by an idealised vision of the role of high culture, 

served only to obscure the complex social relations that informed 

the emergence of the art union. As we shall see, in an age when 

disputes over patronage lay at the heart of a diverse range of 

social and political conflicts, the actions of the APFAS's 

founders were considered by some to be anything but impartial. 

Challenges were directed not only at the modus operandi of the 

Association itself, but also at the very necessity of any form 

of mass-membership organisation in support of the fine arts. 

It remains unclear where the idea to establish an art union 

in Edinburgh originated. The APFAS's early records have all been 

lost or destroyed, and in the discordant atmosphere of the 

Edinburgh art world parallel organisations like the Scottish 

Academy and the Royal Institution were reluctant to record too 

precisely the early successes of the Association. However, as 

we have seen, there was a Scottish precedent to draw on in the 

form of the Foulis Academy's failed subscription scheme, and at 

least one prominent founding member of the APFAS was aware of its 

existence.33 Evidence also suggests that there was considerable 

interest in Continental models of administrating the fine arts 

in Edinburgh during this period. The Scots Magazine had kept up 

regular, if surprised, accounts of the quality of fine arts 

administration in France, and the patronage practices of 

organisations like the Board of Manufactures were inspired by 

energetic, rather than systematic, concern with administrative 

techniques elsewhere at home and abroad.35  Furthermore, many of 

the city's patronal elite had at one time or another conducted 

tours around the major art centres in Europe. Grand tourists of 

the 1820s actively involved in the early years of the art union 
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included Henry Cockburn and Francis Jeffrey, whilst the most 

important founder member of the APFAS, Henry Glassford Bell, 

spent a period in Paris in 1831.36  

Whatever the precise genesis of Edinburgh's art union, the 

identities of its founders are comparatively certain. The two 

'fellow-townsmen' responsible for inaugurating the Association's 

activities are named as Henry Glassford Bell, then a practising 

advocate in Edinburgh, and David Octavius Hill, artist and 

secretary to the Scottish Academy./  The article continues by 

noting that 'though the merit of invention did not belong to 

them, that of suggestion and adaptation was unquestionably 

theirs, and the still greater merit of persuading their country-

men to lay aside the suspicions with which they usually regard 

every institution that has a Continental origin'.18  Confirmation 

of their roles is provided by the many retrospective glances of 

the Association's own annual reports,39  whilst Robert Brydall's 

1889 history of art in Scotland notes that the RAPFAS 'owed its 

origin to the suggestion of D. O. Hill, RSA, afterwards taken up 

by (Sir) John Steell, RSA, and Sheriff Glassford Bell, the last 

mentioned of whom first made it public and devised a 

constitution'.°  

This pairing of Bell and Hill, and its frequent repetition 

in subsequent accounts, is significant for what it tells us about 

the changing nature of patronage relationships in Edinburgh 

during this period. As first-born sons of middle-class entrepre-

neurs associated with the publishing trade, both men came from 

similar social backgrounds.1  Hill's father, Thomas, was a 

stationer and print seller based in Perth, a trade he later 

pursued in Edinburgh and which was then continued even more 

profitably by David's younger brother, Alexander. 	James Bell 

abandoned his career as a Glasgow advocate, and after a period 

abroad became editor of the Edinburgh Observer in 1822. Follow-

ing clearly established patterns of advancement for young men 

with artistic ambitions, both Bell and Hill received their early 

training in Edinburgh, Hill as a pupil under Andrew Wilson at the 

Trustees' Academy, and Bell as a student at Edinburgh University. 

For our purposes Bell and Hill's importance lies in their 
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involvement in innovative middle-class artistic enterprises in 

Edinburgh during the late 1820s, enterprises that were no doubt 

significantly influenced by the mercantile successes of their 

parents: Hill as the secretary of the breakaway Scottish Academy, 

a position he took up in 1830,'2  and Bell as the editor of the 

Edinburgh Literary Journal founded by him in 1828. Both opera-

tions had several key features in common. First, a considerable 

reliance on the workings of an impersonal market mechanism from 

which they derived most of their revenue and resources, rather 

than private or public systems of patronage and control. Second, 

a new attention to contemporary Scottish subject matter and 

issues in the works sold or reviewed. And finally, the conscious 

recognition that they were serving a new, although not yet 

definitively defined urban public, comprised of the professional 

middle class and lesser gentry. As we have seen such relations 

of production were not entirely new: the Edinburgh-based Society 

of Artists attempted in 1808 to set up an exhibiting society free 

of private patronage and control, and since the late eighteenth 

century a number of literary publications had derived financial 

success and, in the Edinburgh Review's case, considerable 

political autonomy from the freedom of market forces. However, 

Bell's journal in particular differed significantly from its 

predecessors, both in its frequency of publication (weekly rather 

than monthly), its tone and content (encouraging an eclectic 

literary romanticism with heavy emphasis on Scottish rather than 

British subjects), and the nature of its circulation (aimed at 

a predominantly Scottish, rather than British, audience, with 

weekly sales figures of between 1500 and 2500). With a taste for 

literary reviewing well established in Edinburgh, it is perhaps 

not surprising that the Edinburgh Literary Journal met with 

greater initial success than the early operations of the Scottish 

Academy. Writing from London to James Hogg, one of his regular 

contributors, after selling the journal to William Weir in 1831, 

Bell noted, 'I am well satisfied with the stability which the 

Journal acquired under my management. It afforded a respectable 

return from the very first & was a property of some value when 

I parted with it'.13  
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Bearing in mind Bell's central influence in the formation 

of the APFAS it is worth examining his formative years in greater 

detail; his activities reveal much about the rapidly-evolving 

complexities of middle-class social relationships in Edinburgh 

during this period.“  On leaving university, with his father's 

close involvement in the newspaper trade, Bell quickly found use 

for his newly acquired literary skills, publishing his first book 

of privately printed poems in 1824, establishing himself as 

Edinburgh's leading contemporary theatre critic, and helping his 

father in the day-to-day management of the Edinburgh Observer. 

As well as his innovative work on the Edinburgh Literary Journal 

he also published and edited a series of books, including an 

influential two volume defence of Mary Queen of Scots. 

Edinburgh's growing importance as Scotland's commercial capital, 

coupled with an expansion in levels of literacy, created a great 

demand for newspaper, journal and book publishing during this 

period. 	J. G. Lockhart noted in his satirical work of 1819, 

Peter's Letters to His Kinsfolk, that he knew of no 'other 

instance, in the whole history of the world, of such a mart 

existing and flourishing in a place not the seat of government, 

or residence of a court, or centre of any very great political 

interest'.46  Expansion of the literary market was accompanied 

by the formation of formalised literary networks and the founding 

of historical clubs and convivial societies of all kinds, the 

structures of which offered clear opportunities for social 

advancement to middle-class men with the wit and talent enough 

to take them. During a period in which the theatre was at the 

pinnacle of the city's polite entertainments, Bell's reviewing 

won him the attention of Edinburgh's leading literary figures (he 

was present aged twenty-three at the dinner of the Edinburgh 

Theatrical Fund in February 1827 when Walter Scott first publicly 

announced his authorship of the Waverley novels). A close and 

exclusive network of literary social functions fostered a 

distinctive Edinburgh literati -- predominantly Tory in tone 

on a par with similar circles in London:7  

Yet despite the prestige lent by these groups and Bell's 

satisfaction with the financial returns of the Literary Journal, 
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it is clear that Edinburgh's secondary position in British 

publishing markets and the comparatively small readership for 

such projects in Scotland induced risks that were irreconcilable 

with his economic and social pretensions. As Anna Stoddart notes 

in her biographical account of his life, the successes of his 

literary projects 'promised no continuous practical profit': 

The space for advertisement in the Literary Journal was small, and was 
used only by publishers and by promoters of concerts. The profits, 
therefore, depended on the extent of circulation, and that was neither 
wide enough nor steady enough to be quite satisfactory. Another in-
centive, too, was setting the current of Xr. Bell's thoughts toward a 
profession whose labours would at least bring sure return in money. 

That other 'incentive' was marriage to Elizabeth Stuart, and 

after a failed attempt in the early 1830s to integrate himself 

into London literary circles," Bell exchanged his career as an 

essayist for that of an advocate, a profession offering greater 

security and a better chance of fulfilling his patriarchal 

responsibilities.52  During a period in which the setting-up and 

sustenance of a household was a core aspect of respectable 

masculinity, the often precarious and undignified life of the 

writer or critic was increasingly perceived to be incompatible 

with middle-class values.51  Despite Walter Scott's accumulating 

celebrity, the roles of intellectuals were often regarded with 

suspicion or scorn by their more business-like compatriots; their 

position in an aggressive mercantile economy regarded as ever 

more effete and marginal.52  As Deirdre David has argued, 

intellectual work was increasingly associated with 'unprofitably 

utilised leisure, with amateurish pursuit of knowledge for its 

own sake rather than with professional appropriation of knowledge 

for the economic advancement of society'.53  This view of 

intellectual practice as peripheral to the more properly 

practical pursuits of middle-class wealth accumulation had 

important implications for the gendering of intellectual 

activity. Writers in particular, as 'efficient auxiliary 

assistant[s] to the troubled middle class',54  were perceived as 

occupying feminine social roles. As Norma Clarke has shown in 
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her case study of the early life of Thomas Carlyle, this 

construction produced a range of anxieties amongst middle-class 

men who aspired to some form of literary cultural authority. h 

We are now in a better position to understand why Henry 

Glassford Bell should abandon his successful and prestigious 

literary work in favour of a legal career, by now the most 

respectable of Scotland's elite professions. 	However, it is 

important to emphasise that this career change was not too 

drastic a shift in direction. As Henry Cockburn noted shortly 

after taking his seat on the bench of the Court of Session in 

1834, the legal profession offered significant benefits for men 

with literary and artistic aspirations, not the least of which 

were lengthy vacations: 

It is this abstraction from legal business that has given Scotland the 
greater part of the literature that has adorned her. The lawyers have 
been the most intellectual class in the country. The society of the 
Outer House has given them every possible incitement, and the Advo-
cates' Library has furnished them with the means and the temptation to 
read. What a proportion of our eminent men have been trained in this 
scene. But had they been worked out by nearly constant professional 
toil or expectations, or vulgarised by law being the thief object of 
their lives, they would have contributed no more to the glory of 
Edinburgh or of Scotland than any other body of legal practitioners.' 

As a judge Cockburn's holiday entitlement was significant: two 

months in the spring and four months in late summer and autumn. 

And in an era in which the advocate's profession was still a 

gentlemanly one, Bell also had plenty of spare time in which to 

pursue his cultural projects (he was hailed on his death as the 

last of Scotland's great 'literary lawyers'). The construction 

and articulation of leisure is central to any analysis of the 

(R)APFAS's ideology, and we can see here the closely-bound 

network of tensions and associations: between professional 

security and respectability, leisure and creative practice, all 

of which resonate with important class and gender assumptions. 

The art union provided an institutional structure and aesthetic 

program through which many of these tensions could be resolved, 

allowing men like Henry Glassford Bell to pursue and support 

artistic practice in a dignified manner that was complementary 
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to, rather than antagonistic of, their professional labours. As 

Bell himself noted at his APFAS farewell presentation shortly 

before his move to Glasgow in 1838, '[t]he pursuit of Art is its 

own reward; and I know of no subject upon which the mind, in the 

intervals of professional duty, however arduous, can more 

gratefully repose'.59 

The close association between H. G. Bell and D. 0. Hill, key 

denizens respectively of the art union and the troubled Scottish 

Academy, supports the contention that the APFAS was initially 

projected as a means of artificially stimulating an art market 

in support of the aspirations of Edinburgh's leading artists.L  

Although all practitioners were barred by the APFAS's constitu-

tion from playing an active role in the management of the 

institution (in part, it seems, at the behest of the artists 

themselves),61  and despite some evidence of their early 

opposition,` the perilous financial situation of the Scottish 

Academy compelled dramatic action by its members and muted any 

substantial opposition. 	Early cash books and annual reports 

suggest only a moderate level of sales and exhibition receipts 

during the first six years of its operations. Of the 282 works 

exhibited at the first exhibition in 1827, for example, only 121 

were marked for sale, the purchases raising £506. Although this 

sum doubled in 1829 it soon fell again in the early 1830s, and 

the sales in 1833 raised as little as £338. The totals from door 

receipts and the sale of catalogues fluctuated similarly: £350 

in 1827, £798 in 1829, £539 in 1833.6  Such sums were crucial 

for the well-being of the Academy as, with the exception of the 

initial subscription paid by each new member and founding patron, 

they were the main source of income for its daily activities. 

With the memory of the failed Society of Artists still clear in 

their minds, the artists were well aware of the necessity of a 

secure and substantial annual income. Matters reached crisis 

point in 1831 when the extravagant purchase of two William Etty 

paintings by the Academy's council resulted in a motion of 

censure at that year's general meeting. 	The dispute was 

eventually resolved -- the pictures attracted increased visitor 

numbers to the exhibitions -- but not before the resignation of 
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the treasurer and the suppression of the annual report in 1832* 

The poor sales figures for the 1833 exhibition highlighted 

the uncertain nature of the Academy's finances, and were the 

dominant concern of that year's annual report. 	In what would 

become a common juxtaposition, the report took care to emphasise 

the precarious nature of artistic production in a city ravaged 

by cholera and subject to the political excitements of the age: 

In Edinburgh, this Exhibition has perhaps not been surpassed for the 
variety and character of the works exhibited, and those supplied 
chiefly by native and resident Artists. Notwithstanding these claims 
to popular favour, the Council regret to state that very few sales 
were effected. Several causes, temporary in their nature, though of 
engrossing interest while they continued, have been assigned as the 
source of this real or apparent apathy in the friends and admirers of 
Scottish art. The Council fervently entertain the hope, that these 
alleged causes may indeed prove transitory in their operation, as they 
cannot fail to affect first and chiefly Artists who, with self-denying 
devotion, labour to uphold the character of the Academy, and of 
Scotland, in the higher departments of imaginative design, whereby 
they, in many cases, sacrifice their immediate interests in 
prosecuting branches of the art confessedly less lucrative, even when 
eminence is arrived at, than other branches, where excellence is not 
of so difficult attainment. It is too evident that, if works of this 
class are not received with positive marks of public favour, the 
Artists who now devote themselves with enthusiasm to their production, 
will either engage in less precarious walks of their profession, or 
send the fruits of their skill to more certain marts for their 
disposal. In either case, the same interest, and consequently the 
same success, will not attach to the Edinburgh Exhibitions, and the 
progress of a Nationa School of Design, worthy of the name, be 
checked and retarded. 

We see here a significant and by now well-established rhetorical 

strategy, that of placing the burden of responsibility for the 

success of the fine arts firmly in the lap of the Edinburgh 

public, rather than elite patronage. In what is surely one of 

the most revealing documents of the period, the report went on 

to emphasise the mutual benefits of such an arrangement, at once 

assuring the artists of their professional eminence and financial 

autonomy, and at the same time offering the public the moral, 

economic and status benefits of the fine arts.66  This network 

of associations provided a seductive legitimating discourse for 

commercially-minded members of the middle class. Combined with 
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the promise of an increase in national prosperity and an appeal 

to civic pride, these rationalisations rapidly became the 

cornerstone of the communal identity of the arts-orientated 

Victorian bourgeoisie. 

The close link between the formation of the APFAS and the 

ailing Scottish Academy is further underlined by the Associa-

tion's founding prospectus which quoted directly from the 

observations in the annual report cited above. Declining sales 

were attributed to the fact 'that those persons (and they are now 

numerous) who have cultivated a taste for the refined enjoyments 

to be derived from Art, are not always able to indulge in the 

expense of forming a collection for themselves'. The answer was 

to form a voluntary association in order to encourage, by 

combination, the purchase of works of art. It was to be based 

'upon such principles, that, without bearing hard upon any single 

person, or at all interfering with private purchases, it will, 

from the wideness of its extent, produce a large annual fund, and 

at the same time give an adequate return in value to its support-

ers'.0 The transformation wrought by the (R)APFAS on the 

progress and stability of the (R)SA was a theme consistently 

explored in the Association's published documents; time and again 

the art union presented itself as the foremost guarantor of the 

progress of Scottish art.68  At the 1846 APFAS general meeting 

James Moncrieff, contrasting present opulence with past penury, 

went so far as to claim that one year before the formation of the 

art union the Scottish Academy's sales had amounted to just £2 

-- an assertion little born out by the facts.6  

Exaggeration apart, it is clear that the founding of the 

APFAS transformed the financial prospects of the troubled 

Scottish Academy. During its first year of operation (1834-35) 

the Association raised £728 from 543 subscribers, with £630 of 

this spent at the 1835 Academy exhibition on twenty-seven works 

of art. The following year saw a gross subscription income of 

£1270 of which £868 was spent at the Scottish Academy on thirty- 

five works of art. 	Between 1838 and 1842, despite the worst 

economic depression of the nineteenth century, the level of 

annual subscriptions increased rapidly, reaching a maximum of 
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£6767 in 1841. That year the Association spent the sum of £4765 

on 140 works of art, 132 of which were purchased from the Royal 

Scottish Academy. During the first fifteen years of its opera-

tions the (R)APFAS spent over £38,900 on works of art, the great 

bulk of which (£38,500) was spent on purchases of more than 1,161 

works of art from the galleries of the (R)SA.7°  

The breakdown of (R)APFAS expenditure during this period and 

across the Association's sixty years of operations shows that the 

mechanism of the art union proved a phenomenally successful way 

of encouraging and harnessing public patronage of the fine arts. 

The sheer volume of expenditure dedicated to the purchase of 

painting at the (R)SA not only secured the Academy's financial 

base, but also rapidly made it the dominant mart for the sale of 

modern painting, not only in Edinburgh, but Scotland as a whole. 

As a result of the (R)APFAS' activities the Academy's receipts 

from admissions and catalogue sales increased systematically, 

from £539 in 1833, to £1089 in 1839 and €1467 in 1841. 1  The 

number of works exhibited for sale also boomed, as did the volume 

of private purchases.72  Inevitably, the benefits of this massive 

insertion of capital filtered down to the Academy's exhibitors, 

improving their living standards and, in an age when social 

status was increasingly signified by personal opulence, enhancing 

their reputations. By the early 1840s the financial benefits to 

artists were explicitly outlined by art union ideologues (includ-

ing, most bizarrely, a league table of individual amounts in a 

speech by H. G. Bell),/3  whilst others emphasised the advantages 

to painters of being propelled by the Association into the light 

of public patronage.'" Over a lifetime the riches accorded to 

privileged artists by the Association's largesse were substan- 

tial. 	On the death of Horatio McCulloch in 1867 the RAPFAS 

calculated that it alone had spent nearly £3000 at Academy 

exhibitions on the artist's work.75  

Thanks to the financial power of the APFAS, the Scottish 

Academy's dominant position in Scotland's fine art economy was 

finally acknowledged by Edinburgh's increasingly inconsequential 

urban-aristocratic patronal elite. 	In June 1835 the Royal 

Institution granted the artists permission to hold their annual 
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exhibition in its galleries on the Mound, and in 1838 the Academy 

was awarded its longed-for Royal Charter of Incorporation, the 

ultimate seal of approval for Edinburgh's bourgeois artists. But 

in an era intensely concerned with the workings of patronage this 

apparently cnsv relationship between the RSA and the APFAS, and 

both organisations' cramped control of the distribution of modern 

art in Edinburgh, did not pass uncontested. 	The number of 

artists and other interested parties excluded from their tight 

networks of affiliation, and the inevitable accusations of 

unwarranted favour, meant that there were simply too many in the 

artistic field with suspicions and professional grudges. 	The 

'advantages' derived from combination were simply not being 

evenly distributed. As we shall see below, two parallel counter-

organisations were founded in Edinburgh during the late 1830s  

with the aim of challenging the APFAS/RSA monopoly. Although 

neither long-lived, nor particularly successful, the terms of 

their challenge reveal much about the contested nature of early 

Victorian attitudes to the institutional encouragement of art. 

The fundamental transformation wrought by an art union in 

the stimulation of a market for contemporary art was by no means 

unique to Edinburgh. In Dublin the formation of the Royal Irish 

Art Union in 1839 pre-figured an even more startling improvement 

in the sale of contemporary art. 	Between 1835 and 1839 the 

amount spent on painting at the exhibitions of the Royal 

Hibernian Academy was a derisory £1 10s; between 1840 and 1843 

the sum spent at the same exhibitions by the art union alone 

totalled £6,778 lOs (to which was added a further £1227 lOs in 

private purchases).Th  Indeed, according to the 1844-45 parlia-

mentary Select Committee investigating the activities of art 

unions, the Dublin association had, in its early stages at least, 

been the most successful of all the major organisations. After 

four years of activity the London Art Union had raised £4,786; 

the APFAS £7,318, and the Royal Irish Art Union 	£12,531. 

These figures provide evidence not only of the massive potential 

for expansion offered by under-exploited markets in the 

provinces, but also of the remarkable appeal of the subscription 

and lottery format to the predominantly middle-class sections of 
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their urban populations.7  It is to a close examination of this, 

and the Edinburgh art union's other incorporative technologies 

that I shall now turn, before going on to analyse the evolving 

ideological agenda of the (R)APFAS's managerial elite. 

iv 

In his influential 'spirit of the age' essay, 'Signs of the 

Times', published in the Edinburgh Reviewin June 1829, the young 

Thomas Carlyle launched an assault on what he considered the 

ubiquity of 'mechanism' in British social life: 

Has any man, or any society of men, a truth to speak, a piece of 
spiritual work to do; they can nowise proceed at once and with the 
mere natural organs, but must first call a public meeting, appoint 
committees, issue prospectuses, eat a public dinner; in a word, 
construct or borrow machinery, wherewith to speak it and do it...No 
individual now hopes to accomplish the poorest enterprise single-
handed and without mechanical aids; he must make interestwith some 
existing corporation, and till his field with their oxen.?  

In previous chapters we have tracked the emergence of such 

'machinery' across the Edinburgh art market, a process insep-

arable from the evolution of a broader universe of voluntary and 

professional concern that structured the assertion of bourgeois 

social authority. Had art unions existed in 1829 they would no 

doubt have been included in Carlyle's wide-ranging polemic -- the 

orbit of his attack embraced painting academies and the expanding 

literary market.H  After all, art unions were substantial social 

and administrative structures. At the peak of its popularity in 

1841 the APFAS consisted of 6156 subscribers, including 1548 

members from Edinburgh and 127 from abroad. Its annual general 

meeting was one of the most popular events in the city's social 

calendar. As the Scottish diaspora spread across Britain and the 

empire, so too did the (R)APFAS's organisational network. 	In 

1873, with nearly one-third of its revenue deriving from colonial 

possessions, the Association boasted 326 honorary secretaries, 

including fifty-three operating abroad from places as far flung 

as Bengal, Tasmania and Valparaiso.81  With every subscriber 



receiving yearly an engraving and a copy of the annual report the 

administrative burden was excessive. The (R)APFAS was the most 

extensive non-governmental organisation in Edinburgh during this 

period. 	That it could operate on such a scale for so long 

remains a testament to the global efficacy of the power of 

association. 

Despite Carlyle's animadversions, the art union was reliant 

on a range of communications 'machinery' for the distribution of 

its products, including the extensive circulation and advertising 

offered by the national (Scottish and British) press;82  the 

development of new allographic printing technologies (especially 

the introduction of electro-plating after 1845);83 and, above 

all, the expansion of the postal service which allowed the easy 

diffusion of (R)APFAS materials across the globe.84 	It was 

partly the introduction of these technologies that made possible 

the perception of a recent dramatic shift in patronage relations. 

As one of the stalwarts of the Association suggested to the 

assembled crowd at the 1856 general meeting, the RAPFAS's 

principle object was 'the cultivation of an extensive, but, at 

the same time, pure taste among the public at large'. 	In so 

saying, Lord Neaves acknowledged the distance that separated his 

understanding of an audience for art from the more circumscribed 

conceptions of his patrician forebears just thirty years earlier: 

[A]t the present day, it must be a large and wide public which must 
form the patronage of art. The days of individual patronage were at 
an end. The most bountiful and the most permanent patron was the 
public, and the diffusion of a taste, among all classes of the 
community, in favour of art, was the bosh patronage that art or 
literature, or anything else could have. 

Neaves's expression of this shift was complexly conditioned, and 

I am anxious to avoid any explanatory framework that explains the 

expansion of the art public in terms of evolving institutional 

technologies alone. But his comments do foreground the central 

significance of a perceived transition from individual to mass, 

just as they also hint at difficulties inherent in that very 

perception. 	(Does the uncertainty embodied by the qualifying 
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clause 'in favour of art' suggest some discomfort at the discre-

pancy between the universal ambitions of the Association and the 

actual constitution of its public? 	To what extent was the 

cultivation of an 'extensive' taste amongst the 'public at large' 

compatible with aesthetic 'purity', however it was imagined?) 

Despite the frequent rhetorical allusions to the god of progress 

on the part of the Association's ideologues (a legitimating 

strategy to be sure), the dependence of the art unions on 

technologies of mass appeal threatened at times to undermine 

their very existence: the complaints against the lottery format 

and the attempt by engravers to frustrate the use of new 

reproductive techniques were only the most obvious points of 

conflict.86 Indeed, contradictions abound around these issues of 

progress, publicity and administrative technique, for the work 

of the (R)APFAS was also invoiced as a protection against the 

intrusive advance of capitalist modernity, its technologies 

perceived by some to provide an especially effective mechanism 

with which to counter the spread of unsettling values and 

alienating identities. Furthermore, as Biancamaria Fontana has 

emphasised, the expression of this deep-rooted ambivalence 

towards the products of progress was not just a mid-Victorian 

reaction to the deprivations and uncertainties of the era, but 

a central aspect of Edinburgh Whiggism since the early years of 

the century. For Jeffrey, Cockburn and the rest, all of them 

innovative publicists, popularisation was at once 'a necessary 

instrument for general progress and improvement', whilst at the 

same time offering space for 'the irresistible corruption and 

decadence of taste and intellectual habits'.87  As we shall see, 

this more qualified conception of the relative benefits attending 

publicity and its various apparatuses -- more qualified, that is, 

than some of their metropolitan counterparts -- accounts for the 

distinctly patrician style developed by the Edinburgh committees 

of management. 

For many associated with the (R)APFAS the great innovation 

responsible for its striking early success was the principle of 

combination, an administrative strategy that seemed in one stroke 

to solve all the problems posed by the structural weaknesses of 
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the Edinburgh art market during the 1820s. 	In the Associa- 

tion's own formulations the guinea fee allowed the 'thousands ... 

who cannot afford to become picture-collectors' the opportunity 

of 'showing their good-will towards Art'; individually they could 

do little, but together they formed 'one powerful aggregate .., 

bringing forward the mass of the people as [art's] willing 

patrons'." In a market that had been dominated until now by the 

purchasing power of a tiny elite, the practice of combination by 

subscription provided a way of harnessing lesser levels of 

disposable income to the patronage of contemporary art without 

forcing artists to cheapen or otherwise reduce their products. 

It was the Association's central incorporative technique, and its 

instigators initially defined its relevance in relation to the 

deficiencies of the Edinburgh market." However, with the growth 

of individual opulence and the gradual expansion of that market 

the significance of the guinea contribution shifted; by the late 

1850s the ritual offering-up by so many was celebrated as 

evidence of the widespread diffusion of Victorian prosperity, a 

symbol of national resilience, especially at times of interna-

tional crisis.91  The results of what one contributor described 

as the 'gentle, artistic, respectful, sweet, proper compulsion 

used over our pockets' constituted a sign of assurance as well 

as an act of painless philanthropy.92  

In the early days of the Association other meanings adhered 

to the principle of combination which bear close resemblance to 

the kind of values utilised by the breakaway artists in their 

campaign against the Royal Institution described in Chapter Four. 

The following 1842 formulation by the Whig MP, Andrew Rutherford, 

evokes notions of justice, fairness, and the equitable regulation 

of public life, all of which follow on from the practice of 

combination: 

But what is not often possible for an individual is fortunately made 
up by collecting into one source the common contributions which press 
lightly upon each; and which, when brought into a common source, and 
placed at the disposal of a committee, enable us effectually to 
encourage art by affording a just and proper remuneration to the 
artist for the labours of his life, and for the genius which 
Providence has given him. There is this advantage in the patronage 
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which we are able to bestow, that it does not involve any mean 
personal solicitation, nor that degrading subserviency which is too 
often required to gain the favour of individuals. Merit of a sterling 
order is now certain in this enlightened country to command the 
approbation of the public, and through that public approbation to 
command those solid and substantial rewards which are necessary to 
ensure independence. There is the further benefit, that the favour is 
not altogether on the part of the artists; because I am persuaded that 
the public derive fully more advantage than the artists, from 
encouraging art. Nothing tends more to soften the manners -- nothing 
tends more to purify the morals as well as to refine the sgntiments of 
a country, than the humanizing influence of the fine arts. 

As I argue below, Rutherford's expression of these values 

embraced a peculiarly Whiggish vision of the social world (note 

the filtering presence of the obligatory committee), although we 

should not forget the potential appeal of notions like indepen-

dence and value-for-money to broad swathes of the population. 

The (R)APFAS also worked hard through its administration to 

ensure fairness -- for example it dealt with the problem of 

uneven print production by randomly distributing its engravings. 

There were, of course, other ways of representing the Associa-

tion's structure and administrative effectiveness, and it is 

important to be attuned to the shifts of emphasis. From the mid 

1840s, comparisons with the workings of joint stock companies 

were frequently drawn in order to assert the (R)APFAS's legiti-

macy at a time when the art unions were suffering legal assault 

from those opposed to the lottery format. Thus the advocate, 

Adam Urquhart, offered the following defence in 1845, and in so 

doing illustrated his perception of the new global liquidity of 

capital on which the art union was very much dependent: 

While he approved of the attempts of the Legislature to suppress the 
spirit of gambling prevalent in the country, it would have been 
surprising, at a time like this, when they saw so many railway schemes 
afloat -- when lines in Spain and India, atmospheric lines, and even 
modes of conveyance by air balloons -- (Laughter) -- were openly 
speculated on in every street -- it would have been something strange 
if associations for promoting the Fine Arts had been seized upon by
the fangs of the law as tending to promote gambling. (Applause. )4° 

this particular parallel would also fade away in the 

wake of a number of prominent speculative failures in the early 
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1850s, and by the time of the 1866 Select Committee hearing some 

witnesses drew invidious comparisons between the spirit of specu-

lation governing stock market transactions and the gaining impulse 

encouraged by art unions.95  But whatever the historical shifts 

involved in these descriptions, the one clear advantage accepted 

by all art union proponents was that the principle of combination 

allowed each member to benefit themselves, sometimes spectacular-

ly, whilst at the same time contributing collectively to wider, 

more socially useful ends. As George Godwin put it in an echo 

of Adam Smith, under the power of association 'self love and 

social is the same'.96  

There are many more detailed points that could be made in 

relation to the (R)APFAS's administrative scope and also its 

operational efficiency. Given the space we might examine the 

role played by the system of honorary secretaries, a particularly 

cheap and flexible way of coping with the Association's rapid 

global expansion; or we could look more carefully at the effects 

on the market of a variety of the (R)APFAS's activities, includ-

ing the disputes generated by the mass production of etchings and 

engravings. Instead, more generally, I want to emphasise once 

again the art union's massive stimulative effect on a market 

still largely devoid of substantial distributive machinery. The 

(R)APFAS not only produced and distributed on an unprecedented 

scale a wide range of commodities (annual reports, statuettes, 

engravings), but it also transformed through its own consumption 

practices the livelihoods of a considerable number of artists. 

Its work, in turn, went on to ferment greater interest in paint-

ing and sculpture amongst a diverse body of new consumers, and 

although the precise extent of this knock-on effect is impossible 

to calculate, evidence shows that the stimulus was widely 

perceived by contemporaries.91  In short, in both material and 

symbolic terms the (R)APFAS contributed significantly to, and 

indeed, was utterly reliant on, the great nineteenth-century 

expansion in consumption that Thomas Richards has outlined; its 

activities gave new value to the public consumption of art, and 

the work-of-art-as-commodity quickly became the dominant feature 

of all its representations. The annual reports in particular 
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reveal the dense network of associations conjured up by the 

(R)APFAS's cycles of production, consumption and reproduction, 

and how inextricably linked the growth of commodity culture was 

to notions of progress, prosperity, national identity and moral 

health. Take, for example, a representative passage from 1870: 

Scotland excels in business-like organization. She showed England how 
to make banks and clearing houses; and when she had instituted this 
Association, she was followed by the institution of Art Unions in 
England. This Association has a very business-like organization; but 
it is an organization not for the purpose of increasing material 
wealth, but for the cultivation of the beautiful. If I say that this 
Association does not tend to increase material wealth, I lay stress on 
the word material; because we can hardly deny that this Association 
tends to add to our stores of that higher kind of wealth, without 
which life itself would be flat, dull and prosaic. Shall we not admit 
the productions of painting and sculpture into the category of 
national wealth? They are articles of most refined luxury -- they are 
the boast of kings, the pride of nations, the symbol of accumulated 
riches. (Applause.) They speak to all who have soul and any 
education. They speak to the intellect, to the imagination, pd to 
the heart. They make us better by elevating and refining us. 

And so it continues in all its pomp and casuistry. Of course, 

for some 
	most notably the Achenmum -- it was precisely this 

intensified commodification of high culture that marked the 

degrading influence of the art unions, and the journal launched 

some noteworthy satirical barbs to drive home its point.')9  But 

although the (R)APFAS's ideologues were evidently aware of such 

criticisms they were only rarely troubled by them, and the over-

whelming consensus was that the benefits of public inclusiveness 

deriving from the mass production of works of art far outweighed 

any disadvantages. As one 1844 contributor argued in a phrase 

both resonant and deceptive, why worry if APFAS products also 

appeared on the walls of neighbours across the street: 'no one 

quarrelled with the Sun, because he shone upon all alike'in  

If combination provided the administrative mechanism that 

made possible a whole host of new contributions, it was not 

enough by itself to draw the public en masse to the Association. 

Two other key technologies -- the lottery and the distribution 

of the annual print -- constituted the (R)APFAS's central 

affective hooks, and although the pull of the Association's 
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broader philanthropic claims should not be discounted, it was 

these two modes that not only generated the greatest public 

passion, but also inspired the most anxious official inquiries. 

It is to an assessment of each that I now wish to turn, before 

going on to address the crucial question of who exactly it was 

that formed the Association's public. 

The role played by lotteries of various types in the early 

expansion of British art markets deserves closer scrutiny than 

it has yet received and there is good evidence to suggest that 

a number of individuals, from print sellers to artists them-

selves, exploited the popular appeal of the lottery format for 

commercial gain.101  The lottery's seductive power over the 

consumer is easily understood, and in comparison with today's 

televisual spectacular the risk offered by the (R)APFAS was a 

good one: during its first twenty-five years the average chance 

of winning a prize for each guinea subscription was just over 

one-in-fifty. Prior to the arrival of art unions in the 1830s 

a variety of dealers had integrated lotteries with the more 

traditional subscription format in an attempt to stimulate the 

consumption of art amongst sectors of the population with lower 

levels of disposable income. Through its mechanisms prestigious 

and expensive art objects could be distributed to consumers who 

individually would be unable to afford them, thus creating a 

larger and less exclusive market for art. In Edinburgh, as we 

saw in Chapter Three, the genre painter Alexander Carse attempted 

to boost the sale of his work at a time of financial crisis by 

distributing his paintings via a five shilling draw, and other 

artists like the artificial flower maker, Miss Jack, drew up 

schemes to dispose of their products in a similar way.L2  Pic-

ture dealers and print sellers were also in on the act, as were 

other tradesman and shopkeepers of various kinds.h)  it is 

difficult to assess the impact of these ventures, and it is 

doubtful that they commanded anything like the attention given 

to the state lotteries vigorously promoted by local contractors 

in the Edinburgh press.15  Although these government schemes 

were abolished by the 1826 Lottery Act, smaller-scale lotteries 

-- the 'little goes' -- continued to operate without censure, 
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including those in the fine arts.ln  In March 1834 the auction-

eer, Peter Hill, advertised a 'chance sale of works of art' from 

his Princes Street shop. With tickets priced at one guinea the 

prizes ranged from a large oil of a Scotch Wedding by D. 0. Hill, 

to ten other paintings by artists including Ewbank, Audubon and 

Gibb, as well as a selection of books, etchings and prints.106  

Larger schemes like this died out in the wake of the APFAS's 

appearance later that same year, but there is some evidence 

suggesting the survival of smaller-scale operations, particularly 

in connection with the distribution of prints.101  

As a mechanism for stimulating the consumption of art in a 

deflated market the APFAS was a more elaborate version of these 

early commercial operations, although its voluntary basis, elite 

governance and aura of philanthropy lent it a legitimacy never 

accorded ventures founded on private profit. During the course 

of the 1830s these latter schemes suffered frequent attacks from 

connoisseurs and improvers worried about the degradation they 

imposed on the dignity of the fine arts, and such issues were 

given their fullest public airing during the 1844-45 Select 

Committee investigation into art unions, a forum which displayed 

intense concern with the effects of an increasingly commodified 

high cultural sphere. This is not the place to examine these 

intriguing debates at any length, but iL is worth emphasising 

that those responsible for the APFAS were aware of such criti-

cisms from the start, and in the first annual report they tackled 

a range of objections to their scheme, including questions of the 

'over-supply of inferior productions', the relation between the 

individual consumer and the broader regulation of public taste, 

and the ethics of the lottery format.108  These issues bubbled 

under the surface throughout the Association's lifetime, and in 

order to ward off specific attacks its managers developed two 

general discursive strategies. First, the (R)APFAS consistently 

underlined its value-for-money to individual subscribers, arguing 

that whether members won a work in the lottery or not, they would 

always receive a just return for their investment. Its founding 

prospectus noted that the Association would always give 'an 

adequate return in value to its supporters', and various 
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techniques were developed to guarantee this, like the allotting 

of special proof impressions to those who purchased more than the 

standard one guinea share.109  Second, the Association justified 

all its ambitions, artistic and social, by an appeal to a vaguely 

defined public good, and it developed a repetitive discourse 

emphasising its moral utility. Strategies like this are familiar 

to any student of Victorian art, and the values underpinning them 

were dominantly bourgeois values, although their performance and 

appeal was not necessarily restricted to the bourgeoisie. But 

in the context of the 1830s it is important to emphasise both 

their relative novelty and extent: the public good had been 

invoked before (in the context of eighteenth-century conceptions 

of refinement), but never so explicitly or consistently; and 

whilst works of art had always offered enormous investment 

potential, questions of exchange value had never been a central 

institutional concern or a subject of such widespread public 

debate. 	As rationalisations these two themes owed their 

resonance to a fundamental shift in the structure of patronage, 

and they reveal the dense interplay of determinations between the 

intensification of commodity relations, the impulse to 

incorporate broader publics, and the evolution of discourses 

emphasising the moral utility of art. 

However insistent the voices of those opposing the art union 

mechanism -- and they seemed particularly clamorous at the Select 

Committee hearings of 1866 -- the subscription and lottery system 

survived throughout the Association's lifetime, a testimony to 

its incorporative strength. Above all, it interpellated indivi-

duals as consumers of art, positioning them as members of a 

special community in a manner -- and this was quite revolutionary 

-- that apparently owed nothing to either social distinction or 

rank.111  With the Association's activities open to all those who 

could afford the guinea subscription, its membership regulations 

conformed to what R. J. Morris has described as those of a 'sub-

scriber democracy' ,111  and the long list of members' names and 

places of residence -- always the bulkiest section of the annual 

reports -- was organised not according to the rankings of tradi-

tional privilege, but by the 'levelling community of the surname 
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initial'.112  Even the method of distribution was democratised, 

for under a system regulated by chance the most valuable esoteric 

work might be awarded to the lowliest, least educated member.113  

The incorporative power of the art union exceeded even that of 

the contemporary exhibition which always enforced some kind of 

hierarchy between those who could afford to purchase the works, 

and those who could not. Under the mechanism of the (R)APFAS 

each member was asked to contribute the same amount, each member 

had an equal chance of winning a prize, and each member received 

a copy of the same annual print. In this way a prestigious and 

previously exclusive world was opened up to a new, significantly 

different audience, and although it was scarcely 'democratic' --

the guinea subscription acted as a kind of property qualification 

in itself -- it helped to transform the field of the fine arts, 

drawing in greater numbers than was ever previously the case. 

The other technology central to the (R)APFAS's affective 

appeal was the distribution of the annual print, a device first 

introduced in 1837 with the aim of extending both the Associa- 

tion's hold over the public and its pedagogic reach. 	As the 

managers noted in their written submission to the Select 

Committee in 1844, the regular diffusion of an engraving insured: 

a certain gain to every Member of the Association, and a return more 
than equivalent to the amount of his subscription. The Works of Art 
purchased necessarily went into only a few private hands, but the 
existence of a fine Print in the possession of every Subscriber, 
affords satisfactory and widely-extended evidence of what the 
Association has done. Besides, few methods could be adopted more 
likely to achieve the great object of spreading through the country a 
knowledge and love of art, than the lissemination of an excellent 
Engraving from an excellent Picture."' 

This was the official explanation, and once again morality and 

value-for-money were invoked to justify the Association's 

ambitions, both serving to distance the APFAS's work from the 

operations of its speculative cousins. Indeed, throughout the 

Association's lifetime engravings were consistently, sometimes 

absurdly, represented as a solid investment for the subscriber 

(one particular print after George Harvey's Examination of 
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Shakespeare was said to have increased its value tenfold in the 

four years since it was issued).1" 	These sometimes doubtful 

assertions of monetary value were always swiftly qualified by an 

attempt to elevate the commodity beyond the mundane act of 

exchange, usually by emphasising the Association's civilising 

agenda. Each member was encouraged to subscribe 'not merely by 

the prospect of what we get in return, but by a feeling of the 

good we are thereby doing without any unnecessary sacrifice to 

ourselves'.116 	The 'merely mercantile' and the 'more enlarged 

and generous' points of view were once again seamlessly combined 

in a rhetorical construct so beguiling that few members of the 

Association felt the need to question its legitimacy.117  

The issue of art union print production did, however, raise 

objections at the 1844-45 Select Committee hearings, both from 

print sellers worried about the distorting influence of art union 

'intervention' in previously 'free' markets, and also from 

connoisseurs and reformers troubled about the quality of the 

engravings distributed. This latter issue exposed contradictions 

right at the heart of the art union project, with each Associa-

tion grounding its philanthropic authority in the widespread 

diffusion of improving images and, at the same time, requiring 

for its very survival that those works be both accessible and 

popular. The (R)APFAS was not the only art union to be con-

fronted by this dilemma, and there are occasional hints in the 

Association's records of broader public dissatisfaction with what 

became an increasingly populist print-publishing agenda)" On 

the whole, however, the managers seemed little concerned about 

the quality of engravings, and traditional aesthetic considera-

tions internal to the field of the fine arts -- judgements of 

formal value, or an allegiance to the academic hierarchy of 

genres -- were either ignored or simply subsumed by the art 

union's dominant utilitarian discourses)" These discourses 

saturate the (R)APFAS's official documents, and reading them it 

becomes clear that the sheer scale of the Association's diffusive 

apparatus quickly became the leading determinant in its print 

production, encouraging the publication of images that were both 

overtly moralising and designed to be the object of broad-based 
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appeal. As Henry Glassford Bell noted in 1863: 

Some persons might think that these engravings [by now around 150,000 
had been distributed] were less valuable, because they were so common. 
It was true that they were common, but their very value consisted in 
their being common. They were not limited to the painter's closet or 
to the portfolio of the rich amateur. They were now to be found on the 
walls of all classes in all parts of Scotland, and in many other 
countries -- (applause) -- and that was the mode by which good was 
done to Art, by bringing it home to many houses and to many hearts, 
where it would not have been brought 'wept through the medium of such 
an Association as this -- (applause).` 

Art union print production, to borrow a phrase from Pierre 

Bourdieu, was dominated by the 'image of [its] public's 

expectations', a fact that explains the Association's highly 

instrumental, and largely conformist publishing agenda.121 

With a professed goal of making the ownership and 

contemplation of art a commonplace of everyday life, the annual 

engravings quickly became the Association's foremost pedagogic 

weapon. The fostering of what were essentially private practices 

of aesthetic consumption was conceived by some to be the central 

aspect of the (R)APFAS's work, and the domestic sphere the pre-

eminent domain in which to promote this innovative form of 

governmental regulation. As Sheriff Gordon hinted at the 1849 

annual general meeting, such a strategy might prove effective in 

curbing the activities of would-be revolutionary insurgents: 

I am asking myself, whether a deeper, wider, happier effect may not 
perhaps be produced by this Association, bringing art to every man's 
door and placing it at every man's fireside. (Applause.) Art of old 
was pedestalled, like an idol in a shrine, to which men made pilgrim-
ages, and on which they gazed almost with adoration, many of them 
feeling that their mortal eyes would never again see such a sight. 
Art now comes to us, and not only visits us, but may be said to be 
living with us, habitually and domestically familiar. In the hands of 
an Association like yours, it may be said to be becoming accessible 
and companionable. It is not exclusively found in the corridors of 
the powerful and wealthy, but it is now also entering easily even at 
the door-way of the humblest cottage, 'making the sunshine in a shady 
place'. I feel that we cannot put a limit on the beneficial operation 
of that change, for as certainly as year by year with your paintings 
and engravings you are filling the houses of all classes of the 
people, as certainly are you gradually filling their minds with 
pleasant images and scenes, and making a part of ordinary household 
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life the firtemplation of the beautiful, the noble, and the true. 
(Cheers.) 

It was this direct percolation of the home, free from the 

watchful gaze of any institutional apparatus, that accounts for 

the doctrinal rigidity of the art union's engravings -- the moral 

had to be so evident that it could never be mistaken. But the 

engravings were not merely didactic statements imposed on passive 

recipients; their effects were also incorporative and empowering, 

and like the subscription format the multiple pleasures they 

generated played a key role in winning the patronage of a new 

community of art consumers. To what extent the prescriptions of 

the Association's official textuality were either accepted or 

refused is difficult to assess, and it would be wrong to assume 

that the meanings made by their consumers co-incided exactly with 

those intended by their producers. But it is clear that one of 

the core functions of these works was that of encouraging a self-

regulatory capacity on the part of their recipients, and no doubt 

many subscribers willingly adopted the complex of attitudes and 

associations that structured the pose of the Victorian 'art 

lover'. 

It is not my intention here to examine in close textual 

detail the engravings distributed by the (R)APFAS; I shall 

concentrate only on the instrumental uses of these productions 

within a broader understanding of the Association's work. 

General comments will be made about the kind of works distributed 

by the Association, the evolution of its print publishing 

program, and also its parasitic engagement with the literary work 

of Burns and Scott. As we shall see, its print production was 

on the whole conservative, banal (but not harmless) in its piety 

and moral fervour, and fully in tune with dominant patriarchal 

ideologies. Most important, however, was the intricate nostalgia 

it fashioned, both through its celebration of the work of Walter 

Scott, and its representation of the Scottish landscape, illus-

trating the power of romantic imagery for contemporary subject-

ivities, as well as raising complex issues concerning evolving 

constructions of national identity. Of many questions, one -- 
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in the present context -- comes constantly to mind. Does the 

(R)APFAS's image production represent a clear expression of an 

insurgent civic confidence, a newly-found and progressive source 

of national self-imagining, or a mythicising vision of past 

wholeness utilised to confront the agonising fragmentation of the 

present? Are these two interpretative schema necessarily 

mutually exclusive? Any answer to these questions must be more 

rigorously interdisciplinary than my agenda admits, focusing on 

the competing cultural allegiances of different classes and class 

fractions, and in terms of this study it would be unhelpful to 

reach too clipped a conclusion. 	But whatever the broader 

implications of the (R)APFAS's work for emergent modes of 

national longing, it is clear from the Association's published 

documents that its managers considered its print production to 

be primarily civilising and soothing in its effects, an attitude 

that augmented their governmental agenda of encouraging the 

private consumption and contemplation of art. 

From the inception of its publishing activities the 

(R)APFAS's managers recognised the significant role played by the 

print in maintaining the Association's popularity, and despite 

the protestations of some, they were never tempted to reproduce 

more elevated works that would either alienate or intimidate 

their public.123  As far as subject matter was concerned, the 

first decade set the tone of things to come, with accessible 

genre works, landscapes and biblical and historical scenes 

reproduced on a large scale usually after major paintings by 

Scottish artists. 	However, the size of these reproductions 

caused substantial difficulties: they were expensive and time-

consuming to engrave, awkward to distribute, and the costs of 

framing appear to have discouraged subscribers from placing them 

on their walls.124 From the late 1840s, therefore, with greater 

resources at its disposal, the Association chose to engrave more 

works on a smaller scale, distributing them in easy-to-manage 

portfolios, and later, bound volumes.125  Thus in 1847 the APFAS 

distributed a series of etched outlines titled Seven Events in 

the Life of Robert the Bruce, and in 1849 it produced a portfolio 

of eleven steel plate engravings, most of them landscapes, but 
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also including a work after William Allan's popular Gathering of 

the Clans (Plate /4). Similar collections were produced in 1851 

and 1852, mixing landscapes, scenes from Scottish history and the 

occasional work of genre (Plates 15 and 16). Size was a crucial 

factor in all of this -- it also fired heated debate over the 

distribution of paintings -- and the publication program was 

adapted to meet the demands of decorating the domestic interior. 

Although large single works continued to be reproduced -- most 

significantly James Drummond's Porteous Mob in 1862 -- they 

appear not to have been as popular, and the bound volume, with 

a variety of potential uses, remained the dominant mode of 

distribution into the 1890s. 

The next significant shift in the Association's print 

program occurred in the early 1850s when it produced the first 

in a long series of engravings in illustration of the work of 

Burns and Scott. This was understood by contemporaries to mark 

a deliberate shift away from an emphasis on quality of execution 

towards a concern for subject matter, with obvious populist 

implications.126 	Individuals, or more frequently groups of 

artists, were commissioned to paint works illustrative of 

particular scenes and these were then engraved for distribution 

in bound volumes, the paintings often included as prizes in the 

annual lottery. Burns's 'Cottar's Saturday Night' received this 

treatment in 1853, followed by 'Tam 0' Shanter' in 1855 and 'The 

Sodger's Return' in 1857. Scott's 'The Dowie Dens of Yarrow' was 

illustrated in six paintings by J. N. Paton in 1860, and from 

1865 the Association regularly published series of engravings 

based on Scott's novels: Waverley in 1865 (Plate 17), Guy 

Mannering in 1866, The Antiquary in 1867 and so on (the last 

novel to be engraved was St Ronans Well in 1882). This shift in 

the Association's publishing strategy appears to have been 

propelled by a lull in subscriptions towards the end of the 1840s 

-- a product, according to RAPFAS managers, of the turmoil of the 

times -- and they decided to take advantage of the phenomenal 

contemporary popularity of both Burns and Scott in order to boost 

subscriptions (the centenary of each author's birth in 1859 and 

1871 engendered elaborate public celebrations and were deliber- 
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ately exploited by the RAPFAS). The bound volumes of illustra-

tions of Scott's work proved particularly popular with members 

across the globe, and they were largely responsible for 

maintaining the high levels of subscriptions throughout the late 

1860s and 1870s (Plate 18). 

There was, of course, nothing new about this mania for 

Walter Scott: vendors had been selling his effigy on the streets 

of Edinburgh since the moment of his public unveiling in 1827,127  

and the (R)APFAS was certainly not the first publishing enter-

prise to take advantage of the pictorial qualities of what it 

described as the author's 'word-drawn imagery'.128  Both Scott 

and Burns presented familiar narratives that could be simply and 

quickly illustrated by artists, and they provided convenient, 

trouble-free subject matter for the Association's managers (they 

had earlier had substantial problems finding 'appropriate' figure 

pieces for circulation).In 	From the point of view of art 

history there is little remarkable about these images: their 

function in narrative terms is primarily illustrative, and they 

add little to our understanding of either the literary content 

or the contemporary popularity of the authors' work.13C  The 

pleasure of recognition was a central aspect of their appeal, and 

a bound volume of illustrations not only allowed for a more 

complex and intriguing pictorial narrative -- one that inspired 

the viewer's close engagement -- but also a narrative whose moral 

message could be more fully articulated.121  This can be seen 

most clearly if we compare the simple pieties of images like 

Leaving Home and Remonstrance taken from a disconnected folio of 

1863 (Plates 19 and 20) with the more organised scenario 

presented by the six images of The Soldier's Return (from Burns's 

ballad 'The Sodger's Return') circulated in 1857.132  This is one 

of the most intriguing works produced by the Association as it 

was the only set of engravings commissioned in reaction to a 

contemporary political event, namely the return in 1856 of the 

beleaguered British forces at the end of the Crimean war. Under 

the (R)APFAS's patronage, however, the charge of the moment is 

deflected, and the first image in the volume, The Horrors of War 

(Plate 21), is less a pacifist plea for the resolution of a 
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particularly brutal and pointless conflict -- around 600,000 men 

had died, most of them from starvation and disease133  -- than an 

attempt to illustrate the degrading effects of the long-term 

absence of the male head-of-household on female morality and the 

order of the domestic sphere. As Lynda Nead has demonstrated, 

this act of displacement was a common cultural strategy at this 

time, and the so-called 'Woman Question' became a familiar topic 

for concerned patriarchs worried about the effects of an emergent 

feminism on an increasingly fragmented (male) bourgeois public 

sphere.134  After four intermittent plates which play on the 

romantic tensions of return and recognition central to Burns's 

work, the narrative is successfully resolved by the final image, 

Her Recognition of Him (Plate 22). 	Patriarchal order and 

authority are restored, society by implication is regenerated, 

and by an act of narrative appropriation an explosive 

contemporary issue -- one which produced extensive radical 

opposition to the misrule of an aristocratic government -- is 

drained of much of its disruptive force. 

The specificity of this set of images was, however, unique 

in the Association's lifetime, and most of the engravings 

produced by the (R)APFAS do little more than echo in the most 

general terms the prescriptions of middle-class Victorian 

morality. This is not to say that they have nothing interesting 

to reveal at a textual level -- we might explore, for example, 

the Victorians' great attraction to Scott's essentially 

conservative vision of the historical process (Plate 23),135  or 

further examine the gender ideologies constituted by some of 

these works (Plate 24).136 We might also add to the growing body 

of material investigating the popular associations of the 

romantic landscape (Plates 25 and 26),127  and analyse the manner 

in which the (R)APFAS's engravings make manifest a dominant 

metropolitanism (in this sense their production is more complex 

than Morrison's argument for a simple anti-urbanism suggests).28  

These are all important issues, but their specificity places them 

beyond the scope of this thesis. 	Instead I want simply to 

emphasise how central to the Association's ethos the reproduction 

of images from Burns and Scott became, both from the point of 
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view of incorporating subscribers at home and abroad, as well as 

in the attempted transmission of values stressing social contin-

uity and cohesion rather than displacement and change (a denial, 

in other words, of the conditions of modernity). 	As I argue 

below, many of the (R)APFAS's managers understood the Associa-

tion's strength to lie in the performance of a sense of cross-

class cohesion and unity, a unity with which to combat social 

dissolution and help prevent the further degradation of tradi-

tional structures of authority. The reproduction and widespread 

diffusion of the annual print was conceived as central to this 

task, a 'common link' uniting scattered populations both at home 

and across the globe. In an age of empire, the work of Walter 

Scott, recognised around the world, was a potent unifying force, 

and we should not ignore the influence of his fiction in the 

forging of common identities across boundaries of geography, 

gender and economics. This was the root of Walter Scott's -- and 

to a lesser extent Robert Burns's -- appeal to the RAPFAS's 

managers, and in its mass diffusion of imagery the art union was 

a major contributor to the emergent Scottish heritage indus-

try.139 By the mid-Victorian period, even the more conservative 

of the Association's ideologues had diluted their unswerving 

veneration of the classical past with a new national idealism 

founded on the mythicising historical visions of Walter Scott.14  

With these core administrative technologies the (R)APFAS's 

managers attempted to incorporate a new, more expansive public 

into the Association's activities, positioning each subscriber 

as a private consumer of painting and in this way giving new 

meaning to the public consumption of art. The lottery spectacle, 

the subscription format, the distribution of the annual print, 

all constituted modes of institutional power, the functions of 

which were governmental as well as juridico-discursive, 

encouraging acts of self-regulation on the part of the individual 

consumer, and constituting him or her as the subject, rather than 

simply the object of art. The operation and effects of these 
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forms of power were positive as well as negative, although 

perhaps no less disciplinary for all their hailing of individuals 

as putatively free agents. In this way the (R)APFAS's adminis-

trative technologies comprised a small element of a much broader 

transformation in the regulation of British public life, one 

which saw the increased regulation of the population on the part 

of a variety of state and voluntary agencies of social welfare 

and control. 

But one crucial issue remains to be addressed if we are to 

assess adequately the incorporative strengths of the art union: 

who exactly was it that constituted its public? Who comprised 

its membership, and, slightly differently, who did the Associa-

tion imagine would benefit from the civilising force of its 

activities? These are important questions because they enable 

us to judge whether the (R)APFAS was, as its managers liked to 

assume, an innovative organisation governed by a new inclusive-

ness, or whether, despite its rhetoric, it continued to regulate 

access to art by imposing a series of status exclusions. Did the 

(R)APFAS reflect the restricted social compact that structured 

the Reform Act of 1832, or was it modelled more on the ambition 

of universal improvement that drove the evolution of the mid-

century museum movement? Was there a gulf, as Lord Neaves's 

comments seem to suggest, between the Association's rhetorical 

conception of its public and its actual membership? Again, it 

is important to be wary of the prescriptive statements of elites 

in these matters. 	Like many other similar organisations the 

(R)APFAS's documents are structured by a highly repetitive 

discourse of institutional self-aggrandisement that sometimes 

appears to be determined by little else than its own internal 

logic.141  Fortunately, however, the art union's driving need to 

publicise its 'publicness' leaves us a body of evidence with 

which to assess this question. From its inception the (R)APFAS 

described its public in the most literal way, by appending a 

lengthy list of names, addresses and occasionally professions to 

its annual reports, thus displaying its inclusiveness (or 

perhaps, for some, its exclusiveness), emphasising its just 

management (thus limiting the possibility of fraud), and 
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advertising the beneficence of the individual subscriber.1'2  An 

analysis of the founding Edinburgh members in 1835 and an 

assessment of the (R)APFAS's rhetoric allows us to judge its 

practice in the light of its intentions. Did the Association 

confront the reality of class difference, or will it -- in this 

instance -- be found wanting? 

For an organisation so intent on representing its formation 

as a radical break with the past (albeit in the name of an 

essential continuity) it is not surprising that the (R)APFAS 

adopted a way of talking about its public that appeared to 

tolerate no confusion. From the start it developed a dominant 

discourse that described its constituency in near universal 

terms. In its very first annual report the art union claimed 

that its work had already 'attracted the attention of all 

classes' and the following year it noted that 'all ranks and 

classes' wanted to contribute. In 1849 the 'whole bulk of the 

community' was understood to be taking part in RAPFAS activities, 

and in 1852 Sir William Gibson Craig imagined that the annual 

engravings had been distributed 'throughout all classes of the 

community'. Indeed, the art union sometimes represented itself 

as refreshing parts that other philanthropic organisations could 

never reach: art union prints filled both the 'rich man's hall 

[and] the poor man's cottage', appeared 'even on the walls of the 

humblest dwelling', and would 'raise the taste of all people in 

the country' (1853). The Association appealed to 'the people in 

the highest and largest sense ... not only the vulgar alone on 

the one hand, and the aristocratic on the other, but all the 

masses of the Christian population to which we belong' (1855). 

RAPFAS membership comprised the 'public at large' (1856), and for 

the first time in 1857, 'the general public'. And in case this 

generated anxieties, one contributor to the 1866 general meeting 

assured the gathering that Association members constituted the 

'numerous and intelligent classes of the community'.143  

These rather generalised rhetorical outbursts may seem 

harmless enough and it is perhaps unreasonable to expect (R)APFAS 

members to compromise their self-presentation with constant and 

complex qualification. In the heat and light of a crowded public 
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meeting prescription and description became easily confused, and 

it should not be forgotten that the reports from which these 

phrases are taken were the Association's principle means of self- 

promotion and advertisement. 	But as some of the quotations 

indicate, these descriptions of the public were not neutral, and 

while the Association appeared willing to embrace a membership 

untroubled by exclusions of any kind, its membership fee, coupled 

with its civilising missionary zeal, in fact fostered a strong 

distinction between cultured 'us' and uncultured 'them'. These 

categories never needed clear definition -- to define them too 

precisely would threaten the myth of the (R)APFAS's universalism. 

And whilst their distinction was strong, it was never conceived 

as unbridgeable: unlike in the past 'they' could become 'us' 

simply by subscribing to the Association. But few institutional 

discourses are ever monolithic, and just occasionally the class 

differences that structured that division are hinted at in the 

(R)APFAS's documents. 	As we shall see, some speakers were 

quite specific about who it was that dominated the Association's 

membership, although inevitably such moments of self-realisation 

were few and far between. 

In his hook on the Art Union of London, Lyndel King 

describes its membership as overwhelmingly middle class, with the 

guinea subscription falling within the purchasing power of only 

the top twenty per cent-or-so of the population.''/  There seems 

little reason to dissent from this general conclusion in connec-

tion with the Edinburgh organisation; its membership was also 

dominated by the middle class, and with the population of 

Edinburgh in 1841 numbering just over 160,000 we can estimate the 

Association's local subscriber base at somewhere between 30,000 -

40,000 (20,000 adults?) from which it raised 1548 members. 6  

Whilst the specific structure of professional and commercial life 

in Edinburgh gave local membership a peculiar class character --

dominated, as we shall see, by the legal profession -- the social 

backgrounds of those subscribers contributing from outside the 

city were on the whole very similar. 	Precise occupational 

categories amongst the membership fluctuated with the advance of 

Britain's imperial economy -- from the mid-1860s the (R)APFAS 
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attracted the subscriptions of an increasing number of colonial 

functionaries -- but with the exception of a gradual broadening 

of middle-class occupations there is little over the years to 

suggest any fundamental transformation in the class structure of 

the organisation. Just as George Godwin was forced to admit at 

the 1866 Select Committee hearings that the Art Union of London 

appealed to few but the middle class, so too was the truth about 

the (R)APFAS membership occasionally spoken.1L7  Thus in 1837 in 

the midst of a heated row about the Association's work in the 

Scotsman an anonymous letter-writer noted that the 'greater 

portion of [subscribers] belong to the middle classes of 

society ,148  and on two occasions in the 1860s (again in the 

context of crisis and dispute) the RAPFAS's documents contain 

references to the largely 'mercantile' nature of the member-

ship.149  Although John Cowan noted in 1874 that the 'good' 

condition of working-class incomes now allowed the lower classes 

to subscribe to the Association, I have found no evidence to 

suggest that any but the wealthiest of Edinburgh's labour 

aristocracy had either the desire, or the spare income to sign 

up to an art union.15" 

The truth, as King notes, was that the guinea subscription 

was a substantial amount of money, falling most easily within the 

purchasing power of those earning between at least £200 and £300 

a year, the sums most often quoted by contemporaries as consti-

tuting the minimum middle-class income (although we should not 

forget that some subscribers -- teachers, for example -- would 

have earned considerably less).151  An analysis of the Edinburgh 

membership in the early years of the Association demonstrates 

that it was overwhelmingly the wealthiest section of the popula-

tion that supported the APFAS's work, with the lists dominated 

by the upper echelons of the professions, in particular the legal 

class. 	Of the 451 Edinburgh members (all of them male) that 

signed up during the Association's first year of operation, 353 

have identifiable professions, including 156 members from the law 

(Writers to the Signet, advocates, solicitors, judges etc.); a 

selection from the other elite professions (nineteen doctors and 

surgeons, six architects, eleven accountants, nine army officers, 
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six university professors, three bankers and three ministers); 

and finally a broader mix of 'mercantile' occupations (including 

six printers, three house painters, seven wine merchants, seven 

private teachers of various kinds, two brewers, two chemists, 

three grocers, ten booksellers, three upholsterers and a variety 

of workers in the clothing trade). 	Only a few of the most 

skilled representatives of the artisan class are listed, and they 

were generally craft manufacturers who ran small businesses (e.g. 

the goldbeater, Thomas Wright, and the statuary, David Ness).152  

Very few artists seem to have considered the APFAS a project 

worth signing up to (only three names are given),19  although 

other workers from the Edinburgh art world clearly found it an 

attractive proposition (seven engravers, two carvers and 

gilders). The ninety-eight members whose occupations are not 

listed included one member of the aristocracy and eleven identi-

fiable members of the lesser gentry (not including judges), and 

the vast majority of the remainder -- over two-thirds -- were 

listed either at addresses in the New Town or at large properties 

on the outskirts of Edinburgh. The overwhelming impression is 

of a membership dominated by the wealthier sections of the 

professional middle class supported by a substantial minority of 

successful merchants and tradesmen.154  There is certainly no 

evidence to hack up the claim in the 1835 report that the APFAS 

was attracting the attention of 'all classes'. 

It would be possible to use (R)APFAS membership lists in a 

record linkage survey that would provide a useful insight into 

the changing class composition of the Edinburgh art public across 

the century, but this lies beyond the scope of this thesis. My 

own further sampling of the membership for 1845 shows that sub-

scribers continued to come overwhelmingly from the professional 

and wealthy commercial middle class, although the absolute 

dominance of the legal elite declined as the presence of other 

occupations expanded.05  Again, there is no evidence to suggest 

that anyone but the wealthiest members of the labour aristocracy 

were involved in the Association, and most of the members at the 

lower end of the social scale appear to have been members of the 

petty bourgeoisie, proprietors of prosperous small businesses 
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like the Grassmarket ropemaker, William Gilmour, or J. Haldane, 

the brassfounder. Women were first admitted to the Association 

in 1836 with thirty-four subscribing from Edinburgh (six per cent 

of the city's total membership),15  and although the number rose 

steadily over the next few years -- 135 women members from 

Edinburgh (eleven per cent) in 1838 and 216 (fourteen per cent) 

in 1841 -- the increases were never dramatic (in 1865 just 117 

women signed up constituting nine per cent of the overall 

Edinburgh membership). Gender parity was never achieved and in 

common with other Victorian institutions the (R)APFAS remained 

an overwhelmingly male organisation. 	Women were barred from 

playing any active role in its management (no woman ever appeared 

on the organising committees), and women only figure in the 

Association's documents as the subjects of disciplinary 

engravings (Plate 21) or the occasional objects of male 'wit' 

during the course of the annual public meetings. 

What all this illustrates is the vast disparity between the 

(R)APFAS's universalising rhetoric and the actual composition of 

its public, a disparity that calls into question the aims and 

extent of its missionary activities. The incorporative technol-

ogies developed by the (R)APFAS appear only to have ever appealed 

to members of the middle class, with the guinea subscription 

acting as a strong bar to the involvement of a broader cross-

section of the population. As a civilising force the Associa-

tion's efforts could only have had a restricted impact, and there 

is no evidence to support the oft repeated assertion that the art 

union commanded a refining influence across the whole of society, 

including the 'humblest' of classes. It is possible to point to 

examples of contemporary middle-class voluntary effort in Scot-

land whose activities were more broadly incorporative and results 

more immediate,15  although it remains unclear to what extent the 

practical and ideological effects of these projects were respon-

sible for the increased deradicalisation of the Scottish working 

class after the collapse of Chartism.'9  Judging from the 

composition of its public, the (R)APFAS had no right to claim 

credit for any kind of 'success' in this domain, although as we 

have seen this did not stop its managers from making extravagant 
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statements at public meetings about the Association's role in the 

manufacture of Victorian stability. 

But whether the incorporative claims made by the Association 

were just or not, they remain important both for what they tell 

us about the evolution of bourgeois self-consciousness during 

this period, and more specifically for the way they expose bour-

geois conceptions of the usefulness of high culture. Assertions 

of the (R)APFAS's universal appeal served to naturalise the 

complex of values propounded by the Association, taking them 

beyond the contingency of class (or for that matter, nation and 

gender), and confirming their necessity for the health and 

stability of society as a whole. The very act of reiteration 

affirmed the right of the speaker to legislate for others, 

validating middle-class moral pre-eminence whilst at the same 

time retaining a sense of class anonymity (this explains the 

(R)APFAS's reluctance to enunciate precisely the social base of 

its constituency). As we shall see, the concept of culture 

proved to be a particularly useful tool in the performance of 

this task, offering a field of social interaction that appeared 

to operate beyond the political, as well as a means of fostering 

institutional forms and modes of behaviour that would apparently 

unite rather than divide populations. Under the guise of an 

idealising cultural universalism the (R)APFAS helped to foster 

a sense of corporate cohesion amongst its membership, a cohesion 

that appeared to be fundamentally inclusive, but one which in 

reality was normalising in its effects and founded on drastic 

inequalities in the distribution of social rewards and resources. 

In this way the (R)APFAS was not benign in its influence, and 

within a broader conception of the maintenance of bourgeois 

hegemony -- taking into account systems of education, welfare, 

the workplace culture of capitalism, ideologies of domesticity 

and self-help etc. -- the Association played an important role 

in fostering a sense of middle-class superiority whilst 

simultaneously obscuring the contingency of middle-class values. 

Exposing the myth of bourgeois universalism is a commonplace 

of critical thought, and I can claim no originality in attempting 

to undermine the (R)APFAS's use of these discursive strategies. 
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But what I can do is pinpoint their historical specificity and 

analyse in greater detail their precise effects, for it is clear 

that a particular class fraction made use of these ideological 

formulations to specific ends. Why was it that in 1834 leading 

representatives of Edinburgh's civic elite --many of them Whigs, 

and many more associated with the law -- were so interested in 

the art union as an incorporative mechanism? Why did well-

established professional men like Henry Glassford Bell expend so 

much effort and energy in managing what was, by its very nature, 

a highly intricate and time-consuming administrative structure? 

What precisely was the substance of the (R)APEAS's ideological 

agenda, and how are we to assess its politica] effects? The 

following two sections of this chapter are dedicated to answering 

these questions, before turning finally to the challenge posed 

to the (R)APFAS in the form of the other Edinburgh art union, the 

so-called 'New Association'. 

vi 

In 1860, for the first time, the RAPFAS printed a list at 

the front of its annual report of the ninety-four men that had 

sat on its committees of management during its twenty-six year 

history (table 5.1).160 Each committee consisted of a governing 

hierarchy of fifteen members (ten to go out every year), and 

whilst the Association's constitution seemed to suggest the 

possibility of their election -- 'each member having an equal 

vote in the appointment of the Committee' -- they appear only 

ever to have been self-appointed.161 Its central tasks were to 

select the pictures to be awarded as prizes in the lottery 

(usually from the RSA's annual exhibition) and to superintend the 

production and distribution of the annual engraving.I62  Not all 

art unions operated in this manner -- the London and Royal Irish 

art unions left the choice of picture to the individual prize 

holder -- and as we shall see in the discussion of the New 

Association below, the relative benefits of the free-choice 

versus the committee system framed one of the central disputes 

concerning the operations of the art unions. The desirability 
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5.1 Composition of (R)APFAS Management Committees, 1835-60 

Number 	 S of Total 

Lawyers and Judges 
	

30 
	

32 

Other Professionals 
	

19 
	

20.2 

Gentlemen 
	

27 
	

28.7 

Aristocracy 
	

6.4 

Merchants 
	

8.5 

Manufacturers 
	

2.1 

Unknown 
	

2.1 

Total 	 94 

Source: RAPFAS Report, 1859-60 

of the benevolent management of public taste proved to be a 

deeply contentious issue, dominating not only the deliberations 

of individual associations, but also those charged by central 

government with the art unions' legislative regulation.163  

During his evidence to the 1845 

the architect Jonathan 

parliamentary Select 

Bell, younger brother Committee hearing, 

to H. G. Bell and the then APFAS secretary, was questioned 

closely in response to accusations of favouritism about the 

composition of the APFAS committee. It consisted, he assured his 

interlocutors, of men 'from the highest classes in Scotland', 

chosen above all for their 'acknowledged intellect': 

I should say the selection of the members of the committee from the 
commencement of the association has always included men of the highest 
reputation in Edinburgh and in Scotland; and that Edinburgh being 
small in comparison with London, and the interest taken by the 
subscribers in their proceedings being great, the subscribers in that 
way h4ve the best guarantee for the conscientious discharge of their 
duty. 

Bell's defence of the status of the Association's managers, 

reiterated a few lines later, underscores his commitment to the 
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paternalistic management of public taste.165  His comments also 

point to the exclusive nature of the Association's governing 

body, a benevolent rotating hierarchy selected almost entirely 

from Edinburgh's tightly-knit social and civic elites. Indeed, 

the (R)APFAS's foremost ninety-four comprises a directory of 

Scotland's 'great and good', including Lord Cockburn, Lord 

Jeffrey, Lord Meadowbank, the Duke of Argyle, Sir Thomas Dick 

Lauder, Sir William Gibson Craig, the Duke of Buccleuch, Bishop 

Terrot, Professor John Wilson, Sir Charles Bell, Robert Dundas, 

Lord Jerviswoode, the Earl of Roseberry, and so on. Dominated 

by representatives of the gentry and the elite of the ubiquitous 

legal and medical professions, this tiny social fraction 

constituted the leading members of Edinburgh's cultural and 

political life. A few senior figures from the city's mercantile 

and service sectors were also included,166  as well as the 

occasional member from areas outwith Edinburgh, for example the 

Glasgow collector, Archibald McLellan 167 	Representatives from 

the commercial sector of Edinburgh's fine art market -- print 

sellers, picture dealers, auctioneers -- were conspicuous only 

by their absence.168  

Whilst many other art unions did their best to win the 

patronage of social elites, the (R)APFAS proved peculiarly 

successful at attracting the cream of Edinburgh society, and the 

management hierarchy listed in its annual reports suggests the 

successful integration of prominent figures from the upper 

bourgeoisie, lesser gentry and aristocracy. But as with other 

voluntary associations not all members of the management played 

an active part in the organisation, preferring ceremonial or 

simply symbolic roles, and it was a frequent complaint of the 

(R)APFAS's detractors that very few committee membersactually 

took part in the work of the Association.'' 	The surviving 

minute books and reports from the annual general meetings show 

that the burden of organisation and advertisement fell to a core 

of activists, mainly elite members of the professions, who 

superintended most of the art union's operations. Key figures 

in the early years included the advocate Henry Glassford Bell and 

his architect brother Jonathan (both secretaries to the Associa- 
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tion); Lords Cockburn and Jeffrey, by now both Judges to the 

Court of Session; as well as other eminent figures in Edinburgh's 

social circles: Professor John Wilson, Professor Traill, Dr. 

Maclagan, and the advocates Patrick Robertson, George Moir (also 

Professor of Rhetoric at the University) and Andrew Skene 

(Cockburn's successor as Solicitor General). 	In short, the 

Association was managed by a small, relatively insular community 

of prominent public figures, guided in large part by members of 

the legal class. As Jonathan Bell's comments suggest, it was the 

peculiar nature of Edinburgh's social and civic structures that 

helped determine this configuration, in particular the close ties 

-- professional and familial -- between Scotland's traditional 

social hierarchy and the legal profession. 

The dominance of lawyers in the (R)APFAS and other middle-

class voluntary associations in Edinburgh is central to any 

analysis of their aims and activities. As Nicholas Phillipson 

has argued, the growing importance of Edinburgh in Scotland's 

commercial life during the course of the eighteenth century gave 

a new stature to the work of the advocate, and as the urban 

representative of landed elites he played an important role in 

managing the changing patterns of property ownership and control 

associated with processes of improvement.I4  With the removal 

of the Scottish Parliament and Privy Council to London in 1707 

the law became, in Henry Cockburn's words, 'the only solid market 

for home-employed, public, practical power',171  and it was the 

lawyers, many of them younger sons of the landed gentry, that 

inherited the mantle of urban social authority from their 

Enlightenment forebears, the clergymen and professors.I72  In the 

first few decades of the nineteenth century the growing civic 

influence of Edinburgh's advocates and Writers to the Signet led 

to the formation of an extensive managerial class, the key Whig 

members of which, through their support for the cause of reform 

in the 1820s, acquired considerable reputations amongst the 

emergent middle class.173  Cockburn, Jeffrey, Thomas Dick Lauder 

and others were the 'organic intellectuals' -- in Gramsci's sense 

-- of Edinburgh's reform-minded bourgeoisie; their multifaceted 

activities helped foster a sense of class homogeneity and 
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encouraged an awareness of class functions in social, economic 

and political life.114  Decidedly Whiggish in temperament, if not 

always by direct political association, their gradualism shaped 

the short-lived consensus that brought both the new sections of 

society and progressive elements of the old together under the 

banner of reform. 	Through their critical writings (led by 

Jeffrey's editorship of the Edinburgh Review), voluntary activity 

and active legislative intervention, they helped construct a new 

social compact, campaigning for the incorporation of the 

'respectable' propertied classes into the Scottish polity and 

articulating a series of values -- public and private -- with 

which to reconfigure traditional forms of social leadership.175  

With the involvement of many of Edinburgh's reform-minded 

intelligentsia in the operations of the APFAS, it is tempting to 

interpret the emergence of the organisation as simply a rising 

middle-class institution in the field of the fine arts, a 

manifestation of the growing authority of the values and 

aspirations of Edinburgh's ascendant bourgeoisie. Following fast 

on the heels of the extension of the franchite in 1832 and the 

substantial reorganisation of local government in 1833 (which 

placed the political control of Edinburgh in the hands of the 

wealthier middle and upper classes), the Association might be 

considered an insurgent institutional vehicle for the exercise 

of bourgeois hegemony. To a certain extent such an argument is 

defensible. From its inception the APFAS manifested many of the 

organisational imperatives that dominated middle-class voluntary 

effort, and it was heavily reliant on the financial contributions 

of an emergent middle class. Its formal mode of address and the 

benefits it proposed to offer -- the selling of 'shares', the 

promise of a 'return of the full value of [each member's] 

subscription'l  -- constituted a legitimating discourse couched 

in language designed to appeal to an aggressively commercial 

people. However, the values that sustained these attitudes and 

practices were not irreducibly bourgeois, and it would be wrong 

to encase the APFAS's constitutive elements -- methods and 

structures of organisation, ideology etc. -- in too reductive a 

terminology of class. The argument that the formation of the 
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APFAS was simply the institutional manifestation of an ascendant 

bourgeoisie can only obscure the complexity of urban upper-class 

relations during this period, most notably the evolved inter-

dependency of the gentry and upper echelons of the professions. 

The relationship between the middle and upper classes in 

Britain during the nineteenth century has long been the subject 

of debate amongst historians, not least because it is perceived 

to provide the kernel of an explanation for twentieth-century 

economic decline.1:7  Whilst the 'revisionist' position emphasis-

ing class separation and discontinuity has been substantially 

discredited, it remains unclear to what extent the English 

situation -- one of considerable correspondence and exchange 

between the values and lifestyles of the upper and middle classes 

-- was replicated in Scotland.178 	Certainly, the work of 

Phillipson suggests considerable social, cultural and familial 

interdependence amongst Scotland's upper ranks and its legal 

class during the early part of the nineteenth century, with many 

members of the lesser gentry following careers in the legal 

profession, and representatives of the profession elevating 

themselves -- through marriage or public promotion -- into the 

gentry. Anecdotal evidence -- including the biographies of 

prominent public figures -- confirms that the post-Napoleonic 

period was an era of considerable structural differentiation and 

social mobility in Scotland, a situation exacerbated by the 

continued emigration of the Scottish aristocracy to London.' 

In Edinburgh, problems of class definition and social placement 

were becoming increasingly acute, with growing pressure on elites 

to modify traditional social practices in order to incorporate 

new sections of the population (i.e. the public debate over the 

Institution's evening promenades explored in Chapter Four). As 

Leonore Davidoff has argued in connection with London, social 

rituals like those fostered by the Institution provided a way of 

regulating and controlling the entry of new personnel into the 

social hierarchy, preventing 'the formation of angry, alienated 

newcomer groups barred from full social recognition'.18" The 

annual inventory of spectacles and events that constituted Edin-

burgh's 'season' -- the balls, dances, visits to the opera and 
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theatre, gallery openings, private and public dinners -- gave 

shape to a social formation at once highly formalised and 

hierarchic, yet in terms of its composition fluid and open-ended. 

This process by which traditional elites allowed outsiders to 

join its ranks was crucial to the maintenance of upper-class 

hegemony during this period. As one Edinburgh-based commentator 

noted in 1834, '[t]here are few countries, perhaps, where this 

perpetual interchange of relative condition goes on so smoothly, 

or to so great an extent, as in Great Britain'.181  

Against this more differentiated conception of elite class 

formation the founding moment of the APFAS takes on a new 

significance. 	Rather than constituting an insurgent cultural 

stronghold of the emergent bourgeoisie, the art union should be 

seen as supporting the task of upper-class consolidation in 

Edinburgh, part of a long-term process of middle-class accommoda-

tion with its social superiors)" Such an alliance, as Habermas 

has noted, was a unique feature of the historical formation of 

the British bourgeoisie, a product, since the late seventeenth 

century, of the shared economic interests of the gentry and 

emergent mercantile classes)" It was this compact that struc-

tured the formation of the bourgeois public sphere, a discursive 

space of reasoned inquiry and debate that took shape in the wake 

of the absolutist state. However, in response to the turmoil of 

industrialisation this alliance of classes constituting the 

dominant power bloc was increasingly undermined by a dissenting 

coalition of working and middle-class radicals; the Reform Act 

of 1832 was the political arrangement specifically designed to 

sap the force of their attack. In Earl Grey's well-known dictum, 

the key tactic was 'to associate the middle with the higher 

orders of society in the love and support of the institutions and 

government of the country'.18L 	That those engaged in the 

drafting of Scotland's Reform Bill broadly agreed with Grey's 

agenda is well-established. John Clive, in his discussion of the 

politics of the Edinburgh Review, noted that Francis Jeffrey 'had 

not the slightest desire to end the predominance of the power of 

landed property or to institute democracy. 	He was simply 

frightened of what would happen if the governmental structure did 
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not yield to popular pressure in order to preserve a society 

otherwise (he thought) threatened with complete subversion', 185 

And Andrew Noble, in an analysis of Jeffrey's criticism, notes 

that the impulse for reform was governed by the social and 

economic imperatives of Britain's property-owning elites: 

The essential attraction of the Edinburgh Review was that in the 
fields of law, economics and literary criticism it dispensed in a 
bright, witty manner a rationalisation of the prejudices of its 
audience. Jeffrey ... was a manipulator of public consciousness. His 
activities were designed to prove either the virtues of the property-
owning class or the vices of its alleged enemies. Moral account-
ability was dispensed accordingly. Laissez-faire economics were at 
one and the same time held to be universally beneficial and amoral 
since the market was a mechanism. This, conveniently, made redundant 
certain virtues the New Testament held to be essential in the conduct 
of the rich towards the poor and removed the bur en of even attempting 
to integrate moral choice and economic practice.' 

A fear of the 'formidableness of organised popular power' also 

saturated Cockburn's reforming work. His solution to what he 

perceived as the threat of revolution was 'an easily attainable 

yet safe franchise' buttressed by the enlightened rule of a 

reform-minded, but nonetheless paternalistic elite. As he noted 

in his Journal on the occasion of a large reform meeting in 

Edinburgh in April 1832: 

The time is gone in which, whatever might be done for the people of 
Scotland, nothing was ever to be done by them. Liberal men of rank, 
fortune and education are nothing public without the people whom it is 
their chief duty to guide; and their just influence over them will 
always prevail exactly according as the political virtoves are 
practised, and the means of enforcing them organised. 

This statement succinctly captures the Whig vision of a 

regenerated British polity, a social contract founded on the twin 

virtues of reformed, although largely unreconstituted government 

and the propertied public's participatory deference. For Cock-

burn this contract amounted to more than an expedient political 

arrangement; it was also a 'structure of feeling', a way of 

managing social relationships that was intended to eke its way 

into all facets of public life, regulating and refining the 
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processes of negotiation between society's leaders and those they 

led. Social authority in all its forms was understood as the 

rightful inheritance of a property-owning elite; the participa-

tion of other groups was dependent on their conforming to the 

rules of conduct laid down by this dominant class. 	In this 

context, Jonathan Bell's comments to the Select Committee 

concerning the status of the Association's management acquire a 

firmer resonance. In its formal constitution the APFAS was an 

embodiment of these ideals, a social formation premised on 

expanded public participation, but grounded in the paternalistic 

authority of a newly-consolidated patronal elite. In this way 

the art union served not only to differentiate populations (the 

cultured and the uncultured, 'us' and 'them'), but also acted as 

a site for the mingling and intermixing of publics, combining 

members of the middle and upper classes in an association forming 

a powerful and authoritative socio-cultural bloc. 

This Whig vision of the social order is central to under-

standing the ethos of the (R)APFAS, and its dominant paternalism 

helps distinguish it from the more Benthamite concerns of those 

who managed the Art Union of London.'" As we shall see, these 

ideological differences were partly responsible for the conflict 

between the committee and free-choice systems of management, with 

the advocates of the latter supporting a more incorporative 

conception of public involvement (it was thought that individuals 

would benefit more from choosing their own prizes than having 

them chosen for them). From the outset the APFAS's apologists 

tenaciously defended the 'Edinburgh System' against charges of 

elitism and the assaults of those who claimed that it amounted 

to a form of 'aristocratic' protectionism -- a potent critique 

in an age dominated by middle-class free trade agitation. The 

necessary dominion of the disinterested aesthete was outlined in 

the very first annual report: 

It is not to be supposed that all the Members of a popular ASSOCIA-
TION, however strong their desire to promote the interests of Art, 
have equally cultivated their tastes regarding it; whilst, on the 
other hand, they can have no difficulty in choosing Annually from the 
general body, a few Members into whose hands they may safely confide 
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their interests, and who, in the purchases they make, will be guided 
neither by individual partialities or antipathies, but solely by an 
earnest desire to confer a benefit upon native Art, by singling out 
those Works which, in their different departments and styles, have 
made the farthest advance towards excellence, and mayon be considered as 
examples for younger and more inexperienced Artists. 

This paternalism was a distinctive feature of the Victorian 

'urban gentry', a way of managing social relationships that 

attempted, in Robert Gray's words, 'to reproduce in urban society 

the harmonious social hierarchy supposed, in a highly ideological 

view of social conflict, to characterise a lost rural world'.19°  

Despite an early challenge from the New Association and the 

obvious success of the London and Dublin art unions, this model 

of the elite management of public taste survived until the 

RAPFAS's collapse in 1892. Its longevity provides evidence of 

the continued acceptance of the cultural authority of a consoli-

dated urban elite on the part of large numbers of the Edinburgh 

middle class. 

To conceive of the formation of the APFAS as part of a 

broader process of class consolidation -- albeit a process 

subject to constant contest, conflict and renegotiation -- allows 

us to explain more easily the Association's obvious successes in 

uniting an artistic field previously so fractured and torn by the 

disagreements of the 1820s. Although dominated by the presence 

of Edinburgh's leading Whigs, its early committees of management 

also included prominent Tories -- the Duke of Buccleuch, John 

Wilson and Henry Glassford Bell amongst others -- as well as 

figures like Lord Meadowbank who had been a persistent thorn in 

the flesh of the Scottish Academy. More traditional connoisseurs 

also found a role in the Association's governing body, such as 

the collector and antiquarian James Dennistoun.11  In combining 

the management of public taste with increased public participa-

tion, the APFAS provided a flexible organisational structure that 

allowed the new to meld smoothly with the old, a process that was 

both involved in, and constituted by, the shifting social and 

political terrain in Edinburgh in the wake of the Reform Act. 

With the precipitate decline of Whig influence in the city after 
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1834, and hope of further Whig-led reform dying away, more and 

more of the mercantile middle class came to believe that the 

defeat of the Tories merely amounted to the exchange of one 

oligarchic elite for another. 192 	As J. 	C. Williams has 

suggested, like many 'shopocracies' in Victorian cities, 

'Edinburgh's middle class merchants tended towards radicalism and 

resented the Whig oligarchy which dominated the politics and 

society of the city'. By the 1840s, the pro-reform majority of 

the 1830s had split into 'moderate Whigs of the upper middle 

class and more radical Liberals of a somewhat lower social 

background'.193  In this context the divergent political 

allegiances that had structured the artistic disputes of the 

previous decade no longer held their sectarian resonance; the 

class of people that dominated the APFAS's boards of management 

came to be seen as a unified, rather than divided, social bloc. 

Furthermore, this elite class fraction was bound by a series of 

common cultural values, values focused, in Phillipson's words, 

by 'the same sort of regret at the passing of a distinctively 

Scottish way of life which the tightening bonds of Union made 

inevitable'.194  It was the fostering of this ethos of regret, 

expressed in the language of a conservative cultural nationalism, 

that rapidly formed the core of the APFAS's aesthetic program. 

All this should caution us against reductive interpretations 

that explain the formation of the APFAS as simply the product of 

a newly enfranchised and confident middle class, an unproblematic 

cultural manifestation of a new political and social compact. 

For whilst the Association was a project conceived in the wake, 

and perhaps also the spirit of reform, it is clear that not all 

of its founding members were as convinced as Jeffrey and Cockburn 

of the necessity of extending the franchise. 	In a letter to 

James Hogg in 1831, Henry Glassford Bell complained about a delay 

in the publication of his latest book (a collection of his 

periodical writings), which he blamed on the political uncertain-

ties of the period. Modelled on the inflated prose style that 

characterised the work of his Blackwoods colleagues, Bell's 

cynical disdain for the political process reminds us of the 

profoundly anti-democratic impulse that was contained by the 
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movement towards upper-class consolidation. 	The 'confounded 

Reform Bill', he wrote: 

like a great hungry monster swallows up all literature. I know of 
several works ready printed which are held back till the political 
excitement subsides, if it will subside, of which I see no immediate 
prospect. For my part, I think the Tories cowards and the Whigs mad. 
I am quite sure that the annihilation of twenty thousand of the mob in 
all the populous towns would do an immense deal of good, and nothing 
would give me greater pleasure than to see Wellington making a 
progress

19)  
thro' the country with a few pieces of artillery for this 

purpose. 

Such sentiments remind us that a professed love of art is no 

measure of a man's humanity. 

vii 

The supposed role that art unions played in uniting divided 

populations is an important aspect of their activities, and was 

frequently commented on by those called upon to defend their 

operations. In his evidence to the 1844 Select Committee, George 

Cash, a representative from the Royal Irish Art Union, responded 

to a question about the Association's influence by noting that 

it held a 'strong position upon neutral ground, where men of all 

classes, of all politics and religion, can meet and discuss the 

topic of fine art'.1 	This assertion was not only repeated in 

the art union's written submissions to the committee,197  but was 

subsequently taken up and given wider currency within the pages 

of the Art-Union journal.198  In 1855, using what had now become 

a stock formulation, Henry Glassford Bell acknowledged the same 

advantages at that year's RAPFAS public meeting: 

By private interests and political opinions men were often set at 
variance with each other, but a love for the beautiful in art united 
and attracted them. Though differences did arise, yet these were 
differences in which men were eager, but in which they might be eager 
without being angry; pertinacious without any rancour, and in which 
the strongest passions of the heart might be excited without any 
bitterness -- (applause.)°' 
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Bell here conceives of the RAPFAS as an institution allowing men 

to overcome divisions engendered by social circumstance; culture, 

in his view, serves to displace conflict and becomes a salve for 

political blight. Indeed, for some managers the efforts of the 

art unions in harnessing the public's attention to the fine arts 

were understood to provide a distraction from popular political 

agitation. In its written evidence to the same Select Committee, 

the Royal Birmingham and Midland Counties Art Union commented on 

its success in attracting large numbers of working people to the 

Birmingham Exhibition of modern art: 

5,000 of the operative classes have attended the exhibition, at 
reduced prices of admission; and so generally has the consideration of 
fine art occupied the people in these intervals, that the character of 
each successive exhibition has been a theme of discussion amongst 
every class of citizens, and every individual has received a reflected 
importance from a knowledge of subjects connected with them. The 
favourite work in the gallery now occupies the place in his mind which 
a generation ago would probably have been in the possession of the 
bull, the bear, or them badger; or, more recently, of excessive 
political excitement."' 

These statements clearly illustrate the attraction of urban 

elites to art unions as sites for the performance of cross-class 

solidarity and unity. Their activities were perceived to provide 

neutral arena beyond party and religious faction in which a 

ritual of social cohesion could be enacted. Such resolute faith 

in the art union's cohering power derived from two sources. 

First, as we have seen, from the innovative structure and 

mechanisms of the organisations themselves, most notably their 

comparatively open constitutions (founded on broader economic, 

rather than traditional status exclusions), as well as their 

reliance on new technologies of mass reproduction. It was the 

incorporative potential of these technologies that held the 

appeal; both appeared to transform the size of the public for the 

fine arts, offering to draw in populations never previously 

touched by painting or sculpture. As one contributor to the 

RAPFAS general meeting in 1859 noted, the social benefits offered 

by these distributive mechanisms were therefore extensive. In 

an art union '[e]very member ... is a patron of art, an agent for 

j. 
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the diffusion of its softening and civilising influences 

throughout the community'.NI 

The second and more complex factor relates to the changing 

meanings adhering to the concept of culture during this period 

in response to the dramatic social cleavages wrought by the 

complex of forces that we know as industrialisation. As Raymond 

Williams observed, the notion that there are close links between 

art and society was an important innovation of the intellectual 

history of the nineteenth century, with a growing number of 

artists and critics attempting to articulate the moral and 

intellectual benefits to society of various forms of high 

culture, including the fine arts. Central to these changing 

meanings was the celebration of culture as a kind of moral 

absolute, an elevation, in Williams's words 'of [certain moral 

and intellectual] activities, as a court of human appeal, to be 

set over the processes of practical social judgement and yet to 

offer [themselves] as a mitigating and rallying alternative'. 

Tony Bennett has recently developed Williams's critique and 

suggested that the semantic shifts he explored were symptomatic 

of the increased contemporary utilisation of high culture for 

social ends; forms of culture needed 'to be valorised as 

embodiments of universal norms of civilisation or humanity in 

order to be rendered governmentally useful'.N3  It is clear that 

this instrumental elevation of the cultural above and beyond the 

social underpins all of the comments quoted above: the artistic 

activities of the art unions were thought by their managers to 

subsume political difference and dispute through their universal-

ising and civilising authority. Artistic culture, conjoined with 

new technologies offering its more expansive dissemination, was 

perceived by urban elites to be a palliative force, subduing and 

assuaging the social ferment that was otherwise characteristic 

of the nineteenth-century city. 

A vigorous belief in art's ameliorating power rapidly became 

the governing concept dominating middle-class social and critical 

activity in the fine arts during this period. 	In 1838 the 

Scotsman reported that a testimonial dinner to the artist and 

drawing instructor J. F. Williams was passed 'in an instructive 
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and friendly discussion "on the influence of Art in forming human 

character; and how far, in the present state of society, it could 

be rendered subsidiary to the general improvement of the 

people"'.214  A practical application of these ideals had taken 

place only a fortnight earlier in the form of the Scottish 

Academy's Grand Dress Parade in support of 'Soup Kitchens in 

Edinburgh and generally for the Relief of the Destitute'. Seven 

hundred of Edinburgh's leading citizenry paid five shillings each 

to attend, embracing, in the words of the Scotsman: 

a variety of personages which few other circumstances could have been 
the means of bringing together; for, grouped with the usual elegant 
and fashionable occupants of the ballroom, there were many grave 
characters, eminent in literature and science -- judges, professors, 
&c., all met upon the common ground of countenancing the effort of our 
national academy and its friends, to assist in the alleviation of the 
appalling destitution which now exists in the city." 

This harnessing of the fine arts to philanthropic effort became 

increasingly common during this period,a6  and if we compare the 

Scottish Academy's dress parades with those of the Royal Institu-

tion a decade earlier it is clear that in terms of both public 

access and social function the management of the fine arts had 

taken on an altogether more governmental tenor.207 For others, 

fine art amounted to a form of philanthropy in-and-of-itself, and 

at this time we also see the emergence of discourses based on the 

assumption that the dissemination of high culture obviated the 

need for more fundamental structural change. In 1844 the Art-

Union journal ended an article on the 'Progress and patronage of 

British art' with the following utopian assessment of the social 

benefits made possible by the popular appeal of the 'Fine Arts': 

Once the companions only of the rich, now the instruction and the 
solace of all. Once viewed with wonder, now studied with intellectual 
respect. Once a ray of genius which illumined only the palace, now a 
light shedding its beneficent influence in every dwelling of the land. 
Even so should it be; even so should education spread, so should moral 
truth increase. Wretched is that people which has no communion of 
social feeling, no point of general concord; where class stands apart 
from class in the isolation of selfish interest and selfish pride. Of 
necessity, division will be engendered by political and individual 
interest; and by such divisions Carthage was subdued and Rome fell. 
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United by one common faith, and enjoying the blessings of equal laws, 
we trust it is reserved for our countrymen to be further united, not 
by equality of fortune, but by the equality of intellectual enj'-
cents, and the refinement inseparable from cultivated pursuits. 

Could the perceived function of art in tempering -- but never 

combatting -- the destructive excess of class inequality he any 

more clearly expressed? 

Similar statements setting out the governmental benefits of 

high culture dominate the official publications and ceremonies 

of the Edinburgh art union, forming a sophisticated ideological 

weaponry that was at once disciplinary in its intended effects, 

but also compelling and attractive to its audience. Thus the 

Tory advocate, Patrick Robertson, noted in 1839: 

I do not look upon art as a source of amusement or pleasure merely --
I consider it as having a great moral influence on the character of 
the people... 

before going on to outline precisely how the mechanics of this 

influence might work: 

A picture permanently and palpably sets before the eye, the lesson of 
the historian and the moral of the poet. Can any thing be more 
delightful to the lover of nature -- 

'To one in populous cities pent,' 
than to have his eyes delighted with a representation of the bloom and 
the beauty of Nature's fairest features? Can any thing be more 
enduring to a Scotchman toiling on a distant land -- perhaps on the 
burning sands of Hindostan -- than to see ever before his eye the 
smiling village, and the green vales, and the misty mountains of his 
native land? -- (Loud cheers.) Can any thing be more charming than to 
be possessed of the features of an absent friend, and to be able to 
detain palpably before us the memorials of those who have departed? --
(Continued cheering.) But it is unnecessary for me to enter into this 
wide field: the sympathies of the nation are roused -- the rock has 
indeed been struck -- the waters have gushed forth -- they will 
continue to flow abadantly, and in their course to freshen and 
fertilize the land. 

The imagery here is evocative, and at this stage still reasonably 

emphatic, free of the leaden nostalgia that so often saturated 

these kind of renditions. Above all, we see the dense network 

of associations between the (imperial) nation, a romanticised 
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native landscape, and moral health, a powerful metropolitan 

discourse that came to dominate Scottish bourgeois self-

imagining, although a discourse, to borrow a phrase from Nicholas 

Green, that also had the ability 'both inside and beyond the 

power bloc to draw other philosophies and class fractions into 

its symbolic orbit'.212  As in the case of its print production, 

the rural landscape -- overwhelmingly a romanticised Highland one 

-- formed a core element of the (R)APFAS's ideological self-

representation, as a site of pleasurable and instructive consump- 
, tion 211  a source of community and moral strength, and also the 

habitat of a secure national identity, a place that required 

careful protection from the destructive and divisive influences 

of modern life. Time and again the Highland landscape was evoked 

as the authentic source of national self-expression, and -- in 

terms of the environmentalist art criticism that emerged in the 

1820s -- a proper motif for a Scottish painter, a necessary 

subject for the formation of a national school of art.211 At the 

1848 general meeting the advocate, James Crawfurd, outlined even 

more precisely the improving effects of Scottish landscape and 

historical art. The 'great triumph and merit of painting lay not 

in the bare imitation of nature', but in its associated meanings, 

'the earnest and forcible expression of noble thought': 

In looking upon an exquisite landscape, they were filled with 
admiration and delight, not so much because it was a close imitation 
of nature, as because it was the forcible expression of the very 
sentiment, whether of sublimity or beauty, of joyfulness or tender-
ness, or pathos, which nature in that scene had breathed. They were 
stirred, as they gazed, to appropriate the emotions of the scene - of 
grateful joy, as warmed in the glad sunshine of heaven - of pensive 
thought, as soothed by the silver moonlight; they almost felt the 
breeze that seemed to rustle the leaves - and were hushed in solemn 
awe as they fancied they heard the roar of the ocean's multitudinous 
waters. And still more strikingly was this experienced as they gazed 
on the delineation of some interesting historical event, some national 
triumph, or sad catastrophe, or deed of heroism, or solemn muirland 
sacrament, or martyr's testimony - how they stood riveted to the spot, 
a crowd of associations rushing on the mind, while by their throbbing 
hearts and unbidden tears, they attested the potency of the spell by 
which the genius o1, the artist had evoked the very spirit of the 
scene. (Applause.) 
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Utilising the now commonplace tenets of association aesthetics, 

we see here how the speaker views the affective appeal of both 

landscape and historical painting through an optic shaped by 

metropolitan priorities.214 	For the nineteenth-century bour- 

geoisie, as Green has argued, the consumption of landscape art 

far exceeded the value of the representation in-and-of-itself. 

Rooted in an urban fantasy of physical and material restoration 

it also 'delineated structures of feeling and personal experience 

registered as much in the pleasures of the pictorial viewing as 

in the sense of immersion in healthy sensations'.215 Once again 

a complex understanding of power is involved here, one that 

conceives of its operation as both productive and pleasurable, 

generating multiple possibilities of action and choice. 	The 

image of romantic nature delineated by (R)APFAS ideologues 

offered contemporaries a range of pleasures and emotions, at once 

atomising in their appeal to individual subjectivities, but also 

producing a sense of collective identity, of affective 

homogeneity, through the evocation of sentiments apparently 

derived from a shared national past. But this complex nostalgia 

was not just formulated as an emotional indulgence, nor only as 

an antiquarian delight; as various speakers hinted it was also 

understood to provide more regulatory benefits for the present. 

In 1848 the varied advantages of aesthetic consumption on offer 

to RAPFAS members could easily assume a more repressive aspect. 

Following quickly after the speaker's invocation of a foreign 

'tide of turbulence and terror' would not this description of the 

processes involved in viewing native landscape art have been 

understood by this audience as necessarily palliative in their 

effects, and thus a weapon very directly implicated in the 

reproduction of bourgeois class power? 

Of course the moral influence of the art union's work was 

not always so closely tied to images of the landscape, nor was 

it always so eloquently and urgently expressed. In the hands of 

the less imaginative members its evocation became an interminable 

rendition, with speaker after speaker at (R)APFAS public meetings 

emphasising art's civilising social effects.216  Thus two 

examples from 1854 and 1855 respectively: 
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I am well persuaded the cultivation of fine taste and a diffusion of 
the true principles of art constitute one of the most efficient aids 
to the advance of civilization. For the truth of this I do not 
require, now-a-days, to appeal, as was once the fashion, to history 
and the influence of art on the nations of antiquity, for the best 
evidence of it is to be found in our own country, at the present time, 
among ourselves. I do believe there is scarcely an individual who now 
hears me who has not found, in his own experience, his intellectual 
powers strengthened and refined, and his moral being elevated and 
purified by the intelligent contemplation of the beauties of form, and 
colour, and expression, as exhibited in the works of our living 
artists. (Cheers.) A power which thus humanizes the heart and mind 
becomes straightway a matter of public and national concern. 

I believe experience is daily shewing that the multiplication of 
innocent pleasures and subjects of interest, is the best way to 
promote and assist the exertions that are being made to root out 
habits and indulgences of a criminal or vicious kind. It is only by 
multiplying the pleasures which can be innocently and beneficially 
enjoyed that we can hope to displace those tendencies which prevail 
among mankind to go wrong, when they might easily go right 	they 
were only led by a little encouragement and good direction.'' 

What we see here in the wake of 1848 is a growing commitment on 

the part of RAPFAS ideologues to the function of art as a weapon 

of social control, a deterrent, conceived sometimes in the most 

explicit terms, to rampant social disorder. 	(In 1864 Sheriff 

Mark Napier went so far as to describe the RAPFAS as 'essentially 

a defensive association.')218 The intensity of this discourse 

escalates during the 1850s and the RAPFAS's documents are 

increasingly framed by references to the Association's prosperity 

in the face of global catastrophe: banking failures at home, 

trade depression, 'extraordinary monetary crisis', European 

revolution, colonial insurrection, flood, fire, and even the 

effects of wartime increases in income tax. 	Thus the annual 

report of 1858-59: 

When it is recollected that the annual funds of all Societies, 
dependent upon voluntary subscriptions, are liable to fluctuations 
from various extraneous causes, it would be surprising to find the 
funds of this Association not affected by these causes. Banks have 
given way, involving great public loss and temporary embarrassment. 
The extraordinary expenses necessary to the formation of an effective 
and armed neutrality demand a corresponding increase in national 
taxation. The tranquillity necessary to the proper enjoyment and 
appreciation of 'the serenely silent Arts' has been disturbed by the 
din of arms; and our Professors, our Lawyers, our Burghers, our 
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Artisans, are constant at drill, and even some of our Artists have, in 
the meantime, abandoned the rest-stick and the easel for the rifle and 
the target. But these are merely temporary disturbances in the 
ordinary course of things. In the meantime, the Association possesses 
a body of 220 Honourary Secretaries, widely scattered, having its 
welfare at heart, and the Committee see no cause f5),r entertaining any 
apprehension for the stability of the Association,- 

Within the narrative structure of the (R)APFAS's documents these 

protestations of embattled strength lie at their core, function-

ing as a testament to the art union's organisational scope and 

flexibility, justifying the urgency of its work, and underlining 

the wealth and stability of the nation as a whole. Permanence 

and solidity, as Hobsbawm points out, have always been core 

emblems of bourgeois self-worth, signs of resilience in an age 

of social liquidity and profanation.220  But there is also a 

sense in which their constant evocation in connection with 

culture (as both its cause and its effect) is more invidious, 

serving to elevate in Edward Said's formulation, destructive, 

class-specific 'practice to the level of theory', thus liberating 

'ideological coercion against rebellious elements -- at home and 

abroad -- from the mundane and historical to the abstract and 

general'.221  Surely these are the meanings contained by the art 

union's intertwined discourses of immutability, moral usefulness 

and civilising strength, meanings that at times of crisis are 

made explicit,222 but which more often function 'silently', a 

consistent and implicit affirmation of governmental authority, 

colonial domination and class control? 

A few further points can be made in relation to the form of 

these discourses, broadening our understanding of their meanings 

and effects. First, the persistent envisioning of art solely in 

terms of its 'usefulness' was not monolithic, and occasionally, 

just occasionally, (R)APFAS members provided alternative defini- 

tions. 	Thus some speakers emphasised that the art union was 

primarily a means of gaining 'cheap and innocent enjoyment',223  

whilst others -- Lord Gifford for example -- made a concerted 

attempt to elevate the Association's work above the actions of 

simple philanthropy, offering '[a]ll praise to those who seek out 

the naked and clothe them', but going on to suggest, somewhat 
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obliquely, 'that the garments of the lily are more glorious than 

the robes of Solomon')24 One member even interjected an element 

of Ruskinian critique, arguing that 'art must be a protest 

against the fallacy that man lives by bread alone' and launching 

into a brief diatribe against the excesses of nineteenth-century 

materialism.225  But comments like this are few and far between, 

and each of the above examples is framed and easily contained by 

more instrumental rhetoric that describes the art union's work 

in terms of its civilising effects. Indeed, to the modern reader 

the dominance and longevity of these moralising discourses are 

remarkable (they lasted, largely unmoderated, well into the 

1880s), and although their content was not unusual, their form 

and intensity in comparison with other art unions was unique. 

The Art Union of London, for example, more clearly influenced by 

parliamentary concerns and Benthamite ideals, seemed more 

interested not only in empowering individual subscribers (for 

more of which see below), but also in the links between art and 

the competitive position of British manufactures. 	In company 

with S. C. Hall's Art-Union journal it worked hard to develop and 
encourage this relationship. Such issues rarely surfaced in the 

Edinburgh organisation -- they were mentioned, for example, in 

the APFAS's founding prospectus and were raised again in the 

context of comments about the various mid-century industrial 

exhibitions.226 This reticence was partly determined by the 

character of the (R)APFAS's management, a social fraction whose 

world was dominated by the law, finance and small-scale 

commercial interests, with only the most general commitment to 

the progress and prosperity of manufacturing. 

Perhaps the most important point that arises from this 

interpretation of the art union's work is that it allows us to 

place discrepant historical events and social relationships back 

where they properly belong: in the full glare of the footlights 

of the art historical stage. This has important implications for 

the way that the discipline is practised in connection with 

Scottish culture, as the analytical potential provided by a 

social history of art has rarely, if ever, been exploited. Take, 

for example, the dominant theme of recent Scottish art historio- 
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graphy, the very general question of the relationship between art 

and national identity. The authors involved in pursuing these 

issues have quite properly paid close attention to Scotland's 

many artistic links with other parts of Europe and the world 

beyond -- Italy, the Netherlands, France, and most recently, 

North America.227 	Such an orientation not only expresses an 

admirable commitment to cultural exchange and hybridity, but 

also, as Raphael Samuel has recently suggested, points towards 

a shift in historical scholarship concerning Scotland more 

generally.228 However, what these authors have consistently 

ignored are the relations of dominance that structure the 

production of art in Scotland, relations of gender and class of 

course, but also those generated by imperialism. 	Within the 

roughcast context of identity politics Lhis latter deficit is 

particularly troubling, not least because, as Edward Said has 

recently argued, imperial meanings lie at the core of modern 

European culture, inscribed literally into the surface of its 

works of art -- the caged bird in Carse's Country Relations, or 

William Kidd's terrible image of Indulging (Plate 27) -- but even 

more significantly structuring the very concepts of culture and 

civilisation themselves. In nineteenth-century Britain, global 

political and economic domination was sustained by a massive, 

largely unchallenged ideological edifice, and the concept of 

culture proved one of the most effective tools in protecting and 

legitimating imperial authority. 	In Said's own words, the 

'twinning of power and legitimacy, one force obtaining in the 

world of direct domination, the other in the cultural sphere, is 

a characteristic of classical imperial hegemony'.219 

Nowhere in nineteenth-century Scottish cultural life is this 

symbiosis clearer than in the work of the (R)APFAS, an organisa-

tion that took special pride in the role it played in supporting 

Britain's colonial endeavour. The Association's first foreign 

subscriber -- from Athens -- was recruited in 1836, and from then 

on the numbers increased steadily, rising dramatically in the 

late 1860s and peaking in 1873 when just under one-third of the 

Association's income was derived from contributors abroad.232  

Foreign members were drawn overwhelmingly from British colonial 
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territories, most notably the so-called 'white colonies' --

Australia, New Zealand and Canada -- although variously there was 

also a considerable presence from India, South America and some 

of the plantation colonies, especially the British West Indies. 

These members were almost exclusively emigrant settlers or colon-

ial functionaries (there were only a few native subscribers), and 

whilst their presence on the (R)APFAS's subscription lists 

followed the contours of imperial expansion -- driven by the 

substantive increase in British world trade from the late 1850s 

-- the size of each region's contribution was very much owing to 

the lone efforts of its honorary secretary. 	Generally, the 

social composition of the overseas membership was not too 

different from that of subscribers at home, although the precise 

character of each list varied depending on the nature of the 

particular colonial encounter.231  In 1873 the listed professions 

of the 1521 foreign subscribers included bankers, doctors, 

magistrates, various types of lawyer, government surveyors, a 

prison governor, a large number of engineers, dockyard adminis-

trators and shipping employees, railway contractors, several 

plantation owners, a variety of elite civil servants (the 

Administrator-General of British Guiana, for example), as well 

as a number of small businessmen and commercial operators (iron-

mongers, a bootmaker, hoteliers, booksellers, two postmasters, 

printers, picture dealers, and a boat-builder etc.).232  Many of 

these men -- there were very few women -- were actively involved 

in the shaping of empire, and the determination they showed in 

keeping up their RAPFAS subscriptions reveals the importance they 

accorded to maintaining close links with the culture of the 

imperial core. 

A distinction needs to be drawn between the uses and 

meanings attached to (R)APFAS products generated by colonial 

subscribers, and the benefits that the art union's managers 

imagined themselves to be providing to their compatriots over-

seas. There is evidence to suggest that art union productions 

sometimes played an important role in fostering the development 

of fine art communities in colonial territories,233  and prominent 

overseas collectors are often to be found in the (R)APFAS's 
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subscription lists.234 	The work performed by art unions and 

other forms of print culture in the world-wide dissemination of 

a taste for the fine arts deserves closer scrutiny than it has 

yet received,235  and within the context of Scottish culture the 

(R)APFAS's productions no doubt played an important role in the 

formation of diaspora identities which in turn may have influ- 

enced the culture of the core.fl6  	But further exploration of 

these complex issues lies beyond the scope of this thesis, and 

in what follows I focus only on the imperial meanings generated 

by the Association's Edinburgh-based ideologues. 

From its earliest years the (R)APFAS's managers took great 

pride in the Association's appeal to foreign and colonial 

subscribers, a sign they believed of the organisation's global 

authority in matters of art, as well as the power of Scottish 

culture to maintain national loyalties and identities amongst 

émigré enclaves across the world.237  The (R)APFAS conceived of 

its products as a sustaining influence on those toiling abroad, 

a 'souvenir' in the words of the advocate Andrew Coventry, 'to 

recall them to their old country'.238  As we have seen, the 

romantic Scottish landscape, often filtered through the works of 

Burns or Scott, formed the key motif with which to foster this 

longing, and it is worth emphasising again the power of this 

ideological constellation in creating identities that exceeded 

the boundaries of gender, geography or class.239  Once more the 

governmental effects of this imagery were linked to the task of 

bringing together divided populations, promoting, in the words 

of one speaker in 1848, 'a union of feeling among men scattered 

over every quarter of the world') Two decades later the 

RAPFAS's incorporative scope had apparently extended even 

further: through its work the Association was now 'connecting to 

a certain extent, those under our sway, but also those who in a 

certain sense might be said to be subjects of different 

dynasties')41 The following year Sheriff Shand argued that the 

RAPFAS's 'usefulness' lay in 'awakening and fostering those 

endearing associations which paintings of Scottish subjects 

create, and in thus keeping up those kindly feelings which we all 

desire to encourage with those who inhabit our colonies'.2L2  
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Again, the pacifying, palliative effects of Scottish art are 

hinted at here, generated -- so Shand believed -- by the 

affective appeal of a romantic nostalgia and the evocation of a 

mythical universe untouched by contemporary forms of displace-

ment, dislocation and loss. 

But far more important than the benefits on offer to 

subscribers abroad was the role played by the Association in 

maintaining the hegemony of imperial ideology at home. 	The 

RAPFAS's published prints and annual reports were deeply 

implicated in the production of imperial identities within the 

colonising core, not so much through the specific content of the 

graphic works, but through the meanings fostered by the concepts 

of culture and civilisation that the art union circulated and 

sustained. Time and again through their speeches and documents, 

representatives of the (R)APFAS utilised high culture as a weapon 

of imperial conquest, adopting its meanings to delineate ever-

more-sharply the gulf separating civilisation from savagery, the 

coloniser and the colonised. Sometimes these meanings were made 

explicit, an affirmation of the Scottish bourgeoisie's weighty 

sense of imperial mission. Art, in the words of the Rev. Dr 

MacGregor, was an 'elevating, purifying, humanising influence' 

and 'a love of art ever is and ever will be one of the distin-

guishing marks of civilisation from barbarisW.M  For Sheriff 

Napier its 'influence ranged from great things to small, and was 

of vital importance to everything that rendered civilisation what 

it ought to be in a country as this'.244 One contributor argued 

that every picture sent abroad 'becomes an art missionary, so to 

speak', whilst for another such paintings 'wafted even beyond the 

pale of civilisation into Australian wildernesses'.265  In 1872 

the fact that emigres continued to 'carry with them into their 

distant homes some part of those sources of refinement which we 

enjoy here' was considered a 'healthy symptoW,M  the implica-

tion of physical and moral degeneracy at once devaluing the 

status of the colonial possession and asserting the superiority 

of the imperial core. 

References such as this fill the (R)APFAS's documents and 

reveal the deep engagement of Victorian middle-class conscious- 

1 
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ness in the construction of imperial identities. Since the early 

decades of the century, the moral reformation, rather than direct 

physical subjugation of colonial subjects had been a central 

aspect of British imperial policy,24/  and by the 1840s the role 

played by culture in processes of imperial domination was widely 

accepted. Thus in 1844 the Art-Union journal described the 

cultural consolidation of conquested territory as the coloniser's 

duty, an ethical obligation whose force was largely derived from 

the meanings adhering to the concept of culture: 

Art is a language. Art is truth seeking expression in sculptured 
forms. Art is poetry, which writes the history of the past in every 
varied effusion -- epic, lyric, and dramatic. Beneath the fanes it 
rears we bend in devotion; in the contemplation of its productions we 
forget the strife and passions of the world; it heightens the charms 
of home, and becomes the memorial of the dead. It is a great thing by 
conquest to subdue a world, -- it is a greater, by the victories of 
peace to refine it. The dominion of the English is a dominion over 
which the sun never sets. We have succeeded to a sphere of action 
greater than that of the Roman, and to a power of civilization 
unequalled since the introduction of Christianity. As our gifts, are 
our duties. If we,,§ubdue by arms, let us render conquest grateful by 
the arts of peace.' 

Twenty-five years on, with the numbers of colonial subscribers 

continuing to climb, the role played by the RAPFAS in maintaining 

British dominion was an obvious source of pride. From 'small 

beginnings', boasted one contributor in 1870, the RAPFAS now 

'overshadowed the earth'.249  

There can be little doubt, then, that the rhetoric of high 

culture, of moral usefulness and refinement, that saturated the 

work of the (R)APFAS and many other Victorian art organisations 

lent massive ideological support to the practice of imperialism. 

As Said argues this was a vital task: imperialism needed a 

commitment that went beyond simple physical and economic 

exploitation, a commitment that 'on the one hand, allowed decent 

men and women to accept the notion that distant territories and 

their native peoples should be subjugated, and, on the other, 

replenished metropolitan energies so that these decent people 

could think of the imperium as a protracted, almost metaphysical 

obligation to rule subordinate, inferior, or less advanced 
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peoples'.21  The concept of culture and its complement, 

civilisation, supplied this commitment, and like all successful 

ideological constructs their power derived from the fact that 

their meanings rarely needed to be articulated explicitly; they 

potentially functioned whenever a picture was looked at or 

purchased, whenever a (R)APFAS print was received, whenever the 

topic of high culture was addressed.251  The elevation of culture 

as amoral absolute, its apparently universal authority, its aura 

of disinterest, all worked to objectify the divisions between the 

colonial territory and the imperial nation, situating the colon-

ised as the irrevocable 'other' of civilisation and validating 

the urgency of the imperial endeavour. In this way the (R)APFAS 

was both deeply implicated in, and utterly indebted to, the 

colonial encounter, working at once to produce an allegiance to 

high culture that would help perpetuate imperial practice, but 

also greatly dependent on that practice in both financial and 

ideological terms. 	Imperial subjugation lay at the centre, 

rather than at the margins of nineteenth-century high culture, 

forming the ideological framework of the activities of all 

metropolitan cultural institutions, as well as the backdrop to 

their artists' most enduring aesthetic statements. As William 

Blake noted in his annotations to Reynold's Discourses, '[t]he 

Foundation of Empire is Art and Science. Remove them or Degrade 

them and the Empire is No more. Empire follows Art and not vice 

versa as Englishmen suppose'.252 

Further research is needed to discover to what extent this 

ideological constellation was replicated in other nineteeth-

century Scottish institutions (it was surely not only a bourgeois 

phenomenon), and whether the centrality of empire in the work of 

the (R)APFAS was a feature of other British art unions. ]̀  We 

might also ask to what extent these institutional articulations 

were reproduced in the subjectivities of different subscribers, 

and, most interesting of all, were any counter-discourses created 

to rub against this dominant grain? Such an analysis also raises 

serious questions for those concerned with the construction of 

national identities, for it is clear that Scotland was a 'nation 

within an imperial nation',254  and that the encouragement and 
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increasingly confident celebration of native culture was not only 

heavily dependent on definitions accorded to the culture of non-

native 'others', but also partly founded on spoils derived from 

their direct exploitation. 	The (R)APFAS did, indeed, play a 

central role in articulating a sense of a confident and distinct 

Scottish culture, both through explicit (although sometimes 

contradictory) statements about the ties binding national art and 

identity, but also, perhaps more powerfully, through the almost 

invisible processes of rhetorical flagging and identity affirma-

tion that Michael Billig has recently described as constituting 

the national topos.255 From its inception, (R)APFAS ideologues 

expressed great pride and resolution in their efforts to 'elevate 

the character of national art' and foster a school of 'national 

and enduring interest', and although the term 'national' is a 

slippery one, the great bulk of its meanings referred to the 

Scottish, rather than British 'nation'.236  Bearing in mind the 

chronic uncertainty about the state of the fine arts in Scotland 

only a decade earlier, the confidence of this discourse is 

notable, and would seem to provide evidence of the flowering of 

autonomous cultural and civic identities that have recently been 

argued for. AL times the specific character of Scottish civil 

society within the British body politic is hinted at within 

(R)APFAS documents: 

In most other countries of Europe, where intelligence, liberality, and 
refinement prevail, Painting, Sculpture, and Architecture, are under 
the patronage of State and Sovereign; and it is always deeply to be 
regretted when a Government does not appear to be sufficiently alive 
to the national importance of cherishing the Fine Arts. But the 
Association, by interesting the population at large, and by securing 
the dispersion of numerous works of Art throughout the country, does 
more than any government could do towards extending among the people 
of Scotland such a love of art as must conduce to their own enjoyment 
and happiness, and to the proper encouragement of its profession. It 
is an important and interesting circumstance in the history of art and 
of this country, that the experiment of bringing forward the mass of 
the people as its willing patrons, has proved more completely 
successful in Scotland, and has been productive of greater national 
advantages than in any other country of Europe where similar. 
Associations exist.')/  

But even when the successes of a self-generated national culture 
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are being feted it is clear that a more complex network of deter-

minants are involved. In 1842, in a characteristically long and 

exuberant speech, Henry Glassford Bell noted that the wealth of 

the APFAS was derived entirely from 'Scottish funds', before 

going on to note that those funds 'come from all parts of Scot-

land; they come from Scotsmen in the Colonies of Great Britain; 

[and] they come from Scotsmen in England and Ireland, whose 

hearts warm towards the country of their birth'.258  In the light 

of this extravagant fiction, as well as the recent arguments of 

Said and others, it would seem that the theory of unionist-

nationalist identities must at the very least be reformulated to 

embrace the complexities of Scotland's imperial allogamy. Above 

all, is it desirable -- whatever the strategic benefits to the 

present -- to continue to argue for the autonomous strength of 

native culture when those articulating and producing that culture 

were so dependent for their well-being on the devastating 

exploitation of other worlds? 

What this analysis demonstrates is the complex web of deter-

minations underpinning the organisation and social functioning 

of the (R)APFAS's cultural practice during this period. 	Its 

relations of institutional production and reproduction -- and in 

particular their governmental rationalisation --  were not just 

symptomatic of a dominant (repressive) Calvinism, but generated 

in relation to a range of other factors including the reform-

minded concerns of urban elites (with their own localised 

character, although no doubt influenced by the contemporary 

investigations of parliamentary technocrats); the need to 

incorporate greater numbers of the public in order to sustain a 

burgeoning artistic field; an increasingly resonant metropolitan 

anti-urbanism (itself a product of complex and rapid social 

change); the mutually sustaining influence of high culture and 

imperial hegemony; and the myriad pleasures and benefits derived 

from the art union's activities by mainly middle-class 

subscribers across the globe. 

The (R)APFAS's aesthetic forms were similarly over-

determined, and in addition to the factors above we might cite 

innovations in communications technologies (new engraving 
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techniques in particular), and the influence of a dominant 

romanticism filtered through the work of Burns and Scott. The 

power and popularity of romanticism was by no means unique to 

Scotland,29  although as an antidote to urban dissonance it does 

appear to have had a peculiarly firm resonance for the Edinburgh 

middle class, a result (as some critics chose to perceive it) of 

deliberate orchestration on the part of certain members of the 

city's social elite.26 	The attractions of romantic forms and 

subject matter were broadly based, and their appeal to individual 

subjectivities means that we should be wary of prescriptive 

statements in any analysis of their expression and effects. But 

whatever meanings were made by others, the (R)APFAS's published 

documents reveal the attraction to urban elites of romantic 

ideology and iconography as a means of fulfilling their govern-

mental ambitions, at once by fostering a mythical alternative 

through which to escape the dislocations of modernity, but also, 

and perhaps more significantly, by reforming the manners and 

morals of the population through the affective influence -- often 

perceived to he palliative -- of the works they distributed. 

Again, although not unique to Scotland, the localised authority 

of association aesthetics as an explanatory paradigm for the 

reception of art is of significance here, especially as formu-

lated by key (R)APFAS managers, most notably Francis Jeffrey.2d  

That Edinburgh's leading Whig social fraction felt the 

transformations wrought by modernity to be especially threatening 

has often been commented on, although such sentiments were by no 

means uncommon during this period. The silver thread of loss and 

displacement that laced Cockburn's writing also wound its way 

through (R)APFAS documents, for example in connection with the 

very revolution in communications technologies on which the 

Association relied for the dissemination of its products. At the 

1845 general meeting, in response to a suggestion that the APFAS 

turn to engraved subject matter 'illustrative of the national 

history or poetry of Scotland', one speaker argued that such a 

scheme was likely to be 'productive of national benefit': 

The way in which he considered this would arise was, that al: the 
present moment, cut up as we are, and likely much more to be, by those 
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things to which Mr Urquhart had alluded, namely, railways,- subject as 
we are, and likely to he to a greater extent, to the great influx of 
strangers from all parts of the world into our beautiful country, and 
into the wildest and most romantic parts of it - it could not be but 
that the plan proposed would exercise a great and beneficial influence 
in the preservation of our national character. (Applause.) Doubtless 
the improvements referred to may have a good effect in rubbing off 
certain unfavourable points in the character of this as of any other 
nation; but doubtless they may also be attended with evil in rubbing 
off at the same time NO of the brightest points in the national 
character. (Applause.) 

Once again, the governmental effects of high culture are 

mobilised to confront broader anxieties, this time in defence of 

an essentialised identity seen to be at risk from the debili-

tating fragmentation of the present. The passage emphasises the 

close alignment of a supposedly untrammelled national identity 

with a similarly unspoiled Highland wilderness, a mythic couplet 

whose resonance survives, often unmodified, to this day.263 

Any adequate analysis of the social effects of these 

ideological commitments would need to look more closely, not only 

at the instrumentalisation of other bourgeois aesthetic forms, 

but also at the way the culture of romanticism was actively 

appropriated in terms of both consciousness and behaviour by 

other classes and class fractions (the growing popularity of the 

Highland day excursion would be of particular interest here).26 

Certainly, and in spite of their many assertions to the contrary, 

there are no grounds to assume that the governmental agenda of 

the (R)APFAS's managers had any direct influence in regulating 

the behaviour of 'unruly' populations. Although there is some 

evidence of petty-bourgeois and skilled artisan interest in the 

fine arts during this period, there is nothing to suggest any 

substantial engagement on the part of the working class.265  

Furthermore, the monadic conceptions of power underpinning the 

historical and theoretical suppositions of a 'social control' 

thesis have been discredited in favour of a more diffuse concep-

tion of the production of capillary power over multiple social 

and cultural sites.266  However, despite the fact that the 

managers' professed belief in the art union's role as a catalyst 

of cross-class cohesion was largely a fantasy, this should not 

detract from the Association's considerable importance in 
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generating and supporting a sense of the superiority and 

coherence of the values espoused by the middle class. Recent 

historical work has emphasised the divided and diverse composi-

tion of the Victorian bourgeoisie, and the ideological necessity 

of counteracting the tendency to diffraction with the articula-

tion, across a number of different sites, of a series of 

apparently universally applicable values. Such values were vital 

to the maintenance of bourgeois hegemony, at once manufacturing 

a coherent sense of class identity and asserting the centrality 

of middle-class morality for the development of society as a 

whole. It was precisely those fields of social action seemingly 

not directly affected by the entrenched positions of party or 

religious faction that could most easily take on the authority 

of the universal -- hence the significance of gender ideologies, 

notions of domesticity, the regulation of public and private 

life, practices of leisure, the performance of respectability and 

conceptions of high culture to middle-class understanding of the 

social realm. 	Although not having a direct influence on the 

reorganisation of the behaviour of subordinate classes, the 

production of normativising modes of consciousness and behaviour 

was central to middle-class cohesion, which in turn greatly 

influenced the processes of negotiation with other class 

fractions in the complex struggle for hegemony. 

A brief examination of the political field in Edinburgh 

during this period illustrates how useful both the juridico-

discursive and governmental functions of an institution like the 

(R)APFAS were to urban elites, a supposition confirmed by the 

challenge offered by the other Edinburgh art union, the so-called 

New Association. Although research relating to class composition 

in Edinburgh remains limited, J. C. Williams's analysis of 

patterns of political association suggests that in the wake of 

reform the social bloc incorporating the Edinburgh middle class 

suffered greater fragmentation than in many other Victorian 

cities.267  The comparative absence of extensive working-class 

agitation in Edinburgh, a bitter debate over free trade, and a 

series of fractious religious disputes resulted in a complex 

network of middle-class social, political and religious affilia- 
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tions. At the heart of much of this unrest lay the question of 

patronage, in particular mercantile unease at Whig dominance of 

legal appointments and government sinecures, and growing 

Dissenter opposition to the Established Church's annuity tax.268  

With the break-up of the reform consensus these political and 

religious controversies coalesced, pitting Edinburgh's merchant 

class against what it perceived as a narrowly-constituted and 

self-serving professional establishment. From the late 1830s an 

uneasy coalition of secular radicals, middle-class dissenters and 

free traders mounted a growing political challenge to Whig 

authority, a process that reached a climax in 1847 with the 

parliamentary defeat of T. B. Macaulay, largely due to his 

opposition to repeal of the corn laws and his support for the 

Maynooth grant. 	Although Macaulay regained his seat at the 

election of July 1852, it was clear that this victory owed little 

to the popular appeal of the Whig program, reflecting more the 

inability of Edinburgh's complex Liberal coalition to reach 

agreement on several key issues. Whig dominance of parliamentary 

politics in Edinburgh during this period was never certain, 

dependent less on inherent strengths than on the limited extent 

of the franchise and the weakness of a divided opposition. 

Within this turbulent political atmosphere we can begin to 

understand the special appeal of the (R)APFAS to Edinburgh's 

Whig-dominated urban elite. With its extensive membership base, 

empire-wide operations, and the social distinction that generally 

adhered to the fine arts, the Association provided a prestigious 

mechanism through which this particular social bloc could 

buttress its threatened authority as the legitimate representa-

tive of the middle class. In this task the art union offered a 

more subtle ideological mechanism than many of its voluntary 

counterparts, operating as an apparently open institution beyond 

party and religious affiliation, and disguising its instrumental 

agenda with the aura of transcendence embodied by the concept of 

high culture. 	Culture's civilising influence, its assuaging 

power and moral worth helped naturalise the values prescribed by 

the Association's social and aesthetic programs, masking their 

contingency with art's claim of the absolute. 
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But despite the repeated assurance of the art union's 

neutrality in relation to broader disputes, it is clear that some 

specifically understood and objected to the character and 

politics of the social fraction that dominated the (R)APFAS's 

management. It is their challenge, in the form of the other 

Edinburgh art union, the New Association for Promotion of the 

Fine Arts in Scotland (NAPFAS), that I shall turn to now. The 

claim of a paternalistic elite to determine public taste was the 

focus of their attack, and, as we shall see, its terms drew 

specifically on wider issues dominating middle-class social and 

political life. 

viii 

The insistence of many art union managers that they were 

providing neutral arena in which diverse and divided populations 

could be united owed more to rhetorical exuberance than the 

reality of their associations' activities. 	Not only did the 

guinea art unions fail to reach out and incorporate populations 

from across the social spectrum, but there was also little 

consensus concerning their operations amongst their membership 

and other interested parties. As they became larger and more 

established, the art unions' aesthetic and governmental programs 

were subjected to deeper levels of public, media and official 

scrutiny. 	This ranged from the ill-tempered and resolute 

opposition of the Athenmum, to the more fastidious and cautiously 

favourable investigation of the parliamentary Select Committee 

in 1844-45. Public debate over the future of art unions was also 

driven by the diverse and conflicting interests of artists, 

engravers, print sellers and subscribers themselves. Like many 

other nineteenth-century institutions, the (R)APFAS's emphatic 

public pronouncements often served to mask the contested nature 

of its work, and only rarely are dissenting voices represented 

in the official publications of the organisation. However, it 

is possible through a careful use of sources to piece together 

these discordant voices of disapproval. As we shall see, debates 

concerning art union activity were heavily structured by, 
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although never reducible to, deeper political and economic 

conflicts -- in particular the issue of free trade. By exposing 

examples of favouritism and 'jobbery' and articulating their 

complaints in the beguiling language of laissez-faire, the 

(R)APFAS's opponents attempted to undermine the authority of the 

Edinburgh system of public patronage by committee and assert the 

legitimacy of their own more governmental agenda. 

In 1837 two new, professedly unconnected, arts organisations 

were founded in Edinburgh in an attempt to break the back of the 

APFAS/Scottish Academy monopoly.as The first grouping, calling 

itself the New Exhibition of the Works of Living Artists held a 

five week show in March and April at Bruce's rooms in St. Andrews 

Square, providing a forum for the display of 192 works, many of 

which had been rejected by the Scottish Academy's selection 

committee. Organised primarily by artists, the exhibition was 

deliberately staged in response to the exclusive practices of the 

Scottish Academy, with the catalogue arguing that the Academy's 

annual show was 'far too contracted for an Exhibition claiming 

the title -- National'.270 Press reaction to the scheme was 

mixed, but the exhibition proved popular with neglected artists, 

and the grouping was formalised as the Edinburgh Society of 

Artists the following November. The rules governing membership 

of the organisation remain unclear, although a circular issued 

by the committee mentioned 'principles as liberal as are 

consistent with that selectness essentially necessary to render 

membership desirable')71 Following six exhibitions of varying 

extent the organisation collapsed in 1844, probably a result of 

the collapse of its sister organisation, the New Association. 

Shortly before the opening of the New Exhibition in March 

1837, Edinburgh's second art union, the New Association for 

Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland, proclaimed its appearance 

on the urban arts scene with an advertisement in Lhe city's 

newspapers. From the outset it expressed antagonism towards its 

by now well-established competitor: 

From the very general disappointment expressed by the Subscribers to 
the Association for the Promotion of the Fine Arts in Scotland, at the 
plan adopted by the Committee of Management, which debars the Prize- 
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holder from all choice in the selection of the Picture, or other Work 
of Art, to which he is justly entitled, whilst it excludes the great 
body of Artists from even a chance of sale of their Works, it if [sic] 
conceived that an ASSOCIATION on the liberal plan adopted at 
Manchester and elsewhere, would greatly benefit the Arts in S tland, 
and give general satisfaction to the Artists and Subscribers. 

It is difficult to assess how widespread this 'disappointment' 

with the APFAS's management was. The Edinburgh press had been 

remarkably silent about the APFAS's early operations, suggesting 

that there was little widespread dissent, although there is the 

occasional hint that a few subscribers had been unhappy enough 

to withdraw their subscriptions.273 	In this context the New 

Association's bid for legitimacy -- centred on its fundamentally 

different method of selecting pictures -- appears to have been 

guided more by questions of administrative principle than a 

response propelled by public pressure. Like the recently formed 

London Art Union, the New Association allowed ballot winners to 

choose their pictures themselves through the awarding of a money 

prize, thus encouraging the exercise of individual taste and 

judgement, rather than relying on the process of selection by 

committee. As an institutional technology, the free-choice 

system was felt to be more empowering in its effects, enforcing, 

in the words of the Art-Union journal, 'from the selectors some 

degrees of examination and inquiry'.271  Amounts ranging from £5 

to £50 were distributed by lottery at the annual meeting, with 

prizeholders permitted to purchase pictures by both Scottish and 

English artists at either of the Spring exhibitions taking place 

in the city. Although this model of management proved highly 

successful in the early years of the Dublin and London Art 

Unions, it failed to take hold in Edinburgh, and the New Associa-

tion was always a poor relation to the more prestigious APFAS 

organisation. During the first seven years of its operations it 

spent only £4210 on works of art (in 1841 alone the APFAS spent 

£4765) and distributed approximately 7,200 engravings.1'5  With 

the legal challenge mounted against the art unions in 1844 and 

the subsequent recommendation of the Select Committee in favour 

of the committee system of choosing pictures, the NAPFAS's claim 

to be a more legitimate mode of managing public patronage was 
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fatally undermined. Although it had a regular subscriber base 

of over 1,100 the organisation was wound up in 1845, after only 

eight years of operation. 

The New Association's contribution to the fine art economy 

in Edinburgh was slight compared to the more extensive operations 

of its competitor, but its brief existence does allow us to 

highlight some of the disputes and tensions that surrounded the 

exercise of public patronage by the art unions. 	Subscription 

lists have not survived, so it is impossible to provide any 

sustained analysis of the organisation's membership base, 

although its guinea subscription -- the same as the APFAS --

suggests a similar, predominantly middle-class, constituency. 

It is clear, however, that the NAPFAS's seven management 

committees were staffed by a social fraction markedly different 

in character to those guiding the APFAS's operations. Dominated 

by representatives of Edinburgh's mercantile class and lesser 

members of the elite professions, this fraction included familiar 

names in the city's commercial arts sector, such as the engraver 

W. H. Lizars, the print sellers Hugh Paton and James Douglas, and 

the auctioneer C. B. Tait. Other members came from the education 

sector -- the drawing master Stephen Humble (the Association's 

secretary) and Andrew Fyfe, a chemistry lecturer -- as well as 

a large number of representatives from the lower ranks of the 

legal profession, mainly Writers to the Signet, rather than the 

more prestigious advocates.276  Other prominent public figures 

included John Learmonth, a coach builder by trade, and the author 

and publisher, William Chambers. Whilst it would be wrong to see 

the members of the NAPFAS committees as forming a monolithic 

social bloc, it is clear that their professional and business 

activities were more firmly embedded in the commercial sector of 

Edinburgh's economy, and their group included a number of 

prominent free-traders, some of whom were vociferous in their 

opposition to Whig control of Edinburgh's politics.277  The key 

issue that brought them together was a conscious opposition to 

the APFAS's patrician management of public taste, and the 

inferred arrogance of the Association's governors towards the 

body of subscribers (although this did not stop some of the 
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NAPFAS committee from also taking out subscriptions with the 

APFAS ) 278 	But this was not simply a tussle over divergent 

models of fine arts administration. The disputes surrounding 

this confrontation were structured by broader issues concerning 

the regulation of middle-class political and economic life. 

These disputes surfaced predominantly in the newspaper and 

periodical press, and it is important to be clear about the 

motivations surrounding their articulation. Edinburgh newspapers 

were on the whole even-handed in their treatment of the issues, 

eager to expose anything that threatened the efficient management 

of public affairs, and at the same time willing to support a 

spirit of harmonious competition in the fine arts. Such apparent 

detachment did not, however, characterise the criticism of the 

London-based Art-Union (later the Art Journal), the major media 

source for information on art union activities. Established by 

S. C. Hall in 1839, in part to take advantage of the growing 

interest in the fine arts generated by the new mass-membership 

organisations, the journal launched a wide-ranging assault on the 

APFAS and its committee system, vigorously supporting in contra-

position the activities of the New Association.279  The reasons 

for Hall's partiality are not difficult to explain. His close 

connections with George Godwin and the London Art Union, as well 

as his commercial reliance on its constituency, meant that he was 

an eager defender of its activities -- including the system of 

individual choice -- and the Art-Union often acted as a simple 

apologist for the organisation's operations.M  Furthermore, 

Hall's thoroughly utilitarian conception of the value of the fine 

arts, conjoined with an energetic belief in the value of laissez-

faire, necessarily animated his hostility to the APFAS's more 

patrician system of governance. Added to the difficulties of 

garnering good intelligence from Scotland, all this meant that 

the Art-Union's coverage of these disputes was frequently 

incomplete and inevitably partia1.231  

The New Association's conflict with the APFAS was structured 

around two key issues: first, the question of the committee 

system versus that of individual free choice (in many ways the 

central question concerning art union operations); and second, 
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the charge that the Association's close links with the Royal 

Scottish Academy resulted in damagingly restrictive purchasing 

practices, embodied most specifically in the regulation that the 

APFAS should only buy works by Scottish artists. Around these 

core confrontations flourished a host of other disagreements, 

ranging from disputes over the monetary value accorded individual 

works, to broader arguments about the contribution made by art 

unions to the development of art in Scotland as a whole. What 

is remarkable, however, was the comparative lack of feuding over 

specifically aesthetic issues: apart from discussion over the 

optimum size of a painting and occasional comments about the 

failure to patronise high art, the quality or content of the 

works distributed was treated superficially in these debates. 

Instead, saturated by the assumptions of political economy, the 

points of contention were more instrumental, focused on questions 

of distribution, the sovereignty of market forces, and the 

individual's inalienable right to free choice:282  This apparent 

aesthetic unconcern again confirms Tony Bennett's observation 

that for many nineteenth-century institutional patrons the 

quality of a work of art was often considered irrelevant when it 

came to an assessment of its potential governmental effects.283  

The starting point for all assaults on the committee system 

was that it forced prizewinners to take home paintings that they 

had not chosen and did not like, subverting the governmental 

aspects of the art union project, as well as encouraging winners 

to resell works through dealers, probably at a lesser value. As 

the New Association's opening advertisement claimed, 'tastes are 

various', and thus it was only the system of free choice that 

'[put] it in the power of the Prizeholder to suit his apartments 

and indulge his taste, by selecting the Work of an Artist that 

he approves and desires to encourage'.282  Like the Art Union of 

London, the New Association was grounded in a principled commit-

ment to the empowerment of individual subscribers, encouraging 

moral and aesthetic self-regulation on their part, and avoiding 

the patrician imposition of elite taste. 	Whilst we might 

emphasise the more fully governmental values underpinning this 

system of patronage, most of the arguments in defence of the 
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free-choice system were in fact structured 

simplistic political economy, 

committee system's interference 

distribution of artistic goods. 

exploited this easily-understood 

by the tenets of a 

opposition to the 

the free exchange and 

the outset the Art-Union 

line of attack, writing of the 

expressing 

in 

From 

APFAS committee system in June 1839: 

It is forcing a person to take that which he may not like, and which 
he might gladly exchange for one half of its value. We have ourselves 
known many instances of persons having works so presented to them, 
which they immediately disposed of to procure others more to their 
minds. Indeed, if we are rightly informed, the prize picture of 'The 
Alchymist,' for which the committee paid 200 guineas at the last 
drawing of the Edinburgh society, has been recently sold by the winner 
for £60; while another, 'The Pincushion Woman,' bought for 45 guineas, 
was parted with for £15. This information tallies with our own 
experience...n5  

The result of these practices was not only to devalue the 

artist's work, but also to subvert the Association's ameliorating 

aims by converting celebrated and morally elevating prize paint-

ings into handfuls of cash. This principle of non-interference 

dominated the public arguments put forward by the denizens of 

free choice, even though the unfettered circulation of artistic 

commodities had potentially deleterious effects (as exposés in 

the press reveal, the free-choice system was also subject to 

fraud, and the works of art chosen were often sold on).286 Thus 

in 1847, when the Board of Trade, by now responsible for regulat-

ing the art unions, suggested introducing an ordinance banning 

prizeholders from reselling their prizes for a year after they 

had been won, the Art-Union objected, complaining that the scheme 
'interfer[ed] with the highest and best of English privileges --

the right of a man to do what he pleases with his own'.2" For 

free-choice advocates the individual's property rights took pride 

of place over broader patronage considerations, particularly if 

plans to extend art union powers were perceived to further 

committee (or government) 'interference' in the 'natural' circu-

lation of artistic commodities. Disagreements such as these fed 

on wider political disputes that began to coalesce in the 1840s, 

in particular the conflict between political economists arguing 
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for the public benefit of unrestrained self-aggrandisement, and 

the utilitarians who emphasised the moral and administrative 

advantages of government intervention in the nation's economic 

and social life.288 

A related complaint, voiced to undermine further the 

committee system, concerned the size of paintings selected, in 

particular the APFAS's initial intention to purchase every year 

one or two examples of 'high' art, usually on a large scale. 

This exposed a contradiction right at the heart of the APFAS's 

patronage project, namely its desire to sponsor what was tradi-

tionally understood as the highest form of artistic expression, 

and the simultaneous necessity of distributing these works by 

lottery to middle-class subscribers whose apartments were never 

spacious enough to house them. Again, the worry was that these 

works would be promptly resold, thus further calling into 

question the elevated aims of the Association. In a series of 

letters to the Scotsman in 1837, soon after the appearance of the 

New Association, one representative of the APFAS (probably the 

interior decorator D. R. Hay) blamed Edinburgh's artists for this 

problem, entreating them simply to paint history painting on a 

smaller scale: 

Large works are not necessarily great works, although they are often 
mistaken for such; and a subject can lose nothing by its being reduced 
from the size of life to a cabinet size. It only thereby becomes less 
adapted to a large gallery, and, in the same ratio, more adapted to an 
ordinary apartment. Neither is a large picture, or rather one on a 
large scale, so likely to form the nucleus of a collection as one of a 
cabinet size; and it is not therefore so well adapted to promote the 
objects of the Association, even supposing it to be retained by him 
into whose hands it may fall. I should, therefore, humbly suggest to 
those artists, the purchase of whose pictures (from their size) may 
have given them cause for the dissatisfaction to which I have alluded, 
to reduce their scale. I may, I believe, with perfect confidence, 
hold up Sir David Wilkie as an example of the most perfect judgement 
in this respect. He did not paint on a large scale until he knew that 
his pictures were destined only for the spacious galleries of the king 
and the nobility ... It is with much diffidence that I, as a trades-
man, and consequent a one of the humbler classes of associates, make 
these observations. 

Despite the references to Wilkie, this admonishment brought the 

inevitable excoriating response from 'An Artist', worried that 
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such arguments -- expressed, moreover, by a self-confessed 

'tradesman' -- might lead to the eventual withdrawal of one of 

the few sources of patronage for the 'historical painter', a real 

worry in a city largely devoid of wealthy patrons. 	For this 

artist, and he was doubtless a member of the Scottish Academy, 

the argument hinged on a defence of the committee system, in 

particular the sustenance of 'true taste' as an elevating 

alternative to the debased genres much preferred by the public: 

No judicious friend of the art would maintain that the voice of the 
public is the voice of true taste; still less that a fickle and 
partial multitude would be likely to encourage the artist to attempt 
the noble departments of painting. The history of art proves the 
contrary; and to the patronage of a few high and noble-minded 
individuals the world is indebted for the highest productions of 
genius. And when such individuals wielded the power of the state, a 
Parthenon or a St Peter's was raised, and decorated by the genius of a 
Phidias, a Raffaelle, or a Michael Angelo. 

We have now no Pericles, no Julius II., or Leo X. But we have a 
National Association for the encouragement of genius in the Fine Arts. 
That the great end in view may be obtained, it is absolutely necessary 
that a few master-minds should direct, whilst the public provide the 
means, not influenced, however, by the mere prospect of getting 
valuable prizes for their subscriptions, but by a far loftier and more 
noble motive, the encouragement of the artsof civilisation, and the 
advancement of the glory of their country.' 

Evidently fired by self-interest, this letter provided the New 

Association with plenty of rhetorical ammunition to hurl back at 

the APFAS (the reference to 'master-minds' proved particularly 

galling), and it only confirmed the perception that the managers 

of the APFAS and the artists of the Scottish Academy formed a 

self-serving artistic junta whose respective goals were civic 

self-aggrandisement and protected economic advancement. Fairly 

quickly, however, the problems raised by the distribution of 

large-scale works and the need to suit prizes to the domestic 

interior triumphed over grander ambitions, and by 1840 the APFAS 

was compelled to ask landscape artists to reduce the size of 

their paintings.291 

With the growing success of the Art Union of London and the 

emergence of a rival system in Edinburgh, the APFAS was forced 

to devote increasing amounts of space to challenging the legiti- 

macy of the free-choice system. 	Its apparent popularity was 
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countered by emphasising the relevance of the APFAS's patronage 

to individual subscribers (through the inculcation of a correct 

taste), and by suggesting that its operations were central to the 

progressive improvement of art in Scotland.292  Patrick Robertson 

noted in 1837 that 'it appeared impossible that pictures 

purchased according to the taste, or it might be the caprice of 

individuals, could promote the end which this Association had in 

view',293  and the annual report in 1839 emphasised that 'as the 

grand aim of the Association is not so much to encourage particu-

lar Artists as to promote Art in general, it is of immense 

importance that the fund should be expended upon a system, and 

that the purchases of any one year should form, to a certain 

extent, a complete whole'.2  This emphasis on a systematic 

aesthetic program (a program never coherently articulated) was 

unique to the (R)APFAS, a product of its structural dominance in 

the Scottish art market, and the disposition of its managers 

towards legislative intervention, both in the name of the moral 

regulation of individual subscribers, and the cultural progress 

of the nation as a whole (the assumed right of this social 

fraction to speak in the name of the nation is important here). 

As we have seen, these prerogatives induced an emphasis on the 

special character of the art union's managers, including their 

ability to act in a disinterested manner, and their (self)-

acknowledged connoisseurial expertise.295  But as John Wilson 

illustrated in 1839, the patrician management of taste induced, 

at best, an ambiguous attitude to the public, and this far from 

whole-hearted commitment to the popular voice significantly 

fuelled the case of the opposition.296  Others were forced to 

admit that subscribers would end up with works they would be 

unable to appreciate, although at least one contributor argued 

that the disgruntled prize winner would inevitably be reconciled 

to his or her unwanted prize.297  

The majority of the arguments against the APFAS were founded 

on the premise that the dramatic expansion of the Edinburgh art 

market made its model of management obsolete, and that its 

activities would only hinder the full development of a Scottish 

school. The necessity of a patronage body to subsidise large- 
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scale painting was initially conceded by many of the APFAS's 

opponents, some of whom agreed with the analysis that a languish-

ing art market like that of Edinburgh in the early 1830s needed 

nothing better than the galvanising intervention of an art union, 

guided by the controlling hand of an enlightened and resolute 

committee of managers.298  But they then went on to argue, either 

that the management had failed in its responsibilities (for more 

of which see below), or that the rapid increase in funds in the 

period after 1837 made such intervention superfluous, indeed, was 

a positive hindrance to the working of a free art market. True 

to the doctrines of Ricardo and McCulloch, the Art-Union journal 

did its best to focus attention on the deleterious effect of the 

APFAS's near monopoly of the pricing of works, particularly the 

tendency of some artists to raise their prices to meet the 

Association's fixed prize categories,299  as well as the attempts 

made by the APFAS's selection committee to reduce the amounts 

asked for other works by haggling with their producers.30' The 

most notorious of these 'peddlar's bargains', as the Art-Union 

termed them, concerned William Allan's Slave Market of Constan-

tinople offered for sale at the RSA exhibition of 1839. Con-

sidered by many to be the most significant Scottish work of the 

period, there was much consternation when the APFAS only offered 

Allan two-thirds of its full price of 500 guineas -- an offer 

refused by the artist.301  The picture was eventually purchased 

by the print seller Alexander Hill and distributed by him as an 

engraving.E2 That Hill was one of the most prominent members 

of Edinburgh's commercial arts community can only have fuelled 

the arguments of those eager to expose the inefficiency of the 

APFAS's 'aristocratic' managers. 

The general tenor of these arguments, often contradictory, 

was that the APFAS was a protectionist institution, the extensive 

intervention of which in the Edinburgh art market had the effect 

of distorting the operations of that market, most notably by 

artificially elevating the price of its commodities.303  This 

tendency to distortion, it was argued, was further exacerbated 

by the APFAS's constitution which, in an attempt to prevent the 

seepage of talent to London, had only ever permitted the purchase 
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of works by Scottish artists. This regulation raised the hackles 

of the New Association's representatives: its restrictions meant 

not only that Scottish artists failed to be exposed to the 

benefits of outside competition (which might force greater 'dis-

cretion' in pricing as well as raise the quality of the works), 

but it was also unfair in an organisation that relied heavily on 

English and colonial subscribers for support. Furthermore, the 

practice of only purchasing works from the exhibitions of the RSA 

strengthened the exclusive nature of the APFAS's operations, 

removing all but a tiny elite of Scottish artists from the orbit 

of its patronage.304  Considerable space in the Art-Union was 
devoted to attacking these aspects of the APFAS's operations, 

with contributions from interested parties across Britain. These 

included a letter from a Newcastle artist, arguing that he could 

not compete fairly in the Edinburgh market,305  as well as a 

letter in 1842 from fourteen Scottish painters (eleven of them 

linked to the RSA) opposing the APFAS's dominance of patronage 

in Edinburgh (monopolies, they argued, were 'equally hurtful in 

Art as in everything else' 306 Not only was the APFAS perceived 

to represent an unnatural interference in the operations of a 

free market, but its exclusion of English artists was considered 

to act against the 'liberal' principles of the Union, which were, 

it was suggested, heavily weighted in Scotland's favour. 

Generally, the advice given was to open the Association's opera-

tions to greater public scrutiny, and to strengthen the contem-

porary art market in Edinburgh by granting individuals the 

freedom to purchase works by any artist at any exhibition then 

showing in the city.308  As William Chambers, a NAPFAS committee 

member, noted in a letter to the Art-Union in 1841: 

As an advocate for the abolition of all restrictions whatsoever on 
imports and exports, I do not see why we should not in futRre buy 
pictures as well as corn in the cheapest and best markets. 

By the 1840s such arguments were unanswerable, and the resolution 

governing the Association's restricted purchasing program -- the 

subject, it seems, of considerable subscriber debate --was over-

turned at a public meeting in February 1845. 'Real justice could 
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not be done to [Scottish artists]', the APFAS finally admitted, 

'unless they were brought into competition with artists from 

other parts of the country -- with artists from whatever quarter 

they came'.310 Statements like this, emphasising the advantages 

of mobility brought about by an expanding commodity market, 

contradicted the sentiments of those who conceived of Scottish 

painting as a defence against the social consequences of 

precisely this expansion. 

It is clear from Chambers' comments above that these 

arguments were structured by wider preconceptions and conflicts, 

and in particular we see the opponents of the APFAS utilising the 

arguments for free trade, then being aggressively promoted by the 

Manchester-based Anti-Corn Law League.311  Active support for the 

League's objectives was more moderate in Scotland than in the 

cotton-producing towns of the north of England, but its espousal 

of the simple axioms of anti-protectionism and free trade found 

tacit agreement amongst a wide range of liberals, businessmen, 

middle-class radicals and manufacturers, many of whom were 

disappointed by the results of reform and were opposed to what 

they perceived as the continued economic dominance of Britain's 

landed classes. The League's fundamental premise was that the 

'aristocratic' corn laws -- and by extension any kind of 

protective mechanism in trade -- sapped the strength of the 

British economy and should be urgently eradicated. 	Such 

arguments, generated against the background of the devastating 

economic recession of 1837-1842, were ultimately self-interested; 

it is easy to see how they might appeal to commercially-minded 

artists and businessmen eager to force their way into what they 

considered a protected market governed by a privileged and close-

knit urban elite. The core tenets of the Anti-Corn Law League 

credo underpin many of the New Association's arguments cited 

above: that free trade is the only way to ensure the prosperity 

of the producer; that free competition cheapens the price of the 

product, acts as a spur towards improvement, and makes its 

production more efficient; and that such reforms encourage wealth 

creation, ushering in a new era of domestic tranquillity and 

peace. This resolute commitment to the sovereignty of market 
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forces, a principle that saturated middle-class economic life, 

proved to be the most effective way of undermining the prestige 

of an organisation that could so easily wield the language of 

civic pride and flout traditional trappings of elite authority 

in its defence. 

Just as Cobden did his utmost to represent the corn laws as 

the very embodiment of aristocratic oligarchy and domination, so 

the New Association attempted to taint the APFAS with the 

appellation 'aristocratic'. In his first foray in the pages of 

the Art-Union in 1839, Chambers noted that there were 'two 

societies for the encouragement of painting and painters in the 

Scottish metropolis -- one of an aristocratic tone and character 

... the other democratic, or composed more generally of the 

middle class in society'. He then went on to accuse the former 

of a 'marked illiberality' and noted that the choice of pictures 

was often 'quite preposterous' as the management committee had 

'little save title or professional rank to recommend them'.312 

This effort to prove that the APFAS's managers lacked expertise 

and failed to operate according to the improved standards now 

regulating public life was a common one; the pages of the Art-

Union contain frequent attacks on the APFAS committees' qualifi-

cations, as well as accusations of indifference, financial 

secrecy, and a marked lack of accountability.313 	The most 

damaging charge, frequently repeated, was that of favouritism or 

'jobbery', an aristocratic vice, according to the Art-Union, that 

had 'been the bane of Scotland, as well as her disgrace, for 

centuries'.314 Specific allegations merged with more general 

denunciations, surrounding the Association with an air of 

nepotism and ineptitude. Of course, both the New Association and 

the Art Union of London were no less exposed to duplicitous 

behaviour than their. Edinburgh counterpart, but under the free-

choice system these lapses could be blamed on the aberrant 

actions of rogue prize winners, never calling into question the 

modus operandi of the organisation itself. As the Art-Union 

argued in 1839, 'the best of us have prejudices and partialities, 

and a wrong judgment in [a committee] would be a thousand times 

more prejudicial than a score of silly choices on the part of so 
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many private and irresponsible individuals selecting according 

to their own foolish fancies'.315  Whether the APFAS's managers 

were any more corrupt or incompetent than their colleagues in the 

other major organisations is difficult to assess -- the evidence 

available is simply too charged with their opponents' polemic. 

Certainly, the tendency to frame disputes in terms of the 

fundamental antagonisms of class politics makes the two methods 

of management appear more dissimilar than they actually were. 

Self-appointed committees of management, predominantly in 

the hands of the landed gentry and their urban agents, would seem 

an easy target for the liberal-minded representatives of the New 

Association, especially when supported by the propaganda power 

of a journal like the Art-Union. But despite reaching a regular 

subscriber base of over 1,100 members the New Association's 

activities had little impact on the APFAS's operations. 	The 

NAPFAS's harnessing of the language of free trade proved 

inadequate to the purpose of sapping the social authority of the 

APFAS's managers, and its more assertively governmental agenda 

failed to draw subscribers from its prestigious counterpart. In 

Edinburgh's restricted art market there were distinct limits 

imposed upon the development of any fully self-regulatory, 

governmental agenda, and for the majority of the city's arts-

orientated middle class, high cultural pursuits, unlike the 

regulation of Britain's commercial life, were considered safe in 

the hands of an unelected, privileged elite. 

In the end it was the Select Committee report of 1845 that 

finally put paid to the New Association's efforts. 	Its 

considered recommendation of the committee system and the 

prospect that its suggestions might soon be enshrined in law lent 

ultimate legitimacy to the APFAS and rendered the New Associa-

tion's challenge redundant. Even the Art-Union's belligerence 

diminished -- the APFAS was now 'progressing in every way 

satisfactorily'316  -- and the journal quickly turned its energies 

to countering the greater menace of excessive central government 

interference in art union activities. The granting of a Royal 

Charter to the APFAS in 1848 placed the final seal of approval 

on its system of management, and though the issue rumbled under 
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the surface over the coming decades, the principle of the elite 

management of public taste remained inviolate until the 

Association's final collapse in 1897. 

ix 

The 1830s and 1840s have been characterised as an age of 

flourishing professional expertise and emergent institutionalisa-

tion, a period that witnessed the administrative rationalisation 

of broad expanses of British social and economic life.317  The 

regulation of public patronage through mass membership organisa-

tions like the APFAS was the artistic manifestation of this 

administrative imperative. 	Evolving from the more informal 

models and practices of upper and middle-class confederation that 

structured the bourgeois public sphere at the end of the 

eighteenth century, the art unions formed intricate and tightly-

constituted associations, their operations sustained by complex 

national and global networks of honorary secretaries and 

subscribers. Although superficially 'open' organisations (at 

least for those who could afford the annual subscription), their 

administrative hierarchies were often self-appointed and thus 

highly stratified, accessible only to those whose civic authority 

was already assured, and offering the possibility of further 

social, civic and cultural aggrandisement. 

But whatever the administrative reach of these organisations 

and the influential status of their managers, it is clear that 

the art unions were never merely vehicles for the transmission 

of elite values. 	Neither were they simply the institutional 

manifestation of an ascendent bourgeoisie. This analysis of the 

formation of the Edinburgh-based APFAS suggests that the 

Association was the product of a more complex process of class 

consolidation, whereby leading members of Edinburgh's civic 

elite, some of them key Whig exponents of the process of reform, 

fostered a social formation that encouraged the coming together 

of the middle and upper classes through their concern for a 

common cultural project and a firm belief in the social benefits 

of the governmental technologies that sustained it. 	The 
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increasing articulation of high culture as a universal realm 

above and beyond the social made the art union a particularly 

effective tool for the management of that task, at once 

naturalising the class-specific values implicit in the project, 

as well as supporting the assumptions of those who saw the 

Association as operating on neutral terrain free from the 

disruptions of political or religious faction. Members of the 

Scottish aristocracy were willing to have their names appended 

in support of the APFAS's work, although they rarely played an 

active part in its operations, preferring instead to leave the 

Association's management in the hands of their agents and other 

urban allies. 

However, the APFAS's activities did not pass uncontested, 

and the late 1830s witnessed an institutional challenge in the 

form of the New Association. Implicit in this challenge was a 

significantly different conception of the ordering of middle-

class political and economic life, and the NAPFAS drew on 

discourses utilised by liberals and middle-class radicals 

campaigning for a number of reforms, particularly greater 

economic liberalisation and the extension of the male franchise. 

The work of the New Association provides evidence of the 

threatened and fractured nature of the bourgeois public sphere 

during this period, undermined at once from below in the 

disruptive actions of the Chartists, as well as from within 

through the activities of middle-class radicals, especially the 

organised and articulate campaigning of the Anti-Corn Law League. 

During a period in which the middle class became increasingly 

aware of the instrumental utility of the fine arts, it is not 

surprising that the disputes surrounding their regulation and 

control should also he influenced by these broader social 

fissures. Art unions were never the neutral social formations 

that their apologists so often pretended them to be. 

But the claim of neutrality remains extremely important, and 

it is significant that it was an assertion generally articulated 

by the art unions of a more 'aristocratic' tenor (in particular 

the Royal Irish Art Union and the (R)APFAS). In an era when all 

forms of social activity were increasingly subject to party or 
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sectarian conflict, the formation of a public arena beyond the 

boundaries of the political was an attractive proposition for a 

civic elite intent on naturalising its claim to social and 

cultural. supremacy. But in the case of those associated with the 

APFAS those claims were founded on a limited social compact --

structured by the reform legislation of 1832 -- that was rapidly 

proving inadequate to the needs of a modern, industrialising 

society. Stark disappointment with the results of middle-class 

enfranchisement and the recession of the late 1830s highlighted 

these insufficiencies, encouraging new constituencies to 

articulate their demands for political inclusion. 	In this 

context, the rapid abandonment of political activity in the mid-

1830s by figures like Cockburn and Jeffrey for the relative 

seclusion of the bench is at least as significant as their 

earlier passionate political engagements. Cockburn in particular 

redirected his energies into constructing a fantastic retreat 

from public life through the suburban haven of Bonaly, his mock- 

Gothic Pentland home. 	Fired by a deep-rooted nostalgia, this 

romantic anti-urbanism further inflected Cockburn's civic 

projects, which became increasingly focused on aesthetic and 

cultural, rather than social or political issues.31  His 

involvement in the APFAS was part of this process of withdrawal, 

and under his and other's like-minded guidance the Association 

became an institutional mechanism that further encouraged the 

construction of a conservative and complacent romanticism. It 

was a cultural project that proved attractive to Whig and Tory 

alike, and represented an attempt on the part of its protagonists 

to reconstitute in an idealised form the disintegrating certain-

ties of the eighteenth-century public sphere. Between them they 

concocted a fantasy world of unchallenged hierarchy and social 

cohesion, a world untouched by the ravages of modernisation, a 

world that Cockburn described so forlornly as the 'last purely 

Scotch age'.319 

This interpretative schema helps explain the mythicising and 

backward-looking nature of the APFAS's aesthetic program, 

filtered through a parasitic engagement with the literary work 

of Burns and Scott. 	Through the Association's engraved 
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productions its governors fashioned an intricate nostalgia 

intended to act as a cushion against the present. 	Although 

founded on the growing financial power of a vigorously commercial 

and worldly class, and despite utilising modern methods of 

administration and communication, the (R)APFAS gave itself over 

to a world of gentle melancholy and regret. These values proved 

immensely popular, firing the imaginations and structuring the 

subjectivities of populations not only in Scotland and the rest 

of Britain, but across the globe. 
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1. The Association was incorporated by Royal Charter in 1848. The incom-
plete minute and cash books of the (R)APFAS, and various miscellaneous 
letters and documents are held in the SRO NG 4/1-3. A complete run of 
(R)APFAS reports is held in the NGS. There is no secondary scholar-
ship on any of the Scottish art unions, but work on the Art Union of 
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Mercury, 1 June 1840, pp. 2-3. Members were entitled to tickets 
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although the Association's subscription income increased again the 
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1843, a drop blamed by the managers on the effects of the recession. 
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scriptions are 'to be attributed to no decrease of interest taken in 
the Association, but to the depression of trade which has unfortunate-
ly existed to so great an extent in the manufacturing and mercantile 
districts of the country'. 
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began to decline in response to an increasingly uncertain inter- 
national climate, before recovering and peaking in the early 1870s. 

7. All quotations are taken from the Appendix, APFAS Report, 1839-40 
which provides an account of the AGM. The wording of all the 
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89. APFAS Reports, 1834-35 p. 7, and 1837-38, pp. 3-4. 
90. Thus one contributor to the AGM in 1853 explained that 'no private 

means in this country, where large fortunes are not so general as they 
are in more favoured places, could have afforded such encouragement to 
artists'. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1852-53, p. 52. 

91. Of the many examples, see the following two passages, the first 
recorded in the RAPFAS Report, 1862-63, p. 6, and delivered in 
response to a slight decline in subscription income: 'the Funds would 
have, at least, equalled, if not exceeded, those of last year, had the 
subscriptions from some parts of Australia and North America been sent 
in as usual before this time of the year. Notwithstanding, however, 
the great distress which has this year occurred in the manufacturing 
districts, more especially in Lancashire, which created a claim on the 
benevolence of the public, responded to with great liberality, and the 
unfortunate condition of affairs in America, the Subscriptions have 
not fallen off in this country; on the contrary, they have increased, 
particularly, as was most fitting in Edinburgh.' See also the 
comments of Professor Maclagan at the 1872 AGM, as noted in the Appen-
dix, RAPFAS Report, 1871-72, p. 88: 'I presume that it is unnecessary 
for any one at this time of day to plead in favour of the fine arts --
to point out how much they do towards civilizing and refining the 
country -- and how thoroughly they are not only the means of introduc-
ing refinement and improvement, but are an indication that refinement 
and improvement has made progress among the people. (Applause.) The 
reason for that is not far to seek. The first acquirement of any 
community must be the supply of their material wants; and it is not 
until their material wants have been provided that they are able to 
afford time or money for the gratification of their aesthetical feel-
ings. And hence it is, when we see arts making progress, that we may 
say most assuredly that such a country is making progress in refine-
ment and advancement.' The network of associations here will be 
examined further below. 
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92. Professor Blackie, Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1853-54, p. 52. 
93. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1841-42, pp. 103-04. 
94. Appendix, APFAS Report, 1844-45, p. 52. 
95. See in particular the testimony of William Bucknell, an assistant at 

the Board of Trade, 'Minutes of Evidence', Report from the Select 
Committee on Art Union Laws, 1866, p. 11, especially Qus. 264-78. 

96. From the Art Union of London Report, 1856, quoted in King, The 
Industrialization of Taste, p. 1. 

97. For typical comments from an art union member see the Appendix, RAPFAS 
Report, 1856-57, pp. 84-85: 'Now I believe that during the same 
quarter of a century that this Association has existed and has been 
imitated all over the kingdom, that we have seen a growing sentiment 
for Art, an interest in Art, a taste for Art, a knowledge of Art, and 
that it has come to this [sic] pass in this country, that the public 
mind is now well prepared for such an exhibition as has been presented 
to it at Manchester. It has, in the first place, acquired a great 
increase of knowledge in the matter of Art and of love of Art; and, in 
the next place, it has acquired a knowledge of its wants, a knowledge 
of that which it requires to cultivate it, and it will be seen that we 
have now arrived at a time when the public do require that in this 
country they shall have their tastes improved by exhibition to them of 
the very best works. Now, I cannot help thinking, that we of this 
Association have done something, and that something very early, to 
promote that end. I cannot but believe that from this city there did 
emanate a more universally diffused interest in Art than had ever 
previously existed, the results and effects of which have not yet been 
worked out, but which, I think, we may fairly anticipate we shall 
ultimately see in an extensive increase in the knowledge and love of 
Art throughout the whole of this kingdom -- (cheers.)' The tendency 
here, as in many similar passages, is to see the art union as the 
central catalyst of change, rather than recognising a broader array of 
factors. It should be compared with the overwhelmingly negative tenor 
of the 1866 Report from the Select Committee on Art Union Laws, which 
concluded (p. iv) that 'the influence of Art Unions in improving the 
public taste appears to have been very slight, [and] the moral effect 
of some of them has been proved by the concurrent testimony of many 
witnesses to be very bad'. 

98. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1869-70, p. 91. For a discussion of the 
links drawn between these values in the context of nineteenth-century 
English fiction see V. Cunningham, 'Goodness and goods: Victorian 
literature and values for the middle class reader', in T. C. Smout 
(ed.), Victorian Values, (Oxford, 1992), pp. 109-27. 

99. For example, the following from the Athenmum, 31 December 1842, p. 
1140, satirizing the perceived involvement of art unions in new 
regimes of commodity production and consumption: 'Now, according to 
the same papers, a Mr. Taunton has manufactured an umbrella -- "the 
handle of which is of ivory, and represents a bust of Prince Albert. 
A sundial and a compass are beneath this, with a thermometer; a tele-
scope is inserted in the stick. There is also a microscope! The tube 
or stick is of pure silver -- the telescope portion of silver gilt; as 
is the ferule and microscope; the umbrella is of royal purple silk, 
the extensors of silver, the tassels, et cetera, of gold bullion, and 
the whole inclosed in a red morocco case, lined with crimson velvet." 
Here are tempting prizes for an Art-Union!'. 

100. Appendix, APFAS Report, 1843-44, p. 60. 
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101. For a nineteenth-century overview of early art lotteries see J. Grego, 
'Art unions and art lotteries', Magazine of Art, 1888, pp. 245-49. 

102. See the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 29 April 1820, p. 3, and 19 Feb-
ruary 1821, p. 1. However, the 'raffle' appears not to have been very 
popular, and the sale was delayed for a year due to low ticket sales. 

103. Of the many instances of luxury consumer items being distributed by 
lottery, one of the earliest is 'Miss Steedman's Lottery of Millinery 
Goods' as advertised in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 22 April 1775, 
p. 3. (Although it should be noted that traders in the resale market 
also attempted to distribute goods by lottery. See Robert Hay's sale 
of household furniture as advertised in the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 
25 December 1790.) For attempts by dealers to sell pictures by 
lottery see John Marnoch's 'Raffle' of a Dutch still life, Edinburgh 
Evening Courant, 28 April 1800, p. 1, and Clarkson's lottery of 
miniature pictures, Edinburgh Evening Courant, 9 February 1805, p. 1. 
Many of the London fine art lotteries were promoted in the Edinburgh 
press, and the city was considered a significant market. See, most 
notably, the notices for Tomkin's picture lottery in the Edinburgh 
Evening Courant, 12 April 1819, p. 1, and the Edinburgh Weekly 
Journal, 21 February 1821, p. 57. 

104. Some of these contractors were also involved in the fine art market. 
See the advertisement for the Cameron family business -- the 'Lucky 
Office' -- promoting their sale of state lottery tickets in the 
Scotsman, 22 February 1823, p. 125. 

105. J. Raven, 'The abolition of the English state lotteries', Historical 
Journal, vol. 34, no. 2, 1991, pp. 371-89. Whether this legislation 
was operative in Scotland is unclear, and deserves further research. 

106. Scotsman, 22 March 1834, p. 1, and the Edinburgh Evening Courant, 22 
March 1834, p. 3. 

107. See the Scotsman, 21 March 1838, p. 1, and 26 January 1839, p. 3. 
108. APFAS Report, 1834-35, pp. 7-10. 
109. As first outlined in the APFAS Report, 1835-36, p. 8. 
110. The classic account of interpellation is that of Louis Althusser in 

'Ideology and ideological state apparatuses (notes towards an investi-
gation', in Lenin and Philosophy, trans. B. Brewster, (London, 1971), 
pp. 121-73. Althusser's account has rightly been criticised for its 
anti-humanist assumptions, and I would not wish to deny the role of 
individual agency in, or the possibility of resistance to, these 
processes. Amongst the critiques of Althusser's work, I have found 
P. Hirst, On Law and Ideology, (London, 1979), pp. 40-74, and D. 
Macdonnell, Theories of Discourse, (Oxford, 1986), pp. 24-42 useful. 

111. 'Voluntary societies and British urban elites 1780-1850: an analysis', 
Historical Journal, vol. 26, no. 1, 1983, p. 101. 

112. T. Eagleton, The Function of Criticism: From the Spectator to Post-
Structuralism, (London, 1991), p. 30. 

113. This aspect of art union distribution worried some critics who argued 
that members of the public were awarded works they neither wanted nor 
could understand. For a defence against this claim in connection with 
the Association's distribution of engravings see the comments of 
Sheriff Gordon as reported in the Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1850-51: 
'It had been very often remarked, in connexion with this Association, 
and it might be delicate ground for him to touch upon, that the system 
of circulating engravings as they had been doing was not so agreeable 
to a number of persons as it was originally supposed to have been, and 
that they were only circulating engravings in the hands of those 
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people who did not know what to do with the treasure which they 
already possessed in this respect. There might be something in this, 
but only to a certain extent; because he was quite convinced of this 
fact, that, insensibly, and to a degree they were not in the least 
aware of, they had been sowing not only in this country, but all over 
the world, the seeds of a much improved taste in art. (Applause). 
There must be many in this room who could go a great deal further back 
than he could, and who would remember the sort of engravings that used 
to decorate -- if he could so profane the word -- the dwellings of 
great numbers of people. Now, let them look around and see what an 
improvement there was in this department of the fine arts. He was 
convinced, by the recollection of this single fact, that they would at 
once perceive that, by the unceasing diffusion and distribution of 
those engravings, they were undoubtedly advancing true taste and true 
art ' 

114. 'Statement by the directors of the Association for Promotion of the 
Fine Arts in Scotland, submitted to the Committee of the House of 
Commons, in Re art-unions', reprinted in the Appendix, APFAS Report, 
1843-44, p. 68. 

115. Appendix, APFAS Report, 1843-44, p. 60. Despite this assertion I have 
found no evidence that art union prints had any notable resale value. 

116. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1860-61, p. 86. 
117. See the RAPFAS Report for 1852-53, p. 5, and the discussion of the 

engravings to be distributed that year illustrating Burn's 'Cottar's 
Saturday Night': 'This beautiful and unique work cannot be distributed 
to the Members at a less cost, including that of the original draw-
ings, than £1400. It could not have been produced and put into the 
market by private enterprise for less per copy than a sum double the 
ordinary subscription of one guinea. The Members have therefore some 
reason to congratulate themselves, that, looking at the matter in a 
merely mercantile point of view, they have, besides the chance of a 
valuable fine art prize, a certain return for their money of at least 
a hundred per cent. Taking a more enlarged and generous view, and one 
more intimately connected with the vital principle on which the 
Association's success is founded, they have been instrumental in 
giving to Scottish artists an opportunity of producing and having 
disseminated, works which, whether in the rich man's hall or the poor 
man's cottage, cannot but have a tendency to elevate and refine.' 

118. See, for example, the comments of James Dennistoun, reported in the 
Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1849-50, p. 45: 'I am well aware that 
considerable difference of opinion exists with regard to the manner in 
which the ample funds should be administered that come into the 
possession of your Committee; I know that there are some individuals 
who, qualified to feel an interest in the highest branches of art, 
consider that one of the principal objects of the Association is, to 
accumulate from many individuals small sums, which, apart, might not 
be sufficient to effect anything for that purpose, in order that one 
large total might be obtained for the purchase of Works of high Art, 
the taste for which is, I fear, in this country rarely united to the 
means of purchasing them. I confess that I am rather inclined to take 
that view; but there are other feelings and other circumstances which 
the Committee must keep also in view. It is necessary for them to 
keep up the Subscription list, and in order to do so, it is essential 
to diffuse, as largely as possible, an interest in the results of the 
subscription list; and fortunate it is for your Committee that, in 
former years, they have been enabled to purchase amply and largely 
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Works of Art suited more to the comprehension of the uninformed many, 
than the select few, without in the slightest degree condescending to 

mediocrity in the selection. (Applause.)' 
119. See, for example, the comments of one contributor at the 1853 AGM, as 

reported in the Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1852-53, p. 53: 'The effect 
of an Association like this appears to me to be calculated to raise 
the taste of all people in the country. I think, perhaps, no more 
effectual means of gaining that object can be secured by following up 
the practice which has been adopted by this Association of distribut-
ing Engravings of works of high art, and of now adding to these, re-
productions of fine works of sculpture in the shape of statuettes. 
Many persons may feel a difficulty when uneducated in art, in appre-
ciating colouring, and I believe that it is perhaps one of the things 
most difficult for the artist himself to satisfy his conceptions of, 
or to handle in the best manner; but amongst the people of the land 
who cannot afford to buy, or who are not so fortunate as to receive 
prizes of pictures, we give to them engravings by which they may adorn 
their walls. We give them Statuettes in which they may see reproduced 
the finest works of sculpture. It is impossible but that the contem-
plation of these must tend to increase taste, and diffuse a love for 
art which otherwise could not be obtained.' 

120. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1862-63, p. 83. These kinds of comments were 
extremely common. See also the reported speech of Professor Sir 
Robert Christison at the 1875 AGM in the Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 
1874-75, pp. 43-44: 'These engravings were of far greater importance 
than many were disposed to think. There were not a few who said we 
were overloaded with engravings. In the old days, when only large 
engravings fit to be kept in a portfolio or hung on the walls were 
shown, there might be dissatisfaction; but when the system of produc-
ing books of engravings was adopted matters were very different. Even 
in regard to the others, there were secondary advantages to which they 
were sometimes apt not to pay attention. These engravings found their 
way to other quarters, and they did a great deal more good than if 
they were kept in their own portfolios and exhibited on their own 
tables. They reached ranks of life in which such objects were never 
formerly seen. They went to distant countries, and spread a taste for 
Art even among our people there. For instance, some of his own had 
been sent so far as to India, and they there ornamented walls some-
where in the north-west provinces. Some of them had ornamented the 
walls of the libraries of our soldiers. In that way there was, no 
doubt, a great deal of good done, both by the pleasure afforded to 
those who had the opportunity of looking on these engravings, and in 
tending to diffuse the love of Art generally.' See also Sheriff 
Gordon's comments on this issue at the 1851 AGM, as reported in the 
Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1850-51, p. 58. 

121. 'Intellectual field and creative project', in M. F. D. Young (ed.), 
Knowledge and Control: New Directions for the Sociology of Education, 
(London, 1971), p. 167. 

122. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1848-49, pp. 50-51. This passage is of 
central importance to my argument as it reveals very explicitly the 
shift from juridico-discursive to governmental modes of authority. 
See also Foucault's comments about the downward diffusion of power 
through the family structure under liberal forms of government in 
'Governmentality', in The Foucault Effect, pp. 91-92. 
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123. The most 'difficult' work reproduced by the (R)APFAS was probably the 
1843 print after Robert Scott Lauder's Italian Goatherds Entertaining 
a Brother of the Santissima Trinita, distributed at a time when art 
union activities were increasingly subject to official scrutiny. 

124. See King, The Industrialization of Taste, p. 177 for a discussion of 
costs of framing art union prints. 

125. In his article 'Coffee table sex: Robert Mapplethorpe and the sado-
masochism of everyday life', Genders, no. 11, 1991, pp. 17-36, Paul 
Morrison discusses the role of the reproductive print in the 
aesthetics of the contemporary bourgeois interior, and suggests that 
the print reproduced in book form has greater status than the framed 
print on the wall ('an aesthetic gaff of the first magnitude'). I 
have found no firm evidence to indicate that a similar hierarchy of 
value existed in the 1850s, but it is possible that the increasingly 
common presence of oil paintings in the bourgeois home significantly 
reduced the status of the large framed print during this period, 
encouraging the RAPFAS to rethink its print publishing strategy. 

126. See the remarks of T. C. Bruce in the Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 
1851-52, pp. 46-47. 

127. See the Scotsman, 6 June 1827, p. 358 for an anecdote concerning the 
sale of these busts. 

128. RAPFAS Report, 1858-59, p. 6. The illustration of Scott's work and 
its relevance to nineteenth-century historical art has not yet been 
sufficiently treated. For brief introductions see R. Strong, And 
When Did You Last See Your Father? The Victorian Painter and British 
History, (London, 1978), especially pp. 30-32; and L. Errington, 'Sir 
Walter Scott and nineteenth-century painting in Scotland', in W. 
Kaplan (ed.), Scotland Creates: 5000 Years of Art and Design, 
(Glasgow, 1990), pp. 121-35. 

129. See comments to that effect in the RAPFAS Report, 1847-48, p. 11. 
130. This latter issue has been far from adequately researched. But see 

J. Raleigh, 'What Scott meant to the Victorians', Victorian Studies, 
vol. VII, no. 1, 1963, pp. 7-34. 

131. This reliance on narrative knowledge also suggests that the engravings 
were targeted at a literate, primarily middle-class audience. 

132. The Works of Robert Burns, (Ware, Herts., 1994), pp. 390-92. 
133. E. Hobsbawm, The Age of Capital 1848-1875, (London, 1991), pp. 96-97. 
134. Myths of Sexuality: Representations of Women in Victorian Britain, 

(Oxford, 1990). On the rise of nineteenth-century feminism see B. 
Taylor, Eve and the New Jerusalem: Socialism and Feminism in the 
Nineteenth Century, (London, 1983). 

135. J. Anderson, Sir Walter Scott and History, (Edinburgh, 1981); D. 
Brown, Walter Scott and the Historical Imagination, (London, 1979); D. 
Daiches, 'Sir Walter Scott and history', Etudes Anglaises, 24, no. 4, 
1971, pp. 458-77; D. Forbes, 'The rationalism of Walter Scott', Cam-
bridge Journal, vol. 7, no. 1, 1953, pp. 20-35; P. Garside, 'Scott and 
the "philosophical" historians', Journal of the History of Ideas, vol. 
36, 1975, pp. 497-512; C. Harvie, 'Scott and the image of Scotland', 
in R. Samuel (ed.), Patriotism: The Making and Unmaking of British 
National Identity, vol. II, (London, 1989), pp. 173-92; G. McMaster, 
Scott and Society, (Cambridge, 1981); and J. Smith, 'Scott and the 
idea of Scotland', University of Edinburgh Journal, vol. 21, 1963-64, 
198-209 and 290-98. 
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136. In relation to this image see M. Cohen, 'Empowering the sister: female 
rescue and authorial resistance in The Heart of Midlothian', College 

Literature, vol. 20, no. 2, 1993, pp. 58-69. 
137. See M. Chapman, The Gaelic Vision in Scottish Culture, (London, 1978); 

T. Pringle, 'The privation of history: Landseer, Victoria and the 
Highland myth', in Cosgrove and Daniels (eds.), The Iconography of 
Landscape: Essays on the Symbolic Representation, Design and Use of 
Past Environments, (Cambridge, 1988), pp. 142-61; C. Withers, 'The 
historical creation of the Scottish Highlands', in I. Donnachie and C. 

Whatley (eds.), The Manufacture of Scottish History, (Edinburgh, 

1992), pp. 143-56; and P. Womack, Improvement and Romance: Construct-

ing the Myth of the Highlands, (Basingstoke, Hants., 1989). 
138. J. Morrison, 'Rural Nostalgia: Painting in Scotland c. 1860-1880', 

(University of St Andrews, Ph.D., 1989). I discuss this issue briefly 
in connection with the (R)APFAS's understanding of the moral influence 
of landscape painting below. 

139. For a summary treatment of its historical emergence see D. McCrone, A. 
Morris, and R. Kiely, Scotland - the Brand: The Making of Scottish 
Heritage, (Edinburgh, 1995). 

140. See, for example, James Dennistoun's comments at the 1850 AGM as 
reported in the Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1849-50, pp. 46-47: 'For I 
feel assured that if ever there was a name of which Scotland deserves 
to be proud -- if ever there was a name which ought to be its house-
hold word -- if ever there was a name of one whose whole heart and 
soul were devoted to the interest of Scotland, in the history, the 
antiquities, the literature, the manners, and the scenery of his 
country -- that name is Sir Walter Scott -- (Applause).' 

141. Although the tone, if not the content, of this kind of discourse was 
not just characteristic of middle-class organisations, but also an 
important element of many workingmen's voluntary associations. Grand-
iloquent language of this kind was not, in Trygve Tholfsen's words, 
'mere rhetoric, but part of a pervasive cultural pattern'. See his 
article, 'The intellectual origins of mid-Victorian stability', 
Political Science Quarterly, vol. 86, no. 1, 1971, p. 64. 

142. There were precedents for such lists in the publication of the names 
of voluntary subscribers in the form of newspaper advertisements. Of 
the many contemporary examples those drawn up to raise funds for the 
preservation of Scott's house, Abbotsford, were the most prominent and 
popular. See, for example, the Scotsman, 20 February 1833, p. 1. 

143. As this selection suggests this discourse of inclusiveness intensified 
during the early 1850s, a response perhaps to the massive appeal of 
the Great Exhibition of 1851. 

144. See, for example, the more qualified formulation that appeared in the 
APFAS Report, 1844-45, p. 6: 'Neither can it be doubted that the 
Association has conferred benefits on the community, by diffusing 
and cherishing a love of art amongst all the more educated classes, 
and amongst some whose feelings had not before been touched by 
pleasures so refined'. I have more to say on distinctions of nation 
and race in the section on imperial issues below. 

145. King, The Industrialization of Taste, ff. 41. The relative expense of 
the guinea art unions accounts for the proliferation of shilling 
organisations during the 1850s. For contemporary comment on their 
effects see the various comments of contributors in the 'Minutes of 
evidence', Report from the Select Committee on Art Union Laws, 1866. 
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146. These figures tally with Nenadic's estimates of middle-class size in 
'The rise of the urban middle class', in T. M. Devine and R. Mitchison 
(eds.), People and Society in Scotland, I: 1760-1830, (Edinburgh, 

1988), pp. 109-26. See also the essay by N. Morgan and R. Trainor, 
'The dominant classes' in W. H. Fraser and R. J. Morris (eds.), People 

and Society in Scotland, II: 1830-1914, (Edinburgh, 1990), pp. 103-37. 

147. 'Minutes of evidence', Report from the Select Committee on Art Union 

Laws, 1866, p. 37, Qus. 834-49. 
148. 10 June 1837, p. 3. The context of this exchange of letters is 

discussed in the section on the New Association below. 
149. Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1859-60, p. 91, and Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 

1868-69, p. 91. On the former occasion Alexander Hill was protesting 
against the narrow and exclusive make-up of the Association's comm-
ittee by emphasising the fact that in the RAPFAS 'the mercantile 
classes had a considerable majority'. The latter comment occurs in 
the context of a discussion about a downturn in the commercial sector 
of the economy. The most explicit recognition of the Association's 
failure to incorporate a broad cross-section of the population appears 
in the RAPFAS Report, 1871-72, p. 88: 'Every person that can afford a 
guinea may and should make himself a member of this Association. He 
may thus have a chance of securing for himself a valuable work of art, 
and the certainty of securing for himself an interesting and valuable 
engraving, and so getting something for his money. But there is a 
large number of our fellow-countrymen who have not a sixpence to spare 
on the direct encouragement of art, who are precisely the people on 
whom art will bring, unconsciously it may be, that kind of refining 
education which they require, and it is to them that our National 
Gallery is freely open. It is, therefore, for their benefit that we 
put aside the works that are deposited there.' 

150. See the comments of Sir John Don Wauchope, Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 
1864-65, p. 83, about the presence of 'better paid mechanics' in the 
Association. On the structure of Edinburgh's labour aristocracy in 
the second half of the century see R. Gray, The Labour Aristocracy in 
Victorian Edinburgh, (Oxford, 1976). Gray provides an in-depth survey 
of wages and standards of living for various skilled trades in chapter 
four, pp. 43-90, and discusses the cultural and leisure affiliations 
of skilled manual workers in chapters five and seven, pp. 91-120 and 
136-43. He notes (p. 141) that working-class resistance to patronage 
and deference meant that artisan involvement in elite cultural organ-
isations like the (R)APFAS would have been extremely limited. My use 
of the term 'labour aristocrat' here is descriptive, and I do not 
understand the presence of skilled workers in an organisation like the 
(R)APFAS as supporting Gray's broader argument about the co-option of 
working-class elites. 

151. J. F. C. Harrison, Early Victorian Britain 1832-51, (London, 1988), p. 
106. For an assessment of middle-class incomes in Scotland during 
this period see Morgan and Trainor, 'The dominant classes', pp. 111-
17, and although there is no analysis of middle-class wages in Edin-
burgh, Stana Nenadic discusses rates for Glasgow in her thesis, 'The 
Structure, Values and Influence of the Scottish Urban Middle Class; 
Glasgow 1800 to 1870', (University of Glasgow, Ph.D., 1986), ff. 143. 
She estimates an average middle-class family income of f275 in Glasgow 
in the early 1860s. 

152. On the importance of the 'consumer crafts' to the Edinburgh economy 
see Gray, The Labour Aristocracy in Victorian Edinburgh, ff. 21. 

153. James Dalziel, Henry Westmacott and John Thomson of Duddingston. 
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154. There is only one 'cotton-manufacturer' listed. 
155. Of the 717 male Edinburgh members of the APFAS in 1845, 527 have 

identifiable professions (cross-indexed and confirmed by address with 
the 1845 Post-Office directory). Again, law was by far the most 
commonly recurring profession with 161 identifiable members, com-
prising advocates, judges, Writers to the Signet and solicitors of 
various kinds. However, in comparison with the membership of the 
1830s, there was now a larger percentage of 'mercantile' subscribers, 
comprising shop-keepers, small businessmen and small-scale manufac-
turers (my count totaled 174). The remainder of the identifiable 
membership was made up of other elite professions (doctors, bankers 
professors at the university etc.), a range of white collar and 
administrative workers (including teachers), a number of army and 
naval officers, churchmen, members of the gentry and the occasional 
artist. These figures provide a good general guide to the structure 
of the Association's membership, although the use of directories inev-
itably skews the results towards professional and commercial occupa-
tions. See Chapter Two, endnote twenty for discussion of the 
reliability of directories as research tools. 

156. It is not clear why women were excluded from the initial subscription 
list in 1834-35. One possibility -- although I can find no evidence 
to confirm it -- is that the initial subscriber base was drawn from 
the St. Luke Club of Scottish Artists, an exclusively male gathering. 

157. See, for example, the comments of Sheriff Mark Napier at the 1864 AGM, 
as reported in the Appendix, RAPFAS Report, 1863-64, p. 77. 

158. Relevant work here includes S. J. Brown, 'The disruption and urban 
poverty: Thomas Chalmers and the West Port operation in Edinburgh, 
1844-47', Records of the Scottish Church History Society, vol. 20, no. 
1, 1978, pp. 65-89, and 'Thomas Chalmers and the communal ideal in 
Victorian Scotland', in T. C. Smout (ed.), Victorian Values, pp. 61-
80; R. A. Cage and E. O. A. Checkland, 'Thomas Chalmers and urban 
poverty: the St. John's parish experiment in Glasgow 1819-1837', Phil-
osophical Journal, vol. 13, no. 1, 1976, pp. 37-56; E. 0. A. Check-
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6 

Conclusion 

The period 1775 - 1840 witnessed a dramatic transformation 

in the size and complexity of the Edinburgh art world, with the 

rituals associated with fine art consumption emerging from the 

closed and essentially private circles of the elite connoisseur 

and taking on new meanings in the comparatively open and more 

contested spaces of the urban public sphere. The aim of this 

thesis has been to track this transition, paying special atten-

tion to the role of institutional formations in this process, and 

examining the conflicts engendered by the competing interests of 

different groups of artists and patrons. The power of associa-

tion played a central role in the formation of Edinburgh's bour-

geois artistic field, and it was within the context of emergent 

institutions and the discourses utilised to define them that the 

ideal of a participatory public for art began to take shape for 

the first time. 

Although both the timing and forms of this transition bear 

correspondence to similar developments in the art markets of 

England and France, Edinburgh's art world was subject to a unique 

set of relations of production and exchange: During the 

eighteenth century the fine art field in the city was compara-

tively underdeveloped, the product of both structural and 

discursive constraints, including the absence of patronal elites 

and the development of modes of cultural self-imagining that 

denigrated the relevance of fine art for Scottish social life. 

But whether the comparative absence of high cultural forms was 

matched by a depleted visual culture per se is far from clear, 

and it is possible that the growing market activity discussed in 

Chapter Two provides only a trace of a broader creative engage-

ment with visual forms. Certainly there is evidence of consider- 
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able amateur interest in artistic culture, including the 

production of copies after old masters, as well as the growth of 

a moderate portrait market, and the involvement of artisan-

craftsmen in a variety of decorative and applied arts projects.2  

However, it is the changing structure of the art market 

during this period that provides the most reliable evidence of 

expansion in the visual arts, with steady business growth for a 

variety of artistic middlemen: auctioneers, print sellers, 

carvers and gilders, and dealers in goods for the amateur arts 

sector. Many developed specialised artistic concerns from more 

general trading activities, gradually moving from their bases in 

the Old Town, along North Bridge to Princes Street in the wake 

of Edinburgh's migrating middle and upper classes. Escalating 

urban segregation helped define the parameters of a specific 

community for the fine arts in Edinburgh, associating artistic 

products with the practices of purchasing and looking only 

properly available to the privileged classes, and separating the 

pursuit of high culture in spatial and symbolic terms from the 

more amorphous creative endeavour of the Old Town's vibrant 

artisan culture. By the late 1820s distinctions between high and 

low had begun to cohere, with popular culture more persistently 

degraded, and the sublime aesthetic mode separated readily from 

more functional cultural forms. 

However, despite these changes in the market and the accumu-

lating significance accorded to fine art products, few of these 

new emporia provided significant space for the display of works 

by contemporary artists. 	Even during the 1820s, a decade of 

unprecedented growth in the Edinburgh art market, business 

activity in the fine arts was overwhelmingly focused on the 

resale exchange of prints and old master paintings, as well as 

the distribution of cheaper goods to the amateur arts sector. 

Portrait painting apart, modern art was neither popular, nor yet 

especially prestigious; those few who could afford to purchase 

pictures followed traditional trajectories of elite taste, 

investing in imported works from distinguished and, by now, 

accessible foreign marts. With the worth of contemporary art not 

yet fully established, the modern painter's pathway to success 
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was a tortuous one, particularly if he failed to satisfy the 

acquisitive impulses of the city's leading private patrons. In 

a hostile market, with professional advancement largely dependent 

on humiliating client networks of patronage and control, many of 

Edinburgh's artists looked towards the collective solidarity and 

professional freedoms seemingly offered by association. 

The public for fine art during this period is difficult to 

quantify exactly, but evidence suggests a small and elite 

audience of upper professional bourgeoisie, gentry, and a 

sprinkling of successful tradesmen and merchants. 	Though 

constituting a tiny social fraction, this public was reasonably 

diverse, with artists like Alexander Carse commanding the 

interest of patrons ranging from the Duke of Buccleuch and Lord 

Moira, to John Clerk, a High Street glazier. In comparison with 

London, however, Edinburgh's patronage circles were neither 

wealthy nor extensive, and although traditional client relation-

ships continued to thrive (particularly in the portrait market), 

the evidence from exhibiting schemes suggests that the majority 

of visitors came only to look and learn; until the mid-1830s very 

few paintings were purchased. Other visual spectacles in the 

city -- less intimidating and usually framed by amore accessible 

aesthetic -- attracted larger crowds, rousing the anger of 

'professional' painters and demonstrating the market's potential 

for disrupting hierarchies of received taste. The problem of the 

public was further exacerbated by the poorly realised govern-

mental ambitions of institutional managers, most of whom showed 

little concern with incorporating a broadly configured audience 

for art, in spite of their rhetoric of commitment. Although the 

Scottish Academy received the propaganda support of the liberal 

press in its struggle with the Royal Institution, it was scarcely 

an open organisation, and it is significant that another, 

formally unconnected institution -- the Association for Promotion 

of the Fine Arts in Scotland -- had to be established in order 

to stimulate a sufficient purchasing public for the academicians' 

productions. 

The institutional allegiances of Edinburgh's artists during 

this period were initially generated in reaction to a burdensome 
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working environment for those at the lesser end of the evolving 

professional spectrum. Begun essentially as a protective incor-

poration of tradesmen, the artists' initial foray -- the Society 

of Artists -- failed to transform itself into a fully-fledged 

artists' organisation, and soon fragmented under pressure from 

the more elevated aspirations of its most successful members. 

Its collapse revealed in embryonic form the competing pressures 

placed on artists' organisations: for some a means of survival 

in a hostile working environment, for others a vehicle for 

extending their cultural authority beyond the closed networks of 

traditional patronage into the new art circles of the urban 

public sphere. In an artistic field that was small and already 

highly stratified, the Society's loose constitution failed to 

contain this diversity of interests, illustrating the difficul-

ties of achieving communal solidarity in a competitive profession 

still dominated by client relationships and increasingly 

structured by the myth of inspired autonomous endeavour. 

By contrast the Scottish Academy stuck closely to tried and 

tested models of professional association, making good use of a 

suitably restricted membership, and an intricate corpus of rules 

and regulations. Its members worked hard to foster links with 

other bourgeois associations, and it quickly became the institu-

tional focus of a new network of semi-public patronage relations. 

The context of the Academy's ascendancy is of central importance, 

and in an era before the winning of an extended franchise, it 

formed a pre-eminent site of bourgeois social authority in a city 

largely devoid of middle-class pathways to political power. Its 

coterie of supporters comprised mainly of the professional bour-

geoisie, leading merchants, and a smattering of lesser gentry 

conceived of itself as a progressive alternative to the closed 

cultural circles of the 'aristocratic' Institution, and its 

members were proud to assist, rather than direct, their artist 

brothers, offering a degree of professional dignity in return for 

the prestige that adhered to involvement with the fine arts. The 

Academy received substantial and largely unquestioning support 

from the liberal press, and the Scotsman in particular exploited 

the symbolic significance of the contest between professional 
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artists and gentrified patrons for political gain. Although the 

tussle brought the Academy into direct conflict with leading Tory 

placemen, the more significant confrontation was over new modes 

of social organisation: the equitable regulation of public life, 

the guarantee of professional autonomy, and a new responsiveness 

to the pressures of public opinion. Thus during the 1820s, Edin-

burgh's artistic field was deeply implicated in a struggle for 

social authority amongst competing urban elites, and for a while 

at least the needs of artists and their liberal patrons appeared 

to cohere, tainting what was superficially a dispute over 

patronage forms with the more sinister passions of party feeling. 

Although the concept of the public was utilised frequently 

by breakaway groups for strategic gain, there were few who showed 

any real commitment to a system of mass patronage relations --

a situation that changed dramatically in the early 1830s. The 

political turmoil of the reform period induced a remodelling of 

Edinburgh's body politic, encouraging elites to think differently 

about their relationship to the public and lending a new legiti-

macy to more encompassing forms of association. Once again the 

priorities of social elites combined with the needs of artists 

to produce a powerful institutional formation, and the first 

Edinburgh art union commanded a dominant position in the city's 

artistic field well into the 1880s. In a still enervate market, 

the Association not only saved the stumbling Scottish Academy 

financially, but lent new legitimacy to the purchase of 

contemporary painting, encouraging habits of looking and buying 

across a broader swathe of Edinburgh's wealthier classes. For 

the first time in the history of patronage in Scotland, the 

rhetoric of public commitment was matched by concerted action: 

the art union was open to all who could afford a guinea subscrip-

tion (overwhelmingly the middle class), and its constitution, in 

theory if not in practice, was comparatively democratic. 

Moreover, the (R)APFAS conceived of itself as a cohesive force 

of universal appeal, claiming to operate in a sphere beyond 

religious or party faction and providing a neutral forum in which 

divided populations could be brought together under the banner 

of the fine arts. 
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However, as was argued in Chapter Five, this claim of 

neutrality was little more than a figment of patronal imagina-

tions, and in a manner similar to contemporary fine art institu-

tions elsewhere in Britain, the art union was 'captured' by urban 

elites and its patronage moulded to suit the agenda of its 

illustrious managers) This was a complex process, dependent on 

forms of power that were pleasurable as well as repressive, and 

informed by a commitment to a governmental rationality that was 

also the product of diverse influences. 	Central to the 

Association's authority was the apparently palliative, civilising 

influence of its productions, as well as the power the (R)APFAS 

wielded in transporting an improving image into the heart of the 

Victorian home. In this way fine art became a pleasure of the 

hearth, its forms intended to encourage a self-regulatory demean-

our on the part of every subscriber. Global in its ambitions, 

the (R)APFAS's missionary zeal also proved popular with colonial 

functionaries, and its published engravings fostered a fascina-

tion with Scottish culture across the world. 

To what extent the art union's governmental agenda was 

resisted or pleasurably received by subscribers is difficult to 

assess (the politics of fine art consumption during this period 

is an issue that urgently needs addressing). 	Certainly the 

legislative tendencies of the Association's managing elite 

encouraged conflicting visions of the nature of art union 

patronage, and some were opposed to what they perceived as the 

(R)APFAS's overly paternalistic agenda. As we have seen, this 

produced a significant institutional challenge in Edinburgh 

(supported by the propaganda power of a leading London journal), 

and once again the social authority accruing to the fine arts and 

the ease with which patronage issues could be represented in 

terms of broader social conflict gave the confrontation a sig-

nificance that extended beyond the artistic sphere. As with the 

disagreements of the 1820s, the panoply of disputes associated 

with the art unions reveals the unprecedented importance of art 

institutions for urban elites, as vehicles for the articulation 

of specific values, as sources of technologies to encourage their 

dissemination, and as flexible pathways in the acquisition of 
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social power and recognition. With their political authority 

under constant threat from forces below, high cultural associa-

tions proved a remarkably resilient and pliant resource for those 

engaged in struggles for power and distinction within the 

threatened confines of the bourgeois public sphere. 

In the face of the feeble condition of state patronage, 

similar institutional formations sprung up elsewhere in Britain 

during this period, and future comparative work will reveal to 

what extent the conditions of artistic production and exchange 

in Edinburgh were significantly different from other major cities 

in Scotland and England. In terms of Scottish developments, I 

have indicated some of the complexities involved in framing the 

evolution of the 'native' fine arts, including the central 

importance of the many convoluted connections with London 

markets, and the necessity of being aware of the discursive 

construction of a peculiarly 'Scottish' tradition. Processes of 

negotiation with dominant metropolitan aesthetic modes were a 

constant source of cultural anguish throughout this period, 

although from the 1820s an increasingly confident environmental-

ist art criticism emerged, emphasising Scottish cultural 

distinctiveness grounded in the ideology of romance, a dominant 

naturalism and the practice of genre. Again, this particular 

critical vision was complexly determined, at once deeply 

intertextual (drawing heavily on the work of Burns and Scott), 

as well as symptomatic of an assertive 'unionist-nationalism', 

a mode of national imagining that structured a range of projects 

within Scotland's burgeoning civil society. However, as I have 

suggested, within the field of the fine arts the claim of 

distinctiveness requires careful examination. Similar aesthetic 

modes were also popular in English marts, and the moral authority 

of the imperium's high culture during this period was massively 

dependent in both financial and ideological terms on the 

sustained exploitation of the colonial 'other'. 

As an initial foray into an underdeveloped critical field, 

this thesis opens up many more pathways of inquiry and debate 

than I have had the space to pursue adequately.4 However, what 

it does demonstrate is the complex array of forces that struc- 
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tured an emergent interest in Edinburgh's bourgeois fine arts 

across this period, and how incomplete any narrative is that 

concentrates on the internal evolution of aesthetic forms alone. 

Artists and patrons alike worked hard to encourage a market for 

art through a variety of institutional formations, although their 

divergent visions of the usefulness of high culture induced con-

siderable conflict along the way. What is significant, however, 

were the difficulties involved in encouraging the circulation of 

modern art commodities, and the sustained reluctance of larger 

sections of the population to become engaged in the urban arts. 

Contrary to the laws of laissez-faire economics, a market for 

modern painting in Edinburgh did not evolve spontaneously to meet 

the needs of a clamorous public; supply did not automatically 

follow demand. Rather, the market was laboriously crafted by a 

comparatively small group of concerned citizens, utilising the 

power of association for both governmental and commercial ends. 

Only with the coming of the art unions in the 1830s, and the 

active incorporation of a public for the fine arts, was the 

future of Edinburgh's artistic field assured. 

In retrospect, then, the formation of Edinburgh's art 

unions, especially the Association for Promotion of the Fine Arts 

in Scotland, was a central moment in the evolution of Scottish 

painting, with the institution's managers working hard to 

construct a public for fine art at home and abroad, and offering 

unprecedented subsidy to Scotland's artists. Already popular 

aesthetic modes were utilised and adapted for commercial gain, 

and there can be little doubt that the Association's print 

publishing and purchasing programs had a considerable influence 

on the development of public taste and the aesthetic choices of 

practising artists. Compared with other urban art markets in 

Britain, the structural influence of the (R)APFAS was massive, 

raising over £250,000 for the fine arts over its sixty-year 

history. 	Along with the Royal Scottish Academy, the two 

organisations formed a dominant cultural bloc, receiving little 

substantive challenge until the 1880s with the emergence of new 

modes of naturalism in the work of the Glasgow School of 

painters, as well as the evolution of new photographic and 
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printing technologies. 

However, it is the gradual appearance of a more broadly 

constituted public on the urban arts scene that is the central 

story of this period, and this thesis has exposed the functional 

concerns of a range of institutional patrons in relation to that 

public. In an anti-democratic age, the patronage of art involved 

much more than the encouragement of painting, with important 

civic figures utilising the authority of high culture for 

explicitly social ends. 	Again, the work of the Edinburgh 

(R)APFAS produced important innovations, and the organisation 

developed an extensive governmental agenda, with the aim of 

encouraging a self-regulatory capacity on the part of its 

subscribers. Although the governors of the Edinburgh art union 

certainly over-estimated the capacity of the 'serenely silent 

Arts' to affect social change, their resolute commitment to the 

usefulness of high culture does suggest an awareness of the 

pervasive and often clandestine authority of its forms in 

nineteenth-century social life. However, as this thesis has 

demonstrated, that authority was neither neutral in its effects, 

nor mobilised for the good of the whole community, despite the 

frequent use of a rhetorical universalism. 	Like many other 

fields of social activity during this period, the management of 

the fine arts was 'structured in dominance', and although art 

institutions never simply imposed dominant values on a pliant 

public, they did play a significant role in helping to maintain 

a commitment to the terrible inequalities of nineteenth-century 

capitalism. Placing the 'public' at the centre of the frame, 

analysing its discursive construction as well as its actual 

constitution allows us to expose more effectively the motivations 

of those who so often claimed to be acting in the public interest 

and speaking in the public's name. 

To return, finally, to the contemporary commitments sig-

nalled in my Introduction, we might ask what this interpretation 

of the past offers to the present-day custodians of Scotland's 

visual arts. 	Although the rapid demise of high cultural 

authority in the face of insurgent popular forms means that 

historical parallels are less potent now than they would have 
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been thirty years ago, the question of the relationship of the 

public to high cultural institutions remains an issue of acute 

concern. 	As this thesis neared completion, yet another new 

Scottish art institution, the Gallery of Modern Art in Glasgow, 

became embroiled in an ill-tempered controversy concerning the 

accessibility of its collection.5  However, what could have 

developed into an informative debate about the role of the 

'public' in the heritage institutions of the late twentieth 

century quickly degenerated into a sterile argument pitting the 

'patronising populism' of one camp against the 'inaccessible 

elitism' of the other. (Both parties, of course, claim to speak 

in the public's name.) The form of this debate is banal in the 

extreme -- it is no doubt generated in part for publicity 

purposes -- and its simplistic polarities mask more complex 

questions about the representativeness of museum institutions and 

the relationship between high culture and its audiences in the 

information age. Once again an ill-defined 'public' is being 

mobilised as a rhetorical weapon for institutional gain, its 

specificity and complexity unexplored, its cultural desires and 

competencies ill-considered. Despite its discursive mobilisa-

tion, the 'public' is far from a central concern: nothing breaks 

down the disabling distinction between the knowledgable expert 

and the gallery visitor, and beyond a gentle flirtation with 

multimedia, little has been done to disrupt the passivity that 

has historically constructed the museum experience. The central 

issue of our times is not conservation, nor is it collection 

management, but rather the way in which art institutions help a 

broadly constituted public to indulge in a more creative 

engagement with visual forms. 

Whether this can be achieved by prestigious high cultural 

heritage projects is doubtful: their forms are too massified, 

their structures too unresponsive to public demand, their 

institutional formations too easily co-opted by those playing 

complex games of power in today's globalised cultural markets. 

My own preference is for a plethora of well-resourced and flex-

ible smaller venues, run by specific communities and responding 

much more directly to community needs and creative aspirations. 
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However, hearing the strained accents of Edinburgh's high 

cultural managers fretting about the sacrifices they must make 

to 'pull the punters in' does suggest that whatever the dangers 

attached to the commodification of heritage culture, the new 

climate of accountability offers some hope that the 'problem' of 

the public will become a more pressing area of concern. 

Knowing where we are going is in part dependent on knowing 

where we have come from. In this way I hope this thesis will 

contribute to a much needed rethink of institutional priorities, 

ushering in a process of constructive change. 
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1. A. Cruse after T. H. Shepherd, Royal Institution, or School 
of Arts, from Shepherd's Modern Athens, 1829 



2. David Allan, Interior of the Foulis Academy, c. 1762, 
engraving, Mitchell Library, Glasgow 



3. W. H. Lizars after J. W. Ewbank, Royal Circus from India 
Place, engraving from Picturesque Views of Edinburgh, 1825 



4. W. H. Lizars after J. W. Ewbank, Edinburgh Castle from the 
Grassmarket, engraving from Picturesque Views of Edinburgh, 
1825 



5. S. Lacy after T. H. Shepherd, Royal Institution, from 
Hanover Street, Edinburgh, engraving from Shepherd's Modern 
Athens, 1829 



6. A. Nasmyth, Princes Street with the Royal Institution 
Building Under Construction, 1825, oil on canvas, National 
Gallery of Scotland 
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From ancient Rome this -woeful Daub camit- der, 

And fintzs 'fine .nnaftve: from door to door. 

7. The Fine-Image Seller, etching from Street Cries of 
Edinburgh, 1803 



8. J. Harden, 'Allan and Joseph with their mother and grand-
mother at Edinburgh. It was the same visit during which 
Raeburn painted Allan', 1805, india-ink wash and pen, 
National Library of Scotland 



9. W. Turner de Lond, Fifth Exhibition of Modern Painting in 
the Institution's new Rooms on the Mound, lithograph, 1826 



10. J. Gordon (younger) after J. Gordon (elder), detail of the 
'Parthenon' on Calton Hill, from Panoramic View of 
Edinburgh from Nelson's Monument, c. 1830, coloured 
lithograph on paper, City Art Centre, Edinburgh 



11. W. Geikie, Rival Artists, india-ink wash and pen, British 
Museum 
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12. ? Bruce after W. Geikie, View of the Hustings, wood 
engraving from the Scotsman, 1833 

13. Royal Irish Art Union -- Distribution of Prizes, engraving 
from the Ilustrated London News, 1843 



14. W. Forrest after W. Allan, The Gathering of the Clans, 
RAPFAS engraving, 1849 



15. W. Richardson after J. A. Houston, A Border Raid, The Peel 
Defended, RAPFAS engraving, 1851 



to 

16. E. Burton after J. Glass, Eager for the Fray, RAPFAS 
engraving, 1852 



17. F. Holl after R. Herdman, Waverley and Rose Bradwardine at 
their Studies, RAPFAS engraving, 1865 



18. R. C. Bell after J. Watson Gordon, Portrait of Sir Walter 
Scott, RAPFAS engraving, 1871 



19. R. C. Bell after R. T. Ross, Leaving Home, RAPFAS 
engraving, 1863 



20. H. Robinson after H. Cameron, Remonstrance, RAPFAS 
engraving 1863 



21. 

H.grLaevinmon after J. Faed, 

The Horrors of War, 
RAPFAS 

eng, 1857 



22. H. Lemon after J. Faed, Her Recognition of Him, RAPFAS 
engraving, 1857 



23. J. Le Conte after J. B. Macdonald, Rob Roy Parting the 
Duellists, Rashleigh and Francis Osbaldistone, RAPFAS 
engraving, 1868 



24. J. Faed after R. Herdman, The Interview Between Effie Deans 
and her Sister in Prison, RAPFAS engraving, 1873 



25. T. Brown after S. Bough, Loch Lomond, RAPFAS engraving, 
1868 



26. W. Miller after J. McWhirter, The Clachan of Aberfoil and 
Loch Ardmorning, RAPFAS engraving, 1868 



27. W. Kidd, Indulging, 1832, oil on canvas, National Gallery 
of Scotland 
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